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DESCRIPTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT

2.

1

EXISTING ENVIRONMENT

2.1-1

Climate

The proposed pipeline traverses three climatic regions (Figure 2.1.1-1).

The terminal facility and initial stretch of pipeline lies in the Los
The

Angeles Air Shed; this is part of the Facific Coastal Climatic Region.
major portion of the pipeline is in the Intermountain Plateau Climatic
Region, and the final stretch and terminating facility are in the Great

Interior Climatic Region east of the Rocky Mountains.

In addition, the Sea

Leg starts in the Northern Pacific and terminates in the Southern Pacific
Coastal Climatic Regions.

Sea Leg

2.1.1.1

The following description of climate along the Sea Leg stresses the two port
regions.

Lesser impacts are expected fceyond coastal waters; moreover,

climatic factors near the terminus have a strong effect on air quality in
the port areas.

More detailed climatological factors of the marine route,

including wind, precipitation, visibility and temperature, are illustrated
on the maps contained in Attachment 2.

Fuller descriptions of climate can

be found in other environmental assessment documents: Volume

3 of

the Final

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) on the "Trans-Alaska Pipeline" (USDI,
1972)

describes the physical setting along the Sea Leg; Volume

2

of the

Draft ES on the "Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Systems" (FPC, 1975)
gives a short description of the physical setting at the Alaska terminus;

Volume

1

of the Final ES for the "1975 Outer Continental Shelf Oil and Gas

General Lease Sale Offshore Southern California" (USDI, 1975), Volume

the Alaska Draft EIS (cited above)

,

and Volume
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"

•

— — Mountain

boundaries separating climatic

regions

Pacific Coastal, Intermountain Plateau, and Great Interior climatic
regions of southwestern United States

AAAMttHftri

of the Southern California Coastal Zone and Offshore Areas"

(USDI,

1974)

give a description of the physical setting near the off-loading terminus.

Port Valdez region

The Chugach Mountains to the north of Port Valdez serve as a natural barrier
and northern boundary to the climatic region around the port
(Figure 2.1.1.1-1).

The Gulf of Alaska moderates wintertime temperatures in

the area, making Port Valdez much warmer than the area immediately north of
the mountains.

Snowfall ranges between 250 and 400 inches each year.

Precipitation is heavy, an equivalent of 60 to 90 inches.
precipitation occurs from August through November.

Heaviest

Valdez is an ice-free

port.

Port Valdez is a well-sheltered extension on the northern perimeter of
Prince William Sound (Figures 2.1.1.1-1 and -2).

Snowcapped mountains,

containing extensive glaciers, extend almost continuously three-quarters of

the way around the port; rugged mountains without glaciers lie to the
southwest.

The terrain surrounding Valdez exerts a pronounced influence on

practically all aspects of local weather, climate, and air quality.

Up to the present, which is prior to start-up of the Alaska pipeline
terminal, air pollution emissions have been low and air quality good.

The

following climatic factors will determine the degree to which new emissions

will affect air quality (see Section 3.1.6 and ERT, 1976 which is available
upon request)

:

(1)

winds are generally weak in the Port area; on days

during the summer a weak sea breeze entering Valdez Narrows occurs about 60
percent of the time;

(2)

at almost all times there is a low thermal

inversion lid (750 feet or less) that confines pollutants; and

(3)

although

partially cloudy skies are common, there is sufficient solar intensity to
result in formation of photochemical air pollutants (ozone, etc.) on at
least three summer days per week when sufficient hydrocarbon and oxides of

nitrogen emissions are present.
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Physiography, Port Valdez, Alaska

There are indications that very high winds sometimes occur in Valdez Narrows
(lower left of Figure 2-1.1.1-1).

The frequency of occurrence is uncertain

because little meteorological data have been collected near and on Middle

Rock in the Narrows.

The winds seem to be due to drainage, principally

during the winter, of cold dense air off the snow and ice-covered slopes

around Port Valdez.

The dense air is then forced by the steep topography to

funnel through the Narrows.

The Venturi effect causes high acceleration of

the air mass as it passes through the narrow sea passage.

High winds, coupled with the topographic constraints of Middle Rock in a

narrow sea passage could have an effect on navigational safety of

supertanker traffic (see Section 3.1.5.1.2, and Appendix A1.1.1.1-A, the

tanker traffic study,

in a tanker simulation study prepared by Engineering

Computer Optecnomics, Inc. for the State of Alaska, the following summary on
currents and winds near Valdez Narrows is given:
It was determined that the current was approximately in line with
the wind over Port Valdez generally from the East and that the wind
would back (shift counterclockwise) and increase in speed on an
outbound transit as a tanker approached Middle Rock and entered
Valdez Narrows. For an inbound transit the reverse is true.
Additionally, it was determined that the Valdez wind was
directionally unstable; thus, besides allowing for wind gusts,
changes in the wind speed, it was decided to simulate changes in
the direction of the wind. Therefore, in every simulator run the
wind direction was fluctuating from 080 to 100 degrees true in Port
Valdez and from 005 to 025 degrees true in Valdez Narrows with a
0.8 knot following current.
This is not to say that this is the most severe wind direction or
that the wind does not come from other directions, but only that
the weather data available at the time of the design of the
simulation program indicated that these were the prevailinq
directions.

The maximum wind speeds used in the tanker simulations were 60 knots gusting
to 80 in Port Valdez and 80 knots gusting to 100 in Valdez Narrows.
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Sea Leg

The general air circulation in the northeastern Pacific Ocean is controlled
largely by two major systems.

The Aleutian Low is strong from September to

June and represents the movement of extratropical cyclones across the
northern Pacific.

The North Pacific Subtropical High lies southeast of the

Aleutian Low and is present throughout the year.

It weakens and moves

southeastward in the winter.

Most wind speeds range between 22 and 44 knots in late spring and summer.

The wind is usually accompanied by fog and rain along the Aleutian Islands.
High winds and violent storms are common throughout the year.

High waves frequently occur, especially during later fall and early winter.

Their highest frequency occurs in northern areas, particularly those areas
away from coastal influences.
50°N latitude

High waves occur less frequently south of

(approximately the latitude of the Canadian-U. S. border).

The percentage frequency of restricted visibility (less than

2

miles)

reaches a maximum over most of the area in the summer months, although
southern California areas peak in the fall or early winter.

Coastal fog is

so localized that it is not reflected in most ship area summaries, but must

be found through individual coastal station analysis.

The northeastern Pacific Ocean is characterized by a wide range of
temperatures.

The warmest temperature and lowest seasonal ranges are

observed in the southern California area.

The Gulf of Alaska records a

significant percentage of freezing temperatures from November through March.

Violent winds frequently occur on the lee side of the coastal mountain range
around the Gulf of Alaska.
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Meteorological conditions in Prince William Sound should be similar to those
in the Gulf of Alaska with some sheltering effects from the nearby islands.

Various government authorities (BLM, 1976 [2]) indicate that there is an
increasing incidence of icebergs from the Columbia glacier in the approaches
to Port Valdez.

(Volume 3 of the ES on the Trans-Alaska Pipeline [USDI,

1972] contains further details on climate of the Sea Leg.)

Southern California coastal region

General climatology and seasonal weather patterns .

The southern California

coastal and offshore area has a Mediterranean climate characterized by warm,

dry summers and mild winters.

This is a result of southern California's

location on the southeastern edge of the Pacific High Pressure Area (Pacific

Subtropical Anticyclone)

.

The high pressure cell forces most of the lows

that develop to follow a course northward of the United States, bringing

about a stable weather pattern that would not otherwise exist.

Summer

—

High.

This anticyclonic (high pressure) cell strengthens and migrates

During the summer the dominant climatic control is the Pacific

northward during late spring, and reaches its maximum development during the
summer with its eastern edge off the coast of Oregon and California, where

active subsidence occurs.

This results in air heating by compression;

therefore, a temperature inversion is created at about 2,000 feet or less

above sea level.

The relatively cold water that is flowing southward along

the coast not only maintains equable summer temperatures but creates a
surface inversion by chilling the overlying air.

These two inversions

result in an extremely stable atmospheric condition, and precipitation is

generally precluded during the summer.

When summer approaches, clouds recede during the day as solar heating
becomes dominant, and only night and morning coastal cloudiness remains.
During summer, a thermally induced low pressure center is created in
southwestern Arizona.

This, coupled with the strengthening of the Pacific
2-8

High, results in a pronounced coastal sea breeze condition during the day

which is superimposed on the general northwesterly circulation.

Winter

;

—

As winter approaches, the Pacific Subtropical Anticyclone weakens

|

and migrates to the south.

However, the high pressure cell continues to be

the dominant controlling force for coastal southern California weather.

Winter is the rainy season with 95 percent of the precipitation being
received between November through April.

However, there are many more

The weakening and the southward migration of the

nonrainy than rainy days.

Pacific Anticyclone permit the large storms that form over the sea (Aleutian
Low) to invade southern California as early as October.

are short in duration, lasting only for a day or less.

Usually, the storms

During winter and

spring the winds can, but very infrequently, reach velocities of about 40

knots with resulting 10-foot waves.

Superimposed on these winds are those

associated with the passage of storms and cold fronts.

After the passage of a cold front, continental air may build up over the
Basin and Range Plateau, and thus produce a cold Santa Ana condition.

During such periods, extreme wind conditions may be experienced below the
canyons and over the channel (gale to hurricane force winds) which can
result in high seas.

Despite heating by compression, temperatures remain

,;-.'

low.

The relative humidity can decrease to

Visibility .

5

percent.

Visibility is predominantly restricted by fog.

haze, smog, and dust also can reduce visibility.

However, smoke,

Both summer and winter

fogs are common along the Pacific coast, with the summer type being more

frequent and extensive.

On the lower coast of California, from Los Angeles southward, the foggiest
months are those from September to February, and the least foggy, from May
to August.

The visibilities are normally less in the eastern portion than

in the western portion.

For example, the visibilities during June, July,

and August are less than

2

miles, 2 to 12 percent of the time in the western
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portion (34.0° to 34.5°N, 120.0° to 120. 5°W) and 20 to 24 percent in the
eastern portion (34.0° to 34.5°N, 119.0° to 119.05°W).

Although southern California is considered to have a minimum frequency of
fog occurrence below Point Arguello, the fog at Point Arguello is invariably

thick and is recognized by mariners as one of the most dangerous on the
coast.

Also, there are two very foggy spots off the coast of Los Angeles.

These are San Miguel Island and Buffalo Springs on Santa Catalina Island.

Severe storms .

The coastal areas of the Pacific states normally have the

smallest number of thunderstorms per year in the entire United States.
one or two minor tornadoes (funnel clouds reaching the ground)

in California each year.

Only

are reported

Tropical cyclones usually develop during the

summer and fall in or near the Gulf of Tehuantepec and move northwest.

Many

of the cyclones dissipate long before they reach the southern California

coast.

However, they do cause some swell in the area at times.

Only two hurricanes in well over 50 years (25 September 1939 and 10
September 1976) have hit southern California with high winds, rain, and
extensive damage.

The former storm was noted for severe coastal damage, the

latter for severe inland flooding centered in the Imperial Valley.

Severe winds .

Attachment

Severe winds are infrequent.

See Maps 11 and 12 of
*

2

for wind roses and frequency distributions.

Similarly, a

computer scan showed that winds of 21 mph or greater occur about eight hours

per year at Long Beach.

Northwest winds

—

The northwest winds are the most important severe winds

and occur predominantly in the spring.

The winds frequently exceed 25 knots

with maximum speeds of 60 to 65 knots over the northern Channel Islands
area.
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Northeast winds (Santa Ana)

—

During the fall and winter months, Santa Ana

winds occur from the east and northeast.

As a high pressure area builds up

over the Basin and Range Plateau Region, the dry desert air moves

predominantly through Cajon Pass into the Los Angeles Basin.

If the

pressure difference between Nevada and southern California is only moderate,

the winds are usually confined to narrow belts flowing either through the
Santa Ana River Canyon toward San Pedro Bay or directly over the low

mountains south of the canyon, then along the level plains through Orange

County toward the Newport vicinity.

These winds may reach speeds of 52

knots, at times carrying considerable dust and may continue to blow well out
to sea.

Southeasterly winds

—

The southeasterly winds are the least frequent of the

severe winds, but are still potentially damaging.

They usually occur in

advance of an approaching cold front, with winds generally less than 50
knots; however, winds of 75 to 80 knots with gusts exceeding 100 knots have

occurred near Point Conception.

2.1.1.2

Long Beach Port region

The region containing the terminal facilities is noted for a mild climate,

with relatively low rainfall, and unusually stable air.

Temperatures are

moderate, and air is stabilized under the influence of the ocean.

little rain from June to September, the usual smoggy season.

There is

During this

period, strong temperature inversion layers, which confine pollutants, are

the norm.

Winds are usually light (see Section 2.1.1.1 for details of

climatology of the southern California coastal region)
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Wind patterns, topography, and smog conditions

Figure 2.1.1.2-1 illustrates the topographic profile and drainage of the
area.

The Los Angeles Air Shed comprises four counties, and two others

peripherally.

There are complex and varied patterns of pollutant formation

and transport in the Los Angeles Air Shed.

Nevertheless, certain phenomena

are so characteristic that they survive extensive averaging of data (CARB,
1974).

See Section 2.1.6.2 for detailed effects on air quality.

The

pertinent climatological factors are discussed below.

During most of the summer and early fall, cool surface air is capped by
relatively warm stable air.

The distinct separation is marked by a reversal

in the normal decrease in temperature with altitude.

There is an associated

sharp decrease in atmospheric density in the transition temperature

inversion layer which results in air below the layer being nonbuoyant and

effectively confined.

The height of the inversion tends to increase with

progress of the day and with distance inland.

These variations are governed

by local heating and cooling influences.

There is a distinct difference in the pattern of pollution distribution in
summer and in winter.

During the summer and early fall the temperature

inversion causes vehicle exhaust to accumulate; sunlight is intense for many
hours and photochemical reactions proceed rapidly, forming nitrogen dioxide,
ozone, and other oxidizing substances.

During the winter, surface

inversions are frequent during the long nights and early mornings, but tend
to lift rapidly or to be destroyed by surface heating.

This causes primary

contaminants (oxides of nitrogen, hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide) to
accumulate during the night and early morning, but to disperse before the
three or more hours it takes to produce much nitrogen dioxide or ozone.

During the winter, greater quantities of oxides of nitrogen (mainly nitric
oxide) are emitted because of increased consumption of fuel by stationary

sources.

Thus, the winter is marked by higher concentrations of primary

contaminants and less ozone, and by several
2-12
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nitric oxide during the day, and of nitrogen dioxide at night.

The summer

pattern is high daytime concentrations of ozone, nitrogen dioxide, and
aerosols, which are less evident during the night.

During the early morning hours, the air flow is frequently weak and variable
(Figure 2.1.1.2-2).

This allows the accumulation of pollutant material in

the major source areas which are mostly near the coast.

By midday the

characteristic sea breeze has usually been established and continues through
to the early evening (Figure 2.1.1.2-3).

This flow brings in cleaner marine

air along the coast and moves the accumulated pollutants to the inland areas
(Figure 2.1.1.2-4).

After sunset, the land-sea temperature difference,

which caused the sea breeze, diminishes; winds becomes weak and less
The amount of pollutants that remain in the basin to contribute

organized.

to degradation of air quality on the following day is highly variable.

Thermal inversion layers are now known to serve as reservoirs for aged air
pollutants (CARB, 197 5).

Severe weather .
weather.

There are occasions when the area is subjected to severe

Dry Santa Ana winds can result in the temporary closing of

highways to vehicles.

Serious fire problems on the dry southern California

hillsides and mountains can also result.

Thunderstorms may occur throughout the year, but are usually light and
infrequent along the coast.

become intense.

In the mountains of the interior, they can

No precipitation is produced by many of the thunderstorms,

with the result that forest fires and range fires are a frequent result.
When heavy precipitation does result, these rains can manifest themselves

very quickly at the proposed pipeline route as runoff.

Flooding is a

problem, often aggravated by fire-caused denuding of the mountains.

Figure 2.1.1.2-5 illustrates the effect that the Sierra Nevada, Transverse,

and Peninsular mountain ranges have on annual precipitation in southern
California.

(They, in effect, define the boundary between the Pacific
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The area west of this
regions.
Coastal and Intermountain Plateau climatic
annual precipitation, while the
mountain barrier receives 10 to 20 inches of
»

deserts to the east receive less than

2.1.1.3

5

inches.

Intermountain Plateau Climatic Region

lies between the mountains of the
The intermountain Plateau Climatic Region
West Coast mountains tend to block
West coast and the Rocky Mountains. The
Pacific storms in their eastward
the prevailing westerlies and to impede
are deprived of much of their
movements. The storms that do get across
pipeline route enters the
moisture by orographic cooling. The proposed
section of the plateau
intermountain Plateau at San Gorgonio Pass. The
pass, herein known as the
through which the proposed pipeline would
rest of the intermountain Plateau
-southern extreme," is separated from the
give additional shielding to the
mountains
These
north.
the
to
mountains
by
from the coast.
southeastward
move
that
storms
southern extreme from
area from air that has been
Furthermore, during the winter, they shield the

the north.
cooled by the large continental land mass to
east by the Rocky Mountains and
The intermountain Plateau is bounded on the
These mountains shield the
their extensions into southeastern New Mexico.
air masses moving south in
cold
from
region
climatic
intermountain Plateau
warm, moist air masses moving
the Great Interior (Figure 2.1.1-1) and from

northwestward from the Gulf of Mexico.

the Lower Colorado River Basin.
The western part of the southern extreme is
the mean sea level and is
Most of this area is less than 3,000 feet above
that lie below sea level.
relatively flat. However, there are some areas
of California.
The Lower Colorado River Basin includes the Gulf
the Pacific Ocean and the Gulf of
The southern extreme, being shielded from
During the summer, some moist air
Mexico, has an arid, continental climate.
does some from the Gulf of
from the Gulf of Mexico reaches the area as
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m

California.
the fall, and into the winter, some
Pacific frontal systems
break through, but become relatively
weak by the time they reach the area.

Temperatures

The temperature of this region is
characterized by extremes. During the day
the air heats quickly because there
is little moisture in it.
low areas
temperatures above 110°F are not uncommon.
At night the air cools
considerably as the ground gives up much
heat by radiation into the clear
skies. There can be much difference
between nighttime temperatures

m

in

adjacent high and low areas because the
cooled air flows to the low areas
and, owing to low winds at night,
settles there.

^^

The summer mean monthly highs are
generally in the low 90s . ±n the
the high UOs to low 50s.
For the higher eastern section of
New Mexico they
are in the high 70s to 80s and low to
mid-40s, respectively. The extremes
can differ by 10 degrees.

Wind

The area is often windy since there
is extreme heating of the air followed
winds along the surface are little
impeded by the
sparse vegetation. There is large
variability in wind.

by strong updrafts.

Precipitation

isolated from moisture sources by the
mountains, the area is quite dry.
Precipitation, however, can be variable.

The rain for a given month or year
at a given location can differ
markedly from the average over an extended
period for that location as well as from
the amount during the same period
at a different location.
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about 6 inches in the upper part
Although the mean annual precipitation is
inches alcng the rest
coachella Valley of California, it is about 4
of the

';
I

of the route to the Colorado River.

Generally, the farther east the route

likely to receive. The amount,
goes, the more annual rain the area is
and nearness of mountains.
however, is strongly influenced by elevation
in Arizona to 10 inches in
inches
6
around
from
ranges
Annual precipitation

New Mexico (Figure 2.1.1.3-1).

Inversions and m ixing heights
area contribute toward the area
The low nighttime temperatures of this
heights in the conterminous
mixing
nighttime
lowest
the
having some of
heating of the earth's surface
United States. Conversely, the extreme
area having some of the highest
during the day contributes toward the

daytime mixing heights.

Severe weather

interfere with human activities during
The extremely high temperatures can
Violent
of activity hard to perform.
the hottest weather, making many types
activities because of their
with
interfere
only
not
which
winds can occur,
can be damaging. Thunderstorms
strength and the dust that they raise, but
high winds and rain that can be
occur during the summer accompanied by
Hail occasionally will
can result.
flooding
Local
hour.
per
several inches
large-scale severe storms are
occur from these storms. Tornadoes or

extremely rare.

intermount "" Platan Region

—

west to east

the southern extreme in the region
The differences between the climate of
are primarily a matter of
east of the Colorado River and in California
degree, not type.

the more influence
The farther eastward a location lies,
Furthermore, the region to the east of

it receives from the Gulf of Mexico.
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the climatic characteristics of
the Tucson area can be expected to have
some 3,000 to 4,000 feet higher than
generally
is
higher elevations since it

the southwestern desert of Arizona.

2.1.1.4

:

|

,

Great Interior Climatic Region

and
lies east of the Rocky Mountains
The Great Interior Climatic Region
sea level to
from
ranges
It
Mexico.
of
Gulf
extends from Canada to the
route enters the south end of this
about 5.000 feet. The proposed pipeline
feet
from about 5,000 feet to about 3,000
drops
and
Pass
Guadalupe
at
region

1

as it progresses to Midland.
and
by the continent to the north
The climate of this region is dominated
masses is relatively
air
of
movement
The
south.
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Any Pacific storms
because there are virtually no mountains.

unentered

dried by
are considerably cooled and
reaching this area during the winter
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Winter
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their passage over the
warm,
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as cold, dry arctic or polar air
During the
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Mexico
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air
moist
under the influence of Gulf air moving
summer, the area is predominantly
heating of the continent and by air
northward into the low created by the
the Bermuda high. Because of the
circulating around the western side of
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route and the proximity to the
southerly position of the pipeline
route is located in a climate that
boundary of the climatic region, the
extreme of the Intermountain Plateau.
quite similar to that of the eastern
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mixing
afternoon
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The
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than that over the deserts to the
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height, 6,600 to 7,900 feet, tends
deserts.
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Severe weather and precipitation

The region is no t greatly different
from the region to the west.
there tend to be more thunderstorms.

However,

Tornadoes are quite rare in the

vicinity of the proposed pipeline.

There is considerably more rain than
in
the Intermountain Plateau (Figure
2.1.1.3-1).

2-1.2

2. 1. 2.

Major ecosystems

1

Marine

To facilitate discussion of
marine organisms, the marine
environment has
been divided into two main
categories, the bottom or benthic
environment and
the water or pelagic environment.

The benthic environment can be
subdivided into the following zones:
subtidal (sublittoral) ,
to 200 meters; bathyal, 200
to 4,000 meters; abyssal,
4,000 to 6,000 meters; and hadal,
deeper than
6,000 meters (see Figure 2.1.2.1-1).
intertidal (littoral,

;

The pelagic environment can be
broken into neritic (the area, from
shore to
where the continental slope or
bathyal Z one begins, and oceanic,
ah of the
neritic zone and the upper portions
(0 to 200 meters, of the oceanic
have
sufficient light for photosynthesis
and are often referred to as the
photic
zone. Below the oceanic photic
zone (epipelagic zone, are zones
called the
nesopelagic, 200 to 1,000 meters;
the bathypelagic, 1,000 to ,,000
metersand the abyssopelagic, deeper
than 4,000 meters. These three
zones do not
have sufficient light for
photosynthesis and are considered
aphotic.
Within the littoral, sublittoral, and
neritic zones are specialized
environments such as bays, estuaries,
and harbors.
An estuary is a river
mouth where mixing of salt and fresh
water occurs as a res.lt of tidal
action, shallow bays and tidal
marshes and bodies of water behind
barrier
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to

beaches are often included under the heading of estuarine
waters and all are
treated together in this discussion. Most strictly
aquatic organisms in
estuaries are of* marine origin. There are very important
semiaquatic
components as well, such as marsh grass and birds-

Estuaries are often more productive than either the
adjacent ocean or fresh
They serve as nursery grounds for many species of
fish and as vital
nesting areas for numerous species of migratory birds.
On the
water.

Pacific-

Coast, they serve the birds that utilize the Pacific
flyway.

Many of the

estuaries in the study area have been severely modified
by man and are of
limited biological importance.

Therefore, the remaining estuaries are

critically important.

The marine portion of this project begins in Prince William
SOUn d and
extends to San Pedro Bay. Marine biogeographers have
subdivided this area
in a number of ways, depending largely upon the
species used to make the
divisions.

Using brown algae in the order Laminariales, Druel
(1970) divided this
region into two segments, the southern and the northern.
The southern
segment extends from Santa Margarita Island, Mexico,
to the Straits of Juan
de Fuca in the state of Washington. A transition
zone between the straits
and Hope Island, British Columbia, separates the
southern segment from the
northern. The northern segment ends at Yakutat,
Alaska, where another
transition zone begins which extends west past Prince
William and around to
Kodiak Island.

Valentine (1966) based his division upon studies of
pelecypod and gastropod
mollusks. His divisions varied slightly, although
the general
correspondence was good. Both Druel and Valentine found
the greatest
percentage of endemic species south of Point Conception,
California.
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in Schenck and Keen 1936,
Other authors, Bartsch (1921). Dall (1921), both
southern, warm-temperate segment
and Heagepeth (1957) divide the area into a
and a northern, borealextending northward to Point Conception, California,
extending northward
antiboreal segment, from Point Conception, California,

past Prince William Sound.

the following sections
More detailed discussions of marine organisms in
and the east Gulf of
emphasize species/habitats from Prince William Sound
portions of the
Aphotic
BayHumboldt
of
south
California
Alaska, and
This approach,
benthic and pelagic zones generally are not covered.
of all the authors cited
however, does consider all the biogeographic zones
oil tankers will be
the
where
areas
the
stresses
time,
same
the
at
and,
biological impacts
traveling within 150 miles of the coast. The potential

nearshore area. It is unlikely
from an oil spill are much greater in the
miles to the West Coast shores
150
than
more
travel
would
slick
oil
that an
because of the prevailing winds and currents.

If this event did occur, the

into the atmosphere.
more volatile hydrocarbons would have dissipated
area within 150 miles
the
to
confined
was
discussion
detailed
Therefore,

offshore.

Port area

is determined by the
The biological environment of the harbor complex
of southern California.
geography, geology, oceanography, and climatology
Angeles and San Gabriel
The estuarine area, originally formed by the Los
Hills, is the location in
Rivers and bounded on the west by the Palos Verdes
been developed (AHF,
which the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach have
1976)

estuaries because they do
The river courses and harbor area are net now true
Salinity
(AHF, 19 76).
year-round
flow
freshwater
significant
not maintain
Therefore, the bioU, are
gradients are transitory (Abbott et al. # 1973).
The
(AHF, 1976).
not distributed along gradients as in most estuaries
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biological communities are basically marine and are found
in open water and
hard- and soft-bottom intertidal habitats. Populations
of plankton,
settling and fouling organisms, fishes, and birds
are associated with the
harbor complex.

The number of species and their abundances within a
harbor's biological
community are significantly dependent upon abiotic factors.
For instance,
abiotic factors such as tidal circulation, water
temperature, dissolved
oxygen, and wave exposure play important roles in the
development of the
harbor's rocky shore habitats. Primarily, as a result
of reduced water
quality, there is a reduction in the number of species
from the outer to the

inner harbor.

Abiotic factors such as sediment composition play a
major
part in the harbor's benthic species composition.
The Long Beach Harbor
Consultants (1976) determined in their abiotic and biotic
benthic studies
that an important factor regulating Long Eeach
Harbor's species distribution
is sediment composition, more specifically
grain-size distribution.
According to Ju~Shey Ho (197%)

,

the distribution and abundance of benthos in

a bay or harbor are determined to a large
extent by the textural quality of

the substrate.

Differences in bottom texture lead to a segregation of

animal feeding types (Gosuer, 1971).

The distribution of pollutants is

generally associated with grain-size distribution.

In general, low energy
areas, such as the dead-end slips of the harbor
complex, become areas of
fine sediment and pollutant deposition, which in
turn reflect a benthic
community of low species diversity.

The following is a very general discussion of the
harbor's food chain
relationships and is intended to give a brief view of the
biological
community and population associations;

Sunlight is the most significant source of en e r
g y for a near-shore ecosystem
such as the harbor complex.
The chlorophyll-bearing plants, primarily
species of phytoplankton such as the diatoms and
dinof lagellates of the
harbor complex, as well as algae, use this energy to
produce food and
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organic compounds through the process of photosynthesis.

Zooplankton,

permanent
first-crder consumers that feed on phytoplankton, include
and chaetognaths,
residents (holoplankton) , such as copepods, cladocerans,
Algae
(meroplankton) .
and larval forms of marine invertebrates and fishes
feeders include striped mullet and opal eye.

Second-order consumers,

and adult fish such as
including some species of zooplankton and juvenile
primarily upon the first
the northern anchovy and young white croaker, feed
third-order consumers, which
order consumers. These in turn are consumed by
carnivorous fish such as
could be birds such as the brown pelican and larger
The
and bocaccio.
the Pacific bonito, queenfish, large California halibut,

species that comprise
organisms, organic waste products, and die-off s of the
to the basic food
the biological populations and communities contribute
polychaete worms and
supply of the benthos. Benthic organisms, such as

fish like as the
siphons of bivalves, provide a food source for species of

white croaker.

2.1.2.2

Terrestrial

explaining and
The ecosystem concept is a convenient tool for partially

biotic
understanding the relationships between the abiotic and the
subdivisions.
components of an environment, community, or other ecological
nonliving (abiotic)
The concept recognizes that living organisms and their
other; and that
environment are inseparable; that the two interact upon each
structure, biotic
energy flow through them leads to clearly defined trophic
nutrients)
diversity, and material cycles (organic and inorganic
1971).

(Odum,

within
So long as the abiotic environment remains "constant,"

independent
certain limits of tolerance, the ecosystem will remain an
essential to
functional unit capable of sustaining the biological processes
are lifted or
the system. However, when the environmental constraints
is
otherwise modified, the stability and viability of the ecosystem

dramatically altered, often irreversibly so.
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Desert soils are low in organic matter with
little accumulation of humus
when compared with those of other climates
(Fuller, 1974).
This situation
is not due to the sparse vegetation,
tut rather to a higher rate of
mineralization (Seiners, 1973). Mean plant
biomass estimates for desert
scrub are 0.3 kilograms carbon/meter*
(kg c/m*) vs 13.5 kg C/m* for
temperate deciduous forest (Whittaker and
Likers, 1973).
i„ more productive
and diversified ecosystems; e.g.. mesic
deciduous forests, tropical rain
forests, estuaries, etc., the food webs are
so large and complicated that if
a single link is damaged or eliminated,
such as loss of a food source or
extermination of a species, the effects upon
the whole system are minor or
negligible because those species dependent
upon that link generally survive
by adapting to alternate energy sources
(links) within the web.
In

ecosystems at or near the extremes of
environmental stress, such as deserts,
where water is limiting; chaparral, where
water is abundant during the
nongrowing winter season; or tundra, where
low temperatures and prolonged
freezing are limiting, the food webs are
comparatively "simple," and
interruptions are of major consequence.

The biological evolution that takes place
in desert and semiarid ecosystems
is directed toward maximum water
conservation and utilization, even though
potential nutrients and suitable habitats
may be abundant. The leaves of
tree-like desert and chaparral plants are
generally replete with water-

conserving characteristics.

They tend to be small, thick, and
covered with
The cacti have leaves reduced to
ephemeral vestiges, with
photosynthetic activity restricted to stems,
plants like the ocotillo,
Fouquieria splendens , and palo verde, Cercidium
microphvllum . transpiring
surfaces are reduced during dry periods
by leaf fall.
The next rain sees
the ocotillo quickly regrow a new set
of leaves. An entirely different mode
of desert or drought survival is employed
by annual plants. Many grow
rapidly, set large numbers of seeds, and
die within a few weeks (Rodgers and
Kerstetter, 1974). The seeds may then
remain dormant for years before
conditions are again right for germination.
Some seeds have hard coats that
need scarifying, which is generally accomplished
by abrasive action of wind-

dense cuticles.

m
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.

and/or waterborne sand and gravel; some have inhibiting chemicals that
require a sizable rain to remove germination inhibitors

sufficient to dissolve the protective coating)

;

(a

light rain is not

and others require a

specific temperature to trigger germination (McLeary, 1968; Rodgers and
Kerstetter, 1974).

Desert animals do not seem nearly as specialized as desert plants.

In the

main, most of them are similar to those in other environmental settings.

As

a result, their success in desert and semiarid plant communities stems from

changes in behavioral patterns and/or slight modifications in anatomies.
Some species, especially snakes, birds, and rodents, simply adjust their

schedules by staying inactive in protective hideaways during the heat of the
day, coming out at dusk, dawn or night to forage, when the desert is cooler
(Mayhew,

1968; Dawson and Bartholomew,

1968).

Other species such as

insects, desert tortoises, Gopherus aqassizi , and jackrabbits, Lepus spp,

follow shifting shadows of twigs, cacti, and shrubs during the hot portions
of the day.

Still other species such as ground squirrels, Citellus spp.,

and kangaroo rats, Dipodomys spp.

,

seek protection in underground burrows

where they are insulated from both heat and aridity (Bartholomew and Dawson,
1968).

In a few species, the evolution of water-conserving and storage

adaptations is a distinctive feature.

The f ringe-tced lizards, Uma spp.

desert iguana, Dipsosaurus dorsalis , and kangaroo rats, Dipodomys spp., do

not actively drink water; instead they passively depend upon the water of
metabolism or moisture in the food consumed (Eellairs, 1970; Vaughan, 1972).
:

These abilities are generally the direct or indirect results of kidney

modifications (see discussion in Smith, 1960)

In the desert Southwest, the numbers of ecosystems present are large, since

by definition, as noted earlier, an ecosystem is any unit that includes all
of the organisms in a given area interacting with the physical environment

in such a way that the flow of energy leads to clearly defined trophic
structure, biotic diversity, and material cycles within the system (Odum,
1971).

Obviously interpretation and application of the definition is purely
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academic.

As a result, the number of ecosystems in California, Arizona, New

Mexico, and Texas may be countless.

Regardless of how many ecosystems there

are, it is reasonable to assume that all have been modified, in one way or

another, by human activities.

The following discussion follows the major

biomes that will be traversed by the proposed project (Figure 2.1.2.2-1),
each biome being composed of a multitude of ecosystems.

Along the proposed pipeline route in Los Angeles and San Bernardino
counties, California urbanization, highway construction, and farming and

ranching activities have partially or totally replaced or destroyed the

existing plant communities.

Before man actively altered the natural plant

communities, he passively impacted them centuries earlier by introducing

exotic plant species which, in some plant communities such as in the

California Grassland biome, directly or indirectly outcompeted and
superseded most of the native plant species.

It is reasonable to assume,

therefore, that modifications of the plant communities also disrupted the

native animal communities and thereby reordered natural ecosystems.

The

degree to which the animal communities and ecosystems have been disrupted is

not known.

Along the remaining portion of the proposed pipeline route in California
(Colorado Desert biome), plant communities have been severely impacted, not

by the introduction of exotic plant species, but by dramatic and/ or subtle

changes in availability of water (Figure 2.1.2.2-1).

Before major portions

of the Coachella and Palo Verde valleys were transformed into recreational
and agricultural centers by the overland transportation of water from the
Colorado River, water was scarce, being chiefly restricted to palm oases

along the Mission Creek Fault northeast of Palm Springs, the Salton Sea, and
the Colorado River.

As a result, plants and animals were qualitatively and

quantitatively limited in numbers, adapted to arid environments, or
restricted locally to places of water availability.

Modern irrigation and

agricultural techniques have modified and replaced some plant and animal

communities of the valleys whose ecospaces were subsequently filled by more
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Figure

Southwestern biomes

economically important species.

Likewise, increased availability of water

transformed many parochial species, such as the California fan palm,
California treefrog, Hyla calif or niae , and hooded oriole. Icterus

cucullatus , into more cosmopolitan ones.

In the Shavers and Chuckwalla valleys along Interstate 10 south of Joshua

Tree National Monument, subtle alterations in water flow have had
catastrophic effects upon extant plant communities.

Construction of the

Colorado River Aqueduct, levees, roads, dikes, and other obstacles across
the bajadas functionally impeded the natural flow of "f loodwaters" over the
bajadas during rainy seasons.

When the flow of water was altered, almost

imperceptibly in many areas throughout these valleys, the vegetation
downhill of the construction died.

The only vegetation that remained was

that restricted to arroyos which functionally served to funnel diverted

waters through the natural drainages.

Destruction of portions of the plant Communities in these valleys no doubt

affected resident animal communities and severely stressed ecosystems.

Whereas lizards, and rodents such as the zebra-tailed lizards, desert
iguanas, chuckwallas, kangaroo rats, and pack rats, Neotoma spp.

,

were

common in undisturbed areas, their numbers have been conspicuously reduced
in areas where the vegetation is killed and plant communities severely

impacted.

In the plant communities east cf the Colorado River traversed by the

proposed pipeline project, increased moisture from seasonal thunderstorms
(summer storms in the Yuman and Arizona upland deserts, and spring and fall

storms in the Chihuahuan Desert) has resulted in greater species diversity

and ecosystem stability than seen in the Colorado Desert (Figure 2.1.2.2-1).
Some ecosystems are locally or regionally modified (dampened or amplified)
b Y physical factors,, such as edaphic peculiarities in the Chihuahuan Desert
(Lowe,

1964), fires in the short-grass prairie (Wiens, 1973; Smith,

and slope exposure and general topography in the oak-pine woodland,
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197«)

(Balda,

1970)

and Trans-Pecos Desert scrut (Gehlbach,

1967)

plant communities.

The

effects of these and other environmental factors, such as temperatures and
livestock grazing, are influential in determining the structure and

productivity of plant communities.

Plant community structure (vertical and horizontal diversity) and

productivity obviously regulate the structure and diversity of associated
animal communities (Pianka, 1967; Rosenzweig and Winakur, 1969; Chew and
Chew,

1970; Wiens,

1973).

With the arid and semiarid areas east of

California manifesting, in most instances, greater numbers of plant species

and greater structural diversities per plant community than seen in the
Colorado Desert, it is not too surprising that greater vertical diversity,
horizontal diversity, and community productivity within each plant community

support greater species diversities and densities in associated animal
communities.

Pianka (1967) showed that horizontal diversity and productivity in plant

communities are the most significant factors in regulating lizard species
composition.

MacArthur (1960, 196 5) showed that vertical diversity, as in

Trans-Pecos Desert scrub plant communities supports greater bird diversity,
and Tomoff (1974) showed that bird species diversity is related to specific
structural elements in vegetation; e.g., spinose plants.

In grassland

communities, Wiens (1973) found that bird species diversity remained fairly

constant in all physiognomies, and that variations in bird species diversity

were related to changes in vegetative productivity.
(1969)

Rosenzweig and Winakur

showed that diversity of desert fossorial rodents was simultaneously

regulated by vertical and horizontal structure of vegetation.

The separate effects of vertical and horizontal plant structure and primary
productivity on animal populations are difficult to distinguish in arid
environments, since these three variables are strongly interrelated-

Productivity, particularly in deserts, shows a direct relationship to
precipitation.

An example of this interrelationship is given by Pianka
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(1967)

in which lizard species diversity is controlled by vegetative

structure, which is itself a function of primary productivity.

Primary

productivity shows a direct relationship to precipitation which in turn is a

major component of climate.

In structurally more complex ecosystems of the southwestern deserts , energy
flow has so many "paths" that top consumer groups of birds and mammals in

the system are sustained by small percentages. of the total ecosystem energy
budget.

As a result, the importance of top consumer groups may be more

regulatory than direct participants in energy flow.

Top consumers in arid

and semiarid environments seem to passively control the direction of energy
movement through ecosystems.

For example, Wiens (1973) noted that in

grassland environments the total energy demands of resident, breeding
avifaunae could be satisfied by consumption of a few grasshoppers from each
square meter of grassland over the entire breeding season.

Obviously,

however, bird populations remove more grasshoppers per unit of land per

season than needed for meeting basic energy demands; thus their influence on

grassland ecosystems is manifest indirectly by their consumption of other
community participants.

Likewise, Chew and Chew (1970) studied rodents and

jackrabbits in the Chihuahuan Desert and showed that the total energy flow
of mammals was such that 77 percent was distributed between a granivor,

Merriam's kangaroo rat, Dipodomys merriami , and a grazer-browser, the black-

tailed jackrabbit, Lepus Californicus .

Although these species consumed most

of the energy available to mammalian populations, their major importances to

their ecosystem might be as regulators of plant densities and/or
diversities.

2.1-2.3

Aquatic

There are several aquatic ecosystems traversed by the proposed project,
including the Gila, Rio Grande, Pecos, San Pedro, Los Angeles, and Colorado
rivers.

The following discussion is therefore applicable to all of them,
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although the Colorado River is by far the most significant aquatic ecosystem
that will be encountered.

The Colorado River Basin covers approximately

8

percent of the land of the

United States, and comprises portions of seven states and northwestern
The basin has been divided into an Upper Basin and a Lower Basin by

Mexico.

the 1922 Colorado River Compact, with lee's Ferry established as the

dividing point for legal and management purposes.

The Colorado River

receives the majority of its water from montane regions of Colorado and Utah
(Dill,

1944).

The virgin Colorado River was described by John Wesley Powell (1915) as a
mad, turbid stream that rolled into the Gulf of California.

This stream,

once wild and muddy, typically inundated thousands of acres of delta land

along its path during spring floods.

The Colorado River, because of its

great silt carrying capacity, has been described as..."too thick to drink

and too thin to plow"

(Dill,

1944).

The arid climate, soft deposits, lack

of vegetation, and violent floods accounted for its muddy nature.

Hoover

Dam, completed in 1935, brought an end to the raging sediment-laden waters

of tne lower Colorado River.

Subsequent dams including Davis, Parker,

Imperial, and others have further modified the river into a clear stream of

more uniform flow surrounded by phreatophytic vegetation.

The salinity of the virgin Colorado River, like its sediment load, varied
seasonally and annually.

Construction of reservoirs have reduced this

variation in salinity by mixing waters entering during different runoff
periods.

Diversion of headwater tributaries and evaporation from impounded

reservoirs; municipal, industrial, and irrigation consumption; evapotrans-

piration by phreatophytes

;

and return of irrigation waters have increased

salinity with distance and time downstream (Hoburt and Valantine, 1972;

Olmsted and McDonald,

1967; Blackman et al,
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1973).

Dill (1944) has speculated that the previous heavy sediment load of the

Colorado River was probably deleterious to aquatic organisms.

The unstable

nature of the stream bottom would prevent establishment of bottom dwellers
or have a smothering effect on them.

The turbidity associated with the

suspended sediment would also have deprived the production of aquatic plants

which are essential in the establishment of an aquatic food web.
surmise that aquatic plants (algae and macrophytes)

,

One can

as well as invertebrate

fauna present today in the clearer, calmer water of the lower Colorado River

are different and more abundant than prior to impoundment of the river.

The

increase in salinity that has been associated with increased development

within the Colorado River Basin may also have played a role in altering the
diversity and abundance of aquatic plants and invertebrates.

Because of

impoundment, diversion, and channelization of large areas of the lower

Colorado River, and the continuing development of the area, the river has
been and will likely continue to be in a state of flux.

For eons, the Colorado River has served as the major water source, flyway,
and refuge for a variety of organisms.

Its importance to wildlife is such

that animal communities along the river have effectively survived major

modifications to the physical and biological structure of the river, as well
as alterations in associated plant community physiognomy.

At the present

time, it is difficult to assess the short- and long-term effects that

alterations of the Colorado River ecosystem have had upon resident
biological communities.

To date, for example, we have little understanding

of the effects of pesticides upon agricultural crops, native plant and

animal communities, and ecosystems of the Palo Verde, Coachella, and
Imperial valleys; nor do we have a thorough understanding of the effects of

use and reuse of the Colorado River irrigation waters upon the biota of the
lower Colorado River.

In an aquatic ecosystem like the Colorado River, planktonic and benthic

algal communities exist at the lowest trophic level and function as the

primary producers in the aquatic environment.
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Thus, a diverse and abundant

v..;.:,;

.._,.

community of these typically microscopic organisms is necessary for
an
adequate food chain base for aquatic consumers,

m

addition to supplying

the necessary biomass for the food chain, these photosynthetic
organisms are
partially responsible for maintaining dissolved oxygen levels in
the water.

Algal photosynthesis usually maintains natural waters at saturation
levels
or above.

Dissolved oxygen levels must te maintained to permit aerobic

decomposition of organic debris by bacteria without oxygen depletion.
Levels of approximately 6.0 mg/1 dissolved oxygen are necessary to
maintain
a natural fishery.

Plants included within the aquatic macrophyte assemblage play an essential
role in the total economy of standing and flowing water systems
by

stabilizing the aquatic community, recycling nutrients, and providing
refuge
for spawning fishes and their young.

In addition, they provide support,

shelter, and oxygen to many other aquatic organisms (Boye,
1971).

Phreatophytes indirectly influence the overall water ecomomy of waterways
in

arid regions by producing extensive underground root systems which
come in
direct contact with the water system. They in turn transport water
to
aerial parts of the plant and release it into the atmosphere
by
transpiration.

In addition, the phreatophyte community provides essential

habitats for nonaquatic organisms closely dependent upon water for
feeding
and/or reproduction.

Benthic invertebrates associated with marginal and/or bottom sediments
are
of great importance in the food web in aquatic ecosystems.

They serve as

deposit and detritus feeders, scavengers, grazers, predators, and
parasites.
Fish populations are dependent upon the well-being of benthic invertebrate
communities.

Major taxonomic groups included as freshwater benthic

representatives are insects, annelids, mollusks, flatworms, roundworms,
and
crustaceans.

Invertebrates are very sensitive to external stress.

Therefore, individual

indicator species and community diversity indices may be useful tools
for
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detecting environmental alterations.

The sensitivity of benthic

invertebrates to environmental stress is due in part to the limited mobility
of species and substrate specificity complemented by their relatively long

life-span (Weber, 1973).

2.1.3

Geologic setting

2.1.3.1

Topography

2.1.3.1.1

Harbor complex

The SOHIO terminal site is located in Long Beach Harbor near the center of
San Pedro Bay.

The bay is a southern extension of the relatively flat

coastal plain bounded on the west by the dominant Palos Verdes Hills.

The

hills are a structural block forming a stubby peninsula that offers some
protection to the bay from prevailing westerly winds and currents.

San

Pedro Bay originally was an estuary of the Los Angeles River and was
composed of tidal marshes protected by an offshore bar.

However,

development of the Long Beach and Los Angeles Harbors complex through
dredging, fills, and channelization has completely altered the local

physiography.

The shoreline in both harbors is artificial; the offshore bar

has been broadened to become Terminal Island; and the channelized Los

Angeles River forms the east boundary of the Port of Long Beach.

The

general gradient of the lower river and the adjoining plain is flat and
gentle, dropping an average of

6

feet per mile.

Beyond the shoreline,, the

general gradient of the ocean floor drops an average of 15 feet per mile,
reaching 50-foot depths below the mean lower low water (MLLW) near the
breakwater.

At the proposed SOHIO terminal site off Pier J, the ocean

bottom depth is approximately 42 feet MLLW.

The channels in the outer,

middle, and inner harbors have been deepened by dredging and vary in depth

to over 60 feet MLLW.
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2. 1.3. 1.2

Terrestrial

The proposed pipeline route traverses parts of three major physiographic
provinces ana their subdivisions (Figure 2.1.3.1.2-1), each with distinctive

land-surface forms and topographic characteristics (Hunt, 1967)

.

The

Pacific Border province includes the Peninsular Range and the Transverse
Range.

The Basin and Range province is subdivided into the Colorado Desert

(Salton Trough), the Mojave-Sonoran Desert, the Mexican Highlands, and the

Sacramento Section.

The Great Plains province, the easternmost of the

three, includes the Pecos Valley and the High Plains.

The following

discussion will emphasize these subdivisions on a state-by-state basis along
the proposed pipeline route.

Physiography is illustrated in Attachment

1

(Maps 1.1.1-1 through 1.1.1-12).

Pacific Border Province

Peninsular Range.

The northern portion of the Peninsular Range province is

characterized by northwest-trending mountain ranges, intermountain valleys,

and the broad, low-lying los Angeles Easin and its subbasins.

The

relatively gently sloping floors of the basins are occasionally interrupted
by steep-sided hills that represent masses of near-surface bedrock.

The

Puente Hills, which separate the main basin from the eastern subbasin, rise

about 1,000 feet above the adjacent valley floor areas.

Major drainages of the Los Angeles Basin are the Los Angeles River flood
control channel, the Rio Hondo, the San Gabriel River, and San Jose Creek.
These watercourses have little surface flow, but carry infrequent large
flows when high intensity rainfall occurs in the surrounding hills and
mountains.

Transver se Range .

The Transverse Range is generally bounded on the south by

major east-trending faults, including a segment of the San Andreas Fault
system.

The existing pipeline, beginning west of Beaumont, remains south of
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Miles

the Transverse Range in the area east of Banning, then crosses through the
San Gorgonio Pass between the Transverse and Peninsular ranges.

Basin and Range Province

Colorado Desert (Salton Trough)

.

The Colorado Desert is a closed fault-

formed basin with internal drainage, extending northwest from the Gulf of
California.

The proposed route traverses San Gorgonio Pass near Cabazon,

elevation 2,000, and follows the Whitewater and Coachella river valleys.

It

drops to 300 feet elevation at the base of the Indio Hills and approaches
sea level near Indio.

Cutting across the Mecca Hills, the existing

alignment follows a valley south of the Cottonwood and Eagle mountains, in
the Transverse range, then enters into the Chuckwalla Valley of the Mojave-

Sonoran Desert.

Mo-jave- Sonoran Desert .

The easternmost segment of the proposed alignment in

California traverses Chuckwalla Valley, Ford Dry Lake, Palo Verde Mesa, and

Palo Verde Valley, and is described by different writers as being within the
southernmost portion of the Mojave Desert or the westernmost portion of the
Sonoran Desert, both subdivisions of the Easin and Range province.

This

area is characterized by alternating plains and mountains with a northwest

linearity.

Hunt (1967) describes this area structurally as a series of

horsts (upthrown blocks) and grabens (downthrown blocks) without dominant

tilting in one direction.

Elevation of the existing pipeline route drops to about 800 feet as it
enters the Chuckwalla Valley, where it slopes to 400 feet near Ford Dry
Lake.

The proposed alignment continues nearly level for about 12 miles

across Palo Verde Mesa, and drops to the Palo Verde (Colorado River) Valley
over an abrupt edge of the Palo Verde Mesa.

It then crosses the broad,

level Colorado River floodplain at Blythe, California, elevation 300.
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Sonoran Desert .

The Arizona portion of the Sonoran Desert is characterized

by numerous northwest- trending mountain ranges separated by extensive,

gently sloping lowlands.

The principal drainage systems are the Colorado

River, which flows southerly along the western border of Arizona, and the

Gila River, which follows a general southwesterly trend through the southern

part of the Sonoran Desert.

Numerous intermittent tributary channels to

these rivers flow through the broad valleys of the region.

Although flow is

infrequent in these channels, it can result in severe flooding and erosion.

The greater part of the proposed pipeline route in Arizona (the majority of

which is in place) lies in the lowland areas of the Sonoran Desert; only one
mountain range is crossed in the western part of the region.

The route

enters Arizona southwest of Ehrenberg, and trends easterly across the Dome

Rock Mountains and the La Posa Plain, and skirts the southern flank of the

New Water Mountains.

The route continues eastward across the Ranegras Plain

tc the northern edge of the Eagletail Mountains, then turns southeasterly
down the western edge of the Harquahala Plain and through Rainbow Valley to
the proposed Casa Grande Pump Station.

The route then trends eastward

across the Casa Grande Valley to the eastern edge of the Sonoran Desert.

Mexican Highland .

The Mexican Highland subdivision is a broad, high, dome-

like region separating the Sonoran Desert and the Sacramento Section.

The

Arizona portion is one of the topographically higher areas crossed by the
proposed project.

Altitudes increase from west to east, ranging from a low

of 2,500 feet at the western margin to a maximum of about 5,300 feet in the

Winchester Mountains.

The pipeline route enters the Mexican Highland southwest of Black Mountain,
trends southeasterly across Falcon Valley, and skirts the northern end of
the Santa Catalina Mountains.

The route continues southeastward across the

San Pedro River valley, then easterly to cross the southern end of the

Winchester Mountains and the Sulphur Springs Valley.

Still on an easterly

bearing, the route skirts the northern end of the Dos cabezas Mountains,
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I

crosses the San Simon Valley, and enters New Mexico through a low area in
the Peloncillo Mountains.

Entering New Mexico, the existing pipeline is routed eastward across the

Animas Valley, and runs along the northern end of the Pyramid Mountains.
From this point, the route turns slightly south of east, and continues in an

almost direct line to the Rio Grande valley.

East of the Rio Grande valley,

the route passes through Anthony Gap in the Franklin Mountains, and trends
southeasterly into Texas.

The Texas portion of the Mexican Highland consists of the extreme southern
end of the Tularosa Valley, a broad, hydrologically closed area of low
relief bordered on the west by the Franklin Mountains and on the east by the

Hueco Mountains.

Altitudes range from slightly less than 4,000 feet in the

central part of the valley to approximately 4,500 feet along the margins of
the adjacent mountain ranges.

The pipeline presently enters Texas west of the town of Newman and trends
southeasterly for about

6

miles, then strikes eastward across the Tularosa

Valley and into the Hueco Mountains.

Sacramento Section.

The Sacramento Section is the easternmost subdivision

of the Basin and Range province.

The southern part of the section, the site

of the pipeline route, is essentially two north-trending mountain ranges

separated by a closed basin.

The western range, the Hueco Mountains, is a

series of relatively high, rugged hills.

The western side of the Hueco

Mountains is steep, while the eastern side slopes gently eastward into Salt
Basin, a broad, hydrologically closed valley.

The Guadalupe Mountains rise

abruptly along the eastern edge of Salt Basin and present a near- continuous
steep, rugged escarpment.

The land surface slopes eastward at a moderate

grade from the top of the Guadalupe Escarpment into the Pecos Valley.
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the Hueco
The pipeline route enters the Sacramento Section through
Basin, where it
Mountains, trends eastward across the relatively flat Salt
the Pecos Valley.
veers northeast to cross the Guadalupe Mountains and enter

Great Plains Province

Pecos Valley .

The Pecos Valley is a broad, shallow, erosional feature

east by the
bordered on the west by the Guadalupe Mountains and on the
low and
Mescalero Escarpment. The surface of the valley which is
Altitudes range
undulatory, features extensive outcroppings of bedrock.
Mountains to about 2,900
from 4,000 feet on the east slope of the Guadalupe

v

I

feet at the Pecos River.

sacram ento Section,
The existing pipeline route bears northeast from the
the Pecos River, it
through Texas, and into southeastern New Mexico. At
Mescalero
continues eastward to the edge of the High Plains at the

In
1

'

Escarpment.

1

The High Plains subdivision is an extensive, featureless
western Texas. The
region that occupies much of southeastern New Mexico and
Escarpment and
altitude averages about 3,000 feet between the Mescalero
from a distance, the
Midland, but topographic relief is minimal. Viewed

m

High Plains .

reveals numerous
region appears completely flat; however, a closer view
caverns.
broad, shallow undulations caused by collapse of former

eastward course to
The proposed pipeline route enters the High Plains on an
to its terminus at
Jal, New Mexico, where it jogs south and bears eastward
Midland, Texas.
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2.1.3.2

Geology

2.1.3.2.1

Marine

Port area

The geologic conditions of Long Beach Harbor are well known from wells in
the nearby Wilmington oil field and extensive offshore geophysical
investigations.

The Los Angeles Basin, of which San Pedro Bay is a part, is

sediment overlying
a great structural trough containing thousands of feet of
a crystalline rock basement.
5

Recent studies conducted off Pier J by

!

Converse Davis Dixon Associates indicate that a veneer of loose to firm
surface sediments overlie very dense older (Pleistocene)

sediments.

The

younger post-Pleistocene veneer consists primarily of silts and sandy silts

with occasional lenses of sand and shells.
strata, 3 and

4

Two organic (gray marine)

feet thick, respectively, were encountered in two borings,

one near Queens Gate and the other off the southeast corner of Pier J.

The

engineering properties of the organic material make it unsuitable for
foundation or landfill use.

The older Pleistocene strata consists mostly of

sands with some lenses of silt, clay, or shells to the maximum depth of

exploration at about -150 MLLW.

The boundary between the two groups appears

to be the most shallow off the southeast tip of Pier J at -55 MLLW,

deepening to near -100 MLLW at the breakwater and also deepening to the
west.

The 42-acre area of Pier J, designated for the tank farm and Supporting
facilities, is a "conventionally constructed" hydraulic-rock-dike fill.

The

fill extends approximately 15 feet above MLLW and has a maximum depth of

about 45 feet.

The fill materials consist of poorly graded, nonplastic,

fine-grain sands and silty sands with intermittent lenses and layers of silt

and clay.

The in-situ density of the material is approximately 60 percent

relative density.

All the materials used in the fill were dredged from
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shipping channels within the Long Beach Harbor area.

The site is presently

paved with asphaltic concrete.

The proposed pipeline route from Pier J to Del Amo Boulevard is aligned

along the outside of the west levee of the channelized Los Angeles River.

The top 10 feet of soil along the route is artificial fill, generally poorly
graded, nonplastic, fine-grain sand and silty sand with intermittent layers

of sandy silt and clay.

Groundwater levels along this reach range from 20

to 40 feet below the ground surface.

The Newport-Inglewood fault zone dominates the structure of the western Los

Angeles Basin, and movement along it has formed a chain of hills from Culver
City to Newport Beach.

The fault zone passes through Long Beach 4 miles

northeast of Pier J, and is considered active; earthquakes originating from
it, including the 1933 Long Beach earthquake, are evidence of this activity.

The Palos Verdes and Cabrillo faults extend into San Pedro Bay and offset
Quaternary and recent sediments {Green et al.

1975).

,

Existing data

indicate they do not underlie the proposed Pier J facilities (Figure
2.1.3.2.1-1).

2.1.3.2.2

Terrestrial

California

Surficial deposits and rock/soil conditions .

The portion of southern

California traversed by the route is an area of complex and diverse
physiography and geology.

Where possible, the new pipeline construction has

been aligned along stream valleys, on basin floors, through mountain passes,

and along the distal portions of alluvial fans.

The major exception will be

the segment that traverses the Puente Hills just south of Pomona.

Rocks exposed in the vicinity of the route include pre-Tertiary igneous and
metamorphic rocks, Tertiary and Quaternary sedimentary rocks, and Quaternary
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to Recent sedimentary rocks and unconsolidated deposits.

through D in Attachment

1)

H

For this study,

these rock types have been grouped into four major map units (Maps

2.

1.3-A

which are discussed below:

Undifferentiated igneous and metamorphic rocks

—

This unit (map symbol Iu)

consists predominantly of Mesozoic granitic and metamorphic rocks with
subordinate amounts of pre-Cambrian igneous and metamorphic rocks.

H

Also

assigned to this unit are limited exposures of Tertiary intrusives and

Mesozoic basic intrusives.

i

The rocks of this unit form most of the

mountains lying adjacent to the pipeline and probably underlie the younger

MM

rocks throughout most of the region.

ii

i

.

fflL

Mw

Pre-Quaternary sedimentary rocks

—

This unit (map symbol

T)

consists

predominantly of Miocene marines and Pliocene nonmarine sedimentary rocks.

Also included are Eocene marine sedimentary rocks.

In

These rocks primarily

occur in the rolling hills and foothills along the western portion of the
route.

There are no exposures of this unit east of Banning Pass.

Quaternary sediments

—

This unit (map symbol

Q)

includes Pleistocene lake,

terrace, and alluvial fan deposits, and Plio-Pleistocene nonmarine deposits

H

Recently the deposits have been

IP

which outcrop extensively along the route.

locally uplifted and are currently being extensively eroded.

Recent sediments

—

Unconsolidated alluvial deposits (map symbol Qal) are

continuing to be deposited on the alluvial fans and in the basins traversed
by the route.

Extensive wind-transported sand deposits are located in the

Coachella and Chuckwalla valleys.

The proposed alignment traverses

geologically young alluvial deposits consisting predominantly of sand and
gravel of interbedded silt, sand, and gravel.

Boulders and cobbles are

present in much of the alluvium, and because of the recency of deposition
topsoil is likely to be very thin or absent.
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About

10

,

percent of the proposed alignment crosses consolidated materials in
The alignment crosses short stretches

isolated areas of the Puente Hills.

of hillside terrain where Tertiary sedimentary bedrock is close to the

ground surface and overlain by a thin
clayey soil.

(2

to 5 feet thick)

cover of residual

Within a few other isolated short stretches in the main Los

Angeles Basin and a 5-mile stretch at Beaumont, the alignment crosses
Pleistocene nonmarine deposits which likely consist of older alluvium and

These deposits

fan deposits similar in composition to the recent alluvium.

may be partially cemented by clay and iron oxide in places, but can be
ripped.

East of Palm Springs and through the Mecca Hills the alignment

crosses areas of older, uplifted or deformed alluvial fan deposits.

These

materials consist of bouldery or cobbly, clayey sand to clayey silt, and may
lime.
be somewhat cemented by clay minerals, iron oxide, and gypsum or

In

the Ford Dry Lake area of the lower Chuckwalla Valley, the alignment crosses

approximately 10 miles of well- sorted, fine-to-medium-grained, loose dune
sand.

Regional tectonics and structural setting .

Between Pier J and Indio, the

pipeline route crosses or is adjacent to several of the major fault zones

along which strain release is occurring:

the Palos Verdes, Newport

Inglewood, Whittier-Elsinore, San Jacinto, and San Andreas (Allen et al.
1965).

These fault zones are approximately parallel, trend northwest, and

generally exhibit dominant right-lateral movement.

The area east of the San Andreas fault system is less tectonically active.
Holmes and Narver (1970) have identified two apparently active faults, the
alignment
Blue Cut and Sheep Hole faults located about 13 miles north of the

near Indio, that are of potential significance to the seismic design of the
pipeline east of the San Andreas fault.

Thus, in California, the route can

be considered to traverse two distinct tectonic regions:

a

highly active

region west of, and including the San Andreas fault zone, and a much less

active region east of the San Andreas fault zone.
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II

Tectonic and structural geologic conditions that pertain to the proposed

mm

pipeline in the southern California area are discussed in references:

SH

.

j

Jennings (1967, 1971); Jennings and Strand (1971); Rogers (1967, 1973);

Allen et al.

(1965); Jennings et al.

(1975);

Ziony et al.

(1974); and Lamar

and Lamar (1973)
'.

several known and suspected faults present a possible hazard to the project.
These faults, as defined by Hart (1976), are considered active if surface

displacement has occurred within Holocene time (past 11,000 years).

-

:

m
i

They

are considered potentially active if surface displacement has occurred

during Pleistocene time (past

2

million years) Figure 2.1.3.2.2-1.

Potentially hazardous faults that are crossed by or that may affect the

California segment of the pipeline are described below as they are
encountered from the Pacific terminal eastward and are delineated in

Attachment

1

(Maps 2.1.3-1 through 2.1.3-5).

I

Specific seismic data

pertaining to each fault are presented later in the section on seismicity.
£;;

Palos Verdes and Cabrillo faults

—

The Palos Verdes fault extends the

length of the north edge of the Palos Verdes Hills and crosses Terminal
Island and the mouth of the Los Angeles River flood control channel.

The

Cabrillo fault is also considered active and forms the west edge of the
Palos Verdes Hills.

Albee and Smith (1966) treat these potentially active

faults as branches of the San Pedro-Santa Monica fault line capable of

generating a magnitude 7.0

(M = 7.0)

earthquake.

Epicenters of historic

earthquakes occur along and near their trace to the south, and they offset

quaternary and recent alluvium in San Pedro Bay (Green et al.

Unnamed fault "A"

—

,

1975).

This potentially active minor fault is reported to

offset Quaternary deposits in the vicinity of the pipeline route (Ziony et
al., 1974).

The exact location of this fault is questionable but it appears

to cross the proposed alignment near Sepulveda Boulevard and the Long Beach
Freeway.
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Newport-Inglewood fault zone

—

This fault zone is made up of a series of

in-line, northwest- trending faults and folds (of which the Cherry Hills

fault is one segment) reaching from the south edge of the Santa Monica

Mountains southeast to the offshore area of Newport Beach.

The fault

(maximum credible earthquake of magnitude 7.5) has a history of moderate to

high seismic activity with numerous shocks of greater than magnitude

tt,

probably including the historic magnitude 6.3 Long Beach earthquake thought
to be centered near Newport Beach on 10 March 1933.

Much of the zone is

overlain by deep alluvium and therefore is vaguely defined.

The trace of

the active Cherry Hills fault traverses the pipeline route close to the

proposed Dominguez Hills inland tank terminal and is identified with

existing fault-line scarps developed in Quaternary sediments.

It should be

noted that there was no known surface displacement associated with the

Newport-Inglewood fault zone in the 1933 event.
subsurface displacement on the order of
21 October 1941 earthquake

(M =

U.9)

= 4.5 [Long Beach Harbor Consultants,

Cucamonga fault

—

7

There reportedly was

inches associated with the

and with the 18 June 194« earthquake (M
1976]).

An active fault at the base of the San Gabriel mountains

north of Ontario, this fault is approximately

8

to 10 miles from the

pipeline and is thought to be capable of generating a magnitude 6.5
earthquake.

—

Whittier-Elsinore fault zone
produced numerous magnitude

H

This is a zone of moderate activity having

earthquakes and a few magnitude

5

shocks.

Recorded seismicity attributable to the northern section, the Whittier
fault, has been low.

None of the northern fault traces crossed by the

pipeline exhibits significant offset, nor are any of them clearly the major

throughgoing fault trace, which occurs several miles to the south.

The

northern section where the pipeline is routed, near Whittier Narrows, is an
exceptionally complex zone which includes the Workman Hills, Chino, and

Handorf faults.
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San Jacinto fault zone

—

A major active fault zone along the route, the San

Jacinto fault is a northwest- trending complex series of right-lateral faults
extending from the eastern San Gabriel Mountains south through the Borrego
Valley.

It is a major branch of the San Andreas fault system.

Seismically

one of the most active faults in the state, the San Jacinto has been the

origin of many small and moderately large historic earthquake shocks.

Ground surface displacement has occurred along the fault, with the most
recent being in Borrego Valley in San Diego and Imperial counties on
1968 during a magnitude 6.4 earthquake.

8

April

This fault zone is several miles

wide and consists of several parallel faults.

The main active trace is

probably the San Jacinto-Claremont which must be considered capable of
significant displacements on the order of 10 feet horizontally and several
The Loma Linda and Rialto-Colton traces should be assigned

feet vertically.

branch or secondary fault status.

The proposed alignment crosses the above

three fault zones just east of the Santa Ana Fiver crossing.

Banning fault (western extension)

—

Large displacement could occur only if

this is considered a main active trace of the Banning fault.

However, based

on discontinuity of the fault trace and the absence of well-defined surface

expression, this seems unlikely.

Unnamed fault "B"

—

The nature of these faults and Quaternary activity near

Beaumont are not immediately available.

Their existence is only inferred

(Jennings, 1975, and Butcher and Garrett, 1963).

Banning fault

—

From the west end of San Gorgonio Pass to the Whitewater

River, the Banning fault is an east-west trending reverse fault that dips

steeply north.

Crystalline basement rocks on the north side are in contact

with Quaternary sedimentary formations.

A crushed zone up to several

thousand feet wide is present in the Banning pass area.

East of Whitewater River, the Banning fault curves southeast, and its trace
through valley fill extends into the Indio Hills.
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Southeast of Thousand

Palms Canyon, it merges with the Mission Creek fault.

The proposed pipeline
route closely parallels the Banning fault for about 35 miles
and crosses the
fault after it merges with the Mission Creek fault.

Movement along the portion of the fault east of the Whitewater
Fiver canyon
appears to be a transition from the vertical displacement in the
pass area
to the dominant right-lateral movement of the San Andreas
fault. Movement
on the Banning fault has occurred during Becent geologic time.

San Andreas fault

~

From Point Arena north of San Francisco, the San

Andreas fault extends to the southeast about

4

50 miles where it splits into

several major branches northwest of Coachella Valley.

The fault traces
within this zone, some individually named, are well known and easy
to locate
precisely. The Banning-Mission Creek trace is the most active
and is

considered the main trace, capable of

10 feet of horizontal displacement.
The Indio Hills fault is a branch fault and considered
capable of horizontal

displacement of

3 to 5 feet.
The pipeline route will be aligned in this
zone so as to cross the fault trace nearly perpendicularly
and to remain
outside of the fault zone except at the crossing location (a
discussion of

fault crossings appears in Section 2.1.3.3.2, Geologic hazards,
under
Surface fault rupture)

The prominent fault that extends from the junction of the Banning
and
Mission Creek faults in the central Indio Hills southeast along
the base of
the Indio and Mecca Hills is generally identified as the
San Andreas fault.
The fault trace is nearly straight, indicating that dominant
horizontal
displacement has occurred along an essentially vertical plane.
The break
consists of a crushed and sheared zone encrusted with gypsum.
Exposures in
the Mecca hills south of the existing pipeline indicate
a crushed
zone as

wide as 350 feet.

Mission Creek fault

—

This fault extends northwest from the junction with
the Banning and San Andreas faults, crosses the Indio Hills,
and passes into
2-56

Morongo Canyon.
the Little San Bernardino Mountains at the mouth of Little
Canyon, the
Between the junction with the Banning fault and Little Morongo
trace and
fault is a fracture zone made up of a principal northwesterly
since late Miocene
several minor traces. The fault shows apparent activity
was reported on
time (Proctor, 1968). The Desert Springs earthquake of 1948
this trace.

Indio Hills fault

—

This fault is

1

to

2

miles northeast of the San Andreas

Hills.
fault and runs generally parallel to it near the Indio

Continuing

into the Little
northwest, the fault trace curves away from the Indio Hills

San Bernardino Mountains.

The extension of the fault beyond the southeast

barrier effects are
end of the Indio Hills may be traced, and groundwater
indicated by change in vegetation.

Other significant faults

—

The Blue Cut and Sheep Hole faults are

to
considered potentially active and could produce earthquakes contributing

the integrity of
the seismicity of southeastern California, and thus affect
the pipeline and nearby support facilities.

In summary, the pipeline crosses four major fault zones:

Inglewood, Whittier, San Jacinto, and San Andreas.

the Newport-

Of these, the San

the pipeline
Jacinto and San Andreas fault zones represent locations where
cresses a region in which significant differential displacements are

possible and must be considered in the pipeline design.

Displacements for

fully defined
the San Andreas and San Jacinto fault zones have not yet been
Further
but may be as great as 20 feet horizontally and 5 feet vertically.
the
study may show that the pipeline does not cross the main trace of
If it does so at the northern extremity of the fault

Whittier fault zone.

justified for
zone, lesser maximum differential displacements are probably
design.

justify
Similarly, the Newport- Inglewood fault zone is expected to

which has
lower design displacements because deep alluvium covers this fault
pipeline route also
no well-defined, major, throughgoing fault trace. The
crosses many minor or branch faults.
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Seismicity .

Southern California is a seismically active area for which

there are excellent historic and instrumental seismic records.

Table

A2.1„3.2-1 lists major earthquakes and surface faulting in southern

Calif ornia„

Figure 2.1.3.2.2-2 shows locations of instrumental ly located

earthquake events of magnitude 6.0 and greater from 1912 through 1972 in
southern California.

The locations of the pre-1932 events were determined

based on historic records of fault movements and ground-motion intensity.

It is difficult to compare magnitude and intensity, because intensity

describes particular ground and structural conditions of a given area as
well as distance from the earthquake epicenter.

Magnitude is a measure of

the energy released at the focus of the earthquake.

Richter (1958) compares

magnitude and intensity as follows;

Radius of
Perce ptibility (mi. )

Richter
Magnitude

3

9

^

90

132

Modified Mercalli
Intensity
I-II

Usually detected only
by instruments

III

Felt indoors

V

Felt by most people;
slight damage

VI-VII

Felt by all; many
frightened and run
outdoors; damage minor
to moderate

VII- VIII

Everybody runs outdoors;
damage moderate to major

2«0

?

IX-X

Major damage

360

ft

X-XII

Total and major damage

Seismicity in southern California is discussed in references:
et al.
(197<4).

(1973), Wallace

References dealing with seismic shaking in general are Seed et al.

(1975), Mohraz
al.

Hileman

(1970), Lamar and Lamar (1973), and Greensfelder

(1975), Bonilla

(1972), Rewmark

Hall (1969).

(1970), Donovan and Bornstein (1975), Page et

(1973), Hall et al.

(1976), Bolt

{1973)

,

and Newmark and

Additionally, the Holmes and Narver (1976) report includes a

2-5J

Richter scale pre 1977

Source:

Figure

2..

Hileman

et al.

1973

1.3.2.2-2 Earthquakes of magnitude 6.0 and greater
in southern California region, 1912-1972
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comprehensive discussion of seismic shaking to be expected at various
locations along the proposed pipeline alignment.

Tables showing design

earthquakes assigned to significant faults and a summary of effective

ground-motion parameters along with other pertinent parameters are included
in this report.

LeRoy Crandall and Associates assessed the earthquake frequency within a
62.5 mile (100 km) area of the Long Beach Harbor and proposed pump station

sites within California.

A computer search was made of a catalog of

earthquakes with Richter magnitudes of

4 or

greater for the period 1932 to

1975, 6 or greater from 1906 to 1931, and 7 or greater for 1812 to 1906.

The results of this computer search were used to develop earthquake

recurrence curves (Figure 2.1.3.2.2-3 [EFS, 1976]).

It is likely that strong seismic shaking will affect the proposed facilities
during their useful life.

To rationally design for this eventuality. Holmes

and Narver (1976) evaluated two levels of earthquakes for each causative
fault:

the Contingency Level Earthquake

Earthquake (OLE)

.

(CLE)

,

and the Operational Level

Characteristics of these dual-level design earthquakes

are as follows:

Contingency Level Earthquake (CLE) 1.
The maximum earthquake that could reasonably occur based on
consideration of regional tectonics within the existing geologic
framework. This earthquake has a very low probability of being
exceeded during the life of the project. It should be noted that
this earthquake, in general, is not as great as the event which
might be considered as the Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) for a
nuclear power plant, or as large as the Maximum Credible Earthquake
as defined by Greensf elder (1972).

These earthquakes are postulated to occur on the appropriate
2.
causative fault at points nearest to the pipeline route.

The pipeline and associated structures are designed such that
substantial permanent deformations may occur but failure or rupture

3.

is not expected.

Operational Level Earthquake (OLE) Maximum earthquake with about a 50- to 100-year mean
recurrence interval.

1.
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2.
These earthquakes are also postulated to occur on the
appropriate causative fault at points nearest to the pipeline

route.
3.
The pipeline and associated structure will be designed to
remain operational after these earthquakes. Only minor damage is
allowed.

:

Design for fault rupture and other seismic-related geologic hazards
such as liquefaction and slope instability are considered to be

contingency level events.

i

The pipeline and associated structures would

(i
Urn

be designed for those events in such a manner that substantial

permanent deformations might occur but failure or rupture would not be
expected.
earthquake.

These effects woud be highly localized in extent for any

They are not considered a part of the operational level

design, and are discussed later in the section on geologic hazards.

If

these effects do occur, then local repair would be be necessary.

The terminal, pipeline, and associated structures would be designed so
substantial permanent deformations might occur during the CLE, but

failure or rupture would not be expected.

The facilities would be

designed to remain operational after OLE earthquakes, with only minor
damage allowed.

Precautions would be taken to prevent rupture of the

pipeline at fault crossings during the CLE, including the use ot

aboveground pipe configurations where necessary.

Holmes and Narver (1976) summarize the relationship between seismicity

and faulting within the southern California portion of the project:
There is a strong correlation between the distribution of seismic
events and the location of the major active or potentially active
faults. This correlation is especially strong for the larger
(greater than magnitude 6) events.

The onshore portion of the Newport-Inglewood fault zone has
experienced several historic events, possibly including the
magnitude 6.3 event in 1933; several of these events were
aftershocks of the 1933 event, however.
In addition, the offshore
portion appears to have been relatively aseismic.
There is no well-defined pattern of historic activity along the
Whittier-Elsinore fault zone. This is true especially along the
northern portion of the fault zone near the pipeline route. No
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ifif

events of magnitude
along this fault.

or greater are believed to have occurred

6

zone in
The San Jacinto fault zone is the most seismically activeearthquakes
southern California. It has been the source of several With its
years.
of magnitude 6.0 and greater during the last 60
presents the
high level of activity, this fault zone probably
greatest seismic risk to the pipeline.

relatively
North of Cajon Pass, the San Andreas fault has been
have occurred
aseismic, while south of Cajon Pass, numerous events
Creek faults. This
in the vicinity of the Banning and Mission
the pipeline
activity includes a magnitude 6.5 event just north of
with
crossinq. The distribution of the seismic activity, along
strain is being
evidence of fault creep, indicate that substantial
Pass, and
released on the San Andreas fault system south of Canon
Nortu
zone.
fault
Jacinto
San
the
most of this is occurring along
is occurring.
of Cajon Pass, however, much less strain release

and soil conditions.
Seismic ground motions are modified by local geologic
ground shaking
Generally, ground shaking and structural damage from

vibrations at a
increases in softer ground which transmits shear wave
relatively slow speed.

Attachment

1)

The geologic maps (Maps 2.1.3-A through D,

as
have noted different seismic response zones "S and D"

described below:

1.

Rock/stiff soil conditions

(S)

,

consisting of firm deposits.

Shalelike rock or firmer material with shear wave velocities
200
greater than 2,500 feet per second is overlain by less than

sand or
feet of alluvium consisting generally of stiff clay,
gravel.

Rocks assigned to map symbols Iu, T, and Q are inferred

to have these characteristics.

2.

Deep cohesionless soil conditions

(D)

,

200 feet or more of

alluvium consisting of generally cohesionless soils, overlie
inferred
firm deposits. Deposits assigned to map unit Qal are
to have these characteristics.

described site
These definitions are generally consistent with commonly
categories (Seed et al.

,

1975, and Mohraz, 1975).
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Mineral resources .

Sand and gravel deposits are the only mineral resource

which commonly occurs along the route.

Although no deposits are indicated

within the proposed or existing right-of-way, much mining and quarrying
activity occurs nearby at colton within the Santa Ana River channel.
activity occurs on alluvial fans in the Coachella Valley.

Lesser

The Salton Trough

is a known locus of geothermal activity, and pilot plant operations for

development of this resource are planned in the Imperial Valley.

Many

thermal wells have been drilled in the vicinity of Desert Hot Springs along
the Mission Creek fault a few miles north of the proposed alignment, some

near Desert Center in the Chuckwalla Valley, and a few in the Coachella
Valley between the pipeline alignment and the Salton Sea.

The potential for

future development of geothermal resources in this area exists (Jennings,
1975).

Arizona

The proposed pipeline route through Arizona lies entirely within the Basin
and Range Province.

The geology of this region is complex and is masked by

thick deposits of colluvium and alluvium in the valleys.

The route lies

adjacent to one seismically active area and passes through another.

Mineral

deposits occur along the route, although no claims of major economic value

will be affected by the right-of-way.

Mass-wasting by weathering, sheet

erosion, and channel scour is the prominent active geologic agent of the

province.

Surficial deposits and rock/soil conditions .

Bedrock is exposed both in

areas of high relief and in portions of the lowland valleys as illustrated
in Attachment

1

(Map 2. 1.3-B).

Outcrops in the mountain ranges are not

deeply weathered, but many exposures are jointed and broken.

Talus slopes,

steep, inclined accumulations of loose rock which has scaled off the steep

bedrock exposures, mantle the intermediate slopes of many of the mountain
ranges.

These talus deposits are the most striking examples of mass-wasting

found in the area; downslope movement has been extremely rapid.
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Bedrock exposures at lower altitudes consist of smooth, gently sloping

erosional surfaces called pediments and of relatively flat but locally
The lava flows tend to retain precipitation and

rugged lava flows.

generally are more weathered than the smoother pediments.

Accumulations of

rich soil exist around the margins of some of the more weathered flows.

Extensive accumulations of colluvium grade outward from the lower flanks of
the mountains to form the higher portions of the valleys.

Colluvium, in

this region, is coarse, gravelly material which has been broken from talus

blocks and bedrock and is being moved downslope by sheet erosion.

The rate

and depth of movement on these slopes are such that they can be considered
stable.

Deposits of alluvium are found in and around stream channels in the valley

slopes and bottoms.

Alluvium, in this region, also is gravelly but is less

coarse and better sorted than colluvium.

The alluvial materials are being

moved by stream flow; hence, while the alluvium is stable most of the time,
it is subject to severe erosion and rapid deposition during periods of

intense rainfall.

Playa lake deposits occupy the lower areas in hydrologically closed valleys.

These units are extremely fine grained and have been transported in
suspension by waters flowing into the closed basins.

virtually impermeable; hence, water flowing into

a

Playa deposits are

playa becomes ponded and

eventually evaporates.

Regional tectonics and structural setting .

The existing topography of the

Basin and Range Province is a reflection of the predominant structural
pattern which is a series of fault-bounded, uplifted, structural blocks
known as horsts.

These are separated by grabens, a series of fault-bounded,

depressed structural blocks.

The present-day mountain ranges are the eroded

remnants of the horsts, while the surrounding valleys are the existing
expressions of grabens that have been filled with eroded materials.
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Most of

the faults separating the horsts and the grabens also have been covered by

eroded materials.

Others, even though presently inactive, are well exposed

along the pipeline route in the Dome Rock Mountains, the Santa Catalina
Mountains, the Black Hills, the Winchester Mountains, and the Dos Cabezas

Mountains (see Maps 2.1.3-6 through 2.1.3-12, Attachment 1).

The major period of faulting that shaped the structure of the province is
thought to have occurred mainly during Middle and Late Cenozoic time between
10 and 50 million years ago.

While some parts of the Basin and Range

Province appear to still be tectonically active, few active or potentially
active faults are located near to the pipeline project (Table A2. 1.3.2-2).

Seismicity .

Although Arizona is not as seismically active as southern

California, several significant historic earthquakes have been documented in

southern Arizona.

An idea of the frequency and distribution of earthquakes
'

!

in the project area east of California can be gained from an analysis of the

historic seismicity map (Figure

2.

1.3.2.2-t)

.

The epicenters of these

earthquakes appear to be concentrated in two regions:

the San Andreas zone

in the southwestern part of the state and the Transition zone in the

southeastern part (Sumner, 1976).

The San Andreas zone runs southeasterly from Ehrenberg to Sasabe.

Seismic

activity in this zone is thought to be related to ground movement along one
or more traces of the San Andreas fault to the southwest.

The city of Yuma

appears to be the most frequently affected community, and damage to its
local irrigation systems has been reported.

The southeastern Transition zone essentially coincides with the Mexican

Highland subdivision of the Basin and Range Province,

Earthquakes in this

region do not appear to occur as frequently as in the San Andreas zone, but
historically, they have the capability of being equally severe.
(1976)

reported:
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Historic seismicity of Arizona, New Mexico and Texas
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m

The most devastating Arizona earthquake was the 3 May 1887 event
felt extensively in the southeastern part of the state.
It
destroyed the village of Charleston (Ready, 1962) on the San Pedro
River near Tombstone and kil?.ed 42 people in Eavispe, Sonora.
Tucson was strongly affected, and the San Xavier Mission was
damaged as were many structures in the Old Pueblo. From eyewitness
accounts, the 1887 event must have been one of the most severe in
historic times on this continent.
ff

Sumner further added that a 7-meter-high scarp from this event is still

1

n

M
i

[

visible and can be traced almost 62.5 miles (100 km) south from the Arizona

ii'-'

border near San Bernardino to near Bavispe, Sonora, Mexico.

Hi

fa
n
'

Mineral resources .

The proposed pipeline route from Ehrenberg, Arizona, to

hi

m

Lordsburg, New Mexico, passes through the Basin and Range Laramide porphyry

copper belt.

Placer gold deposits and base metal vein deposits are

traversed in the Dome Rock Mountains near Ehrenberg.

Manganese, tungsten,

and beryllium are reported to occur in the Kofa Mountain Range.

passes within

3

m

The route

miles of the Sacaton porphyry copper deposit, north of Casa

I
.-.

Grande, which currently is being mined by open-pit methods.

Farther

eastward, the route passes within a few miles of the San Manuel porphyry

ccpper deposit, granite quarries in the Oracle area, sand and gravel
operations near the San Pedro River crossing, and base-metal deposits
(predominantly copper and zinc) in the Little Dragoon Mountains.

From Willcox the route passes near lead B copper, zinc, silver, and tungsten
occurrences in the Dos Cabezas Mountains and occurrences of manganese and
silver in the Peloncillo Mountains.

Mew Mexico and Texas

The geologic descriptions of New Mexico and Texas have been combined in this
section to eliminate duplication, as the pipeline route in Texas is in areas

geologically similar to regions in New Mexico.

The geology of this section

of the route generally becomes less complex from west to east.

West of the

Hueco Mountains, the route crosses typical Easin and Range terrain similar
to that in Arizona.

The Hueco Mountains mark the western edge of the
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Sacramento Section, a transition zone from the Basin and Range Province to
the Great Plains.

The eastern part of the route crosses the western part of

the Great Plains and terminates at Midland, Texas.

Surficial deposits and rock/soil conditions .

Geomorphologically, the Basin

and Range Province of New Mexico and Texas is quite similar to the Basin and

Range Province of Arizona (Map

2.

1.3-C, Attachment 1).

The topography,

lithology, and climate are very much alike throughout the province, and

similar geologic materials are found at the ground surface.

However, in

addition to bedrock, talus, colluvium, alluvium, and playa deposits, two

additional surficial materials have been identified:

dune sand and caliche.

Extensive areas of unstabilized sand dunes occur along the existing pipeline
route southwest of Las Cruces, New Mexico, and in the southern end of the

Tularosa Valley.

The dunes are dynamic features as their surface

expressions are almost constantly being modified by the wind.

Some areas

are undergoing mass-wasting by wind erosion, while others are being elevated
by deposition.

The thicknesses of these dune deposits vary locally but

probably do not exceed 25 feet.

Caliche is a material rich in calcium carbonate that precipitates from
ground-water near the ground surface in arid regions.

It cements

unconsolidated sand and gravel and, where sufficient buildup has occurred,
can approach the hardness of rock.

Extensive caliche deposits cement old

river sands along the western side of the Rio Grande in Dona Ana County, New
Mexico, and near the Pecos River area in Texas.

Surficial deposits in the Great Plains Province reflect the less arid

climate of the area.

Bedrock generally is exposed only in or adjacent to

stream channels and, where exposed, is moderately weathered.

Colluvial

materials are less abundant, and individual deposits are thinner and finer
grained.

Alluvial deposits similarly are finer grained.

Soil layers have

formed over much of the High Plains, and they locally attain thicknesses of
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several feet.

Dune sand is present in an area that stretches approximately

20 miles to the east and to the west of the New Mexico-Texas boundary.

Hard, dense layers of caliche have cemented some of the sand and gravel

along the Pecos River and some of the soil zones in the High Plains.
'„:•';

Regional tectonics and structural setting .

The New Mexico-Texas portion of

the pipeline route is sited in parts of two structural provinces, the Basin
and Range Province and the Great Plains Province.

West of the Rio Grande

valley, the tectonic and structural setting is similar to that of the Basin

and Range Provinces in Arizona:

fault-bounded horsts and grabens, extensive

valley-fill deposits, and geologically young basalt flows (see Maps 2.1.3-9
through 2.1.3-12, Attachment

1).

The major episode of fault movement in

this area appears to be contemporaneous with that in the Arizona section
(Chapin and Seager, 1975).

The eastern edge of the Mexican Highland has a slightly different structural
setting.

The Rio Grande valley is the surface expression of a broad,

tectonically active rift valley that may be the contact zone between two
continental plates.

The Rio Grande valley extends from central Colorado

into Mexico and is the main drainage feature in New Mexico.

The north-

trending Franklin Mountains form an asymmetric ridge along the eastern edge
of the Rio Grande Valley.

by major faults.

This range is bordered on both the east and west

The broad, hydrologically closed Tularosa Valley is

directly east of the Franklin Mountains.

East of the Tularosa Valley, the geologic structure is relatively simple,

consisting essentially of a thick section of sedimentary rocks that dip to
the east and underlie the Great Plains.

The overall attitudes of these

units are such that their inclinations decrease in an eastward direction.

Major faults are present only along the west side of the Hueco Mountains and
along the Guadalupe Escarpment.

Neither of these fault systems appears to

be historically active.
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Seismicity .

Historic seismicity along the pipeline route has been confined

to three areas:

the Mexican Highland, the Rio Grande Valley, and the

That portion of the Mexican Highland which

Midland-Kermit area of Texas.

lies in western New Mexico is contiguous with and structurally similar to

Sumner's Transition Zone of eastern Arizona (Sumner, 1976).

Dr. Alan

Sanford, professor of Geosciences at New Mexico Tech in Socorro, indicated

that most of the epicenters in this region of New Mexico were well north of
the pipeline route.

Seismic activity along the Rio Grande Rift has been well documented
(Sanford, 1965;

Sanford,

1972;

Hoffman, 1975;

Sanford et al.

1972;

,

and Sanford and Toppozada, 197t)

.

Toppozada and

Practically all of the

epicenters documented in New Mexico are between Socorro and Albuquerque,
more than 150 miles north of the pipeline route.

Four minor earthquakes and

one relatively strong shock have been reported in the area immediately south
of El Paso by Dames and Moore

(1973).

The severity of these reported events

was not reported in detail.

Dames and Moore (1973) also indicate four recent (1965-1970) earthquakes in
the Midland-Odessa-Kermit region of Texas.

Available geologic data indicate

no significant faults are present in this area; therefore, they may have
been caused by ground movement associated with petroleum extraction.

Mineral resources .

In New Mexico, the pipeline route passes within

2

miles

of massive copper-tourmaline, vein-type deposits at Lordsburg; lead-zinc

veins in the Florida Mountains east of Deming; and scoria quarries in the

west Potrillo Mountains southwest of Las Cruces.

Thermal wells and springs

are located near the western portion of the alignment near Lordsburg, New

Mexico (Summers, 1965, 1972).

Within Texas, the pipeline passes close to fluorspar, uranium, and tin
occurrences in the Franklin Mountains and limestone quarries in the Hueco
area.

Further eastward, the route passes into the oil- and gas'-producing
2-71

.

Delaware Basin and across known sulfur and potash salt deposits into the

cil-prcducing region of southeastern New Mexico.

The proposed pipeline route from Jal, New Mexico, to Midland, Texas, crosses
a continuation of the oil- and gas-producing areas and scattered sand and

gravel operations.

2.1.3.3

Geologic hazards

Geologic hazards are naturally occurring or man-influenced geological

conditions that present a risk or danger to life and property.

Generally,

geologic hazards are localized geographically and occur within a limited

temporal frame.

Although there are many geologic hazards along the project

route, few are regarded as posing a serious threat to the physical integrity
of the proposed pipeline system.

Most of these hazards can be anticipated

if an adequate geotechnical investigation has been incorporated into the

project design.

The effects of geologic hazards are not the same on all

components of the pipeline system.

The geologic hazards evaluated below, for the port area and by state, are
considered capable of causing significant damage to the proposed pipeline
system.

Those that are initiated by or are related to seismic activity are

strong ground shaking, surface fault rupture, liquefaction and soil

densification, slope instability, tsunamis, and volcanism.

Other potential

geologic hazards are landslides and rockfalls, subsidence, expansive soils,
erosion, and flooding and scouring (Maps 2.1.3-1 through 2.1.3-12,

Attachment

1)
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Marine

2.1.3.3.1

Port area

Seismicity .

Southern California is recognized as one of the most

seismically active areas in the United States.

The region has been

subjected to at least 50 major earthquakes of magnitude

greater during the 207-year period of 1769-1976.

6

(Richter scale) or

It should be recognized

that reliable seismic records have only been available since 1933, and many
are not included in

of the smaller magnitude earthquakes

(less than M = 5)

the earthquake prehistoric records.

Although the period of accurate seismic

records (1931 to 1976) represents a very short time in southern California
seismic history, the frequency-magnitude relationship of earthquakes

presented in this section are considered sufficiently accurate for the
The seismicity of the harbor area, while

purpose of statistical analysis.

not significantly different from that of the Los Angeles Basin or all of
southern California, as shown on Figure 2.1.3.3.1-1, is undoubtedly

influenced by the proximity of several active faults.

The Port of Long Beach, in particular Pier J, is on the southern fringe of
the Los Angeles coastal plain.

Geological studies of the area indicate that

at least five major active or potentially active faults lie within a 65.2
(100 km)

radius of the harbor area.

The significant earthquake-producing

characteristics of these faults are presented in Table 2.1.3.3.2-1 in the
section on strong ground shaking.

For purposes of future seismic analyses, the San Andreas, the Newport
Inglewood, and Palos Verdes faults should be considered as having the

potential to cause severe, damaging effects in the harbor.

Although a

maximum credible earthquake on the more distant San Andreas fault

(M

8. 25)

would cause less intense bedrock acceleration (max = 0.15g) and have a much
longer predominant period

Newport-Inglewood fault

(T =

0.55 sec) at the harbor than one on the

(M = 7.0,

max = 0.45g and T = 0.35 sec), the larger
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magnitude earthquake would have a longer duration and, therefore, more
significant stress cycles to initiate liquefaction.

Because soil or

structural failure depends on acceleration, duration, and period of the

seismic shaking, various earthquakes, depending on the above conditions,

will have different effects at the harbor.

The Palos Verdes fault is

significant because of its close proximity to the harbor complex.

The Port

of Long Beach will conduct a dynamic response evaluation of the port

terminal area upon completion of the mechanical densification of the Pier J

tank storage area.

The most significant earthquakes to affect the project site since 1920 are
the Inglewood earthquake of 21 June 1920, the Long Beach earthquake of 10

March 1933, the Long Beach earthquake of 27 December 1939, earthquakes of
1941 in Signal Hill and Long Beach, and the earthquake of 1944 in Dominguez

Hills.

The Long Beach earthquake of 10 March 1933

(M = 6.3)

is the largest

earthquake to affect the harbor complex within historic time.

The

epicenter, located off Newport Beach, is thought to have occurred on the

Newport-Inglewood fault or an extension of the Palos Verdes fault.

Rupture

did not extend to the surface, but subsurface movement of the fault is
estimated to have extended from Newport Beach to Signal Hill.

At locations

exhibiting poor soil conditions, such as Long Beach and Compton, the maximum

Modified Mercalli

(MM)

Intensity for this earthquake was IX.

The Los

Angeles Harbor probably exhibited similar intensities , ranging from VII to
IX depending on the soil conditions.

Li quef action .

The liquefaction potential of a soil to earthquake motions

depends upon a number of conditions, including type of soil, density, degree
of saturation, confining pressure, and intensity and duration of ground

shaking.

Liquefaction may develop within any zone of a soil deposit where a

critical combination of in-situ conditions and seismic disturbance occurs.

Liquefaction of a confined silt, sand, or gravel may cause differential
2-75

settlement of the ground surface, complete loss of strength, and/or sliding
along the liquefied layers.

Written accounts of the Long Beach earthquake indicate that liquefaction
occurred at various locations in the southern Los Angeles Basin,

particularly west of Santa Ana and north and northwest of Newport Beach and

Huntington Beach.

The Compton area also exhibited this effect.

However,

there are no available records from the Long Eeach Harbor area of any
extensive damage or loss of life.
suffered damage.

The San Pedro area was reported to have

A cursory examination of a hydraulic fill (Pier

A)

under

construction at Long Beach Harbor made by the resident engineer soon after
the earthquake indicated lowering of the grade by a negligible amount.

(The

fill included a 32-foot hydraulic fill retained by steel and wooden

bulkheads and a rock breakwater in water about 20 feet deep.)

Because of the high groundwater, the presence of relatively loose man-made
fills, and the high seismicity of the Los Angeles Basin, particularly the

Long Beach Port area, occurrence of liquefaction is considered a strong
possibility in the harbor area and along portions of the pipeline route that
follow the low-lying Los Angeles Fiver basin.

The liquefaction potential of undensified hydraulic fill soils in the Los
Angeles and Long Beach harbors has been evaluated by several soil consulting
firms and government agencies.

The results of these studies show that

uncompacted hydraulic fills within the harbor area will almost certainly
liquefy during the maximum credible earthquake

(M = 7.5)

on the Newport-

Inglewood fault and could liquefy for the maximum credible earthquake
(M =

8.25)

on the farther San Andreas fault.

The natural foundation soils

below the fills or in the dredged shipping channels are expected to remain
stable for both earthquake conditions, with the possible exception of the

organic soils (gray marine) located off the Pier J area.

2-76

The hydraulic fills under the proposed Pier J tank storage facilities and
the existing soils at the Dominquez Hills terminal would be densified to an

average relative density of 75 percent, using the Menard "Dynamic

Consolidation" Process, to be made stable under the two maximum credible
earthquakes discussed.

The possibility exists for liquefaction along the proposed pipeline route
from the marine terminal to the inland terminal sites, but such liquefaction

would not be as severe or potentially damaging as that at the harbor
facilities.

The extent of damage would depend largely on the

characteristics of the soil failure, the design and construction used for
the pipeline, and is discussed in Section 2.1.3.3.2.

Subsidence .

The subsidence that has occurred in the area of the Long Beach

Between

Port resulted from extraction of oil in the Wilmington oil field.

1928, when pumping began, and 1965, up to 29 feet of subsidence occurred.

In addition, differential horizontal movements of up to 10 feet have been
responsible for damage to pipelines, buildings, and wells.

Subsidence

centered in the east end of Terminal Island near Cerritos Channel has caused
extensive damage to buildings, docks, and other facilities.

Large dikes

were required to prevent the area from being flooded, and a large portion of
the island is now below sea level.

It is estimated that less than 2 feet of

subsidence has occurred at the proposed SOHIO terminal site off Pier J.
However, the proposed pipeline would pass through an area where more than

6-feet of vertical and 8-feet of horizontal movement has occurred.
Subsidence has been arrested by injecting water into the oil zones,

preventing the sediments from compacting when oil is withdrawn.

Injection

has caused some rebound to occur reaching a maximum of over 0.8 feet between
the peak rebound years of 1966 to 1970.

Currently, ground surface

elevations fluctuate both up and down, generally less than 0.2 feet per
year.

In the Long Beach area, continuous monitoring is required because the

land surface responds quickly to subsurface pressure changes.
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The California coastline is subject to tsunamis, also called

Tsunamis.

tidal waves.

These are generated

fcy

submarine disturbances such as volcanic

eruptions, large landslides or, most commonly, earthquakes.

Generally,

tsunamis are generated during an earthquake when the ocean floor is ruptured

along a fault and vertical displacement occurs.

Although tsunamis are

generated in many areas along the perimeter of the Pacific Basin, only in
the Aleutians and Peru-Chile areas are tsunamis generated which are capable
of causing significant run-up in southern California.

Vertical movement

from earthquakes generated in the Continental Borderlands of California is
rare.

However, such movement apparently did occur in 1927 west of Point

Arguello from a magnitude 7.3 event.
as being

6

feet high at Surf and

5

A sea wave was generated and recorded

feet high at Port San Luis.

Between 1868 and 1966, however, the tidal gauge in San Francisco recorded 19
3

inches to over

7 feet.

In Long Beach

Harbor, $100,000 in damage resulted from the 1961 Alaskan earthquake
tsunami, which was estimated to be about

H

feet high.

Most of the damage

was caused by swift currents in the inner and small boat harbors.
1960 Chilean earthquake

at Terminal Island.

From the

(magnitude 8.3), a wave 6.1 feet high was measured

Because Palos Verdes Hills and the breakwater block the

general path, a tsunami tends to occur as a single or short series of
pulses, not as a destructive wave, resulting in only a sharp rise in the

water level.

2.1.3.3.2

Terrestrial

California

Surface fault rupture .

Fault rupture at the ground surface is clearly a

potential hazard in southern California.

Some damage to underground utility

pipelines occurred as a result of surface fault rupturing during the 1971
San Fernando earthquake, and fault rupture has occurred along the San

Jacinto fault zone during several past earthquakes.
2-7!
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Slight

effects were also observed as far away as San Diego and San Francisco.

tsunamis ranging in height from
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Direction of relative fault

nitially

Original

movement

(right lateral)

adjacent points

ground

/
Displaced pipe position

S
Initial

N

J

/

/

/

pipe position

Surface of ground

failure

SECTION A
Source:

Figure

2.1.3.3.2-1

Holmes and Narver, 1976

Shallow buried pipe movement resulting
from horizontal fault displacement
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in many
Earthquake-generated ground shaking,
damage. The amount of
earthquake
widespread
instances, causes the most
amplification effects
particular site depends upon the
gr ound shaking at a
source,
characteristics of the earthquake
environment,
geologic
of the local
in general flexible enough,
are
pipelines
Buried
and distance to the fault.
or
that they follow the vibratory,
relative to the surrounding soil,
the absence of the
would occur in the soil in
which
deformations
freefield,

gggag gQSBd shaking

.

buried pipeline.

influence on
described strong ground-shaking
Holmes and Carver (1976, have
faults.
causative
the project in relation to
(onshore and
Based on its inferred length
7.S maximum credible
magnitude
a
assigned
was
offshore portions,, this fault
Based on
Plant.
San Cnofre Huclear Power
earthquake for the design of the
large
Kewport-Inglewood fault zone, very
the
of
structure
review of the
for at least
unlikely
very
be
to
appear
nagnitude (greater than 7, events
portion of this fault
this fault zone. The onshore
the onshore portions of
folds
discontinuous fault traces and
numerous
of
consist
zone appears to
There is no evidence
deformation.
basement-controlled
that define a zone of
as would be expected to
throughgoing surface fault such
for a single major
Even if the offshore
fault.
transcurrent
a
on
earthquake
generate a great
capable of generating an
potentially
and
portion of the fault is continuous
from such an
than 7. the ground motion
earthquake of magnitude greater
would
region to the pipeline route,
offshore
the
from
event, when attenuated
magnitude 7
the
accompany
would
that
be less severe than the motion
Creensfelder
closest approach the pipeline.
contingency level event at the
earthquake to this fault.
credible
maximum
7
magnitude
assigns a
( ,974)

aewport-Xnglewood fault zone

-

2.1.3.3.2-1, was assigned
(M = 6.25, Table
The operational level earthquake
historical seismic
based on review of the
fault
.ewport-xnglewood
to the
event recorded on the
largest
the
to
equal
essentially
a.*.. This value is
with a 50- to
event is defined as an event
fault. The operational level
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(g)
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Recurrence
at Point on
Fault (yrs)
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100-year mean recurrence interval.
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A magnitude 7.5 contingency level
earthquake
was assigned to this fault zone
based on its length and the values
assigned by Lamar and Lamar,
(1973, and Greensfelder (1974).
Review of the
seismic record and consideration
of the nature of the fault near
its
northwestern end (in the vicinity of
the pipeline route, indicate that
a
magnitude 7.5 contingency level
earthquake in this area is probably
very
conservative. Holmes and Harver,
(1976, suggests that magnitude
7.25 may be
a more appropriate value for
the CLE on this fault zone.
(CLE,

The operational level earthquake
(OLE, (M =6.25, assigned to
the WhittierElsinore fault zone was selected based
on consideration of recurrence
intervals (Lamar and Lamar,
1973, and on the fact that the
pipeline crosses
near the end of the fault trace.

San Jacinto fault zone

-

M

Therefore, it is reasonable to expect

that sane events of this magnitude
will nave occurred on some faults
during
the period for which there are
good historic and instrumental
records (60
years)

Whattxer-Blsinore fault 20n e

?s

This fault zone is the most
seismically active

structure in southern California.

Based on the seismic record and
on
consideration of strain accumulation
and strain release, the zone was
assigned a magnitude 7.5 contingency
level event. Numerous events
of
magnitude greater than 6 have
historically occurred along faults
within this
zone. However, none of the events
was as large as the magnitude
6.75 OLE
assigned for this project.

-

San Andreas fault zone (northern
segment,
The San Andreas fault zone
northern segment has been assigned
a magnitude 8.25 contingency
level event
This value was selected based
on review of Wallace (1970,,
Lamar and Lamar,
(1973,, and Greensfelder (1974).
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m

if

consists essentially of a single,
The northern segment of the fault
which substantial strain appears to
relatively aseismic fault trace, along
records, it is inferred that strain
historic
the
on
Based
be accumulating.
(magnitude greater than 8)
earthquakes
great
is released during infrequent
events
rather than mere frequent large

(H = 66

segment)
San Andreas fault zone (southern

wk

-

to 7+)

is
a magnitude 7.75 earthquake

event for the southern segment of
considered a reasonable contingency level
a lower CLE for the southern
of
Adoption
zone.
fault
the San Andreas
segment is seismically active and is
segment is reasonable because this
coupled with the activity on the San
releasing strain. This activity,
releasing strain at a rate that probably
Jacinto fault, is believed to be
8*
strain to produce a Magnitude
precludes the accumulation of sufficient
the fault zone.
earthquake on the southern segment of

earthquake is based on the historic
The magnitude 6.5 operational level
recorded on the southern segment of
This is as large as any event
records.

the fault zone.

-

There are insufficient
Mountains faults
Blue Cut, Sheep Hole, and Pinto
Blue Cut, Sheep Hole, and Pinto
the
on
magnitudes
design
data to estimate
seismicity or strain-accumulation/
Mountains faults based on historic
the values listed in Table
strain-release considerations. Therefore,
length and empirical data
fault
on
based
2.1.3.3.2-1 were determined
(Bonilla and Buchanan, 1970). The
relating rupture length to magnitudes
level event assigned to the Blue
magnitude 7 and magnitude 6.5 contingency
were computed based on rupture
Cut and Sheep Hole faults, respectively,
mapped fault length. The operational
lengths equal to 50 percent of the
computed assuming rupture of 20 percent
level magnitudes (6.5 and 5.5) were
of the mapped fault length.

the temporary transition
The tern, .-liquefaction.' indicates
soils by sufficient stimulus
fine-grained
saturated,
of
state
into a liquid

T.iouef action .
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of earthquake shaking and has been explained
in the marine section of

Geologic Hazards.

In the case of the proposed pipeline, other
specific

conditions must exist before there is

a potential for damage to the
pipe,
since liquefaction could occur at depth
directly beneath the pipeline
without damaging it if these conditions do not
exist.
There are essentially
two types of occurrences wherein the
pipeline could be damaged by
liquefaction during an earthquake:

Where the pipeline is buried in loose sandy soils
1.
that a r e
saturated essentially to the ground surface,
and the pipeline
"floats" out of the ground as a result of
liquefaction of these
soils.

A very high groundwater table is necessary for
this to

occur.

Where the pipeline traverses sloping ground
2.
or is adjacent to a
bank or slope, and liquefaction occurs at
depth, causing lurching
(horizontal movement) of the near-surface
materials containing the
pipe. A sloping ground surface must exist
for this to occur.

These two types of failures are illustrated
in Figure 2.1.3.3.2-2.
At the
present time, evaluation of liquefaction
potential along the route has been
limited to a qualitative analysis of susceptibility
based on soil types
(commonly inferred) and depth to the water
table (commonly estimated). Both
the quantity and quality of available
information relating to liquefaction
conditions along the route vary considerably from
location to location.
Abundant soils and water table data are available
for the portion of the
route in the vicinity of the flood control
channels in the Los Angeles
Basin. However, east of Pomona, the data
are very sparse, necessitating
substantial inference and estimation.

The geologic hazards map shows the inferred
susceptibility to liquefaction.
East of Pomona the low or slight-to-none ratings
are primarily related to
water table depths greater than 50 feet, it is
possible that areas along
2-86

(Liquefaction at pipeline elevation)
h

Shallow groundwater table

Pipeline

•Possible overstressing
_.._.
of pipeline here

LIQUEFACTION
'flotation OF PIPELINE DUE TO

Sloping ground surface
I

00

Free face

:

Groundwater table

-r;. CliflMefactJpn.

at de.ptli)

Possible overstressing

>.

of pipeline here
Source: ERT, ESA. 1976

liquefaction"stressing of pipeline due to
induced GROUND MOVEMENTS

Figure

2.1.3.3.2-2
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^

,.

in southern California during
No volcanism has taken place
in
However, hot springs are present
.

ydcanism .

historic time (past 200 years)

Desert
Puente Hills. Coachella Valley.
proximity to the pipeline route in
Springs. The hot springs and
Hot
Nicholls
and
Center,
Hot Springs, Desert
active
relationship to active or potentially
thermal wells are in general
fault locations (Jennings, 1975).

^

a result of
Slope failures that mav occur as
slop, failures
discussed. Landslides and other
been
have
shaking
earthquake
the works of man.
including
factors,
other
many
ma y occur as a result of
particular,
alignment in a few areas, in
Hillside areas border the pipeline

T

^, e1

and rockf alls.

Puente Hills.
where the alignment crosses the

Subsidence

..

pipeline route is only
Subsidence along the southern California

expected to occur in two ways:

1.

As a result of fluid withdrawal.

2.

from earthquakes.
As a result of vibratory compaction

oil fields and
a particular problem in
subsidence due to fluid withdrawal is
irrigation (Wentworth et al., 1969).
for
withdrawn
is
water
in areas where
of subsidence
a long period, this type
Because such settlement occurs over
to fluid
short-term hazard. Subsidence due
is a long-term rather than a
where
Chino and in the Colorado Desert
around
likely
most
appears
withdrawal
purposes.
irrigation
for
withdrawn
large amounts of water are

frequently occurs as a result of
compaction of unconsolidated sediments
sand
cause the individual grains of
vibrations
earthquake vibrations. The
volume.
state, thereby occupying less
to become packed into a denser
as
materials tend to settle immediately
Structures built on top of such
This hazard
state.
dense
more
a
into
go
their foundation materials
pipeline and ancillary facilities
potentially exists wherever the proposed
surface
or poorly consolidated sandy
unconsolidated
on
constructed
are
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materials. Lifted areas of such
materials occur along the
proposed route
throughout California and .ill he
discussed in the section on impacts.

^1-13^30113.
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An area of potentially

and swelling,
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are granular and not expansive
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soil is shown along a 10 -mile
portion of the alignment north
in Attachment 1} .
Jt ±-

of the Puente Hills (Map

^

,U-,

CQnsidered
likely that these soils are
highly expansive or that they
will affect the
pipeline buried at a depth in
excess of 5 feet.

^MP ^e£2siti2

^

^^^

n.
i!
Most of tt . soils along
proposed
are relatively clean, granular
materials that are readily
susceptible to
water and/or wind erosion.
Areas of soils in California that
are
susceptible to water and wind
erosion are shown on the geologic
hazards Maps
2.1.3-1 through 2.1.3-5 in Attachment
1.
Additionally, areas on these maps
designated -areas of variable soil
conditions" are highly eroded
badlands
areas that have already undergone
extensive erosion, and are susceptible
to
further erosion. An area of dune
sand is also shown; these
dune materials
Although they may now be partially
or wholly stabilized by
vegetation, are
probably prone to erosion if the
land surface is disturbed.
Soil erosion is
discussed in greater detail in
Section 2.1.4.2.

m^

Fiooa^

^^^^

^

an a B
„ g . During flood stageSf the
ncreased veioc ty Qf
streams and rivers .ay remove
or disturb river bottom
deposits from
depths of a few inches to tens
of feet, depending on the
size of the stream
Wherever the proposed pipeline
crosses a major drainage course
in a
subsurface crossing, the potential
for exposure anchor damage
exists to the
pipeline because of scour. Most
of tne
ox
the streams
«?t-™;, mc and
= * rivers
crossed by the
Pipeline alignment have only
minimal flows ( or are entirely
dry, during most
of the year, b«t they experience
large flood flows every few years
to few
decades.
, hazard is discussed in greater
detail in section 2. 1 5 2

flow

.

.

in.

•

M
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Arizona. Hew Mexico, and Texas

surface fault displacements .

There is little chance that known active or

displacement of the ground
potentially active faults are likely tc produce
the Colorado River crossing and
surface along the pipeline alignment between
mapped along the alignment are
Midland, Texas. Faults that have been
the Eome Rock Mountains
including:
ranges
mountain
major
the
exposed in
Mountains and Winchester Mountains
east of Ehrenberg, the southern Galiuro
Cabezas Mountains east of
east of the Redington Pump Station, the Dos
and the Guadalupe Mountains
Paso,
El
of
east
Mountains
Hueco
Willcox, the
faults have displaced older rock
near the Guadalupe Pump Station. These
units, and exhibit no known recent movement.

zone near Redington, Arizona, and
Two large rift zones, the San Pedro rift
Station in southern Kew
the Rio Grande rift zone near the Anthony Pump
no evidence of recent surface
is
there
Although
exist.
to
known
Mexico, are
been seismic activity
displacements along these rift zones, there has
possibility that some surface
associated with them, and there is a remote
earthquake of 1887 in the
displacement could occur in the future. The large
occurred in an area that is
State of Sonora, Mexico, discussed previously,
Pedro rift zone and reportedly
on the southeastward projection of the San
60 miles south of the
extending
high
feet
23
than
more
produced a scarp

Arizona border to near Bavispe, Sonora.

Earthquake shaking.

and Texas has
The seismicity of Arizona, New Mexico,
Expected levels of shaking resulting from large

been discussed previously.

with the San Pedro and Rio
earthquakes in southern California or associated
Mercalli (MM) Intensity
Modified
to
equivalent
be
would
Grande rift zones
southwestern and southeastern
VII-VIII along the proposed pipeline route in
In Texas and southeastern New Mexico,
Arizona and central Hew Mexico.
to MM Intensity V-VI can be expect--.
equivalent
levels,
somewhat lower
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L iquefaction . Conditions
favorable for liquefaction
iiqueraccxon rarely
«,r-i
occur along the
pipeline alignment east or
of zn&
the c
mi
n r=^ River
r>
°lorado
because of the deep
groundwater table and the excessively
ara^ed aud highly PerDie able
soils
which dominate the area.
Conditions necessary for
liquefaction may exist
along the banks of the Colorado
and San Pedro rivers, Where
silty sands
occur within the floodpiain area
and at the Mo Grande floodplain.
These
areas are subject to possible
ground- shading as a result of
earthgua.es
originating in California and
M exico, and were probably
affected by the 3
May 1887 event (Sumner,
1976).

Areas where lurching is a
potential hazard are few and
confined to the river
crossings mentioned above.

Seismically induced ground settlement
could occur in those a r eas
where there
Such settlement is generally

i« a potential for liquefaction.

small.

^^stabilitv.

There are few areas where the
pipeline crosses sloping
terrain susceptible to landslides
or rockslides.
These same areas are
subject to naturally occurring
slope instability, although the
risk is much
less than during seismic
events.

Yolcanism.

A1 though volcanoes of uaternary
Q
age are present in the N ew
water, Gila Bend, Bagletail,
Peloncillo, and West Portillo
mountains, no
activity has been recorded in
historic time (past 200 years)
.
Hot springs
exxst near Hedington, Arizona,
but are not associated with
known active
fault zones.

^^^^ockfa^ls.

only in a few areas, where
the alignment crosses
steep and rugged mountain
ranges or the steep banks of
rivers, is there a
Potential hazard from seismically
induced landslides or rockfalls.
Mountain
ranges where rockfalls might
occur include the some Hock
Mountains in
western Arizona, the Peloncillo
Mountains in eastern Arizona,
and the
Guadalupe Mountains in Texas.
These areas are indicated on
Maps 2.1.3-6
2-92

crossings
The steep banks of major stream
1.
especially where the banks are
slumping,
or
landsliding
are vulnerable to

through 2.1.3-12 in Attachment

partially saturated.

extraction in Arizona has
Subsidence caused by groundwater
north and east of Willcox and in
alignment:
occurred in two areas along the
as much as 7
where elevations have changed by
the coolidge-casa Grande area,
water for irrigation may cause
of
pumping
Continued
.
feet (Schumann, 1974)

subsidence .

additional subsidence.
portion of the
Soils in the Arizona-*** Me.ico-Texas
a
sands and gravelly loams. Although
alignment are predominantly gravelly
only
these are not highly expansive. The
few areas of clay exist, most of
soils is
expected to encounter highly expansive
area where the pipeline is
Arizona. These
County,
Pinal
in
Station
directly west of the Coolidge Pump
Association, and have textures ranging
soils belong to the Mohall-Vecont
(Map
clay loam with variable expansivity
sandy
to
clay
expansive
from highly
Soils.
2.1.4,
Section
in
discussed
2.1.4-7 in Attachment 1) and are

..vnansive soils.

soils with high water erosion potential
in Arizona, N ew Mexico, and Texas,
and in steep areas where soil
drainages
occur most commonly along major
areas
in Section 2.1.4 (Soils). Major
cover is thin. These are described
of the Santa Catalina Mountains,
north
soils
loam
gravelly
include the
the
west of Lordsburg, Arizona, where
Arizona; silt loam soils east and

the continental Divide crossing in
alignment crosses La Cienega Creek;
along the eastern slopes of the
and
Mexico;
Hew
County,
eastern Grant
Eraw.
Guadalupe Mountains, Texas, near Owl

Bjosi^emiticn.

*"*»*

there

*" «"*

""

°f

"""

""*

^^

the pt.wmc* of grasses or Other
could be subject to wind erosion,
Some older
in most such areas.
vegetation effectively controls erosion
the
extent of having a caliche layer in
the
to
stabilized
been
have
dunes
of Anthony, New Mexico; west
west
present
are
areas
sandy
Such
subsurface.
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of El Paso, Texas; in the area of
Fort Bliss Military Reservation in
Texas;
and the Pecos Fiver area in New Mexico
and Texas. Active dunes are present
in eastern Lea County, New Mexico, and
western Andrews County, Texas.

Flooding and sconHna . Most of the streams
and washes crossed by the
pipeline are dry during most of the year,
but can experience large flash
floods caused by storms in the adjacent
mountains.

2.1.4

soils

2.1.4.1

Port of Long Beach

General sediment de s cription for san

Ped™

Bay

The Allan Hancock Foundation (AHF) of
the University of Southern California
conducted a comprehensive survey of
sediments in San Pedro Bay in 1973 and
1975.
The sediment sampling stations are
depicted on Figure 2.1. «. 1-1. The
samples were analyzed for grain size,
oxygen demand, nutrient content, oil
and grease, trace metals, and chlorinated
hydrocarbons. The following
general benthic sediment patterns were
determined by analyzing the data
(AHF,

1975).

in general, bottom sediments contain
the highest proportions of sand
(up to
90 percent, outside the breakwaters.
The sand fraction is reduced in the
outer harbor areas of both ports and
lowest (down to 20 percent, in the
berthing and slip areas of the inner
harbors. Extreme depositional

environments in these areas have caused
high fractions of silt and clay.
The ship channels of both ports generally
exhibit coarser sediments than the
outer harbor areas. Periodic maintenance
dredging results in removal of the
upper substrate containing the fines,
and the newly deepened channels
intercept the larger, coarser- grained
particles being transported by
traction along the bottom.

2-94
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Sediments are regarded as permanent sinks of pollutants and nutrients from
the overlying waters.

Most of the pollutants are concentrated on the silt

and clay particles as they settle out under depositional conditions.

Strong

currents and flushing characteristics tend to dilute and disperse
pollutional inputs into marine waters.

Sediments in the inner harbor dead-end channels of Los Angeles and Long

Beach harbors are highly organic and sulfide rich.

Pollutants, including

oil and grease, are generally greater there than in other sediments of San

Pedro Bay.

The area near the mouth of the Los Angeles River is similarly

degraded but not as highly organic or sulfide rich.

Sediments in the Port

of Long Beach's inner harbor ship channels, middle harbor, and outer harbor

are similar in pollutional characteristics to the sediments east of Pier J

and in the eastern portion of Los Angeles outer harbor.

All have relatively

low levels of heavy metals, nutrients, PCB, DDT, sulfide, and immediate

oxygen demand

(IOD)

.

The water currents in the eastern portion of Los

Angeles outer harbor are apparently sufficient to prevent a large buildup of
pollutants in the sediments even though wastes of high organic content are

discharged regularly in this area.

The western portion of Los Angeles outer

harbor, the Los Angeles River channel, and Fish Harbor have sediment

characteristics generally between the other inner and outer harbor extremes.

Long Beach Harbor sediments

Between September and December, 1975, the Long Beach Harbor Consultants
conducted core sampling at selected sites in Long Eeach Harbor.
and surface grab samples were also taken.
shown on Figure 2.1.4.1-2.

Replicate

Sediment sampling locations are

Data from these studies are contained in Tables

A2. 1.4.1-1 through A2. 1.4.1-4 in Section A2. 1.4.1 of the appendix.

In 1974,

Environmental Quality Analysts and Marine Biological Consultants (EQA and
MBC) conducted four quarterly surveys for the Southern California Edison

Company at the stations shown on Figure 2.1.4.1-3.

The measured surface

sediment concentrations for cadmium, mercury, lead, zinc, and oil and grease
2-96
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are presented in Table A2. 1.4.1-5 in Section A2. 1.4.1 of the appendix. The
following benthic sediment analysis used the EQA and MBC, MBC programs, and
some data from appropriate Allan Hancock Foundation (AHF) sampling stations.

The benthic sediment samples from 1975 were grouped according to the

proportioning of sand and clay fractions as determined from Spencer

Classification of grain size.

Four distinct groups emerged, with sand/clay

ratios of 27:73 for Group A, 49:51 for Group E, 76:24 for Group C, and 96:4

for Group D (Long Beach Harbor Consultants, 1976).

The spatial distribution

of these groups within Long Beach Harbor is depicted in Figure 2.1.4.1-4.

Actual measured gradations for each section are found in Table A2.1.4.1-6.
Predominantly clay sediments were found mainly in the inner and outer
harbor.

The area between the Navy Mole and the breakwater represents a

deeper basin formed by dredging activities.

Mixed sand and clay populations

are found throughout the middle and outer harbor.

The area adjacent to the

southern portion of Pier J contained sand sediments deposited as dredge
spoil.

The chemical analyses of benthic sediments in Long Beach Harbor from each of

the sampling programs previously described led to similar conclusions.

The

inner harbor area, and especially the dead-end extension of cerritos
Channel, had the highest levels of heavy metals, nutrients, and oil and
grease.

The pollutional characteristics generally decreased from the inner

harbor area toward the outer harbor.

A comparison of data from benthic sediment stations of similar geographic
proximity for all studies in Long Beach Harbor is shown in Table A2. 1.4. 1-7.

This table represents the measured pollution values of cadmium, lead, zinc,
mercury, and oil and grease for various harbor locations.

A direct relationship exists between total organic content and concentration
of nutrients in sediments.

The distributional pattern of organic carbon

(Figure 2.1.4.1-5), therefore, represents the general difference
2-99
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concentrations within Long Beach Harbor.

Table A2. 1.4.1-8 shows actual

measured nutrient levels.

Sediment core samples for chemical analyses of cadmium, mercury, lead, zinc,

and oil and grease were obtained in the period between September and
December, 1975 by Converse Davis Dixon Associates.

Sampling stations in the

vicinity of the proposed project are shown in Figure 2.1.4.1-6.
from these stations are presented in Table 2.1.4.1-1.

at these stations exceeded Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

bulk analysis criteria for shallow marine disposal.

Results

None of the samples

Region IX

However, Station 41

exceeded proposed oil and grease critera (DSDC-R2)

2.1.4.2

Pipeline route

General soil classifications and characteristics

Because they are formed by the interaction of parent material, climate,
topography, plants, and animals, soils are an important unifying factor in

environmental studies.

The proposed pipeline route crosses over 150

separate soils series which have developed from a wide range of different

parent materials under varying climatic and topographic conditions.

In order to help the reader understand and use the soil maps and tables, a
brief explanation of the soil classification system used in the United
States is provided here.

The current system has 10 major divisions called

orders, each of which is divided into several suborders.

further broken down into great groups.

The suborders are

The orders, suborders, and great

groups which occur along the pipeline route are described in Table 2.1.4.2-1
and illustrated on Map 2.1.4-A (Attachment 1).

The alphanumeric designa-

tions used on the map are further explained in Table 2.1.4.2-2.
pipeline route crosses soils belonging to four of the 10 orders:
Alfisols, Aridisols, Entisols, and Mollisols.

The

All four orders are crossed

by the California portion of the proposed route.
2-102

The

Throughout the Arizona

portion, the dominant soils are Aridisols; while in New Mexico, they are

Entisols and Aridisols.

Aridisols, Entisols, and Alfisols are present along

the proposed route through Texas.

Vr
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Table 2.1.4.1-1

Sediment Chemistry Results of Core Samples

Sample
LAB
Depth, ft
NO Station MLLW
137

2K

52-54

Meas.
length
(inches)

Fraction
Retained on Fraction
#200 Sieve Dry Solids

Cadmium
(Cd)

mg/kg

Lead
(Pb)

mg/kg

Zinc Mercury
(Zn)

(Hg)

mg/kg mg/kg

Oil

& Grease
extrac.)
mg/kg

(Sox.

0.128

0.597

0.42

49

130

0.22

450

0.412

0.784

0.12

22

58

0.10

470

0.185

0.716

0.11

21

77

0.20

650

0.141

0.742

0.35

76

86

0.10

36

0.300

0.769

0.04

15

58

0.069

1,100

67-72

36

0.344

0.770

0.17

12

59

0.093

1,100

79-83

36

0.559

0.846

0.27

7.7

'',

a

0.037

430

24

0.802

0.881

0.28

7.2

23

0.031

1,400

21

138

54-57

139

57-59

34

140

59-62

28

141

62-67

142
143

144

83-85

b
530

i

Average 0.359

O
55-57

29

0.104

0.624

0.93

28

130

0.77

980

6

57-60

8

0.253

0.744

0.46

10

77

0.98

330

147

60-62

10

0.275

0.740

0.46

11

75

0.36

300

145
14

Source:

25

Long Beach Harbor Consultants, 1976.

a

Soxhlet extraction method.
Doubtful results.

Table 2.1.4.1-1
Sample
Depth, ft
LAB
NO Station MLLW

(Continued)

Fraction
length Retained on Fraction
(inches) $200 Sieve Dry Solids
Meas.

Cadmium
(Cd)

mg/kg

Lead
(Pb)

mg/kg

Zinc Mercury
(Zn)

(Hg)

Oil

6

Grease

(Sox. extrac.)

mg/kg

mg/kg mg/kg

148

62-65

16

0.297

0.673

0.58

26

sa

0.23

149

65-70

27

0.032

0.714

0.64

22

84

0.42

450

150

70-75

HI

0.174

0.693

0.79

15

76

0.33

550

151

75-80

27

0.178

0.784

0.62

11

7«

0.22

690

152

80-85

u "

—™

"~ *~

—_•_

*™~

15

33

0.055

10

41

0.037

69

40

0.047

98

"

420

Average 0.187
36-38

24

0.525

0.755

175

38-41

34

0.691

0.839

0.097

176

41-44

31

0.484

0.796

0.09

177

44-46

30

0.031

0.683

0.31

15

49

0.221

178

46-51

36

0.279

0.747

0.84

15

52

0.043

1

r371

179

51-56

--

—

—

180

56-66

21

0.384

0.757

0.99

10

36

0.0092

1

,100

181

66-76

23

0.517

0.802

0.83

12

52

0.097

1

,900

0.614

1.6

39

0.17

2 ,300

174

I

O
CO

40

<0.03

9.7

39

220

Average 0.416
182

in

47-48

24

0.034

130

Exceeds proposed Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region IX concentration limits.

Table 2.1.4.1-1
Sample
LAB
Depth, ft
NO Station MLLW

(Cd)

mg/kg

Lead
(Pb)

mg/kg

Zinc Mercury
(Zn)

(Hq)

mg/kg mg/kg

18-51

3d

0.070

0.637

1.6

41

120

184

51-54

3"

0.325

0.737

0.99

23

46

oil

& Grease
extrac
mg/kg

(Sox
(

0.21

1,800

0.033

1,900

185

54-59

30

0.336

0.771

1.2

17

52

0.046

2,000

186

59-64

36

0.231

0.764

1.0

16

7(1

0.045

64-69

—

2,700

187

188

71-73

21

0.201

0.758

0.97

18

65

0.071

1,900

20

0.283

0.811

0.92

18

64

0.036

1,400

79-85

b

—

Average 0.211

O

Cadmium

183

189

I

(Continued)

**?*?***"
i!S*: Retained
length
on Fraction
(xnches) #200 Sieve Dry Solids

_

J

'

Table 2.1.Q.2-1

System by Order,
Classification of Soils Traversed by the Proposed Pipeline
Suborder, and Great Group

ORDER

Alfisols - soils that are
medium to high in bases
(base saturation at pH 8. 2)
and have a gray to brown
surface horizon and subsurface
horizons of clay accumulation;
usually moist but during the
warm season of the year some
are dry part of the time.

i

M
o

Great Group

Suborder
Xeralfs - Alfisols that are in
climates with rainy winters but
dry summers; during the warm
season of the year these soils
are continually dry for a long
period.

Durixeralfs - Xeralfs that have a
hardpan (duripan) cemented with
silica.

Haploxeralfs - Xeralfs that have
a subsurface horizon of clay
accumulation that is relatively
thin or brownish in color.
Palexeralfs - Xeralfs that have an
indurated (petrocalcic) horizon
cemented by carbonates or a horizon
having one or both of the following:
a thick reddish clay accumulation or
a distribution that is clayey in the
upper part and abruptly changes
texture into an overlying horizon.

Ustalfs - Alfisols that are in
temperate to tropical regions.
Soils mostly reddish-brown;
during the warm season of the
year, they are intermittently
dry for long periods.

Haplustalfs - Ustalfs that have a
subsurface horizon of clay accumulation
that is relatively thin or is brownish.

.

•

Table

ORDER

Aridisols - Soils that have pedogenic horizons and are low in organic matter and are never moist
as long as three consecutive
months.

2. 1.t. 2-1

(Continued)

Suborder

Argids - Aridisols that have a
horizon in which clay has
accumulated with or without
alkali (sodium)

Great Group

Haplarqids - Argids that
have a loamy horizon of clay
accumulation with or without
alkali (sodium)
Palearcfids - Argids that have
an indurated (petrocalcic)
horizon cemented by
carbonates or have a clayey

subsurface horizon with
or without alkali (sodium)
that abruptly changes in
texture into an overlying
horizon.

i

Orthids
Aridisols that have
accumulations of calcium carbonate, gypsum, or other salts
more soluble than gypsum but
have no horizon of accumulation of clay. They may have
horizons from which some materials
have been removed or altered.

Calciorthids

-

Orthids that have

a horizon in which large amounts
of calcium carbonate or gypsum

have accumulated.

Calciorthids (shallow) - Calciorthids
that are shallower than 20 inches
to bedrock.

o
Camborthids - Orthids that have
horizons from which some materials
have been removed or altered
but have no accumulations of
large amounts of calcium carbonate
or gypsum.

Table

ORDER
Entisols - Soils that have
no pedogenic horizons.

2.
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(Continued)

Suborder

Great Group

Fluvents - Entisols that have
organic matter that decreases
irregularly with depth; formed
in loamy or clayey alluvial
deposits.

Torrif luvent s- Fluvents that are
never moist as long as three
consecutive months.

Orthents - Loamy or clayey
entisols that have a regular
decrease in organic matter
content with depth.

Torriorthents - Orthents that are
never moist as long as three
consecutive months.

Xerof luvents - Fluvents that are
in climates with rainy winters
and dry summers; during the dry
season of the year, they are
continually dry for a long period.

Torriorthents (shallow) - Torriorthents
that are shallower than 20 inches
to bedrock.
Xerorthents - Orthents that are in
climates with rainy winters but dry
summers; during the warm season
of the year, they are continually
dry for a long period.
Xerorthents (shallow) - Xerorthents
that are shallower than 20 inches
to bedrock.

Psamments - Entisols that have
textures of loamy fine sand
or coarser.

Torripsamments - Psamments that
contain easily weatherable minerals;
they are never moist as long as
three consecutive months.

-

Table 2.1.4.2-1

ORDER

Entisols (Continued)

Mollisols - Soils that have
nearly black, friable
organic rich surface
horizons high in bases;
formed mostly in subhumid
and semiarid warm to cold
climates.

i

'

(Continued)

Suborder

Psamments (Continued)

Aguolls - seasonally wet Mollisols
that have a thick, nearly black
surface horizon and gray subsurface horizons.
Ustolls - Mollisols that are mostly
in semiarid regions. During
the warm season of the year,
these soils are intermittently
dry for a long period of time or
have subsurface horizons in
which salts or carbonates have
accumulated.

Great Group

Ustipsamments - Psamments that
contain easily weatherable
minerals; during the warm
season of the year, they are
intermittently dry for long periods.
Haplaguolls - Aguolls that have horizons
altered
in which materials have been
or removed brat no clay or calcium
has accumulated.

Arguistoll - Ustolls that have a
subsurface horizon of clay accumulation
that is relatively thin or brownish.

Calciustoll - Ustolls that are
calcareous throughout and have
either an indurated (petrocalcic)
horizon cemented by carbonates or
a horizon in which calcium carbonate
or gypsum has accumulated.

^^^^^HHB

Table 2.1.4.2-1

ORDER

(Continued)

Suborder

Mollisols (Continued)

^

M^fc. •-

-

Xerolls - Mollisols
climates with rainy
dry summers; during
season of the year,
are continually dry
period.

T-r

Great Group
that are in
winters but
the warm
these soils
for a long

Argixerolls - Xerolls that have
a subsurface horizon of clay
accumulation that is relatively
thin or is brownish.
HaBlgxerolls - Xerolls that have
a subsurface horizon high in
bases but without large
accumulations of clay, calcium
carbonate, or gypsum.

Table 2.1.'*. 2-2

Group Occurring
Soil Delineations Within Each Great
3
Within the Area Traversed by the Pipeline

Description

GREAT GROT3PS
MAP SYMBOLS
\

<

Haplargids
and CalciHaplargids plus Argiustolls, Ostorthents,
ustolls, gently sloping.
PalearHaplargids plus Paleorthids, Torripsamments,
to steep.
gids, and Calciorthids, gently sloping

D2-1

D2-8

and
Haplargids plus Torriorthents, Calciorthids,
Paleorthids, gently sloping to steep.
CalciusHaplargids plus Torriorthents (shallow) and
tolls, gently sloping to steep.

D2-14
D2-15

Calciorthids
Torrior,
Calciorthids plus calciorthids (shallow) gently
therts, Paleorthids, and Torrif luvents,
sloping.
gently
Calciorthids plus Torriorthents (shallow) ,
sloping.

D5-1

D5-4

Camborthids
and
Camborthids plus Calciorthids, Torriorthents,
Rockland, gently to moderately sloping.

D6-1

Torriorthents
land and
Torriorthents (shallow) plus rough stony
Calciorthids, steep.

E4-5

Xerorthents
XeroXerorthents plus Durixeralfs, Baploxeralf s.
gently sloping.
f luvents and Palexeralfs,

E7-2

Xerorthents (shallow)
both steep.
xerorthents (shallow) plus Haploxeralf s,

E e-1

Torripsamments

Torripsamments plus Paleargids and Haplargids,
gently sloping.

E11 _ 2

See Map

2.

1.4-A in Attachment

1.
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Table 2.1.4.2-2 (Continued)

GREAT GROUPS
MAP SYMBOLS

Description

Haplustalf
A9-2

Haplustalfs plus Calciustolls and Argiustolls,
gently sloping.

A9-5

Haplustalfs plus Ustipsamments, gently sloping.

Haploxeralf
A12-1

Haploxeralfs plus Haplaguolls, Palexeralfs
and Xerorthents , gently sloping.

Haploxerolls
M16-1

Haploxerolls plus Argixerolls, Chromoxererts,
and Xerorthents (shallow) steep.

Each of the great groups is divided into subgroups, then
families, and
finally, series, which is the lowest taxonomic grouping.
A series consists
of a group of soils formed from the same parent
material and having genetic
horizons which, except for the surface horizons, are
similar in arrangement
and characteristics.
soil series associations consist of one or more
soil
series that occur in a regular repeating pattern on
the landscape and can be
grouped easily for mapping purposes and for identification
on the
ground.

The associations which have been mapped along the
pipeline corridor are
presented in Key to Maps 2.1.4-1 through 2.1.4-12 in
Attachment 1.

In order to relate soils to pipeline construction,
these tables show certain
estimated engineering and environmental characteristics of
soil associations
and soil series along the proposed corridor. The
information presented in
the tables is not intended to be a substitute for a
detailed engineering
study along the route but rather a preliminary estimate
of the characteristics that may be encountered. Maps 2.1.4-2 through
2.1.4-12 and 2.1.4-A
(Attachment 1) show where these soil associations occur.
The character-

istics which were considered in evaluating engineering
limitations are
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m

depth, soil texture, surface
drainage, depth to water slope percent, soil
steel, corrosivity to concrete.
stoniness, surface rockiness, corrosivity to
are described below and
characteristics
These
potential.
and shrink-swell
(U.S. Dept. of Agriculture,
in more detail in the California Soil Handbook

Soil Conservation Service, 1972).

Drainage .

h
111

periods when a
Drainage refers to the frequency and duration of
A well-drained soil would retain water

soil would be free from saturation.

for plants but not long enough to
long enough to provide necessary moisture
for too long a
A poorly drained soil would remain saturated

drown them.

period of time.

retain water long
An excessively drained soil would not

.

enough to benefit most plants (Brady, 1974)
some circumstances, related to
Because saturated soil conditions are, under
corrosion, drainage
accelerate
they
because
liquefaction hazards and

characteristics should be considered in pipeline design.

np pth-to water table .

of
The water table is defined as the upper surface

saturated under hydraulic
groundwater below which the ground is entirely
pressure of one atmosphere (Brady, 1974).

in order to assess liquefaction
It is necessary to know depth to water table
conditions along
potential, corrosion hazard, and construction-dewatering

the pipeline route.

horizontal
Slope is the rise in elevation per 100 feet of
indicate 15 feet of rise
For example, a slope of 15 percent would

Slope percent .
distance.

in 100 feet of horizontal distance.

susceptible to erosion
Soils on steep slopes tend to be thinner and more
difficult on steep slopes
than soils in level areas. Excavation may be more
underlie soils at shallow
because of access problems and because bedrock may
depth.
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Soil depth .

Depth of soil is the depth at which hardpan, caliche,
or

bedrock would be encountered below the surface.

Depth may be a highly
variable parameter depending on the type of soil and local
conditions,
it
may have an important influence on excavation rates where
soils are thin and
poorly developed.

Soil texture .

Texture is the range of grain sizes of the particles of
a

particular soil.

m

a soil of mixed grain sizes, texture refers to
the
relative proportions of the various size groups of individual
soil grains
(specifically, the proportions of sand, silt, and clay
below 2 mm in
diameter)

Surface stoniness . Stoniness refers to the presence of
gravels, cobbles, or
boulders within a given soil, and is sometimes an indication
that soils are
thin and rock is present at shallow depth. Boulders or
a high proportion of
cobbles in the soil will affect excavation rates.

Surface rockiness.

Rockiness refers to the presence of bedrock at the

surface of a given soil profile.

Depending on the type of bedrock present,
heavier equipment or blasting may be required to excavate
soils with surface
rockiness.

Corrosivity to steel .

Corrosivity to steel is the ability of the soil to

corrode uncoated steel.

Standard chemical analysis procedures determine the

causative elements or compounds present.

Corrosivity to concrete .

Corrosivity to concrete is the ability of the soil

to corrode unprotected concrete,

it is determined by standard chemical

analysis procedures.

2-lie

shrink-well potential .

of a
Shrink-swell potential describes the tendency

volume (swell) or, conversely, to give
soil to take on water and increase in
Swelling (expansive) soils can
.
(shrink)
volume
off water and decrease in
wet, which can cause structural
exert large lateral and vertical forces when
are not taken.
damage where proper mitigating measures

Permeability .

per hour is
Estimated range of soil permeability in inches
from
Seven classes are identified ranging

based en soil textural classes.

class of over 10 inches per hour.
.05 inch per hour to the seventh

win* erosion potential .

of a
Wind erosion potential is the vulnerability
Generally, dry, fine-grained, noncohesive

sell to erosion by wind action.

soils are most susceptible to wind erosion.

Where overlain by soils with

pipeline could be either uncovered or
high wind erosion potential, the
deeply buried by migrating dune sands.
of a
Water erosion potential is the vulnerability
depends
erosion
water
of
amount
The
water.
soil to erosion by action of
erodibility, slope length, slope
upon the parameters of rainfall, soil
For
erosion control practices.
and
temperature,
vegetation,
gradient,
was considered under this
purposes of this report, only soil erodibility

gatgj: grnsion potential.

category.
the suitability of
«m».MHfr.v as topsoil. Topsoil, as used here, describes
relative ability to encourage and
the soil for use in cultivation or its
chiefly a measure of fertility
support native plant growth. This rating is
helps to delineate various
and available water-holding capacity and

agricultural land classes.
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2.1.4.2.1

Types to land forms

Soils along the pipeline route are described relative to the physiographic

division in which they occur as depicted by Figure 2.1.3.1.2-1.

Los Angeles Basin

This basin extends from the Pacific Ocean to San Gorgonio Pass leading into

Coachella Valley.

Most of these soils have developed from alluvium

deposited by the Los Angeles, San Gabriel, and Santa Ana rivers and their
tributaries.

Great groups represented include Haploxeralf s, Xerorthents,

and Haplargids.

Within the main basin, the pipeline route lies adjacent to the channels of
the Los Angeles River, the Rio Hondo and San Jose Creek, and crosses the San

Gabriel River.

Where the route follows or crosses these streams, soils are

generally gravelly, stony or cobbly, and moderately coarse to coarsetextured with permeability rapid to very rapid.

The Tujunga-Soboba soil

series association and the Hanford soils comprise approximately 60 percent
of the soils in this portion of the basin.

For the remaining distance to

Pomona, soils are composed of finer-textured subbasin series associations
such as Altamont-Diablo clay, Cropley clay, and San Andreas-San Benito sandy

loam and clay loam.

From the Pomona vicinity to the eastern boundary of the

Los Angeles Basin, soils are developed on valley fill from the tributaries
of the Santa Ana River.

For the most part the pipeline passes through deep,

well drained, sandy loams, loamy fine sands, and silt loams.

These are

typified by the Foster-Grangeville, Tu junga-Delhi, and Vista-Cieneba series
associations.

Locally, in subbasins having heavy- textured clay soils, erosion hazard is

moderate, permeability is slow, and corrosivity to steel is high.
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Peninsular Range

the rugged mountains of the
The pipeline route does not actually cross
along the northern
Peninsular Range, but passes through narrow valleys
Pass
The route does go through narrow San Gorgonio
fringes of the province.

on the south from the
which separates the Peninsular Range Mountains
hazard is severe to very severe
Transverse Range to the north. Wind erosion
Whitewater River to the
vicinity of the San Gorgonio River and the
in the
east.

are the Gorgonio,
Dominant soil series associations in this area

the Hanford-Greenfield-Ramora
which is gravelly, cobbly, loamy, sand, and
texture.
association, which is of a more moderate

Colorado Desert

pipeline crosses Haplargids of the
in the vicinity of Coachella, the
crossed are mostly deep, loamy
northern Colorado Desert province. The soils
are excessively well-drained and
sands and cobbly or gravelly sands which

The Rositas and Carrizo
not particularly susceptible to wind erosion.
common. Dunes intermixed with
series individually and in association are
potential seasonally because of strong
this association have a high erosion
prevailing winds.
Desert badlands, which are
The pipeline also crosses some of the Colorado
Erosion potential in the
steep foothills with little or no soil cover.

badlands is very high.

Transverse Range

Transverse Range, but from Indio to
Most of the pipeline passes south of the
Little San Bernardino,
the Chuckwalla Valley the route crosses the
the southeastern edge of the
Cottonwood, and Eagle mountains, which make up
clay
Soils of this region are gravelly, silty,
physiographic division.
Haplargids Great Group.
loams and gravelly, coarse sands of the
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Badlands

are also crossed west of Cactus City,
soils in the badlands are generally
shallow and are highly erodible due to steep
gradient.
i n addition to
erosion of the badlands area, soil limitations are
high corrosivity to
steel. Identified soil series include
Chuckwalla, which developed on
alluvium from the areas at higher elevations
and is mapped as badlands (rock
outcrop) .

Sonoran Desert -- California

From the Chuckwalla Valley to the Pale Verde
Valley, the pipeline route
traverses soils of the Sonoran Desert which
are mainly Haplargids of the
Aridiscl order. These arid soils range in
texture from gravelly, cobbly
sand to dune sand (found just north of
the Chuckwalla Mountains) . Playa
soils are mainly silts and clays; these
playas are located southeast of the
Palen Mountains. Some desert soils are highly
corrosive to steel, and in
some places bedrock may be encountered at
shallow depth, but in general,
engineering limitations are slight. Dominant
series include the shallow,
higher position Chuckwalla series and the
coarse-textured Corrizo-Rositas
association, identified with active and recent
sorting and movement by water
and wind.

Soils of the Palo Verde Valley, also in the
Sonoran Desert on the west side
of the Colorado Fiver, are strikingly
different from other soils of this
province. These soils are mainly Torrifluvents
of the Entisol Order and
have formed on alluvium and terrace sediments
of the Colorado River
floodplain. These are highly productive
irrigated croplands. Textures are
loamy, fine sands and silty clays which
locally have a moderate to high
shrink-well potential. Corrosivity to steel
and concrete is moderate to
high, due in part to a locally high water
table.
Erosion potential is low.
Major soil series associations are
Imperial-Holtville-Meloland, CibolaRipley-Thermal, and Rositas-Mecca, in that order.
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Sonoran

Desert—

Arizona

north of Tucson, the
From the Colorado River to the Black Mountain area
having a northwestpipeline route crosses alternating valleys and mountains
is dominated by the
southeast alignment in the Sonoran Desert. This area
Broad
the Aridisol order.
dry, saline-alkaline Haplargid Great Group of
ranges are generally
valley fill and alluvial fan soils between mountain
or cobbles.
well-drained sandy loams and loams, often with gravel
deep,

having clay loam or
Older terraces exhibit advanced development of profile
Gunsight-Rillito
clay B horizons. The Hargua-Perryville-Gunsight,
associations, and similar soil profiles are dominant.

and rivers, such as
Floodplains immediately adjacent to the major washes
have high potential for
Tyson, Bouse, Centennial, Gila and Santa Cruz,
Textures of sandy
irrigation or are being irrigated at the present time.
Gilman-Vint-Brios, Gilmanloam, loam, or clay loam are typical as in the
Dry washes are
Antho-Primes, and Casa-La Grande series associations.
excessive permeability and
usually very deep, single-grained sands having
often with abundant amounts
very low available water- holding capacity, very
of gravels or cobbles.

These are similar to the Cassitas-Rositas series

association mapped in California.

Intervening mountain ranges through which

with gravels, stones,
the route passes are shallow loams to sandy loams
Gachado soil series are
cobbles, and rock outcrop. Lomitas, Chirioni, and
typical, each exhibiting its own characteristics.

and, locally, to concrete.
Soils are moderately to highly corrosive to steel
high and very high in the
Erosion hazard from wind and water is moderate to

vulnerable dry washes.
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Mexican Highland

—

Arizona

The Mexican Highland physiographic
division extends fro, the Blac*
Mountains
of Arizona east to the Hueco
Mountains in New Mexico and Texas.
Basin
battens average ,. 200 feet in
elevation and intervening mountain
ranges are
alxgned in a northwest to southeast
trend similar to those to the
west.
Although soil series associations
na.es vary from those to the
west, soil
textures, depths, and permeabilities
are similar on their respective
landforms. Deep, gravelly loams
of the White House series
are typical of
those broad valley fin alluvial
soils ,„
Faraway association of cobbly
clay loam and gravelly loam
less than 2,
inches in depth is representative
of the mountain soils, older
terrace
soils have a more developed B
horizon with accumulations of
clay or have
ixme or gypsum hardpan. Many
of the soil series are highly
corrosive to
steel and have high water
erosion hazards on moderate to
steep slopes.

^

Mexican Highlan d

—

^ ^^ ^

^^_

New Mexico

Soils developed in the Mexican
Highland division belong chiefly
to the
Haplargids, Torripsamments, and
Calciorthids great groups.
in western New Mexico, soils
are mainly deep, gravelly
clay loams, silty
clay loams, and silt <playa
lafces, with subsurface
horizons of clay
accumulation. Some soils also
have large calcium carbonate
or gypsum
accumulations in this horizon, xhe
main limitations of these soils
are a
moderate to high corrosivity to
steel and a moderate to high
erosion
Potential. The clay fraction of
these soils is often highly
expansive.

From the oeming area to the
Texas state line, the pipeline
route crosses
soils chiefly of the Torripsamment
and Haplargid great groups.
They are
moderately corrosive to steel
but not to concrete. Erosi
on hazard is
moderate to high, with well-sorted
>
cw ' fine
rxne ««„r^c:
*>ands bexng
particularly
susceptible to wind erosion.
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The Mojave-Stellar association is typical of the gentle slopes or plains

between the steeper, coarser-textured alluvial fans at the base of the
mountains and the broad basin floors, and are composed of sediments of acid
igneous origin.

The Nichel-Opton-Tres Hermanos association, of recent alluvium, occupies the
steeper slopes at the base of the mountain ranges.

Basin floor sediments of

the Hondale-Playas association occupy basin bottoms.

Mexican Highland

—

Texas

Soils of the Mexican Highland division in Texas are of the Calciorthids and

camborthids great groups, characterized by subsurface accumulations of

calcium carbonate, gypsum, or other salts, but without clay.
of salts is greatest where parent material is limestone.

Accumulation

Soil textures in

this region are variable but are mainly loamy sands and clay loams.

Where

bedrock is at or near the surface, as in the Franklin and Hueco mountains,
textures are gravelly, stony loams.

Soils of this area are moderately to

highly corrosive to steel and have moderate erosion potential.

The Hueco-

at
Wink series association of loamy fine sand underlain by a caliche hardpan
miles or more
20 to 24 inches occupies the basin bottom for a distance of 10

along the route in this portion of the Mexican Highlands.

Sacramento section

—

Texas

The Sacramento section extends from the Hueco Mountains to the Guadalupe
and
Mountains. Soils of the Sacramento section are of the Torriorthents
Calciorthids great groups.

The Calciorthids are characterized by large,

in
subsurface accumulations of calcium carbonate or gypsum which are lacking

the Torriorthents.

Soil textures are variable, but are most commonly sandy,

silty, clay loam and gravelly,, clay loam.

are shallow over limestone bedrock,

In the Guadalupe Mountains, soils

limitations of the soils of the

Sacramento section are a moderate to high erosion potential and high to
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moderate corrosivity to steel.

The clay loam Conger-Ratliff and loamy sand

to sandy loam Wink-Simona associations occupy approximately 60 percent of

the distance along the pipeline route.

The Hollosnan-Reeves-Hoban

association, highly corrosive to steel and concrete, surrounds the salt
basin.

Pecos Valley

—

.

Texas

Soils of the Pecos Valley belong to the calciorthids Great Group,

characterized by large subsurface accumulations of calcium carbonate or
gypsum.

In Texas, the pipeline crosses soils of the higher valley, which

are typically shallow, gravelly loams over gypsum and limestone bedrock.

They are highly corrosive to steel, and in some places, also to concrete.
Erosion hazard is high to moderate.

The Holloman-Reeves association is

dominant on the severely dissected plains west of the Pecos River.

The

Ector -Rock Outcrop association on slopes in excess of 15 percent exhibit
severe water erosion in stream channels.

Pecos Valley

—

New Mexico/Texas

soils along the Pecos River physiographic division are Calciorthids, but
are

deeper than those in the higher portions of the valley.

They have textures

which are typically clay loam and gravelly loam with a hardpan at shallow
depth.

Erosion potential and corrosivity to steel are moderate to high.

Some soils are moderately expansive.

Stream channels immediately tributary

to the Pecos River in New Mexico are relatively stable although
headcutting
is apparent at junctures.
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High Plains- t- New Mexico/Texas

Soils of the High Plains belong to the Haplustalf s Great Group, which are
•typically reddish-brown and have a thin subsurface horizon of clay

accumulation.

These soils are well-drained clay loams and sandy, clay loams

Corrosivity to steel is generally

with moderate to high erosion potential.

Wind erosion hazard is high in areas of single-grain texture such

moderate.

as the Jalmar-Penwell series association which is dominant along the route
in this physiographic division.

Water erosion hazard is low due to the

nearly level gradient of the plains.

2.1.*}. 3

Midland, Texas area

Types to landforms

The Midland terminal is located on the level to gently sloping plain of the
High Plains physiographic division having deep, sandy loam to clay loam soil
profiles.

Soil series associations

The soil association mapped at the terminal site is Amarillo-Arvana-Midessa.
fine
A more detailed survey of the tank site identifies the soils as Midessa

sandy loam (an Inceptisol)

,

and Amarillo fine sandy loam (an Alf isol)

,

both

steel
in excess of 60 inches in depth with moderate to high corrosivity to

and low corrosivity to concrete (USDA,

SCS,.
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1973).

Water resources, quality, and use

2.1.5

2. 1.5.

Marine

1

The water resources and quality of the marine environment
from Port Valdez
to Long Beach Harbor are described as to the ocean, the
major bays and
estuaries, and the two port areas, Port Valdez and Long
Beach Harbor. The
oceanic realm encompasses the Gulf of Alaska and the northeast
Pacific
Ocean, the northern California offshore region and the
California Current,
and the Southern California Bight area. Some of the
major bays and
estuaries that will be considered are Prince William Sound
in Alaska, San
Francisco Bay and Monterey Bay in northern California, and
the small bays
and estuaries bordering the Southern California Bight
region.
Each of the
three areas— ocean, bays and estuaries, and port
areas
are described in
terms of physical and chemical elements.

—

2. 1. 5. 1.

1

Ocean

The oceanic environment along the tanker route extends
from the Hinchinbrook
entrance into Prince William Sound, Alaska, south to the
Queens Gate
entrance into Long Beach Harbor. Prince William Sound is
considered under
bays and estuaries (Section 2.1.5.1.2) because of its
apparent estuarine
circulation pattern.

Circulation . The surface circulation cf the subarctic North
Pacific, as
described by Dodimead, Favorite and Hirano (1963), has
four characteristic
features:

1.

A major gyre with four subsidiary gyres:

Bering Sea, Western

Subarctic, Okhotsk Sea, and Alaskan gyres.

2.

The confluence of the Oyashio and Kuroshio currents.
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3.

The division of the waters off the North American coast.

4.

The strong westward flowing current (Alaskan Stream)

south of the Aleutian Islands

immediately

(Figure 2.1.5.1.1-1).

The area of greatest interest in this report is the eastern North Pacific,
including the coastal Gulf of Alaska Currents, the Alaskan Stream, and the

California Current.

All of the currents arise from the division of the West

Wind drift.

The West Wind Drift divides approximately 300 miles off the Washington-

Oregon coast.
Current.

Part of the surface waters turn south becoming the California

The other portion subdivides with a part intruding into the area

the
off the west coast of Vancouver Island, and then turning southward along

coast with some entering the Strait of Juan de Fuca.

The remainder flows

northward into the eastern Gulf of Alaska to form the Alaskan Current.

In

the area of division, the currents are weak and variable (Dodimead et al.
1963).

The surface circulation north of the subarctic boundary is, for the most
part, closed.

As a result of studies concerning freshwater accumulation,

for a
Tully and Barker (1960) have suggested that six years are necessary
round trip.

Drift bottle experiments indicate that it may be as short as

four years (DSDI, 197 2).

The main flow out of the subarctic North Pacific

occurs at the subarctic- subtropic boundary through the California Current
system (Dodimead et al.

Gulf of Alaska .

,

1963).

The slow-moving Alaskan Current heads north and west along

the continent (Figure 2.1.5.1.1-2).

South of Kodiak Island, the current

narrows and increases speed becoming the Alaskan Stream.

At the Aleutians,

at approximately 175°E, a portion of this stream flows into the Bering Sea

while the rest rejoins the Alaskan Current to form a counterclockwise-moving

Alaskan Gyral (Oda, 1963).
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1.1-2

Alaskan Current north and west along the
continent
Source: AEIDC 1974; adapted from

Dodimead

et

al.

Current speeds in the Gulf of Alaska have been estimated using hydrographic
data (McEwen et al., 1930; Thompson et al., 1936; Favorite, 1970; Royer,
1974).

Since geostrophic currents are slow surface-water movements beyond

the shelf, they are strongly influenced by storm and long-term winds
(Boisvert, 1969; Searby,
1974).

1969; Roden,

1969; Favorite,

1970; Royer, 1972,

During winter the Aleutian low produces winds which alter the

Alaskan Gyral dimensions and transport (Roden, 1969)

this and corealis

;

intensification increase mean sea level 4.68 inches (12 centimeters) above
average (Pattulo, 1960).

Direct current measurements are being taken in the

Gulf of Alaska under the auspices of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, and a preliminary analysis of the data supports the general

understanding of the circulation patterns in the Gulf of Alaska.

Mass water movements on the continental shelf and close to shore parallel
the Alaskan Current.

The currents are influenced by tides, local winds,

river and glacial discharge (especially in spring)

,

and geography.

nearshore current velocities average 20.32 to 25.4 in/sec
faster currents, 63.5 to 127 in/sec (25 to 50 cm/sec)

,

(8

The

to 10 cm/sec);

have been recorded

along the shelf edge.

Using Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS-1) and field data, Sharma
(in press)

observed that transport follows the Alaskan coast in the

northwest direction from Cross Sound to Kayak Island and southwest from
Kayak Island to Resurrection Bay.

In winter, strong east and southeast

winds increase Ekman drift toward shore and cause coastal downwelling; in
summer, the exact opposite pattern occurs.

The ERTS imagery showed that

westward trending water is deflected by Kayak Island to form a vortex on the
leeward side; the vortex generally moves offshore in summer.

Salinity and

temperature data indicate that waters turn inshore between Middleton and

Kayak Islands.

Low-salinity water from the mouth of the Bering and Copper

rivers combined with offshore waters flow to the northwest.

A portion of

these waters enters Prince William Sound whil«= the remainder flows generally

southwest along the coast toward Kodiak Island (DSCX, 1976)
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The following discussion was taken from a report prepared for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration ty Carlson et al.

(1975).

ERTS imagery of the Copper River Delta region in the Gulf of Alaska
provides information relating to (1) circulation of the nearshore, nearsurface water, (2) transport of suspended sediment and other pollutants
such as oil, (3) interaction of other sediment sources with the river,
nearby Prince William
(4) the effects of river-borne sediment on the
Sound, (5) delta changes due to the 1964 Alaska earthquake.

In spite of a relatively small drainage basin, the Copper River, with a
sediment load of at least 2.13 x 10« tons/yr
1966, as cited by Carlson et al.,

sediment sources.

1975)

(97 x 10» kg/yr)

(Reimnitz,

is one of the Gulf of Alaska's major

This is partly because it is an alpine type river with

steep gradient, but more because all of its major tributaries are fed by
glaciers and much of the drainage basin is mantled by easily erodible
Since the 1964 Alaskan earthquake, when the delta region

glacial deposits.

was uplifted by 6.6 feet

(2

meters), the proportion of river-borne sediment

entering the Gulf of Alaska may be higher than before, when the delta was

undergoing slow subsidence (Reimnitz, 1966, as cited by Carlson et al.
1975).

California Current .

The California Current is the eastern limb of the wind-

driven anticyclonic gyre that dominates the North Pacific Ocean (Reid,
1960).

It is a broad sluggish current characterized by cool, low-salinity

water.

Warm, high-salinity water is found to the west (central North

Pacific) and south in the vicinity of the Gulf of California.

Sverdrup and

Fleming (1941) estimated that more than 90 percent of the California Current
transport occurred within 500 miles (800 kilometers) of the coast in depths
of

to 984 feet

(0

to 300 meters). It comes within 25 to 93.75 miles (40 to

150 kilometers) of the coast in the region north of Point Conception.

South

flows
of the point in the Southern California Bight, the California Current
some 125 miles (200 kilometers) offshore (Maloney and Chan, 1974)
»
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Geostrophic current velocities and average total volume transport were
calculated by Emery {1960) a n<3 Pavlova (1966).

The data show the current is

strongest during the summer and weakest and most meandering in the winter.

Schwartzlose and Reid (1972), using parachute drogues to measure direct

current velocities, found maximum short-term velocities of 50 cm/sec, and
average short-term velocities of 50.8 to 76.2 in/sec (20 to 30 cm/sec).

They also observed loops and eddies with a southeast drift of about 31.75
in/sec (12.5 cm/sec)

,

concluding that the average current speed is about

31.75 to 63.5 in/sec (12.5 to 25 cm/sec).

The California Current swings east toward the coast in the area around
Ensenada, Mexico, and part of this water turns and flows as a countercurrent

to the northwest between the California Current and the coast.

Nearshore circulation -- California .
Davidson, and upwelling

—

Successive current seasons

—

-

oceanic,

occur every year along the coast of California.

The southward flowing California Current dominates the near-shore current
patterns during the oceanic period from July to November.

Commencing about

the middle of November and extending to mid-February, the Davidson Current,
a northward moving countercurrent, is the dominant inshore transporter of

water and suspensates.

From the middle of February to the end of July,

upwelling is prevalent along the coast.

The California Current has a continuous effect offshore even during the

Davidson and upwelling current periods; it dominates the nearshore current
patterns from July to November (Pirie et al., 1975).

When upwelling ceases

and the relatively cold coastal water begins to sink, a comparatively thin
film of warm surface water from offshore flows in to take its place.

oceanic period can be characterized by the following:

The

highest surface

temperatures; strong vertical temperature gradient; and temperature values
at all levels 35.6° or 37.4°F (2° or 3°C) higher than during the peak of the

previous upwelling period (Bolin and Abbott, 1963).
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The Davidson Current is the dominant inshore transporter of water and
suspended materials from November to February.

The Davidson Current is

generally a deep countercurrent below 656 feet (200 meters) which flows to
the northwest along the coast from Baja California to some point beyond Cape
Mendocino,

It brings warmer, more saline water great distances northward

along the coast.

When the north winds are weak or absent in late fall and

early winter, this countercurrent forms at the surface, well on the inshore
side of the main stream of the California Current.

The temperature contours

in the eastern Pacific bend to the north along the coast during the height

of the Davidson Current activity with the most dramatic changes taking place
in February (Pirie et al.

Bolin and Abbott (1963) characterized the

1975).

,

Davidson Current period as follows:

surface temperatures varying very

little, normally not more than 1°C difference between the maxima and minima
of each month; temperatures uniform to considerable depths, the difference

between those at the surface and 164 feet (50 meters) usually less than 1°C;
and low surface salinities.

During the upwelling period (March through August) winds parallel to the
coast move surface waters offshore allowing deeper ocean water to surface.

The effect seems to be intensified near submarine canyons and south of capes

and points which extend out into the current stream.

Areas of upwelling

include waters off Crescent City, Cape Mendocino, Point Conception, Half

Moon Bay, and Monterey Bay.

The colder upwelling waters are often rich in

nutrients with the additional result that plankton blooms often accompany
the period (Pirie et al.,

1975).

Characteristic temperature and salinity

trends are low, variable surface temperatures; a strong temperature gradient
of more than 37°F

(3°C)

between the surface and 164 feet (50 meters)

high surface salinities (Bolin and Abbott, 1963).

;

and

The seasonal variation of

the winds has a most noticeable effect on coastal upwelling.

Upwelling is

strongest when the north and northwest winds are strongest.

The situation

occurs off Baja California in April and May, off southern and central

California in May and June, off northern California in June and July, and
off Oregon in August (Keid, Roden, and Wyllie, 1958).
'

!
:
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The coastline between Point Conception and the Mexican border is
considered
as a single system which has been described as the Southern California

Bight.

It is caused by the sharp eastern break of the coast to the south
of

Point Conception and the resulting indentation that extends for 359 miles
(575 kilometers)

to Cabo Colmett on the Eaja California coast.

modifies the southern flow of the dominating California Current.

The bight
The

hydrodynamic discontinuity forms a return eddy and a semi-independent system
of water circulation with the bight.

The current, a combination of the

converging southern, western, northern and upwelling waters, has been
called
the Southern California Eddy (Jones, 1971), Countercurrent (Pirie
et
al.

1975), or Gyre (Schwartzlore and Keid, 1972).

Drogue and drift bottle studies along the California coast show
that

variable flow directions and eddies are present.

Schwartzlore (1963)

summarized the results of California Oceanic Fisheries Investigation
(Cal COFI)

drift bottle returns from January, 1955 through June, 1960,
and

reported the significant results as follows:

1.

Eighty-two percent of the total number of returns were from releases

in the southern California region.

2.

Seventy-five percent of the bottles returned were released within
20

miles of the coast.

3.

no recoveries have been recorded from farther than 160 miles

offshore.

1.

There were returns from all distances offshore from releases
only in

the southern California region.

In central and northern California no

returns were made beyond the 40-mile lines.

The closer the release sites were to the coast, the higher the
percentage of
recovery (Schwartzlose and Reid, 1972). Op to 35 percent of the
bottles
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were recovered from stations located within 10 miles (16 kilometers) of
shore.

It is likely that pollutants released offshore also would be washed

onto the coast by the Southern California Eddy (Maloney and Chan,

Waves .

1974),.

Late fall and early winter are the seasons of maximum occurrence of

high waves, and the highest frequencies are in the northern areas.

weather Station P (50°N, 1«5°W)

,

Ocean

which is occupied year-round and manned by

professional observers, has frequencies of high waves (12 feet) more than 20

percent of the time in October, November, January, and February, reaching a
maximum of 36 percent in November when
(6.1 meters).

Gulf of Alaska.

percent of the waves are >20 feet

9

The frequency of high waves decreases slightly toward the

Most of the coastal areas north of 50°N have 12.1 feet (3.7

meters) or greater waves about 20 percent of the time during late fall and

early winter.

South of 50 °N there is

steady decrease in the frequency of

a

high waves with lower latitudes.

Spring brings relative uniformity to the entire area.

The southern areas

are recording their peak frequencies of high waves, and the northern areas

have calmed down somewhat.
>12.

1

feet (3.7 meters)

9

Most coastal areas north of 36°N report waves
to 12 percent of the time in April.

In the open

ocean. Ocean Weather Station P has 16 percent of its waves >12.1 feet (3.7

meters) in this month.

The relative uniformity continues into summer, although in this season the
ocean surface is much calmer.

Most areas have less than a

5

percent

frequency of waves >12.1 feet (3.7 meters).

Some extremely high waves have been reported in the northeastern Pacific.
Thorn

(1971)

has calculated return values for both significant (average

height of the top one-third of the highest waves) and extreme waves in the
open ocean (near Ocean Weather Station

P)

2.1.5. 1.1-1.
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The values are listed in Table

Table 2.1.5

.1.

1-1

Waves of the Northeastern Pacific

Maximum Significant
Wave Height
In Feet

MEAN RECURRENCE
INTERVAL (YEAR)

Extreme Wave Height
In Feet
64

2

36

10

49

89

25

58

10*5

50

65

118

In the Gulf of Alaska, the seasonal distribution of high waves closely

follows that of high winds.

early winter.
(>3.7 meters)

The highest frequencies occur in late fall and

The months from May through August have waves of 12.1 feet
less than

5

percent of the time.

frequencies of high waves increase rapidly.

Following August the

In December, waves of

approximately 12 feet are observed 22.5 percent and 18.3 percent of the time
in the western and eastern Gulf areas, respectively.

The frequencies of

waves of approximately 12 feet remain above 10 percent through April, but
May brings a transition to summer conditions.

Swell comes to the Southern California Bight from storms in the Aleutians,
the Hawaiian area, the western North Pacific typhoon region, the tropical
storms west of Mexico, and the pressure gradient around the Pacific high
pressure cell in the North Pacific, as well as from the New Zealand area and

the high latitude region of the South Pacific (Marine Advisers, 1961).

The

swell derived from the northern hemisphere storms approaches the coast from

the west in contrast with the southern hemisphere swell which comes in from

the south and the southwest (Maloney and Chan, 1974).

The wind waves, formed locally, come from the northwest, west, southwest and
south (Marine Advisers, 1961).

They respond to northwest winds from the
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Pacific high pressure regions , winds of the Santa Catalina Eddy, and the
offshore Santa Ana winds.

The largest sea waves occur when cyclonic and

tropical storms approach the southern California coast.

wave heights are 9.8 to 16.4 feet

(3

to

5

occasional occurrence of 19=6 to 26.2 feet

Tides .

(6

to

8

The average maximum

Emery (1960) notes the

meters).

meters) waves.

Tides in the Gulf of Alaska which usually range between

(2-4 meters)

6

to 12 feet

are west Coast mixed tides with marked diurnal inequality

superimposed on the semidiurnal tide.

Tidal influence on the regional

circulation patterns is significant, especially for estuaries and island
passages.

At Sitkinak Strait, ebb currents average

<*7.2

in/sec (118 cm/sec)

to the east and flood currents average 39.2 in/sec (98 cm/sec) to the west.

Coupled with major storms, tidal currents can prove hazardous in shallow
straits.

A summary of mean and diurnal tidal ranges along the coast from

Cape Spencer to Kodiak Island is provided by Searby (1969).

Southern California is marked by mixed semidiurnal tides that move from the
High tide takes 30 minutes to travel from San

southeast to the northwest.

Diego to Point Conception (Jones, 1971).
from 3.2 to 9.8 feet

(1

to

3

The diurnal tidal range varies

The spring tides are more semidiurnal

meters).

than the neap tides, and the equinox has more highly semidiurnal tides than
the solstice.

Water temperature .

Oceanic circulation patterns and seasonal climatic

variations influence water temperatures.
of Alaska range from 38.3°F to 57.2°F
1963).

The water temperatures in the Gulf

(3.5°C to 14®C) (Dodimead et al.

Nearshore, surface water temperatures normally range from 48.2°F to

53.6°F (9°C to 12°C)=

Gulf waters are basically isothermal in winter

ranging around 38.3°F (3.5°C).

In summer, a well-developed thermocline up

to 310 feet (100 meters) thick forms.

Seasonal warming and storm mixing may

also cause secondary thermoclines to develop as well

(TJda,

1963).

In spring

and summer, increased melt-water runoff occasionally causes upwelling of

warmer oceanic waters, raising surface temperatures to 59°F (15«C).
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Cold

...'

bottom water masses are known to intrude onto the shelf west of Kodiak
Island during summer and fall.

In the Southern California Bight, the ocean surface water temperature ranges

from 54.5°F (12.5°C) in the north to 67.1°F (19.5°C) in the south (Emery,
1960), and the surface is coldest in the winter, December to February, and

warmest in the months of August and September (Emery, 1960; Reid, 1965).
Temperature data obtained over a large number of years from Balboa Pier at

Newport and Scripps Pier at La Jolla show the sea surface temperature varies
no more than 3.6°F (2°C) above or below monthly average temperatures (Jones,
1971).

Diurnal and seasonal temperature changes are noticeable to depths of 32.8 to
164 feet (10 to 50 meters).

A thermocline of 37.4°F to 44.6°F (3°C to 7°C)

is present in this depth zone.

Southern California Coastal Water Resource

Project (Southern California Coastal Water Research Project, 1973) observed
that this shallow thermocline is better developed during the summer,
probably because of the warmer climatic conditions.

A small, permanent thermocline is developed at depths between 656 and 1,640
feet (200 and 500 meters) where the northern and southern waters mix.

The

temperature drops from between 46.4° to 48.2°F (3° to 9°C) at 656 feet (200
meters) to between 41.9° and 43.16°F (5.5° and 6.2°C) at 1,640 feet (500

meters).

This thermocline is better developed where warm southern water is

predominant in the surface layer.

Below the thermocline the water

temperature decreases slightly with depth (Maloney and Chan, 1974).

Turbidity .

Light transmittance plays an important role in biological

systems as it provides energy for photosynthesis and thus is necessary for

all biological activity.

Factors determining light levels in the water are:

intensity of available light, content of particulate and dissolved matter,
and water depth.

Light transmittance through the water column has not been

studied in the Gulf of Alaska, except by ERTS imagery which detects relative
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distributions of suspended sediments.

These sediments are introduced to the

gulf waters by glacial melt and river discharge (Burbank, 1974; Muench,
1974; Sharma et al.,

1974).

In the Southern California Bight region. The Southern California Coastal

Water Resources Project (SCCWRP, 1973) found secchi disc visibilities of
6.56 to 16.4 feet (2 to

5

meters).

The poorest transparencies occurred

close to shore and during the spring especially off Santa Monica Bay and the

coast south of San Pedro.

Extinction coefficients range from 0.08 to 0.40

per meter (SCCWRP, 1973)

North (1962) found the poorest light penetration over the San Pedro shelf,

near San Clemente and Del Mar

ff

and south of Point Loma.

The most turbid

conditions occur nearshore of alluvial plains and near sewage outfalls.
greatest clarity occurs far offshore.

The

Some normally clear water areas are

periodically turbid due to plankton blooms.

Sea ice .

Sea ice does not form in the Gulf of Alaska and ice observed in

the open gulf is rarely larger than 3.2 or 6.4 feet

(1

or

2

meters).

Several glaciers such as Bering, Brady, Columbia, Hubbard, Lituya, Yahtse,

and Yakutat have entrance to waters adjoining the gulf.

Because the fronts

are physically remote from gulf waters and because glacial sediments have
formed extensive shoals and bars at bay outlets, large pieces of ice do not

enter the gulf.

Pancake ice from lagoons, tidal flats, and rivers, or skim

ice from upper bays do not survive long offshore.

Pancake and skim ice are

not thick; the summer warming trend hastening ice breakup, and glacier
calving also promotes rapid melting of ice.

Prevailing winds and currents

tend to keep floating ice near the shore, moving west rather than out to sea
(USDI,

1976).
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Bays and estuaries

Port Valdez .

Port Valdez is a body of water 11 miles long and

at the northeastern corner of Prince William sound.

3

miles wide

It is characterized by

rocky relief along most of the shoreline which slopes abruptly to a

relatively flat bottom.

General water depths are 100 fathoms.

Valdez Narrows, a passage

2

miles long and

1

mile wide, connects the

southwestern port of Port Valdez to Prince William Sound.
depths through the narrows are 80 fathoms.

Controlling

The available channel for deep-

draft vessels is reduced to one-half mile width by a small island and a
pinnacle rock at the north end of the narrows.

Prince William Soand .

with an area of about

Prince William Sound is an extensive body of water
2,

500 square miles.

The deep draft tanker route goes

southwestward from Port Valdez and Valdez Narrows through Valdez Arm into

Prince William Sound and out into the Gulf of Alaska through the

Hinchinbrook entrance „

Except for the narrow northern part of Valdez Arm,

the entire tanker route through Prince William Sound is wide, deep, fairly
smooth, and appears to be unobstructed.

Anchorages are few in the entire

area of the deep draft vessel route because of the great depths.

In the

more shallow waters, closer to the shoreline, isolated pinnacle rocks may be
found.

Glacial ice is rarely found in the open waters of Prince William Sound.
However, during very cold weather, ice sometimes forms in the arms of the

sound and is at times heavy enough to impede navigation (DSDC, 1964)

Few direct observations of currents in Prince William Sound have been
reported (DSDI, 1972).

Tidal currents range from "too weak and variable to

be predicted™ in several areas to 2.5 knots in constructed areas (USDC,
1964).

Overall circulation may be similar to a general estuarine
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Freshwater discharge into the estuaries produces a

circulation pattern.

seaward surface flow of water, with a salt-wedge formation underneath.

The waters of Prince William Sound are probably fairly well represented by

While

the Gulf of Alaska source waters as modified by local river runoff.
the oceanic waters of the gulf have received

a

wide range of study over the

years, few studies of inside waters have been made.

San Francisco Bay .

The San Francisco Eay, the largest harbor on the Pacific

Coast, is more properly described as a series of connecting bays and harbors
of which San Francisco Bay proper, San Pablo Eay, and Suisun Bay are the

largest (USDC, 1968).

Entrance to the bay is through the Gulf of Farallones

and the narrow Golden Gate.

San Francisco Bay is characterized by large

shallow areas of 12 feet or less which extend for long distances from almost

all shores, natural and man-made islands and peninsulas, submerged pinnacle
rocks, and submerged shoal banks.

Some of the most complicated local currents occurring along the California

coast take place near the entrance to San Francisco Bay.

They result from

high current velocities through the Golden Gate during flood and ebb tides,

variations in bottom topography and the highly variable wind drift all
imposed on the coastal currents.

Rough water conditions, often present in

the Gulf of Farallones, have always made detailed survey ship operations

extremely difficult.
February)

,

During the Eavidson Current period (November to

a large clockwise gyre is present off the Golden Gate bridge

reaching from the San Francisco area northwest to the vicinity of Bolinas.

The majority of movement takes place within 3.1 to 3.75 miles

(5

to

6

kilometers) of the coast.

A summary of nutrient distribution in San Francisco Bay was provided by
Pearson et al.

(1971)

Quality Control Board.

following their investigation for the California Water
Their summary for nitrate and dissolved silica is as

follows:
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Nitrate nitrogen varied throughout the bay seasonally from near
approximately 0.8 mg/1.
of the bay.

to

This range was found at the extreme southern ends

In the central bay region the nitrate concentration ranged

between 0.15 to 0.35 mg/1.

Dissolved silica is derived primarily from the

surface and waste water flows; consequently, it was found in highest

concentrations in the Suisun Bay and south areas.

In the central regions of

the bay the concentrations were minimum varying between approximately 2.5
and

9

mg/1.

Dissolved oxygen concentrations were reported as varying from 6.4 to 10.6
mg/1 in the northern part of the bay and from

to

8

mg/1 in the south bay

area with the lowest values at the extreme southern end of the bay (Pearson

Higher values of dissolved oxygen for the surface waters

et al., 1971).

occur in the winter months with lower values in the summer months.

Monterey Bay .

Monterey Bay is a nearly semielliptical embayment on the

coastline of central California.

It is approximately 21.8 miles (35

kilometers) long from north to south and has a maximum indentation into the

open coast of about 11.25 miles (18 kilometers).

The bay is an area of wide

flat continental shelf bisected by the deep intrusion of the Monterey

Submarine Canyon which has its head very close to shore off Moss Landing.

the northern and

The bay can be divided into three physiographic units:
southern shallow shelves and the canyon.

The shallow regions are less than

100 meters deep and exceedingly flat while the submarine canyon has very

steep sides and reaches depths of more than 1,500 meters within the bay.
The presence of the canyon allows deep oceanic water access along the center
cf Monterey Bay.

The upwelling period in Monterey Bay generally begins in mid-February or
March and extends to late August or early September.

Upwelling reaches a

maximum in April or May and begins to decrease in June.

The upwelling

period is characterized by the ascending of cold subsurface water to the
surface from depths of the various isotherms.
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usually occurring from
The oceanic period tends to be rather short,
a strong vertical
September to mid-November. It is characterized by
meters) and high sea surface
temperature gradient in the upper 328 feet (100

temperatures (55.4°F [13°c] highest of the year).

the northward- flowing Davidson
From mid-November to mid-February or March,
upper 50 meters tend to be
the
period,
the
During
effect.
Current is in

Surface temperatures
gradient.
well mixed with a weak vertical temperature
but not as low as those
are usually lower than in the oceanic period,
occurring during the upwelling period.

near-surface waters in the
Generally, during the upwelling period, the
temperature and oxygen and
in
lower
are
area
canyon
submarine
Monterey
near the edges of the bay.
higher in phosphate and nitrate than the water
upwelled water. During the
This reflects the low oxygen content of deeper

water is relatively
oceanic and Davidson Current periods, the near-surface
(Smethie, 1973).
homogeneous throughout the bay for dissolved oxygen

the years and the nutrient
Monterey Bay has been very well studied over
Since it is an open
detail.
cycles in the bay have been worked out in some
the nearshore patterns of
embayment, the patterns for Monterey Bay reflect

nutrients along the central California coast.

Bolin and Abbott (1963)

as represented by
correlated the annual average cycle of nutrients,
Nutrients are present in
phosphate, to the phytoplankton standing crop.
than at the surface, since
much greater quantities at 164 feet (50 meters)
Nutrients and phytoplankton
the nutritive source is below (upwelling) .
declining a month before
increase from February to May. Nutrients begin

of nutrients by the
phytoplankton, reflecting the rapid utilization
replenishment as upwelling
burgeoning population and of the diminishing

slackens ^Bolin and Abbott, 1963).
of southern California is
southern -California bavs and estuaries . The area
of the arid climate and
without a large river entering the sea, because
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rather recent geological setting (Ho, 1974)

.

The bays are necessarily

small, with the largest one, the San Diego Eay„ being only 30.15 square

miles (48.24 km2) at mean low water.

The absence of a coastal plain has

restricted the development of salt marsh to small areas fringing sheltered

bays and lagoons.
197,000 acres

In California, 52 percent

(102,000 acres)

of the original

(excluding San Francisco Bay) have been destroyed.

Of the

remaining wetlands, 62 percent have suffered severe damage and 19 percent

moderate damage.

Larger embayments and lagoons usually remain open to the ocean and receive
tidal flushing.

Seasonal storm runoff, power plant coolant, and sewage

outfalls increase the flushing rate.

The health of a bay depends upon the

relationship between the pollutant inflow and the flushing, not simply on
the rate of flushing.

For example, Marina del Rey, with a flushing rate of

20 to 40 percent per tidal cycle (three tidal cycles for complete turnover)

has environmental conditions listed as "moderately satisfactory," while the

upper reaches of Anaheim Bay, with a turnover rate of 10 to 20 days, are
relatively clean (Maloney and Chan, 1974b).

Chemical and physical properties vary according to the size and shape of the

bay or estuary, the freshwater and/or storm runoff, and the rate of
flushing.

Most streams are seasonal, and the mean salinity is 32.5 percent.

Circulation is usually dominated by tidal flow (Ho, 1974).

General chemical characteristics. Pacific Coast

Salinity.

Salinity is a measure of the concentration of dissolved salts in

water, usually expressed in parts per thousand (°7oo)

.

Basically, the

concentration or salinity within the ocean is relatively constant except
around coastal areas where freshwater river discharge may dilute the marine

waters for miles offshore.

Chemically, the North Pacific ocean can be

divided into three basic surface water types:

high salinity water (greater

than 33 °7oo) characteristic of oceanic water; lower salinity mixed coastal2-144

.

estuarine water (less than 33 »/oo)

;

and nutrient-laden waters brought from

depths by upwelling.

levels (33 °/oo) are in
In the Gulf of Alaska, the highest surface salinity

decrease
the Central Alaska Gyre; salinity levels closer to shore
considerably.

Along the western shore of the gulf, salinities as low as

continental
21.7 o/oo have been reported, caused by high precipitation and
Gyre during both
runoff (Rokinian, 1957) . A halocline exists in the Alaska

winter and summer.

The surface salinity remains constant at 32.8 °7oo in

meters) , then
the winter down to a depth of approximately 360 feet (110
meters), and
increasing to about 33.7 «7oo at approximately 590 feet (180
the
continuing to slowly increase at greater depths. In the summer,
lower except
halocline is more irregular, but generally the salinities are

in topographic depressions (USDI, 1976)

of relatively
The water in the Southern California Bight region is a mixture
California
low-temperature, low-salinity water transported south in the

north in the
Current, with higher- temperature, higher-salinity water brought
are
California Countercurrent. Variations in the salinity of the water
small, ranging from 33.5 °7oo to 34.5 °/oo.

Some of the factors influencing

the seasonal salinity variations are the following:

1.

The summer is warm and dry while the winter is mild

Local climate.

and wet.

The minimal precipitation and runoff in the months between

slightly higher
July and December cause the surface salinity to be
during this period.

However, because of the density difference and the

stratification of the water, the effects of evaporation and dilution
seldom extend to below 10 meters

2.

Wind mixing.

(Lynn,

1967).

In summer, because of the formation of thermoclines

is a maximum
and the intense stratification of the surface water, there

difference in temperature between the surface and the 60-meter level.
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In fall, the thermocline breaks down and strong wind mixing increases

the temperature of the bottom water to maximum values.

3.

Upwelling.

The cold and higher salinity water from depth strongly

modifies the seasonal pattern of variation of temperature and salinity
of the water in summer.

4.

Current.

The California Current forms a tongue of cold and low-

salinity water, while the countercurrent brings in relatively warm and
high salinity water.

The salinities in the mixed zone, 656 to 1„640

feet (200 to 500 meters) deep, are intermediate between the northern

water which increases in salinity from 33.85 */oo at 656 feet (200
meters)

to 34.22 °7bo at 1,640 feet (500 meters), and the southern water

is almost isohaline at 34.3

%o

to 34.4 °7oo.

The deep water below

3,280 feet (1,000 meters) has salinity values of 34.5 °7oo to 34.6 <Voo;

the water column is almost isohaline (Allan Hancock Foundation, 1965)

Dissolved oxygen .

The concentration of dissolved oxygen in seawater depends

upon many complex physical and biological processes.

The saturation value

of oxygen in seawater is proportional to the temperature and salinity

concentrations with temperature usually being the dominant factor.
Generally, cold water has higher concentrations of oxygen than warm water.

Sources of oxygen in the surface layers of the ocean are exchanged with the
atmosphere across the sea surface and production of oxygen by phytoplankton
photosynthesis.

For depths greater than the photosynthetic zone all natural

processes decrease the oxygen content.

The processes include animal and

plant respiration and chemical and bacterial oxidation of organic matter.

Advective and diffusive processes ventilate the deep layers of the ocean.

Dissolved oxygen concentrations in the deep waters below 328 feet (100
meters) of the Northwest Pacific are relatively low, with values as low as

0.3 ml/1 at 328 feet (100 meters).

This is thought to be related to a

sluggish circulation pattern in the deep Pacific.
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Dissolved oxygen in the

top 328 feet (100 meters) nears saturation, although strong productivity can
supersaturate the level of dissolved oxygen between 164 and 328 feet (50 and
100 meters) depth.

The surface layers of the California Current are saturated to about 100
Cold, highly oxygenated

percent with oxygen down to the thermocline.

subarctic water is transported south along the coast in the surface layers
less than 656 feet (200 meters)

.

The water mixes with the warmer, low

oxygen content equatorial water brought north at depth in the northward
flowing undercurrent below 656 feet (200 meters)

The oxygen content of the

.

water generally decreases with depth down to an oxygen minimum layer found
between 2,296 and 3,280 feet (700 and 1,000 meters).

Beneath the minimum

layer there is a gradual increase in oxygen content with depth and the
oxygen content of the deep ocean waters is constant for hundreds of meters.

The surface water of the Southern California Bight was found to be at the
saturation level (Allan Hancock Foundation, 1965)

.

The biggest difference

in dissolved oxygen content of the surface water is between the months of

April and November.

The higher dissolved oxygen content in April is

attributed to the increase in photosynthetic activities of the
phytoplankton .

In several places, however, a reduction of the dissolved

oxygen content becomes apparent.

This is primarily caused by local

upwelling, which could become intense in the summer season.

Over the shelf

area, the oxygen content is generally homogeneous to a depth of about 108. 2*s

feet (33 meters)

.

At 328 feet (100 meters)

reduced to only about

4

ml/1 (Chan, 1974).

the dissolved oxygen content is

,

From 656 to 984 feet (200 to 300

meters) the consists of a 50: 50 mixture of southern water and northern water
types.

However, the dissolved oxygen contents do not follow the percentage

of mixing southern or northern water.

The dissolved oxygen level is usually

less than the computed ones, based on the percentage of mixing.

A decrease

is caused by the oxidation of organic matter settling through the water from

the area of high production near the surface.
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From 1,640 to 2,296 feet (500 to 700 meters) the dissolved oxygen

concentration decreases to a minimum of about 0.5 ml/1.

It increases with

depth below 2,296 feet (700 meters) and reaches 1.5 ml/1 at 6,560 feet
(2,000 meters).

The oxygen minimum layer is consistently found below the

salinity-minimum layer wherever it is present.

Nutrients .

The nutrient levels of the northeast Pacific Ocean are generally

high during most of the year.

This is thought to be a result of upward

vertical mixing of nutrient-rich deeper waters during frequent storms.

The

depth of mixing is partly controlled during the summer when there is

considerable river runoff and a low-salinity layer of perhaps a 328-foot
(100 meters) depth develops.

The stability of this less dense layer

inhibits mixing and consequently a seasonal halocline develops.

This

halocline holds phytoplankton in the photic zone, thereby increasing
production until limited by the nutrient level.

The following discussion of nutrients offshore in the Gulf of Alaska is from

Longerich and Hood (1972).

All of the major dissolved nutrients show similar distribution patterns in
the Gulf of Alaska.

Isopleths for phosphate, silicate, and nitrate at 32.8

feet (10 meters) depth show about the same configuration as the isotherms.

They generally run east and west with increasing concentration gradients
northward to the Alaska Gyre.

Highest concentrations are associated with

high salinity and low temperature water in this region.

The lowest

concentrations are found in the southern and coastal waters.

In summer, distribution is more random due to greater biological activity.

Values are generally lower than winter values with very low values often
found along the coast.

In winter, highest concentrations are in the center

of the Gulf of Alaska Gyre.

Using typical summer and winter data for

phosphate, silicate and nitrite at Weather Station P (located at 50°N
145°w), silica distribution consistently shows high concentration and the
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regular gradient with depth {Pacific oceanographic Group).

Silica was

Alaska
present in abnormally large amounts along the coast of southeast
(Loder, 1971).

Dissolved phosphate distribution is rather uniformly

gradient to
concentrated at the surface layer and declines in a well-defined
is at a
about 984 feet (300 meters) depth, where oxygen concentration
decreases
Below 3„280 feet (1,000 meters), phosphate concentration
minimum.
shows a
slightly or is fairly constant with depth. Summer nitrite
a marked maximum
relatively uniform concentration in the surface layer, with
to near
rapidly
decreases
concentration
this,
Below
depth.
meters
at 75
in early summer
zero at 200 meters. The nitrite maximum starts developing
and then disappears
(June), becomes more intense and deeper until October,

in winter (Robertson et al., 1965; Dodimead, 1958).

associated with the bottom of the thermocline.

It is closely

Nitrite, nitrate, and

(Hood, 1969).
ammonia are in relatively high concentration near Valdez

significant source of
Along the California coast, upwelling is the most
meters)
nutrients to the surface layers of the water column (less than 200
growth.
and replenishes the nutrient supply depleted by phytoplankton
deeper layers by
Nutrients also are brought into the area especially in the
rich California
the southward flowing California Current and the nutrient

Countercurrent flowing north along the coast below 200 meters.

phytoplankton
Nitrate is usually the limiting nutrient in the ocean for
1,640 and 4,920
production. The intermediate maximum usually occurs between
There is a
feet (500 and 1,500 meters) according to Sverdrup et al. , 1942.
of phosphate and
close relationship in seawater between the concentrations
period) , the
nitrate. From November to February (the Eavidson Current
microgram
nitrate levels at the surface are low and are around 2 to 4
probably reflect
atoms/liter (ug-at./l) for the central coast. These values
south by the
the
from
up
brought
water
surface
depleted
nutrient
the
to July
Davidson Current flowing north along the coast. From February
ug-at./l) in the
(upwelling period), high nitrate values (greater than 10
Lower
areas.
surface layers are principally around the major upwelling
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values farther offshore are in the 0.1 to

October (oceanic period)

,

2

mg-at./l range.

nitrate levels begin to decrease.

From August to

The highest

values (up to 21.8 ug-at./l) are comparable to the surface nitrate values
during the upwelling period, and are probably associated with eddies of

previously upwelled water moving offshore (Cal COFI, 1974).

The highest phosphate values are usually associated with upwelled waters,
and the lowest associated with oceanic water.

High values have been

recorded around San Francisco, reflecting the nutrient input from high
runoff from San Francisco Bay in the winter and especially the Sacramento

River which has the largest discharge in the state.

The values of phosphate

in the California Current and coastal water probably are not limiting for

much of the phytoplankton.

This has been demonstrated for the North Pacific

for certain organisms, but does not hold for all organisms or for other

nutrients (Reid et al., 1958).

The vertical distribution of silicate in the ocean differs from phosphate
and nitrate since there is no maximum at intermediate depths and the

concentration increases all the way to the bottom.

Silicate is an essential

part of skeletons for silicoflagellates, diatoms, some radiolarians, and
sponges.

The inorganic matter of diatoms can contain more than

6

percent

silicate, and, since diatoms are often the most abundant phytoplankton in

the surface waters, they can exhaust the dissolved silicate supply in the
surface water in a few days of rapid growth (Armstrong, 1965).

Since the

breakdown of silica in sea water is slower than the regeneration of organic
matter, the supply of silicate to the surface waters is even more dependent

than phosphate and nitrate on sources of supply such as upwelling and land
runoff.

Maximum concentrations of silicate in the surface waters usually

occur during the winter in the coastal area off California when river runoff
is greatest.

In the Southern California Bight area, the Allan Hancock Foundation's

surveys (1965) found nitrate concentrations in surface waters ranging from
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I
H
I

I
I
!

0.01 tc 0.16 ug-at./l.

Surface concentrations of nitrate xn the spring

the fall and winter
months were somewhat higher than those found during
higher at a depth of
significantly
were
concentrations
Nitrate
months.
ranged from approximately 0.2
295.2 feet (90 meters) where the mean values
to 0.4 ug-at./l (SCCWRP, 1973).

I

distribution of phosphate and
The principal characteristics and the general
the Southern California
silicate from surface to 328 feet (100 meters) in
1965)
Bight are as follows (Allan Hancock Foundation,

*!

I

!

1.

relatively uniform in
The distribution of phosphate and silicate are

the entire coastal water of Southern California.
.'!

2.

concentration
In general, lower values and smaller vertical

gradients occur in fall and winter.

in phosphate and
In several places, relatively large increases
in the April to June
occur
levels
subsurface
at
concentrations
silicate

I

3.

period.

'}

I!
>

waters of southern California
The concentration of phosphate in the coastal
upwelling during the period
is due to the great replenishment of phospate by
of phosphate from upwelling can
of heavy plant growth in summer. The amount
which has teen
easily counterbalance the maximum rate of consumption,

'

';
:

\

\

(Reid et al. , 1958).
estimated to be on the order of 0.012 ug-at./1/month
the effects of upwelling
However, the surface phosphate values do not show
several places at
as clearly as have temperature and salinity. In
as the result of
appropriate times, higher phosphate concentrations occur

simple as those of
upwelling, but the pattern is not so regular or

temperature and salinity.

I

Trace metals .

to
Although trace materials such as metals are difficult

as essential to
measure and are therefore less well known, many are
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biological productivity as are the
better known nutrients such as phosphate,
nitrate, and silica.
Examples of physiologically essential
metals are
copper, cobalt, 2in c, iron,
manganese, boron, molybdenum, and
selenium, yet
these same trace elements are toxic
in certain concentrations to
some

organisms and may also be concentrated
and/or transformed to a state
toxic
As trace metals are present
discharges, it is essential to
learn the effects, if any , tfa at
they have ±n
local and regional marine waters.
to organisms high in the food
web.

^

^^

Difficulty arises in ascertaining
general concentration levels for
trace
The difficulty comes from two
sources.
First, the
seawater concentrations of these
constituents are usually near the limit
of
detection by analytical techniques
and contamination of samples
during
metals in sea water.

collection and analysis is common.
Second, there is usually uncertainty
as
to the physical/chemical state
of the constituent, and analysis
is
difficult.

The variability resulting from
these factors is superimposed on the
natural
variability of concentrations in the
waters. Total concentrations and
the
state of trace materials in
coastal waters can be expected to
vary
significantly from those in offshore
waters.
Factors, such as heavy rains,
stcrm runoff in the coastal
waters, upwelling of subsurface
water, or
extensive alterations in plankton
populations should produce additional
differences (SCCWRP, 1973).

From the fi rst year of baSeline

^.^

^

^ ^ ^ ^^

^^

levels have been established for
a limited number of samples
of water,
sediment and biota. No definite
geographic trends are discernible from
the
data.

The heavy metal contents of
mussels, seaweed, crab and salmon,
which were
the biota species analyzed, fall
within the ranges published for
similar
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Ht

;

metals, ranges are
species from unpolluted regions of the world. For some
{Burrell, 1975).
even lower than those generally cited from elsewhere

information concerning the
In the Southern California Bight area, the
the elements
general concentration level of trace metals is limited to
listed in Table 2.1.5.1.2-1.

For most of these, the levels are consistent

except for lead
with those reported in other parts of the world's ocean,
(Chan, 1974).

Table 2.1.5.1.2-1

Concentration Level of Trace Metals in the
Southern California Bight Area

Concentration

METAL

(ug-at./l)

cobalt

0.1 - 0.2

Copper

1.6 - 9.0

Iron

1.9 - 44.3

Mercury

0.03

Nickel

0.4.- 2.5

Lead

0.4. - 18.2

1-1 ~ 41 - 2

Zinc

Source; Brooks et al.,
Peterson, 1966.

1967; Williams,

1969; SCCWBP,

1973; Chow and

Water quality and use

of terrestrial
Marine pollution along the proposed tanker route is mainly
areas with major water
origin. In the northern Gulf of Alaska, there are no
near shore areas
pollution problems. The water quality in the offshore and
pristine, except in highly
relatively
is
California
central
and
northern
of

Conservation
populated, coastal areas. The California Coastal Zone
billion gallons
Commission (CCZCC, 1975) reported an annual discharge of 444
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of domestic and industrial sewage that has received varing degrees of

treatment into California's wetlands* estuaries, and coastal waters.
than

3

More

trillion gallons of seawater are used annually to cool power plants

on the coast and are then discharged at warmer temperatures into marine

waters.

The California coastal region has been divided into four areas:

North

Coast, San Francisco, Big Sur, and Southern California Bight (Figure

2.1.5.1.2-1).

water quality and use will be defined for each area.

gSl£h Coast area.

Discrete municipal or industrial waste waters, discharged

into the marine environment, are from a few random population centers.

Humboldt Bay receives about

9

million gallons of municipal waste per day,

and the cities of Fort Bragg and Crescent City each discharge less than
million gallons of municipal waste daily.

1

Minor and/or unreported amounts

of municipal waste water sources are discharged at various locations
along

the coast.

The only reported industrial dischargers are pulp companies in the Eureka
area, which have continuous marine waste discharge.

generating plant with an ocean outfall.

There is one power

Located adjacent to Humboldt Bay,

this nuclear plant discharges approximately 133 million gallons of
cooling

water to the marine environment daily.

San foranclsco area.

Inland from the Golden Gate, approximately 500 million

gallons of municipal and industrial waste are discharged into the bay system
daily.

Municipal waste waters, discharged into the bay, come from

counties:

9

Alameda (132 million gal/d); San Francisco (102 million gal/d)

Contra Costa (53 million gal/d)
million gal/d)

;

and Napa

(6

;

San Mateo (53 million gal/d)

million gal/d)

.

;

Marin (19

Counties which discharge

industrial waste into the bay system are contra Costa (76 million gal/d)
Napa

(6

million gal/d); Alameda

(3

million gal/d); and San Mateo

gal/d)
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(2

million

ALIFORNIA
EUREKA

NORTH COAST AREA

AREAS
NORTH COAST
SAN FRANCISCO
BIG SUR

SAN FRANCISCO
AREA
SAN FRANCISCO

SANTA CRUZ*

1

MONTEREY'

BIG

SUR AREA

SAN LUIS OBISPO

SANTA BARBARA

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
BIGHT

SAN DIEGO 1

Figure

2.1.5.1.2-1 California coastal regions
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.

Within the San Francisco

area,,

there are about nine municipal and industrial

dischargers which have ocean outfalls.

The discharge from these facilities

is about 97 million gal/d.

A total of 3,735 million gallons of industrial thermal waters from power
plants and refineries are discharged into the bay daily.

Four of the six

power generating plants, which account for 41 percent of the total thermal

waste water, discharge the effluent at 6° to 21°F above the ambient water
temperature.

The San Francisco Bay receives surface waters which have drained from
agricultural land.

Through these discharges, bay areas accumulate vast

amounts of nutrients and oxygen-demanding compounds, along with various
chlorinated hydrocarbons (pesticides)

In the offshore waters of San Francisco, various types of waste have been

dumped into the ocean for years.

These wastes are listed in Table
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Table 2.1.5.1.2-2
Summary of Wastes Dumped into the Ocean Areas

Offshore of San Francisco

TYPE OF WASTE

Present
Total (est.)

1931-73
Total (est.)

Period

Refinery wastes

1966-72

315 MM gal

Acid wastes

1948-71

240 MM gal

Cannery wastes

1960-72

246 M tons

Radioactive wastes

1946-68

44,563 ctrs

Munitions

1968-69

746 tons

Dredge spoil

1935-72

a

Source:

1

MM yards 3

McFarlane, 1973.

a

Containers.

Big Sur area .

Within the Big Sur area, approximately 44 million gallons of

municipal waste are discharged daily into the ocean.

The majority of this

municipal waste (80 percent) comes from the northern section (Monterey
area)

,

while the remainder is contributed from municipal facilities located

between San Simeon and Vandenberg Air Force Base.

Few industries discharging waste water into the marine environment are
located in the Big Sur area.

Union Oil Refinery, in Santa Maria, discharges

approximately 450 million gallons of waste water from the refinery's
processing and cooling units.

The only other significant industrial

discharges within the Big Sur area are the Kaiser Refractories which have a

daily waste water discharge of about 32 million gallons.

There are two power generating plants in the Big Sur area which have a
combined flow of thermal-discharged waters of about 890 million gallons
daily.

The Moss Landing facilities have two discharge locations.
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The

Monterey Bay outfall discharges approximately 550 million gallons daily,

while the outfall in Elkhorn Slough discharges about 200 million gal/d.

The

Morro Bay plant discharges approximately 146 million gallons of cooling

water to the ocean daily.

With much of the Big Sur basin utilized for agriculture, surface water
discharging to the ocean carries high nutrient and oxygen demanding
compounds.

Chlorinated hydrocarbons {pesticides) may also be discharged

into the marine environment as a consequence of agricultural land runoff.

Southern California Bight .

As of

released, on the average, nearly

1

1

January 1972, 22 major dischargers

billion gallons per day of partially

treated municipal sewage into the coastal basin (Reed

Bakker, 1974).

6

In

1973, only 15 percent of all the municipal waste waters discharged off the

coast of Los Angeles and Orange counties received secondary treatment.
However, Federal law now requires that by July, 1977 all sewage must receive

secondary treatment, or its equivalent, which will remove 80 to 90 percent
of the oxygen-demanding organic wastes

(CCZCC, 1975).

Five of the 22 major dischargers generate 96 percent of the total municipal

waste dumped into marine waters.

The five major dischargers are Los Angeles

County Sanitation District's Joint water Pollution Control Plant (365
million gal/d)

;

City of Los Angeles Hyperion Treatment Plant (333 million

gal/d)

;

Orange County Sanitation District Plants

gal/d)

j

City of San Diego, Point Loma Plant (99.6 million gal/d); and City

1

and

2

(134.6 million

of Oxnard Treatment Plant (12.1 million gal/d).

Industrial wastes are the second largest source of pollution in the bight
area, averaging 102 million gal/d or about 10 percent of the municipal waste

discharge (SCCWRP, 1973).

With one exception, the entire industrial

(ncnpower) waste discharge into marine waters is from petroleum-related

industries.

The single exception is McDonnell Douglas Corporation, Venice.

The direct ocean dischargers are grouped in three main areas, Santa Barbara
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;

;

i

Channel, Santa Monica Bay, and the northern coast of Orange County.

:-;V.'-.

Direct

ocean discharge of industrial wastes into the tight area contributes about

percent of the total solids, 14 percent of the total oil and grease,

6

2

percent of the total biochemical oxygen demand, and 10 percent of the total
chemical demand (SCCWRP, 1973).

Fifteen power generating plants along the southern California coast use
approximately 10.2 billion gallons per day of ocean water for cooling

I
1

purposes.

The cooling water is raised an average of 40.9°F (10.5°C),

contributing the only single, large-scale source of thermal pollution to the
ocean waters of the Southern California Eight (SCCWRP, 1974).

I

Sixteen documented dumping sites are within the Southern California Bight
(Smith 6 Brown, 1971; Brown,

1
Ha
m
MSB

1970).

The sites were used for disposal of

wastes until 1972 when the enactment of the Marine Protection Research and
Sanctuaries Act of 1972 prohibited ocean dumping. The disposed material was
industrial chemicals and solvents, aerospace industry waste, petroleum

refinery wastes, obsolete or unserviceable military munitions, toxic

waste
chemical ammunition, nuclear industry and laboratory waste materials,
acid, vessel refuse, and garbage.

2.1.5.1.3

\

Port of Long Beach area

Tidal heights

inequality;
The tides along the southern California coast have a semidiurnal

that is, there are two high tides and two low tides occurring during a
low
25-hour period with one high tide being higher than the other and one

tide being lower than the other.

The mean tidal range is the difference in

the height between mean high water (MHW) and mean low water (MLW)

.

The

diurnal range is the difference in the height between mean higher high water
(MHHW)

and mean lower low water (MLLW)

.

The mean tidal range is 3.8 feet

to +8
and the diurnal range is 5.4 feet; the tidal extremes are from -2 feet
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feet with the mean tide level at +2.8 feet (datum is MLLW).

In the case of

a harbor, flood tide flows into the harbor and ebb tide flows out of the

harbor.

Tidal heights were obtained from wave gage measurements at 13 stations in

Los Angeles and Long Beach Harbors.
2.1.5.1.3-1.
10 June 1972.

Gage locations are shown on Figure

The tidal height data were obtained during 7 June 1972 through
The maximum tidal height in the area of the proposed facility

was 7.06 feet MLLW and the minimum height was. -1.45 feet MLLW.

A complete

description of the wave gage measurements and the method of analysis used to
obtain tidal elevations is given in the Los Angeles and Long Beach Harbors

Model Study, Report

1,

Prototype Data Acquisition and Observations, dated

June, 1975 (Pickett et al.

,

1975).

Mathematical base test tidal elevations

were measured for spring and neap tidal conditions.

Essentially uniform

tidal histories occurred throughout the harbors in both tests.

These data

will be used as a basis for comparison of impacts of the proposed action.

Tidal currents

Tidal currents were measured for a 25-hour period beginning at 0600 Pacific
daylight time (PDT) on 5 March 1974 at the 15 stations shown on Figure
2.1.5.1.3-1.

Current speed and direction were measured hourly at three

depths for each station.

Complete results of the data gathering are

contained in the Los Angeles and Long Eeach Harbors Model Study, Report 5,

Tidal Verification and Base Circulation Tests, dated September, 1975
(McAnally,

1975).

Numerical base tests of current velocities for spring and neap tidal

conditions were performed.

For ranges

9

and 10, flows from west to east

have been recorded as flood flows and those from east to west as ebb flows.

Range 10 is nearest the proposed terminal area.
located in the outer harbor area.
feet per second (fps)

,

Range

Currents at range

9

9

is centrally

are quite small, 0.1

for both tidal conditions, demonstrating an eastern
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Figure

2.1.5.1.3-1

U.S.

Army Engineer Waterways Experiment

Station, Technical

Base test stations and wave measurement gage locations

Report H-75-4

bias near the Navy Mole and a western bias near the breakwater.
Pange 10
flow is predominantly to the east because of the formation of
a flood tide
jet through Queens Gate.

than

1

Maximum currents for the harbors are slightly more

fps for the spring-tide tests and about 0.5 fps for the neap
tide.

The maximum tidal current for the project area is a flood
flow of 1 fps at
the surface for the spring-tide condition and a minimum
of approximately 0.1
fps for the neap-tide test.

Circulation patterns

Numerical base-test surface circulation patterns were computed.

representative base-test circulation patterns are included.

Four

Figures

2.1.5.1.3-2 and 2.1.5.1.3-3 illustrate surface current patterns for
the

spring at the strength of flood and ebb, and Figures 2.1.5.1.3-4
and
2.1.5.1.3-5 show patterns for the same times during the neap-tide
test.

arrowheads indicate the direction of flow.

The

The current magnitude is in

proportion with the length of the tail on the arrow.

Figure 2.1.5.1.3-2 illustrates current patterns at hour

6 of

the spring

range tidal cycle, which is approximately the time of maximum
flood flow.

Notable features include:

1.

A large clockwise gyre appears in the outer harbor.

Center

of the gyre is slightly east of the Los Angeles-Long Beach
city boundary

and midway between the breakwater and the Navy Mole.

Some currents

diverge from the eastern edge of the gyre and flow toward the
Long
Beach middle harbor and toward Queens Gate.

2.

A small, counterclockwise gyre appears to the east of Angels

Gate.

This gyre supplies the flood flow into the Los Angeles Harbor

main channel.
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3.

Part of the inflow through Queens Gate flows to the north,

passing on the east side of Pier J.

4.

Currents in the eastern part of the bay consist of several

opposing eddies.

Current pattern of hour 13, the strength of ebb flow, is shown on
Figure 2.1.5.1.3-3 for the spring range tide.

Notable features at

hour 13 include:

1.

The large clockwise gyre in the outer harbor persists during

the ebb portion of the cycle, though it is somewhat less defined

than for the flood flow condition.

2-

Ebb flow from Los Angeles Harbor main channel does not turn east

until nearing the breakwater.

3.

Ebb flow through Queens Gate tends to come primarily from the

west.

4.

Eastern bay currents are somewhat confused but ebb mostly toward

the east.

Flood flows into the outer harbor tend to originate mainly through

Angels Gate, whereas ebb flows in this area seem to be shared between
Angels Gate and Queens Gate.
Angels Gate.

This creates a net flood flow through

Likewise, a net flood flow through Queens Gate results

from flood flows passing into the eastern portion of the bay, where

they ebb toward the east.

Surface current patterns for the strength of flood on the neap tide

are shown on Figure 2.1.5.1.3-4.

Notable features include:
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1.

The flood-tide pattern exhibits the same clockwise gyre in the

outer harbor that is observed in the spring-tide tests, though it
is less pronounced for the neap-tide condition.

The gyre tends to

neck together in the center, suggesting that it may be unstable and
likely to break up under adverse conditions such as a sustained
wind.

At the eastern end of the gyre, parts of the flow diverge, one

limb flowing toward the Long Beach middle harbor and another joining
a smaller eddy on the

2.

west side of Queens Gate.

Flood currents through Queens Gate split, with part flowing

northwesterly toward the middle harbor and part flowing north past
Pier J where it supplies the nearshore tidal volume of the eastern
part of the bay.

3.

Currents from the east tend to flow parallel to the breakwater.

Ebb currents for the neap tidal condition, shown on Figure 2.1.5.1.3-5,
exhibit the following characteristics:

1.

The large gyre is reduced in size from the spring tidal condition

and even from the flood phase of the neap tide.

northeast of Angels Gate.

Its center is north-

Some flow diverges from the eastern end and

ebbs through Queens Gate.

2.

Ebb currents from the Los Angeles Harbor main channel turn east

toward Angels Gate as they near the breakwater.

3.

Currents in the eastern part of the bay are disorganized, but

the nearshore and southeastern portions tend to ebb toward the east.

Tidal circulation within the harbors is weak.

A net flow toward the west in

Cerritos Channel and a net flow toward the east in the outer harbor are
characteristic for spring range tidal conditions.
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For neap tidal

.

,

conditions, net flow computations were inconclusive.,

The Los Angeles and

Long Beach Harbors Model Study, Report 5, Tidal Verification and Base
Circulation Tests (McAnally, 1975) contains the detailed analysis of the
base test surface circulation patterns.

Harbor oscillation

A harbor excited by long waves with a period close to the natural
oscillation period of the harbor experiences a resonant reaction that may
produce wave heights in the harbor far greater than the incident wave
heights.

Generally, because of the very small heights of incident long

waves, the vertical movement of water in the harbor is still only a few
However, as a result of the long wavelength of the

tenths of a foot.

incident waves, the horizontal movement of water may cover a distance

greater than 10 feet.

Such horizontal water movements cause surge and sway

motion of moored ships that may hamper unloading operations and damage

mooring facilities.

A

This phenomenon is known as harbor oscillation.

detailed analysis of the existing oscillation conditions in the Los Angeles

and Long Beach Harbors is contained in an undated draft report,, Long Beach
Harbor Numerical Analysis of Harbor oscillations, prepared by the Hydraulic
Laboratory, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Waterways Experiment Station
(Houston)

General abiotic water quality setting for San Pedro Bay

Monthly abiotic water quality data on temperature, dissolved oxygen

(DO)

salinity, pH, turbidity, nutrients (ammonia NH 3 , nitrite NO z , nitrate N0 3 ,

and phosphate PO«)

,

and heavy metals were collected at various stations

throughout San Pedro Bay (see Figure 2.1.4.1-1).
(AHF)

Allan Hancock Foundation

of the University of Southern California conducted these studies for

the Corps of Engineers between 1973 and 1975.
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There were considerable differences among the constituents at many stations
sampled in the study.

Groupings of stations with similar characteristics

showed a general separation of outer harbor stations from channel and inner

harbor stations.

The following general patterns within San Pedro Bay were

determined by analyzing the data (AHF, 1965).

Waters in the Los Angeles Harbor channel and slip areas and the dead-end
areas of Cerritos Channel in Long Beach Harbor were typified by relatively
low dissolved oxygen (DO) and pH.

The temperature was generally higher and

more variable, the salinity was more variable, and the levels of NH 3 , P0«,

and N0 a were generally higher than in outer harbor areas.

The inner harbor

and southeast basin of Long Beach Harbor showed moderate levels of the

parameters considered but were of overall better quality than Los Angeles

Harbor channel and slip areas.

Outer Los Angeles Harbor waters differed from outer Long Beach Harbor waters
mainly in that the Long Beach side had higher DO and pH, higher and less
variable salinity, and clearer water.

When comparing the area south of the

Navy Mole and Pier J with the area east of Pier J, the biochemical oxygen
demand (BOD), temperature, and temperature variation were normally higher on
the east side.

The Long Beach middle harbor area is similar to the area

south of the Navy Mole.

Areas near freshwater input, mouths of the Los Angeles and San Gabriel
rivers, and areas near waste discharge, east of Fish Harbor, are generally

more turbid and higher in nutrients.

Except for the mouth of the San

Gabriel River, these areas also had very high BOD.

The areas close to

freshwater sources showed low salinity means and high salinity variation as

would be expected.

More descriptive surface nutrient levels within waters of San Pedro Bay are

exhibited in Figures 2.1. 5.1.3-6 through 2.1,5.1.3-9.
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Long Beach Harbor waters

collected
Water column data more specific to Long Beach Harbor have been
Marine
through a joint effort of Environmental Quality Analysts and
(EQA and MBC) in 1974, and by a water quality

Biological Consultants, Inc.

analysis conducted by EQA in September, 1975.

took
Environmental Quality Analysts and Marine Biological consultants

nitrate N0 3 -N,
monthly samples of nutrients (ammonia NH 3 -N, nitrite N0 2 -N,
orthophosphate K)»-P, silicate Si0 2 ) and total alkalinity at 12 locations
and at depths of

2,

6, and 12

meters throughout Long Beach Harbor.

stations are shown on Figure 2.1.5.1.3-10.

Sampling

Concentrations of these

parameters for the EQA and MBC survey are shown in the report mentioned
above.

EQA and MBC also sampled abiotic parameters such as temperature,

and total
salinity, DO, pH, light transmittance, floating grease and oil,

coliform bacteria (Long Beach Harbor consultants, 1976).

nutrient parameters
In their September, 1975 study, EQA sampled water column
on Figure
at depths of 2, 6, and 12 meters for those sampling stations shown
2.1.5.1.3-11.

Results of the analysis are also presented in the report.

stations
These two studies, in conjunction with data from appropriate
following
sampled by the Allan Hancock Foundation, form the basis for the
Long
descriptions of various water quality parameters within the Port of

Beach (Long Beach Harbor Consultants, 1976).

Coolest
Surface temperature exhibited both seasonal and diurnal trends.
55.4
temperature occurred in winter, with minimum daily variation between

and 57.2°F

(13

and 14°C)

.

Warmest temperature occurred in summer, with

maximum daily variation between 66.2 and 71.6°F (19 and 22°C)

.

Surface

warmer
temperature in the Long Beach inner harbor was typically 35.6<>F (2°C)
in summer and 32.9°F

the outer harbor.

(0.5°C) warmer in winter than surface temperature in

The larger difference between inner and outer harbor
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51

areas in summer is a result of increased solar warming (in summer) of the
small surface areas within the relatively narrow channels that have limited

exchange with open ocean water.

other natural influences.

The effects of insolation dominated all

The EQA and MBC data show minimum surface

temperature in summer always occurred at night or in early morning, and that

maximum surface temperature occurred in the afternoon.

Bottom temperature exhibited seasonal trends similar to those observed for
surface temperature, although the range was smaller.
(at a depth of 50 to 60 feet)

Bottom temperatures

ranged from approximately 55.4°F (13°C) in

winter to 62.6°F (17°C) in summer.

In winter, average bottom temperature in

the inner harbor was approximately 0.25°C warmer than average bottom

temperature in the outer harbor, and in summer it was approximately 1°C
warmer.

Tidal phase bad more effect on bottom temperature than did solar

warming.

In almost every instance, bottom temperature was cooler during

flood tide and warmer during ebb tide.

These conditions were the result of

relatively cooler bottom water from the open ocean flowing into the harbor

during flood tide, and previously warmed water from the narrow and shallower
channels flowing out of the harbor during ebb tide.

Salinity varies seasonally in Long Beach Harbor as a result of land runoff
in winter and evaporation in summer.

The largest seasonal range of salinity

occurred in the inner harbor, where surface salinity ranged from

approximately 30 parts per thousand

(<>/oo)

in late fall (one of the surveys

was conducted several days after a rainstorm) to 33 °7oo in summer.

In

contrast, surface salinity in the outer harbor and also outside the

breakwater ranged from 32 °7oo in winter and spring to 33 °/oo in summer.
Salinity in Long Beach Harbor increased with depth below the surface, and
salinity difference between the surface and the bottom was nearly

Seasonal variations of surface dissolved oxygen

(DO)

«*/oo.

were larger in the

inner harbor than in the outer harbor or outside the breakwater.

values obtained by combining EQA and MEC and AHF data ranged from
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H

Average

approximately

6

harbor
milligrams per liter (mg/1) in summer for the inner

approximately 9 to 10 mg/1 for the
to a seasonal range of average values of
seasonal range of surface DO was
the
breakwater,
the
outer harbor. Outside
Angeles River, a gradient
between 8 and 10 mg/1. Off the mouth of the Los
increasing at the mouth from 7
of increasing surface DO seaward was evident,
between
9 and 10 mg/1 in spring
to
7
mg/1
from
and
mg/1 to 8 mg/1 in winter

and summer.
and decreased with
Dissolved oxygen was generally greater at the surface
when oxidation of organic
increasing depth, except during fall and winter,
tended to reduce surface
matter present in storm water runoff to the harbor
column allowed increased
values, and weak vertical stability of the water
between surface and bottom
mixing of surface and bottom waters. Differences
summer. Largest surface
values of DO were generally greater in spring and
photosynthetic activity of
DO values were the result of increased
at the bottom in
phytoplankton. Low concentrations of DO (less than 5 mg/1
from oxidation of dead
resulted
summer)
and
spring
during
harbor
inner
the
DO replenishment from
planktonic organisms and from limited opportunity for
gradient that inhibited
the surface because of a stable vertical temperature

vertical mixing of surface and bottom waters.

Values of pH varied seasonally.

During those times of the year when

phytoplankton were present (primarily spring and summer)
same general trends as DO.

absorbing carbon dioxide (C0 2 ).

8.4..

pH followed the

Although seawater is a natural buffer,

depletion of C0 2 tends to increase pH slightly.

was from 7.8 to

,

Phytoplankton release oxygen to the water while

The annual surface pH range

The largest seasonal range occurred in the inner

harbor and was smallest outside the breakwater.

The pH decreased with depth

the fall and winter.
below the surface, except in the inner harbor during
(pB increasing with
At those stations where the gradient was reversed
depth)

„

DO increased with depth.
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Recent EQA and MBC studies in Long Beach Harbor determined that water
clarity varied throughout the year as a result of plankton blooms and/or
turbidity caused by particulate matter introduced from land runoff.

The

least amount of clarity occurred in the inner harbor, and clarity increased

toward the outside ocean waters.

Clarity differences between the inner and

outer harbor were greatest during the winter and spring months and smallest

in the fall.

In the inner harbor, average surface light transmittance

ranged upward from a low of approximately 20 percent in winter and spring to
slightly more than 50 percent in fall.

Surface light transmittance in the

outer harbor and outside the breakwater ranged from a high of about 70

percent in winter to a low of 50 percent in fall.
clarity generally decreased with increasing depth.

In the inner harbor,

In the outer harbor and

adjacent open waters, however, clarity was more uniform through the water
column and tended to increase slightly to a depth about
bottom.

5

meters above the

Increased plankton activity caused reduced transmittance at the

surface, and current and wave-produced stirring of bottom sediments was

probably responsible for the reduced transmittance near the bottom.

EQA and MBC nutrient data measured for stations P4, P7, and P12 (see Figure
2.1.5.1.3-10) have been plotted as a function of time (month).

Station P4

is located near the dead-end extension of Cerritos Channel, Station P7 near

the inner harbor, and Station P12 in the outer harbor, and the nutrient data

thus presented gives a representation of nutrient relationships between the

inner harbor and the outer harbor of the Port of Long Beach*

Nutrient concentrations, with the exception of silicate, were generally
higher in fall and winter and lower in the spring and summer.

This trend

was related to increased plankton productivity that caused uptake of
nutrients in the warmer months.

Additionally, nutrient concentrations in

the surface waters were generally greater than those in the bottom waters
during the fall and winter, whereas during spring and summer, nutrient

concentrations in the bottom waters tended to be greater than those in the
surface waters.

This trend is primarily a result of the vertical zonation
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confines productivity to the surface
of plankton in the warmer months, which
However, an increase in biological

waters and depletes the nutrients there.

months may also act to increase
activity in the sediments during the warmer
values higher than surface water
nutrient concentrations in bottom waters to
concentrations.

with time than the
Orthophosphate concentrations were more variable
phosphate concentrations
concentrations of other nutrients. A tendency for
particularly evident in
was
harbor
the
of
reaches
upper
to be higher in the
higher values at Station P4 are
the months of June through October. The

near that station.
likely the result of industrial discharge
higher in the summer months than in
In general, silicate concentrations were
Nutrients sampled by the Allan Hancock
the fall, winter, and spring months.
those shown in other surveys.
Foundation in 1974 exhibited trends typical to
somewhat greater variability
However, surface values of nitrite exhibited

month to month.

2.1.5.2

Pipeline route (including Port land area)

integrated system of surface
The hydrologic environment of any region is an
hydrologic cycle consisting of
water flow and groundwater conditions. The
infiltration, percolation,
the processes of precipitation, runoff,
creates and maintains the
evaporation, transpiration and condensation,
area. The volume of water
surface and subsurface hydrology of any given
both the quantity and the
involved in the hydrologic cycle determines
arid areas such as the
relatively
in
especially
resources,
quality of water
oil transportation
southwestern United States through which the proposed

system pipeline project would pass.

Surface drainage systems which

are shown on Map
distribute the available water in the desert Southwest

2„1.5-A in Attachment

1.
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Natural waters contain impurities derived from both the atmosphere and the
land surface.

During precipitation, absorption of soluble solids and gases

occurs, as does the solution of minerals and suspension of colloidal

particles.

Many of these natural impurities persist in water until

evaporation and transpiration return the water to the atmosphere.

Inorganic

substances will accumulate in the water and soil and combine with organic

impurities and living organisms which are always present in the ecosystem,

creating water quality characteristic of the specific soils, geology, and
bicta cf the area.

Overall water quality is a function of the

concentrations of all of these various organic and inorganic substances, as

well as physical properties which describe the condition of the water as it
relates to man's beneficial use of the water.

Surface and groundwater contain solid matter in dissolved states and surface

water usually contains suspended matter.

The concentration of various

constituents are measured and reported as parts per million (ppm) or

milligrams per liter (mg/1).

Then two means of reporting chemical quality

of water are, for practical purposes, the same for total dissolved solids of

less than about 7,000 mg/1.

For larger concentrations, a density correction

should be used in computing parts per million from milligrams per liter.

The water resources of an area are a measure of the quantity and quality of

water available which, in turn, dictates the beneficial uses which can be
made of the water.

Generalized annual water use for public supply,

irrigation, power generation and other industries, is shown on Map 2.1.5-A
in attached Map Volume.

Major water resource regions are also delineated.

Surface waters in California are used principally for irrigation and public
supply, depending upon location and water quality.

Surface water imported

from the Owens, central, and Cdlorado River valleys is used for municipal

supply and groundwater recharge.

Fresh groundwater supplies are used for

domestic supply and irrigation.
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groundwater supplies are
East of California, surface water and fresh
in the southern parts of
extensively used for irrigation also. Agriculture
demand on surface water and
Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas creates a heavy
dependence on irrigation water.
groundwater supplies due to an almost total
water is also used
Though not shown on Map 2.1.5-A in Attachment 1,
and industrial suppply.
extensively for recreation, wildlife habitat,
regions having basically
The proposed pipeline route would pass through
(1) calcium/magnesium-bicarbonate/carbonate
three chemical types of water:
ate/chloride; and (3)
with more than 120 ppm TDS; (2) calcium/magnesium-sulf
range from
sodium/potassium-sulfate/chloride. The dissolved minerals

approximately 100 ppm to 1,800 ppm.
may range widely during any
Suspended sediment concentrations in streams
reaching from 10 to 1,0 00 times
given year with the maximum concentration
The proposed pipeline route
the minimum suspended sediment concentration.
sediment concentrations range from
suspended
where
areas
through
pass
would
Storm flows during the rainy
less than 280 to 30,0 00 parts per million.
account, in part, for very high
season, flash floods, and even mudflows
regions.
concentrations in streams located in arid or semiarid

Surface water

project area are summarized on Map
Surface water resources in the proposed
Average annual runoff
2.1.5-B in Attachment 1 for the 1931-1960 period.
0.1 inch in parts of Arizona
ranges from 2 inches in California to less than
exceeds average annual inflow
and New Mexico. Usable reservoir capacity
the exception of the Lower
across the entire southwest project area, with
water is at a premium in the
Colorado River Basin, indicating that usable

desert Southwest.
The rainy
of many streams.
seasonal variations in runoff are characteristic
during the winter months
occurs
runoff)
maximum
of
period
(i.e.,
season
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along the Pacific coast and in southern Arizona.

Reservoirs generally
reduce variations in runoff which reach their
extremes as floods and
droughts and usually occur seasonally.

The locations of reservoirs having capacities
greater than 81,000 acre-feet
(100 million cubic meters) are shown on Map 2.1.5-B
in Attachment 1. All of
these reservoirs can be used to modify variations
in
runoff.

Southern California lies within three major
hydrologic basins (Map 2.1.5-A
in Attachment 1) .
The South Coastal Basin contains Los Angeles,
Orange,
southwestern San Bernardino, and western Eiverside
counties; eastern
Riverside County is partially within the Lower
Colorado River Basin and the
Great Basin. The boundaries of hydrologic basins
differ somewhat from those
of the physiographic provinces, since water
resources within the hydrologic
basins are more readily evaluated as a unit.

About 87 percent of the annual precipitation falls
during the November-April
period, as rain in the lower elevations and as
snow in the mountain regions
(Waananen and Bean,

1966).

Summer rainfall occurs principally from

convection-type storms in the interior.

In humid regions and areas of high
runoff, the water losses are mostly to the
atmosphere, and represent a
relatively small difference between the mean
annual precipitation and the
runoff. Evapotranspiration from land areas
and evaporation from free water
surfaces account for most of the water loss in
arid regions, which may
exceed the precipitation. Losses from such
areas may range from 36 inches
to over 60 inches annually (Waananen and
Eean, 1966).

Most California rivers drain toward the
Pacific Ocean.
Principal rivers in
the south coastal Basin are the Santa Clara,
Los Angeles, San Gabriel, and
Santa Ana rivers; the last three of these are
located in the western part of
the proposed project area.
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contains the Rio Hondo, the Los
The Los Angeles River flood control system
flow through and drain the
which
River,
Gabriel
San
the
Angeles River, and
Coastal Plain below the Los
Coastal Plain. The Los Angeles River enters the
Repetto hills, and travels
Angeles Narrows located between the Elysian and
channel, entering the
southward through a concrete-lined, trapezoidal
The Rio Hondo, a major tributary of the Los

Pacific Ocean at San Pedro Bay.

Narrows, which is the
Angeles River, enters the Coastal Plain at Whittier
travels southwesterly
and
hills,
Puente
and
Merced
the
separation between
its confluence with the Los
through the Downey Plain for about 9 miles to

Angeles River (see Map 2.1.5-1 in Attachment 1).

Plain at Whittier Narrows,
The San Gabriel River also enters the Coastal
Flowing in a southerly
paralleling the Rio Hondo as it travels eastward.
the San Gabriel passes
direction for about 20 miles over the Downey Plain,
Bay at Seal Beach. Whittier
through Alamitos Gap before entering San Pedro
connection between the Rio
Narrows Flood Control Basin and Dam now form a

Hondo and the San Gabriel River.

The Santa Ana River (Map 2.1.5-2 in Attachment

1)

drains to the Pacific

upstream by many smaller
Ocean north of Newport Beach, having been fed

improved Chino and
The northwestern tributaries include the
by the proposed project
San Antonio creek channels which would be paralleled
be paralleled by the
The portion of the Santa Ana River that would

tributaries.

route.

only after
proposed pipeline route is dry most of the year, flowing
rains.
controlled releases upstream or after infreguent

tributaries (Lytie, Warm, and
The confluence of several of the northeastern
is located just northwest of
San Timoteo creeks) with the Santa Ana River
proposed pipeline project would
Colton (Map 2.1.5-2 in Attachment 1). The
the Santa Ana River at
travel through San Timoteo Wash, which drains into
Colton.
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.

The drainage divide between the Santa Ana River valley, the San Jacinto
Valley, and the Coachella Valley is located between Beaumont and Banning
(Map 2.1.5-2 in Attachment 1).

Potrero Creek which drains southward into

the San Jacinto Valley is located in this divide area.

The San Gorgonio Pass provides a watergap for drainage of the San GOrgonio

River with its tributaries (Hathaway, Smith, and Montgomery creeks) when
water is available.

The San Gorgonio River joins the Whitewater River and

drains southeastward into the Coachella Valley which forms part of the lower

Colorado River Basin.

Intermittent streams from the Indio Hills and San

Bernardino Mountains also drain into the same basin {Map

Attachment

2.

1.5-3 in

1)

An area of internal drainage in the Great Basin at Hayfield Lake is present
at Chiriaco Summit, and others are present farther east in Chuckwalla
Valley

around Palen and Ford dry lakes (Maps 2.1.5-4 and 2.1.5-5 in Attachment
1).
Ule and McCoy mountains form the divide between these areas of internal
drainage and the Palo Verde Valley which drains into the Lower Colorado

River Basin (Map 2.1.5-6 in Attachment

1).

Surface water features that would be encountered by the proposed pipeline
project in California, are listed in Table A2. 1,5.2-1.

Streamflow along the proposed project route east of California occurs in
three principal drainage basins and one major closed basin:

the Lower

Colorado River Basin, the southwestern closed basins of New Mexico, the Rio
Grande Basin, and the Texas Basin (Maps 2.1.5-A and 2.1.5-6 through 2.1.5-12
in Attachment 1).

Principal drainage tasins are composed of and receive

drainage from several subbasins of minor extent.

Closed basins are areas of internal drainage; runoff from a closed basin is
toward its interior.

Several small subbasins within a major drainage basin

are closed; however, only the southwestern and central closed basins are
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large enough for separate treatment in this study.

Surface water features

A2. 1.5. 2-2.
encountered by the proposed pipeline route are listed in Table
precipitation
Across the southern parts of Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas,
or arid climate. Generally,
is light and infrequent, indicative of a desert

rain showers cause
for the entire area, precipitation is sparse; local
streams;
periods of high runoff through ephemeral washes and intermittent
phreatophytic plants
evaporation is high and transpiration of groundwater by
waters in the area of the
is common. Principal beneficial uses for surface
Other beneficial
proposed project are irrigation and livestock watering.
contact
uses include limited fishery, wildlife watering, and secondary
recreation.

South Coastal Basin

between western
The South Coastal Basin is comprised of those regions
Pacific Ocean.
Ventura County and the Mexican border which drain into the
basins contains
This 200-mile stretch of alternating mountains and alluvial
coast, climate is
more than half the population of California. Along the
route lies near
mild and equable; inland it is arid. The proposed pipeline
Jacinto Peak,
the higher peaks, such as San Gorgonio Mountain, San
some of

and Mount San Antonio, all exceeding 10,000 feet altitude.
rivers shown on Maps 2.1.5-1 and 2.1.5-2 in Attachment

1,

Of the principal

the proposed route

San Jacinto
follows parts of the Los Angeles, San Gabriel, Santa Ana, and
The Santa Ana
river valleys across their associated groundwater basins.
square mile
River valley comprises nearly 25 percent of the total 11,000

drainage in the area.

as snow
Precipitation is as much as 40 inches in the winter, often falling

in the higher elevations (Waananen and Bean, 1966).

averages 18.4 inches (Rantz, 1974).

Annual precipitation

Runoff, derived from precipitation, is

March. Only a
erratic; approximately 25 percent occurs daring February or
receive irrigation
few streams, those that drain higher mountain areas or
are either in the
return flows, are perennial. Flow data for streams which
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immediate vicinity of the proposed pipeline route, or are traversed by it,
are summarized in Table A2. 1.5.2-3 for 1961 through 1965.

Serious soil-

erosion problems result from runoff during heavy storms because of the steep
slopes and sparse vegetation.
a large part of the discharge

In burned-over areas, mudflows may constitute

(Waananen and Bean, 1966).

Distribution of the precipitation over the Los Angeles drainage area shows
the effects of topography on the three main drainage basins:
River, San Gabriel River, and Santa Ana River.

Los Angeles

The low average annual

precipitation over much of the south coastal area suggests that the major
source of water is the Transverse Range to the north, with a smaller

percentage running into the Santa Ana River from the Santa Ana and other

mountains to the east.

Average annual daily streamflow from 1961 through 1965 for the Los Angeles

River at Long Beach was 167 cubic feet per second (cf s) from a drainage area
of 832 square miles.

The Rio Hondo, near the proposed crossing site at

Whittier Narrows Dam, averaged 32.6 cfs daily for a drainage area of 91.2
square miles for the 1961 through 1965 period.

The gaging station on the San Gabriel River at whittier Narrows Dam recorded
a maximum

average daily discharge of 173 cfs in 1973 and a minimum average

daily flow of 63.8 cfs in 1972.

A tributary of the San Gabriel River, San

Jose Creek, draining an area of 87.8 square miles, had average daily flows
of 30.7 cfs near El Monte and the proposed crossing site.

San Antonio Creek, as gaged at Claremont which is upstream of the proposed

crossing site, experienced average annual flows of 9.95 cfs for the
immediate 16.5 square mile drainage area.

Cucamonga Creek, which would be

traversed by the proposed pipeline near Chino averaged 8.08 cfs daily flow
for the 1961 through 1965 period at the Upland gaging station, where

drainage is from an area of 10.1 square miles.
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downstream from the proposed
The Santa Ana River below Prado Dam, which is
San
and 63.9 in 1972.
project crossing site, averaged 106 cfs in 1973
River near Colton, averaged
Timoteo Creek, which drains into the Santa Ana
proposed crossing site.
2.65 cfs at the Loma Linda station, near the
to stream across southern
Surface water quality varies greatly from stream
heavily populated urban
California, particularly when streams located in
areas. The urban streams which
areas are compared to those located in rural
project such as the Los Angeles,
would be contacted by the proposed pipeline
improved channels, even
Rio Hondo, and Santa Ana rivers, are controlled,
such streams is largely
concrete-lined in many areas. The water quality in
watershed, and the
urbanized
developed
highly
the
runoff,
a result of urban

character of waste being discharged into the streams.
dilution are noticeable, with
in the South Coastal Basin, the effects of
with increasing
concentrations of all reported constituents decreasing
great proportion of the mass
streamflow. Urban runoff, which comprises the
generally poor in quality. The
of water draining into urban streams, is
the amount of detrital
quality of such runoff is primarily dependent upon
periods. The first
accumulation within the urban system during the dry
mass of urban waste, with
accumulated
the
of
most
flush
storms
fall-winter
water quality
subsequent storm flows producing a general successive
dry weather flows contain high
improvement. During the arid summer seasons,
of dilution capacity
concentrations of dissolved materials because of lack
Generally, total
associated with the low precipitation and runoff.
while suspended sediments
dissolved solids vary inversely with total flow,
the urban areas.
flushed
have
flows
storm
until
proportionally
increase

Creek, a similar condition
in natural stream systems such as San Timoteo
Variations in dissolved solids
rains.
after
present
is
water
when
exists
stream hydrologic system.
and suspended sediment are moderated by the
producing excellent water
During low flow, turbidity is generally low,
During storm flow
are high.
clarity, but dissolved mineral concentrations
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conditions, the higher velocity flows carry substantially higher suspended

sediment loads, increasing the turbidity.

Clarity and color are noticeably

affected, but other dissolved mineral concentrations may be reduced because

the large volume of storm water provides effective dilution for the

dissolved mineral chemical load.

The total mass of suspended sediment,

however, is far greater during high-flow periods than during the drier

spring and summer months.

After fires, which are common in this area, burned-over areas may contribute
huge amounts of sediment to stream loads.

Mudflows may constitute a large

part of stream loads if precipitation is heavy or prolonged in burned-over
areas.

The chemical quality for most of the surface water is good to excellent.
The high quality is maintained by high amounts of precipitation in the

mountainous areas (Waananen and Bean, 1966).

Chemical characteristics

change as water flows through densely populated and irrigated areas.

Natural materials are picked up from leaching of soil or rock, salts from
wastes, or concentration through evaporation.

Dissolved-solids concentrations in California streams are lower in areas of

heaviest precipitation and increase as the mean annual rainfall becomes
lower.

In the same fashion the general change of chemical content may be

related to precipitation.

For areas of high precipitation, dissolved

calcium/magnesium carbonates and bicarbonates dominate; streams of more arid
regions tend toward sulfates and chlorides of calcium and magnesium along

the coast and of sodium and potassium in the desert areas.

Size of suspended sediment particles varies with the velocity flow.
Usually, this is below sand size (finer than 0.062 mm in diameter), but many

streams in floodtimes carry material much coarser than this.

Sediment

concentration during the peak of the runoff period may be considerably
higher than the long-term discharge-weighted concentration, dropping to a
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.

few parts per million the rest of the year.

More than 90 percent of the

and
annual load may be discharged during a single flood period (Waananen
Bean, 1966)

the
Water quality data describing the Los Angeles River and the Rio Hondo of

Los Angeles River drainage basin are shown in Tables A2. 1.5. 2-4 and
A2. 1.5.2-5.

The water quality of the San Gabriel River (Table A2. 1.5. 2-6)

is characterized by high sulfates, dissolved solids, and hardness.

The

dissolved oxygen concentration is relatively high and indicates a lack of
organic pollution.

The turbidity data for the year from October, 1973

through September, 1974 indicate good quality for this parameter.

in
Water quality data for the Santa Ana River drainage basin are tabulated

Tables A2. 1.5. 2-7, A2. 1.5.2-8 and A2. 1.5.2-9.

would parallel Reach

4

The proposed pipeline route

of the Santa Ana River which is generally dry except

after storms or controlled releases; therefore, the data are from the
station below Prado Dam.

The quality of the Santa Ana River in general is

characterized by high sulfates, dissolved solids and hardness, and by low
turbidity (Si0 2 )

.

Table A2. 1.5.2-9 represents 1969 water quality for the

Santa Ana River at Colton, near the proposed crossing site.

Lower Colorado Basin and Great Basin .

The pipeline route passes through

Sea and
that portion of the Lower Colorado Basin that drains into the Salton
this
through the extreme south end of the Great Easin. Precipitation in

climatic zone averages 5.5 inches annually (Rantz, 1974).

mountain areas results from rain and some snow.

Runoff from the

Occasional summer

runoff
cloudbursts in the Colorado Desert area cause brief but torrential

that may result in local floods in streams and dry washes.

Tributary

streams to the Colorado River are small and sporadic.

met
The Desert Hot Springs area illustrates climatic features that would be
Sonoran
the eastern half of the proposed route crossing the Colorado and
in

desert provinces.

The elevation typically ranges from 550 to 2,000 feet.
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Elevations of 3,500 feet are reached in the Little San Bernardino Mountains

and San Gorgonio Peak exceeds 11,000 feet.

Here, the climate is classed as

tropical desert, with mild winters and very hot summers.

Summer

temperatures often top 110°F in the day and drop to around 75°F at night.
When it is 120°F in the shade, it may reach 180°F on exposed ground
(Proctor,

Winter temperatures range from the lower 30s to the 80s.

1968).

Rainfall averages

H

inches per year„ but varies from year to year.

Most

rainfall occurs in the winter, and it has been known to snow on the desert
floor.

The mountains nearby average 15 inches of annual precipitation.

Runoff is very meager; it is derived mostly from the southern part of the
San Bernardino Mountains in the Transverse Range, from which Whitewater

River drains to the Salton Sea.

This river provides water for some

hydropower production and irrigation.

Salt Creek is the other principal,

though minor, tributary in the Salton Sea Drainage Basin.

Flow data for

streams encountered by the proposed pipeline route are summarized in

Table A2. 1.5.2-3.

In the Coachella Valley* all streams are ephemeral; there are no perennial

streams on the valley floor.

Water from the mountains infiltrates into

sandy alluvium at the foot of the slopes.

Most rainfall occurs between

October and April, but an occasional localized mountain rain in the summer
can send a flood rushing out of an individual canyon, while the others

nearby are dry.

Whitewater River is the drain for this area, leading toward

the Salton Sea.

Colorado Desert surface water which would be encountered by the proposed
route, occurs mainly in the San Gorgonio and Whitewater River basins in the

Coachella Valley and intermittently in numerous washes in Chuckwalla Valley.

The Whitewater River averaged 16.4 cfs daily for the 1961-1965 period.
dam to control runoff in the Whitewater River area is being planned for

construction upstream of the proposed crossing site.
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The power line

A

corridor to the proposed Indio Pump Station site, would also intersect the

Whitewater River near Indio, downstream from the proposed route crossing.

The water of the Whitewater River is generally of good guality, being of a

calcium carbonate type with low sodium, boron, and totally dissolved solids
concentrations (Table &2. 1.5. 2-10).

The channel of the Whitewater River is

being used for artificial groundwater recharge using imported Colorado River

water during the winter months.

Water guality data for selected Coachella Valley streams which would be
contacted by the proposed project are presented in Table A2. 1.5. 2-11.

Lower Colorado River .

The Colorado River flows through the broad

agricultural Palo Verde Valley.

In the alluvial fill of the valley,

groundwater is plentiful as a result of river recharge.

Groundwater is not

utilized to a great extent since surface water is readily available.

Water

irrigated
is diverted at Palo Verde Dam to supply more than 90,000 acres of
land in the vicinity of Blythe, California.

The California side of the

river is intensively cultivated, except for some relatively small uncleared

areas near the river.

Some recreational development has taken place along

the river in the Palo Verde reach.

Several significant washes enter the

river on the Arizona side.

The waters of the Lower Colorado River and its tributaries represent an
important water resource in the Lower Colorado River region, which includes
the drainage basins of the Little Colorado River, Gila River, Virgin River,
and Saltan Sea.

Approximately 14 million acre-feet of water are delivered

annually to the Lower Colorado at Lee's Ferry, Arizona.

Below the storage

reservoir of Lake Mead (Hoover Dam), five diversion structures deliver water

to major irrigation districts in California, Arizona, and Mexico.

Above the

proposed pipeline crossing, Parker, Headgate, and Palo Verde dams distribute

waters via the Colorado River Aqueduct to the Metropolitan Water District of
Southern California, to Parker Valley, and to Palo Verde Valley.
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During the

period 1961-1963 these diversions accounted for 2.5 million acre- feet or 22

percent of the 8.4 million acre- feet average annual flow below Davis Dam.

The river segment from Blythe, California, to the International Boundary
contains 123 miles of river channel.

Six major irrigation canals leave the

river, and four major drains return agricultural waters to the river.

More

than 80 miles of the river course are channelized or managed by the Bureau
of Reclamation for control of the riparian vegetation.

Water quality and

quantity delivered to Mexico from the Onited States as river flow or

agricultural drainage is regulated by international agreement between the
two countries.

Below the proposed pipeline crossing near Ebrenberg, Arizona, the water of
the Colorado River is efficiently used to support agriculture in Arizona and

California in the United States and Sonora and Baja California, Mexico, with
little flow reaching the Gulf of California.

More than

1

million acres in

Arizona, California, Baja California, and Sonora are supplied water from

diversion of Colorado River water below the proposed pipeline crossing
(Hely,

1969).

Two diversion structures, Imperial Cam and Morales Dam, are

located below the proposed crossing site.

Imperial Dam partitions the river

flow into the Gila Gravity Main Canal, which supplies the Gila River valley

via the wellton-Mohawk Canal; the Ail-American Canal, which supplies the
Imperial Valley of California; and the main river channel.

The agriculture

industry of the Yuma Valley and Yuma Mesa are supported by waters from the

Gila Gravity Main Canal and the All-American Canals while the Coachella

Valley receives water from the Coachella Canal, an offshoot of the All-

American Canal.

During the 1961-1963 period, a flow of 5.92 million acre-

feet was recorded for the All-American and Gila Gravity Main Canals (5.05

and 0.87 million acre-feet, respectively).

This represented 92 percent of

the 6.42 million acre-feet delivered to Imperial Cam.

tenth of the river flow was released downstream.

Thus, less than one-

Between Imperial Dam and

Morales Dam, river flow was augmented by returns of 1„25 million acre-feet
from the Gila River and All-American Canal.
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Thus,,

the Colorado River at the

northerly International Boundary received 1.77 million acre-feet of water,
of which 1.52 million acre-feet were drawn off at Morales Dam to the

Mexicali Valley, Baja California, Mexico, via the Alamo Canal.

Colorado River flow in the vicinity of the proposed crossing site, river
station 26, averages 9,600 cfs in the summer and 3,800 cfs in winter.

Nonflood peak discharge ranges as high as 15,000 cfs below Palo Verde Dam
(Bureau of Reclamation, 1974).

Water elevations show a definite flattening

trend with time and distance, indicating that the proposed crossing site
would experience elevations between these observed at Water Wheel (maximum
in summer of 314 feet) and at Taylor Ferry (maximum in summer of 244 feet)
(Bureau of Reclamation, S. Freeland, 1975).

The quality as well as quantity

of Colorado River water is important to millions of persons for industrial,

recreational, municipal, and agricultural use.

A comprehensive 10-year

Water Quality Improvement Program has been structured by the Bureau of
Reclamation and integrated with programs involving weather modification,
geothermal resources, desalting, and the Western O.S. Water Plan in an

effort to maintain salinity in the Lower Colorado Fiver main stem at or

below existing levels.

The water of the Colorado River below Cibola Valley, Arizona, south of the
proposed crossing site, is characterized by high sulfates, dissolved solids
and hardness, and by low turbidity (Si0 2 )

(Table A2.

1.

5.2-12)

High levels of dissolved mineral salts in surface and groundwaters are the
major water quality problem in the Lower Colorado River region (from Lee's
Ferry, Arizona, south to the Mexican border).

Almost all surface and

groundwater supplies in this region have mineral concentrations exceeding
500 mg/1, and many exceed 1,000 mg/1.

Domestic, industrial, and

agricultural beneficial uses are affected by the salinity.

At the headwaters of the Colorado River, salinity, or total dissolved
solids, averages less than 50 mg/1 but progressively increases downstream
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until it reaches levels of 865 mg/1 (with historic conditions 1941-1968

modified to reflect all upstream existing projects)

.

Annual salinity

concentrations have ranged from 649 mg/1 in 1949 to a maximum of 918 mg/1 in
1956, averaging 751 mg/1 for the 1941-1968 period (Bureau of

Reclamation, 1972).

It is estimated that the Colorado Eiver transports about 8.2 million tons of

dissolved solids downstream from the Upper Colorado River region.

A 25-year

comparison (1941-1966) shows the average total dissolved solids (TDS)

concentration to be 586 mg/1 (mg/1 = ppm) at Lee s s Ferry and 839 mg/1 at
Imperial Dam (Lower Colorado Region State-Federal Interagency Group, 1971).
Flow regulations by impoundments on the Lower Colorado River have reduced
large variations in TDS and other quality parameters generally associated

with variable flow conditions.

Salinity increases from the northerly border of Arizona at Lee's Ferry to
Imperial Dam at the southerly border are caused principally by inputs from
saline springs and the concentrating effects of consumptive water use and

reservoir evaporation (Bureau of Declamation, 1972).

The irrigated lands of

the Palo Verde Irrigation District, totaling 91,500 acres in 1970, are the

major source of return flow to the river between Parker and Imperial dams.
These irrigated lands annually contribute an average of about 90,000 tons of
salt to the Colorado River (Bureau of Declamation, 1972).

The major part of the salinity or the dissolved constituents in the Colorado

River are made up of cations of calcium, magnesium, and sodium.
include sulfate, chloride, and bicarbonate*

Anions

A gradual rise in salinity has

occurred as water resources have been developed since the 1930s with the

completion of the Boulder Canyon Project.

Salt-concentrating effects have

been produced by transpiration, evaporation, and diversion of high quality

water out of the basin.

Salt-loading effects have also occurred through the

addition of salts by irrigation water, particularly in Palo Verde Mesa and
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Palo Verde Valley, and by natural solute erosion (Bureau of Reclamation,
1972)

The major ion constituents of the water of the Lower Colorado to Imperial

Dam are calcium

(Ca)

,

sodium (Na)

,

and sulfate (S0«)

.

Irrigation drains

that return flow to the Colorado River below Imperial Dam result in the
remainder of the river becoming a sodium-chloride (NaCl) water.

The Colorado River from Lee's Ferry to Imperial Dam is classified by the
U.S. Salinity Laboratory

(U.S.

Department of Agriculture, 1954) as having a

salinity content that presents a medium-to-high hazard to irrigated
agriculture.

At the International Boundary the river is a very high

salinity irrigation source.

Above Imperial Dam, hardness concentrations (expressed as calcium carbonate
[CaC0 3

])

range from 300-375 mg/1.

Arizona, is about 700 mg/1.

The average hardness value at Yuma,

Hardness values over 200 mg/1 are generally

treated prior to domestic and industrial use.

Chloride

(CI)

concentrations above Imperial Dam are usually below 250 mg/1,

but increase to average over 600 mg/1 at Yuma, Arizona, and may peak near
2,000 mg/1 at the southerly International Boundary.

The recommended maximum

chloride concentration by the U.S. Public Health Service for drinking water
is 250 mg/l=

Sulfate (SQ 4 ) concentrations in the Colorado River typically

exceed U.S. Public Health Service Drinking Water Standards of 250 mg/1 (U.S.

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1962).

Values above 600 mg/1

are found in the river at Yuma.

The Colorado River at Yuma, Arizona, has concentrations of boron

reported up to 0.H mg/1.

the southwestern desert regions.

tolerant plant species.

(B)

Boron concentrations are often relatively high in
High boron water must be used only on

Boron levels in the river at Yuma, Arizona, border

on being toxic to citrus species.
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,

Fluorides

(F)

in the Colorado River are usually below 0.5 mg/1 and pose less

of a problem than in many groundwater supplies in the Southwest.

A survey reported by Kopp and Kroner

(1967)

of various trace minerals in the

Colorado River indicated that several, on occasion, exceed recommended
criteria for public water supplies.
and lead

(Pb)

Values of arsenic

(As)

,

chromium

(Cr)

have in several instances exceeded the recommended maximum

levels.

The nutrient substances, carbon

(C)

,

nitrogen

(N)

,

and phosphorus

(P)

are

generally considered to be the primary limiting elements with regard to
plant growth in aquatic environments.

Excessive enrichment of water with

these elements causes accelerated growth which often results in large
nuisance populations of aquatic plants.

The element carbon is present in

large amounts in the Colorado River as evidenced by the hardness.
as ammonia

(NH*)

,

nitrate (NQ 3

)

,

Nitrogen

or total nitrogen is generally low in the

Colorado River, but tends to increase toward Yuma, Arizona, because of
entering irrigation waste waters.

Phosphorus values obtained at U.S.

Geological Survey surveillance sites on the Colorado River show no trend for
the system and are less than the value recommended for streams entering
reservoirs (0.05 mg/1).

Nutrient levels in the Lower Colorado River have

increased as a result of municipal discharge from Yuma, Arizona, and

recreational activities along the river in the vicinity of Parker, Arizona
(Lower Colorado Region State-Federal Interagency Group, 1971).

Dissolved oxygen

(DO)

is considered to be a good indicator of the general

health of an aquatic environment.

Without adequate dissolved oxygen, the

ability of an aquatic environment to assimilate organic matter is retarded.
Specific levels must be maintained to support fish and other aquatic life.

Dissolved oxygen level is affected by many parameters including flow
velocity, quantity, and depth; temperature; photosynthesis; and respiration.

Diurnal variations in dissolved oxygen are common, with lower values
typically occurring at night.

A brief low level at night can adversely
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affect certain fish species.

Arizona and Nevada have set a minimum of 6.0

mg/1 of dissolved oxygen for the Colorado River for areas that are fish and

wildlife habitats.

Mean values at U.S. Geological Survey surveillance

stations of the Colorado River are greater than 6.0 mg/1 with minimum values

at all stations above H.O mg/1 (Lower Colorado Region State-Federal

Interagency Group, 1971).

Diurnal measurements, however, were not made.

Large quantities of sediment carried by rivers or streams have a significant

effect on the use of the water resource.

aspect of water quality.

Impoundment can improve this

Sediment loads from the Upper Colorado River Basin

have been greatly reduced by construction of Glen Canyon Dam.

A number of

tributaries below Glen Canyon Dam, including the Paria River, Kanab Creek,
and the Little Colorado River, occasionally carry heavy sediment loads into
the Lower Colorado River Basin.

The Colorado River from Imperial Dam to

Laguna Dam serves as a major depository of sediment, with 0.5 to 8.0 million

tons annually removed from the Ail-American Canal diversion (Lower Colorado

Region State-Federal Interagency Group, 1971)

.

Water quality criteria for

relative sediment load are usually based on turbidity measurements, although
the two are not equivalent.

turbidity (Stall, 1972).

generally lacking.

Suspended sediment is usually lower than

Turbidity data for the Lower Colorado River are

Water quality guidelines do not apply to sediments of

natural origin.

Radiological monitoring on the Lower Colorado River has shown a Substantial
amount of radioactive sediments stored in Lake Mead (Lower Colorado Region
State-Federal Interagency Group, 1971).

Values in the Colorado River at the

International Boundary are approximately one-half the Lake Mead and Lake
Havasu values.

Individual and combined radium-226 and strontium-90 values

are below maximum values recommended by the Public Health Service for

drinking water.

Only limited monitoring for residual pesticides has been conducted on the
Lower Colorado River.

The pesticides DDE, DDT> endrin, and dieldrin have
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been detected.

Fish and bird mortalities, which have occurred in irrigation

drains in Yuma County and in the Cibola area, have been attributed to

pesticides {Lower Colorado Region State-Federal Interagency Group, 1971}.

Two stations on the Colorado River (Station 94294 90 above Imperial Dam and
Station 9522000 at the northerly International Boundary above Morales Dam)
are National Stream-Quality accounting Network Stations and are sites of
more detailed monitoring.

As of the 1974 water year, the latter station had

performed more detailed minor element analyses, pesticide analyses, and

biological analyses.

The biological analyses include indication of total

phytoplankton and measurements of phytoplankton and periphyton, chlorophyll,
total coliforms, fecal coliforms, and fecal streptococci.

Station 9429490

also performs semiannual radiochemical analyses.

Lower Colorado River Basin .

The Lower Colorado River Basin includes

tributary drainage of the Colorado River in Arizona below Parker Dam and the

drainage of the Gila River basin.

The Gila River Basin may be divided into

Lower Gila River, Santa Cruz River San Pedro River, and Upper Gila River
basins.

In addition, an area of internal drainage, the Sulphur Springs

Valley, is also included in this section (Maps 2.1.5-6 through 9).

The annual runoff directly into the Colorado River below Parker Dam averages
less than 0.1 inch from a drainage area of approximately 3,940 square miles
(Arizona Bureau of Mines,

1969).

In this stretch of the Colorado River, the

flow is almost entirely controlled by upstream storage facilities.

influx of direct runoff from ephemeral washes does not have

a

The

significant

effect on either the quantity or quality of the Colorado River water.

The

pipeline crosses one such wash, the Ehrenberg Wash, just east of the town of
Ehrenberg, Arizona.

Dry except for periods of thunderstorm activity, such

washes may carry a high suspended sediment load (1,950-6,300 ppm)
Bureau of Mines, 1975) for periods of short duration.

(Arizona

Such sediment loading

is typical of runoff waters in dry washes throughout the Southwest along the

proposed pipeline route.
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.

The lower Gila River drains 14,806 square miles with a runoff of less than
The river which is often dry occupies a broad channel up to

0.1 inch.

miles wide.

5

Average annual streamflow, as gaged below Gillespie Dam, is

44.5 cfs (Arizona Bureau of Mines, 1969)

The pipeline traverses about 72 miles of the Lower Gila River Basin,
crossing the Gila River near its confluence with the Centennial Wash and
paralleling, crossing, and recrossing the Centennial Wash in a 25-mile area

between El Paso's existing Gila and wenden compressor stations.

Between the existing compressor stations at Casa Grande, Arizona, and
Tucson, Arizona, the pipeline traverses about 100 miles of the Santa Cruz

River subbasin.

The Santa Cruz River heads in Mexico and flows in a general

northwest direction from Nogales, Arizona, to its confluence with the Gila

River near Phoenix, Arizona.

Average annual runoff from the Santa Cruz area

is less than 0.1 inch from a total of about 8,200 square miles.

The

pipeline crosses the Santa Cruz River upstream of the Casa Grande turbine

Downstream of the crossing at Laveen, Arizona, the

compressor station.

average annual flow in the Santa Cruz has been measured as 21.5 cfs which
included periods of no flow (Arizona Bureau of Mines, 1975).

The San Pedro River, tributary to the Gila River, another north- trending
stream, heads in Mexico, crosses into Arizona near Palominas, Arizona, and

joins the Gila River near Hayden, Arizona.

Drainage from approximately

4,500 square miles, with an average annual runoff between 0.2 and 0.5 inch,

flows into the river.

The pipeline traverses the area for about 40 miles in

the Benson, Arizona, area, crossing the San Pedro River near Redington,
Arizona.

Upstream of the crossing, streamflow averages 50.2 cfs with

periods of no measurable flow (Arizona Eureau of Mines, 1975)

(Map 2.1.5-8).

Sulphur Spring Valley, a basin of interior drainage, is an area of

approximately
0.1 inch.

3, 230

square miles with an average annual runoff of less than

The pipeline crosses the northern part, a distinct hydrologic
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basin of about 1,760 square miles, which drains to Willcox Playa.
this northern area contains no major streams.

As such,

Ephemeral washes which drain

infrequent precipitation to the Willcox Playa, are not large enough to

warrant gaging stations; consequently, very little data are available on the
surface flow of the area.

Along the eastern edge of Arizona, the pipeline

traverses the Upper Gila River Basin, a drainageway for about 16,200 square
miles, from which the average annual runoff is less than 0.5 inch.

A

tributary to the Gila is the San Simon River which is crossed by the
pipeline near San Simon.
Mines, 1974).

At that point flow is 5.UU cfs (Arizona Bureau of

Typical of small creeks and rivers in the southern part of

Arizona, the San Simon has long periods of no flow (Map 2.1.5-8).

The surface water in this basin, which is exclusive of the Lower Colorado
River, is largely due to runoff from ephemeral streams.

Because of the

nature of their origination, the waters across the basin are quite similar
in quality.

Flood flow in drainage areas contains high concentrations of suspended
sediment and normally relatively low concentrations of dissolved solids.

As

the flows continue downstream, joining other flows and eventually forming
perennial streams, suspended sediment settles out (decreases) while

dissolved solids content increases due to evaporation and transpiration.

In perennial streams of the Lower Colorado River Basin, the suspended solids

concentration ranges from about 100 ppm to as much as 16,500 ppm.

For

ephemeral streams, a concentration of suspended sediment of 10,000 ppm is
common.

Dissolved solids concentration for perennial streams ranges from

800 ppm in the Colorado River to more than 4,000 ppm in the Gila River

during periods of low flow.

Ephemeral streams contain fresh rainwater by

nature and usually contain less than 500 ppm dissolved solids concentration
(Arizona Bureau of Mines,

1974).
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The Southwestern closed basins .

The Southwestern closed basins of

southwestern New Mexico contain several subbasins, two of which are crossed

by the proposed pipeline.

On the western edge of the area, the route

crosses the Animas closed subbasin and on the eastern edge it crosses the

Mimbres closed subbasin (Map 2.1.5-9, Attachment 1).

The total area of the Southwestern closed basins is approximately 8,420
square miles, of which the Animas and Mimbres basins comprise 2,170 square

miles and 4,515 square miles, respectively.

In the Animas basin, runoff

collects in Animas Creek and spreads northward in a wide indistinct channel

which terminates in a wide playa in the northern end of the basin.

The

Mimbres River follows a distinct channel, generally southward, across about
half the Mimbres Basin.
inch.

Annual runoff in the basins averages less than 0.1

The quantity of surface water in the closed basins is not very well

documented because of the lack of stream gaging stations.

Flood flows in

the Mimbres River, however, have been as high as 20,000 cfs (New Mexico
State Engineer Office, 1967).

In the project area, the basin is an area of internal drainage and the

quality of surface water is not well documented because of the lack of
stream-gaging stations.

Generally, suspended solids concentration varies

with rainfall and runoff conditions.

Eissolved solids concentration has

been reported as less than 500 ppm from the Mimbres River (New Mexico State
Engineer Office, 1967).

Rio Grande Basin .

The Rio Grande Basin is divided into the El Paso area.

Salt Basin, and Pecos River Basin (Table A2. 1.5.2-13)

.

As the Rio Grande

traverses New Mexico, the flow is highly regulated physically by dams and

diversion structures and politically through a treaty with Mexico,
interstate compacts between Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas, and by state
law (Maps 2.1.5-10, -11, and -12, Attachment 1).
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.

Streamflow is derived principally from snow melt in the higher elevations
and runoff from ephemeral washes in New Mexico.

The Rio Grande Basin in New

Mexico, excluding the Pecos River drainage, is about 25,715 square miles in
area.

The average historical annual flow is 771,000 acre-feet, much of

which is used for the irrigation of crops along and adjacent to the river
channel (New Mexico State Engineer Office, 1967)

The pipeline crosses the river about 20 miles upstream from El Paso, Texas.
The flow entering the El Paso area averaged 636,400 acre-feet per year and
experienced a peak discharge of 24,000 cfs in 1905 before the construction
The discharge has been highly regulated since 1917; peak

of upstream dams.

discharge below Caballo Dam north of Las Cruces, New Mexico, was measured in
1942 at 7,650 cfs

(New Mexico State Engineer Office, 1967).

Approximately 90 miles of the pipeline route lies within the Rio Grande
Basin-El Paso area.

As the pipeline leaves the El Paso area, it enters

another closed basin, the Salt subbasin in Texas.

The Salt subbasin has an

approximate drainage area of 20,400 miles with an average annual interior
runoff of less than 0.1 inch.

Runoff occurring from precipitation flows

toward the central or eastern part of the basin and is usually lost to

evapotranspiration or groundwater reservoirs before it reaches a salt lake
near the small communities of Dell City and Salt Flat, Texas (Meyer and
Gordon, 1972).

The Pecos River Basin is drained by the Pecos River which is

one of the major tributaries to the Rio Grande in the United States.

The

drainage area consists of approximately 20,250 square miles with an average
annual runoff of 0.1 inch.

Tributaries to the Pecos along the route of the

pipeline are the Delaware River and other ephemeral washes.

averages a flow of about 100 cfs of saline water.

The Pecos

The Delaware discharges

better quality water into the Pecos, but the amount is too small to
significantly affect the salinity of the Pecos (Mendieta, 1974)
11

and -12, Attachment 1).
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(Maps 2.1.5-

Water from the Rio Grande in the El Paso area is usually of good quality;
however, during periods of low flow, the quality of the water deteriorates.

The flow of the Rio Grande is regulated by upstream dams which release water

containing about 500 ppm dissolved solids concentration.
concentration of dissolved solids averages about 800 ppm.

At El Paso, the

The increase in

dissolved solids concentration is due to irrigation return flows, seepage,

and the absence of water being released from upstream dams at certain times
of the year.

Surface drainage in the Salt Basin is toward a salt lake which, for the most
part, is dry.

The area contains no perennial stream and no established

points on ephemeral washes for measurement and sampling.

Water in the Pecos River is usually of very poor quality as it enters Texas.

The dissolved solids concentration ranges from 456 to 22,800 ppm and the
suspended solids concentration is generally higher than 5,000 ppm.

The

Pecos River receives water of better quality from the Eelaware River, but
the amount is too small to reduce the salinity significantly
(Mendieta, 1974).

Groundwater

An integral part of the hydrologic cycle is that phase of water circulation
occurring below the surface of the earth.

Eepending upon factors such as

texture, slope, and composition, some of the earth's water, which falls as

precipitation and flows toward central drainage basins as surface water,
finds its way into the pore spaces in and between the material lying below

the surface.

Geologic formations below the surface, which serve to transmit and store

groundwater in usable amounts, are termed aquifers.

The science of

groundwater hydrology is concerned with evaluating the occurrence,
availability, and quality of groundwater.
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Aquifers have been classified as either being confined or unconfined.

which are unconfined (water table aquifers) have

a

Those

water level or water

table which coincides with the top of the aquifer and is in contact and

equilibrium with the atmosphere.

Confined aquifers (artesian aquifers) are

overlain by strata which impede the vertical passage of water from one zone

tc another.

The confining strata act as a lid on a pressure vessel, thereby

causing the water level to rise to a different elevation than that of the
overlying aquifers.

Across the arid Southwest, groundwater has been used for agriculture,
municipal, industrial, and other purposes from both water table and artesian

aquifers.

Along the pipeline route, aquifers are common in the alluvium of

river valleys, in the unconsolidated formations of intermountain valleys and
in the consolidated carbonate rock deposits underlying desert plains.

Aquifers are varied in size, depth, and producing capability, with the
quality of water ranging from fresh to highly saline.

Domestic and public supply, industry, and irrigation require the extensive

use and development of groundwater resources.

Some aquifers produce water

containing less than 1,000 parts per million of total dissolved solids (ppm
TDS)

.

Water containing up to 2,000 ppm TES may be used for irrigation and

is often used for public supply.

California, Arizona, and Texas account for about half of the entire nation's

groundwater pumpage, which is used chiefly for irrigation in the Central

Valley of California, the Gila River Basin in Arizona, and the High Plains
of Texas.

Coastal plain of Los Angeles .

The coastal plain of Los Angeles is a part of

the ios Angeles Basin, which comprises the coastal drainage north of Mexico
to tne Ventura River valley in western Ventura County.

A groundwater

resources inventory for the coastal plain of Los Angeles (California

Department of Water Resources, 1975) is given in Table A2. 1.5.2-13.
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The coastal plain of Los Angeles County consists mainly of unconsolidated
sediments or alluvium underlain by and bounded on the north and east by
bedrock, and on the south and west, by the Pacific Ocean-

Groundwater

contained in the alluvial sediments may appear in any of the three following
categories, moving from the surface downward:

(1)

a body of shallow,

unconfined semiperched water which occurs in the upper parts of the alluvial
deposits in the Downey and Torrence plains;

(2)

the Quaternary system, the

principal body of fresh groundwater, which occurs chiefly in Recent and

Pleistocene deposits and possibly in underlying Pliocene rocks, and

(3)

saline waters underlying the fresh groundwater body of the entire area.

The

depth to water occurs from near the surface to as deep as 2,000 feet below
land surface.

In general, the groundwater in the coastal plain of Los Angeles, traversed

by the proposed pipeline route in the Los Angeles Easin, is of good quality,
receiving high quality water from the mountains.

However, saline waters are

present in some parts of the coast where groundwater pumping has caused the

water tables to fall below sea level allowing invasion by salt water from
saturated shoreline sediments (Waananen and Bean, 1966).

Groundwater

quality problems for the respective basins are summarized in Table
2.1.5.2-1.

The dissolved solids content of the water is generally less than

1,000 ppm but may reach 36,000 ppm locally.

The predominant water type

probably is calcium carbonate, but significant quantities of sodium,
magnesium, sulfate, and chloride may be present (U.S. Geological
Survey, 1969)
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Table 2.1.5.2-1

Groundwater Quality Problems in the South Coastal Basin
Quality Problems

BASIN NAME, COUNTY

Locally, chloride, sulfate, TDS,
iron and manganese high for domestic use; TDS and chloride high
Overdraft.
for irrigation use.
Seawater intrusion controlled by
injection barrier.

Coastal Plain of Los Angeles,
Los Angeles County

San Gabriel Valley,
Los Angeles County

Locally, TDS marginal and nitrate
high for domestic use. Overdraft.

Upper Santa Ana Valley,
Los Angeles County

Locally, nitrate and TDS high for
domestic use.

Upper Santa Ana Valley,
Riverside and San Bernardino counties

Locally, nitrate and TDS high for
domestic use. Overdraft.

Source:

California Department of Water Resources, 1975, pp.

*s9-55.

a

Total dissolved solids.

In basins where Colorado River water is being used for groundwater recharge,

the groundwater has begun to take on qualities of the recharge water and is
now inferior to the natural groundwater of the area (California Department
of Water Resources, 1975).

San Gabriel Valley .

The pipeline enters San Gabriel Valley at Whittier

Narrows and crosses the southern part of San Gabriel Valley paralleling San
Jose Creek.

Fresh groundwater occurs from near to the average ground
The chemical quality varies from fresh

surface to the base of freshwater.

to saline at depth.

Locally, the total dissolved solids are marginal and

the nitrate high for municipal use.

Upper Santa Ana Valley .

The pipeline traverses the southern part of the

upper and lower Santa Ana valleys eastward to the drainage divide between
Santa Ana and Coachella valleys.

Groundwater occurs in alluvium and older
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Locally, the valley is cut by faults that act as

continental sediments .

partial barriers to groundwater movement.

Moyle (197*) shows that the elevation of groundwater contours range from
less than 500 feet to about 1,000 feet near San Bernardino to about 2^300

feet above sea level.

The depth to water is controlled by faults which act

as relatively impermeable barriers.

The depth to water varies from shallow,,

where the Santa Ana River leaves the basin, to several hundred feet in parts
of the basin.

The chemical quality of the groundwater varies from fresh to saline.
Locally, the total dissolved solids and nitrate are high for domestic use.

Coachella valley ,

coachella Valley trends southeast and the pipeline

crosses the northern part of the valley and passes along the south side of
the Indio Hills.

Groundwater occurs in alluvium derived from the

surrounding mountains.

Moyle (1974) shows that the elevation of the contours along the pipeline
range from about 75 feet below sea level, to more than 1,100 feet above.

The depth to groundwater in the upper part of the coachella Valley is
controlled by faults which act as relatively impermeable barriers.

The

depth to water ranges from less than 50 feet to more than 600 feet east of
the Indio Pump Station.

The chemical quality of the groundwater varies.

Locally, the total

dissolved solids c fluoride, and sulfate are high for domestic use and boron
is high for irrigation.

The quality of shallow water, resulting from

irrigation^ is generally poor.

OroccjoiaJiTaJJLeY^

Orocopia Valley is east of Coachella Valley and drains

southeastward to Coachella Valley.
valley.

The pipeline trends eastward across the

Groundwater occurs in alluvium derived from the adjacent mountains.
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The depth to water ranges from 200 to 400 feet.

The chemical quality of the

groundwater, locally, has total dissolved solids and fluorides that are too

high for domestic use.

Chuckwa lla Valley .
drainage.

Chuckwalla has an irregular shape and internal surface

Hayfield Lake area, also a basin of internal drainage, is

included in this discussion.

The pipeline passes south of Hayfield Lake and

then trends slightly south of east to the Colorado River valley.

Also, the

surface drainage of Chuckwalla Valley goes to either of the two dry lakes,

Palen cr Ford, and the groundwater movement is from Chuckwalla Valley
eastward to the Colorado River valley.

Moyle (1974) shows that the elevation of the groundwater contours range from

about 250 to more than 500 feet above sea level.

The depth to water ranges

from 20 to 220 feet.

The chemical quality of the groundwater, locally, has total dissolved
solids, sulfates, chlorides, and fluorides too high for domestic use.

Colorado River valley .

The Colorado River valley, as used herein, extends

from an alluvial surface-water divide between the McCoy and Mule mountains
in California eastward across the Colorado River f loodplain to the drainage

divide in the Dome Rock Mountains of Arizona.

The water-bearing units in the Colorado River valley (Metzger et al., 1973)
are, from youngest to oldest, alluviums of the Colorado River and its

tributaries (Quaternary and Pliocene)
Bouse fanglomerate (Miocene [?]).

,

Bouse Formation (Pliocene)

,

and pre-

The Bouse Formation is a fine-grained

unit, and is considerably less permeable than the older units because of

much clay; however, some water may be developed from sands of the Bouse.
The most productive beds are those composed of Colorado River gravel.
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.

The depth to water along the pipeline is mostly less than

feet beneath

10

the floodplain, and increases toward the bordering mountains.

The water

levels in the irrigated areas are controlled by the numerous drains and vary
a few feet during the year.

The average depth to water beneath the soils of
To the west of the

the Palo Verde Irrigation District in 1962 was 6.5 feet.
floodplain,

the depth to water increases to about 150 feet at the divide

between the Colorado River valley and Chuckwalla Valley.

To the east, the

depth to water increases to more than 200 feet near the Dome Rock Mountains.

The depths to water in Table A2. 1.5.2-14, for selected wells near the
pipeline (Map 2.1.5-5, in Attachment 1), range from

7

to 193 feet below the

land surface.

The chemical quality of groundwater in the alluviums of the Colorado Fiver
and its tributaries beneath the floodplain is variable, from that similar to
Colorado River water to that unsuitable for domestic or municipal use.

The

chemical quality of groundwater beneath the slopes of the Colorado River

valley is, in general, better than that beneath the floodplain, but some of
this is of marginal value for municipal or irrigation use.

Total dissolved

solids (TDS) of groundwater in Table A2. 1.5.2-15 from selected wells near

the pipeline range from 794 to 4,550 milligrams per liter (mg/1)

La Posa Plain .

The pipeline crosses La Posa Plain about

Quartzsite, Arizona (Map 2.1.5-6, in Attachment 1).

8

miles south of

Shallow groundwater is

present at Quartzsite, but this is believed to be a perched water table and

not related to the basin water table.

This is an isolated area with no

development, and consequently no information on the groundwater.

On the

basis of groundwater in other desert basins, it is assumed that the depth to
groundwater is more than 100 feet.

The Quartzsite topographic map shows three wells near the pipeline between
the Livingston Hills and the Palomas Mountains.

These wells probably

represent a shallow water table on the bedrock of the mountains.

quantity of water available from such wells is probably limited.
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The

imi

Ranegras Plain .

The pipeline crosses the southern part of the Ranegras

Plain (Map 2.1.5-6, in Attachment

and crosses about 15 miles to the south

1)

Only a few wells are present south of

of the area irrigated by groundwater.

the irrigated area.

Groundwater occurs in the older alluvium.

The depth to water in a well near the pipeline in Section 10, T.
W. is 332 feet

(Table A2.

1. 5.

2-14)

.

2 N.

A map prepared by Briggs (1969)

that the water table has a very gentle slope northward.

,

14

R.

shows

This indicates that

the depth to water to the west of the well will be deeper because the rise
in surface elevation is greater than the rise in water table elevation.

The

depth to water is possibly more than 100 feet near the mountain front.
Eastward along the pipeline from the wall, the depth to water will decrease

with lower elevations, and then increase as the land surface rises toward
the bedrock to the east.

Two chemical analyses are available near the pipeline (Table A2. 1.5.2-15)
These indicate a TDS of 776 and 839 mg/1, and a fluoride content of 8.9 and
5.1 mg/1.

The amount of fluoride present is considerably above that

recommended for domestic or municipal use.

Harquahala Plains .

Harquahala Plains trend to the southeast, and the

pipeline crosses the lower part of the area (Map 2.1.5-6, in Attachment

1).

Extensive irrigation by groundwater occurs in the eastern part of the
plains.

The pipeline passes through about the middle of the irrigated area.

Irrigation began in the early 1950s and declines in the water table of as
much as 290 feet have occurred to 1975.

The depth to water near the pipeline in 1975 (Denis, 1976) ranges from 224
to 448 feet (Table A2.

1. 5.

2-14)

.

The depth to water in the irrigated area

along the pipeline ranges from 390 to 44 8 feet.

According to Denis (1975), the TDS in the irrigated area range from less
than 500 to more than 800 mg/1.

The fluoride content is more than 2.0 mg/1,
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The TDS of water

which makes the water objectionable for a public supply.

from selected wells (Table A2. 1.5.2-15) range from 549 to 1,060 mg/1.

Centennial area .

The pipeline crosses the southwest part of the Centennial

area which is west of the Gila River and east of the Harquahala Plains (Map
2.1.5-6, in Attachment 1).

The extensive irrigation is, for the most part,

northeast of the pipeline.

The aquifer is older alluvium.

Declines of as

much as 30 feet occurred between 1962 and 1970 (Stulik, 1974).
1975 (Stulik and Laney,

From 1970 to

1976), the water table declined as much as 10 feet

near the mountains and increased as much as 13 feet in the Gila River
floodplain.

The depth to water decreases from the mountains to the Gila River from about
250 feet to about 15 feet beneath the Gila floodplain.

wells near the pipeline (Table A2. 1.5.2-14)

,

For the selected

the depth to water ranges from

62 to 227 feet below land surface.

The TDS of the groundwater from two wells are 998 and 1,160 mg/1 (Table
A2. 1.5. 2-15)

.

Locally, in the Gila floodplain, TDS may exceed 3,000 mg/1.

Gila River Basin .
Basin.

The pipeline crosses the uppermost part of the Gila River

This part was referred to as Rainbow Valley in early reports of the

U.S. Geological Survey (White, 1963) and is a small reentrant east of the

Gila River near Gillespie Dam (Map 2.1.5-7, in Attachment 1).

for the most part, is north of the irrigated area.

The pipeline,

Groundwater occurs in

younger alluvium near Gillespie Dam and in older alluvium elsewhere.

The depth to water is shallow below Gillespie Dam, and increases in depth
toward the east.

Between 1952 and 1961 (White„ 1963), water level declines

of as much as 100 feet occurred in the center of the irrigated area, about 3

miles south of the pipeline.

The depth to water along the pipeline has

remained essentially unchanged to 1973„ based on the observation well data
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reported by Babcock (1975).

The depth to water for the selected wells in

Table A2. 1.5. 2-14 ranges from 219 to 269 feet.

The chemical quality of water near the pipeline east of the Gila River has
TDS that range between 1,200 and 1,530 mg/1 (Table A2. 1.5. 2-15)

although

,

some analyses indicate a fluoride content of unacceptable amounts.

The

chemical quality of the shallow water below Gillespie Dam has concentrations
of TDS of as much as 10,900 mg/1

Waterman Wash.
southeast.

(White,

1963).

Waterman Wash area, also known as Rainbow Valley, trends

The pipeline is along the southwest side of the basin

(Map 2.1.5-7, in Attachment

1)

and is about 2 miles from the major

irrigation development in the valley.

Groundwater occurs in the older

alluvium.
¥

The depth to water in general increases in a southeastward direction from
the cone of depression caused by the pumpage for irrigation (Denis, 1975).
The depths to water near the pipeline range from 231 to 406 feet (Table
A2.

1.

5.2-14)

.

The well that has a depth to water of 231 feet is about 3

miles to the northeast of the pipeline and at a lower surface elevation.

The TDS of groundwater (Table A2. 1.5.2-15) near the pipeline range from 302
to 876 mg/1, although Denis (1975) shows higher concentrations in the

irrigated area.

Some analyses indicate a fluoride content of unacceptable

amounts for domestic or municipal supply.

Lower Santa Cruz River Basin .

The lower area of the Santa Cruz River Basin

trends northwestward to the Gila River south of Phoenix (Map 2.1.5-7 in

Attachment 1).

The pipeline trends in an easterly direction from Casa

Grande to Coolidge, then turns southeastward toward San Manuel.
occurs entirely in the older alluvium.
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Groundwater

The depth to water in the cultivated area ranges from about 200 to 600 feet.

The depth to water in the selected wells in Table A2. 1.5.2-14 ranges from 44
to 453 feet.

Cumulative average change in water level near the pipeline

(Casa Grande-Florence area) shows a decline of 120 feet from 1943 to 1972

(Babcock,

1974).

The TDS of groundwater (Table A2. 1.5.2-15) from selected wells near the

pipeline show TDS ranging from 373 to 964 mg/1.

San Pedro River valley .

The San Pedro River valley trends in a north-

northwesterly direction and drains to the Gila River (Map 2.1.5-8, in
Attachment 1).

The pipeline extends across the San Pedro River valley just

north of the Santa Catalina Mountains to the Winchester Mountains in a
southeastward direction.

The main water-bearing unit is older alluvium;

however, one well near Oracle is producing water from granite.

The depth to water along the pipeline ranges from 45 to 215 feet (Table
A2. 1.5. 2-14).

The TDS in the groundwater for the two analyses shown in Table A2. 1.5. 2-15
suggest good quality water.

Sulphur Springs Valley .

The TDS are 243 and 344 mg/1.

The pipeline runs in an east-west direction across

the north-trending valley; from the Winchester Mountains to the west, north
of Willcox, Arizona, and east to the Dos Cabezas Mountains (Map 2.1.5-8, in

Attachment 1).

The chief water-bearing unit is older alluvium.

The depth to water near the pipeline ranges from 26.4 to 339 feet as
indicated in Table A2. 1.5. 2-1 4.

The well with a depth to water of 700 feet

is near the drainage divide between San Pedro and Sulphur Springs valleys.

The two analyses given in Table A2. 1.5. 2- 15 indicate specific conductances
of 782 and 440, which is generally considered as being of good quality.
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However, one of the analyses indicated a fluoride content of

7„ 2,

which is

much greater than the acceptable limit.

San Simon Creek Basin .

The

Sar,

Simon Creek Basin trends northwesterly (Map

2.1.5-8, in Attachment 1), and extends to the New Mexico state line.

The

pipeline extends across the basin from the Cos Cabezas Mountains on the west
to the New Mexico state line.

The water-bearing unit is recent and older

alluvium.

Groundwater occurs under both artesian and water table conditions in San
Simon Creek Basin (White,

1963b).

it is an area of extensive irrigation

supplied by pumping from groundwater, and declines of water in wells have
occurred.

On the basin of the maps prepared by White and Hardt (1965), it

is estimated that these declines have ranged from less than 20 to more than
200 feet for the period between 1915 and 1965.

The depth to water near the pipeline in January, 1974 ranged from U8 to 395
feet (Table A2.

1. 5. 2- 14)

.

Earlier readings dating as far back as 19HQ

indicated a depth to water of

4

feet near San Simon.

The TDS of the groundwater from selected wells near the pipeline range from
260 to 289 mg/1 (Table A2.

1.

5.2-15)

Animas and Lordsburg valleys .
of Animas and Lordsburg valleys

The pipeline trends eastward near the middle
(Map 2.1.5-9, in Attachment 1).

Animas

Valley trends north whereas Lordsburg Valley trends northwest.

Their common

boundary occurs on alluvium north of Lordsburg.

Hale et al.

(1965)

report that wells in the irrigated area of Animas Valley

have potential yields of more than 300 gallons per minute (gpm)

,

those in Lordsburg Valley have potential yields of less than 300.
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whereas

.

The depth to water in the vicinity of the pipeline ranges from 56.9 to 275
feet (Table A2.

1.

5.2-14)

The chemical analyses of groundwater from two wells in the vicinity of the
pipeline (Table A2. 1.5. 2-15) indicate good quality of groundwater with the

exception of fluoride content which is slightly above standards for domestic
or municipal use.

The TDS for the two wells are 279 and 590 mg/1.

Mimbres River Basin .

The Mimbres River Basin is a closed basin bounded on

the east and west by north-trending mountains.
situated in the center of the basin.

Denting, New Mexico, is

The pipeline runs east-west through

the basin just south of Deming (Map 2.1.5-9, in Attachment 1).

The water-

bearing unit is older alluvium.,

The depth to water in a well about

4

miles southwest of Deming in section

10 W. was about 80 feet in 1940.

12, T. 24 S., R.

had declined to about 105 feet (Hale et al.

,

By 1960, the water level

1965).

miles southeast of Deming in Section 4, T. 24 S., R.

Another well about
8 W.

4

had depths to

water that declined from 35 to 60 feet during the same period.

Records of

selected wells are given in Table A2. 1.5.2-14.

The chemical quality of the groundwater in general is good for irrigation.
The analyses indicate less than 1,000 mg/1 total dissolved solids; however,
one analysis contains more fluoride than is recommended for domestic use.
The TDS for the selected wells in Table A2. 1.5.2-15 range from 194 to 992
mg/1.

Rio Grande Basin .
of New Mexico.

The Rio Grande Basin trends north-south the entire length

The pipeline runs southeastward across the basin

approximately midway between Las Cruces and El Paso (Map 2.1.5-10, in

Attachment 1).

The water-bearing units are the Santa Fe Group and, beneath

the floodplain, younger alluvium.

The Santa Ee Group is the main water

supply for the city of Las cruces.
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The depth of water along the pipeline is near the surface in the Rio Grande
f lcodplain and as

et al,

much as 500 feet near the mountains.

According to Leggat

(1963), the depth to water beneath the floodplain fluctuates in a

yearly cycle with a rise in the water table during the growing season and a
decline during the winter when groundwater discharges to drains and the
river.

The depth to water in selected wells (Table A2. 1.5.2-14) ranges from

9.9 to 480 feet.

The chemical quality of the groundwater is satisfactory for irrigation and
municipal use by the cities of Las Cruces and El Paso, as well as the
smaller towns in the valley.
present.

Chemical analyses are not available at

However, there is a southward increase in mineral content in the

Santa Fe (Leggat et al.

,

1963).

Shallow groundwater in the younger alluvium

of the Rio Grande can have higher concentration of salts, caused by

evaporation and transpiration.

Hueco Bolson .

The Hueco Bolson and Salt Basin are located in the Salt

satbasin of the Central closed basins (Map 2.1.5-10, in Attachment 1).

The

Hueco Bolson is a north-trending basin that extends northward into New
Mexico and southward into Mexico.

Groundwater is pumped by the city of El

Paso for a part of its supply, and declines in the water table have
occurred.

The depth to groundwater for selected wells for the area of the pipeline, as
reported by Sayre and Livingston (1945), ranged from about 268 to 381 feet
(Table A2.1.5.2-14)

.

The present water level probably ranges from unchanged

to as much as 35 feet decline, based on the recent study by Meyer (1975).

The maps by Meyer show the extension of the cone of depression in a
northward direction.

The chemical analyses reported by Sayre and Livingston (1945) indicate the

groundwater contains less than 500 mg/1 of total dissolved solids (Table
A2. 1.5.2-15, Sayre and Livingston, 1945).
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However, an objectionable feature

is the amount of fluoride, which is considerably above that recommended for
domestic or municipal supply.

More recent work for the city of El Paso

indicates that the salinity of the groundwater increases with depth.

The Salt Basin extends from the Hueco Mountains eastward to the

Salt Basin .

Guadalupe and Delaware mountains.

The groundwater of the Salt Basin was

covered in a general manner in a report on the groundwater resources of the

Rio Grande (Davis and Leggat, 1965), even though the Salt Basin is one of
internal drainage.

Groundwater occurs in the bolson deposits and in the

Bone Spring and Victoria Peak limestones (Permian)

The depth to water within this basin was not determined.

From a general

description of the area, it can be surmised that water is near the surface

where the pipeline crosses the salt flats near the Guadalupe Mountains.
U

1

Seven chemical analyses (Table A2. 1.5.2-15) of groundwater were selected
'i

S

from Davis and Leggat (1965)

.

These suggest that the water is of marginal

|i

value for domestic and municipal purposes.

|

h
;

i

M

Pecos River Basxn .

The Pecos River Basin extends from the Guadalupe and

Delaware mountains on the west to the drainage divide between the Colorado

and Pecos rivers in Texas.

The pipeline trends north of east from Signal

Pass, crosses the New Mexico-Texas state line, then trends east at a

distance of

H

miles north of the state line to the Texas border, then

eastward to the drainage divide (Map 2.1.5-11, in Attachment 1).

Several aquifers are present beneath the pipeline.

Quaternary alluvium.

The principal aquifer is

Other aquifers are the Santa Rosa of Triassic age, the

Rustler of Permian age and the Capitan Reef complex and associated limestone
of Permian age.

General information on the depth to water is given in Davis and Leggat.
(1965).

In the eastern part of the line, the depth to water in the alluvium
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and the Santa Rosa ranges from about 60 to 85 feet.
range from 800 to 3,000 mg/1.

Total dissolved solids

Wells in the Capitan Reef complex are

generally flowing at the surface when drilled, but the quality is generally
poor.

Because the Rustler is an evaporite sequence, the chemical quality is

too poor for domestic use, but is sometimes satisfactory for stock,,

2.1.5.3

Midland area

Surface water

The Midland area is a part of the Texas Basin that drains into the Gulf of
Mexico.

The western boundary of the Midland area is on the drainage divide

betweeen the Pecos River and the high plains to the east.

This is near the

common corner between Andrews, Ector, and Winkler counties,.

The Texas Basin

includes parts of Andrews, Martin, Ector, and Midland counties.

The Midland area has a runoff of less than 0.2 inch (Map 2.1.5-B, in
Attachment 1).
heavy rains.

The ephemeral streams of the area carry water only after

Chemical quality data on the runoff are not available-

Groundwater i n Midland area

The Texas Basin in which the Midland area is located extends from the

drainage divide between the Pecos and Colorado rivers.
the west half of the pipeline in this area (Mount et al.

The aquifers beneath
,

Edwards-Trinity (Cretaceous) and the Santa Rosa (Triassic)
the east is the Ogallala (Tertiary)

1967)
.

are the

The aqaif er to

(Map 2.1.5-12, in Attachment

ij

„

The depth to water in the Ogallala and Edwards-Trinity aquifers was from
near the surface to about 150 feet (Mount et al.

,

1967).

The depth to water

in 1975 in selected wells (Table A2. 1.5. 2-14) near the pipeline in Midland

County (first

10

wells) ranged from 37 to 97 feet.
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According to Mount et al„

(1967), the TDS in water from the Ogallala range

from several hundred to several thousand mg/1, and the fluoride content
exceeds the limit recommended by the U.S. Public Health Service.

The TDS

for water from the Edwards-Trinity aquifer was about 500 mg/1 as reported in
1967.

The groundwater in the Santa Rosa aquifer has the poorest quality of

the three aquifers.

Mount et al.

to over 3,000 mg/1.

Eastward from about the midpoint of the proposed

(1967)

indicate a range of TDS from 1,500

pipeline in the Midland area, the TDS content exceeds 4,000 mg/1.

The TDS

from selected wells (Table A2. 1.5.2-15) ranged from 322 to 2,278 mg/1.

2. 1. 5. 4

Water quality standards

State standards, pipeline route

A description of water quality standards pertaining to coastal waters of
Alaska is presented in the "State Water Laws" section of the Environmental

Reporter (Bur. Nat. Affairs, Inc., 1975).
include three elements;

The water quality standards

water use classification; criteria necessary to

support these uses; and a plan for implementing treatment requirements to
achieve compliance with established criteria, state waste treatment
policies, and associated timetables.

The marine waters of the study area

have been designated as Class D and E waters, which categorize their use for
growth and propagation of fish and other aquatic life.

Among the various

water quality criteria applied to these waters, those for dissolved oxygen,
residues, toxic or other deleterious substances, and aesthetic

considerations are of special importance.

The specific values for these

criteria are presented in Table A2. 1.5.4-17 in the Appendix 2.1.5.4.

Water quality standards for California have been established for ocean
waters.

They have been set forth as water quality objectives and are

contained in the Water Quality Control Plan for ocean Water of California,

adopted by the State Water Resources Control Eoard in July, 1972.
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Specific

values for selected water quality standards are presented in Table
A2. 1.5.4-17 in Appendix 2.1.5.4.

It should be noted in passing that a limitation arises when comparisons

between water quality criteria and standards are attempted.

Several

objectives are expressed in either statistical terms, such as that grease
and oil shall not exceed 10 mg/l 2 more than 50 percent of the time;

subjective terms, such as that nutrient materials shall not cause

objectionable aquatic growths or degrade indigenous biota; or in terms of
secondary factors, such as that the natural taste, odor, and color of fish,
shellfish, or other marine resources used for human consumption shall not be

altered.

These varying expressions make simple comparisons impossible;

thus, only an approximate assessment of how water quality conditions conform

to the objectives can be made.

Water quality standards along the pipeline have been collected for
California, Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas.

surface water.

All states have standards for

Arizona and Texas have no standards for groundwater and New

Mexico is in the process of developing standards.

The primary constituents

that would be affected by the proposed action are sediment (turbidity)
greases and oils, dissolved oxygen, biological oxygen demand, iron, and
chemical oxygen demand.

California .

Data for water quality standards were obtained from the

California Regional Water Quality Control Board for the Los Angeles, Santa
Ana, and Colorado River basins.

Surface water

—

Basins traversed by the pipeline in California, as

designated by the California Water Quality Control Board, are those of the

Los Angeles, Santa Ana, West Colorado, and East Colorado rivers.

The Los Angeles River Basin extends from the Pacific Ocean to approximately
the Los Angeles-San Bernardino county line.
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It encompasses most of Los

Angeles County.

The major streams within the basin are the Los Angeles

River, Rio Hondo, San Gabriel River, and San Jose Creek.

Table A2. 1.5. t-1

and A2.1.5.ft-2 in Appendix A2.1„5.«», Water Quality Standards, list surface-

water quality standards of selected sites within the Los Angeles River Basin
near the proposed pipeline route.

The Santa Ana River Basin,, located in San Bernardino and Riverside counties,
extends from the boundary with the Los Angeles River Basin east to the
Coachella Valley.

The major streams are Santa Ana River, San Antonio Creek,

San Timoteo Creek, and Little San Gorgonio Eiver.

Tables A2.1.5.U-2 and A2. 1.5. H-3 of the appendix give surface-water quality
objectives for selected streams along the proposed pipeline route.

The Colorado River Basin of California is within the Great Basin drainage
area.

The California Regional Water Quality Control Board (CRWQCB) has

divided the Basin into West and East Colorado River basins.

Water quality

objectives for surface waters will be described for both basins because the
objectives are the same; minor exceptions are noted in the text.

The

Colorado River Basin extends from the Coachella Valley westward to the

Colorado River near Blythe along the proposed pipeline route.

The major

streams in the basin are the San Gorgonio River, Whitewater River, and Salt
Creek.

Objectives to be maintained in all surface waters of the West Basin are
listed in the appendix.

Groundwater

~-

The groundwater basins traversed by the pipeline in

California, as designated by the California Water Quality Control Board, are

those of the Los Angeles, Santa Ana, and west and east Colorado River.

These designations and subunits within each basin, as defined by the
California Water Quality Control Board, will be used throughout the
discussion on quality standards.
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The principal groundwater basins, as delineated by the California Regional

Water Quality Control Board within the Los Angeles River Basin along the
proposed pipeline route, are as follows:

Los Angeles/San Gabriel River Hydrographic Unit:

1.

Coastal Plain Subunit (comprised of the West Coast Basin
and the Central Basin)

2.

San Gabriel Valley Subunit (comprised of the Puente Basin,
the westerly portion of the main San Gabriel Basin, and
the easterly portion of the main San Gabriel Basin.

The pipeline in the West Coast Basin trends in a northerly direction from
the Long Beach terminal across the West Coast Basin to approximately Section
12, Township H South, Range 13 West.

Next, it crosses the Central Basin to

the Whittier Narrows Flood Control Dam.

From the dam, the pipeline crosses

the southern tip of the westerly portion of the San Gabriel Valley Basin,

follows the San Jose River across the easterly portion of the San Gabriel

Valley Basin and across the Puente Basin.

The mineral quality objectives

are given in Table A2. 1.5. 4-7 of the appendix.

In the Santa Ana River Basin the pipeline crosses the following groundwater

basins:

Chino II, Colton, Bunker Hill II, and San Timoteo.

Eastward of the Puente Basin of the Los Angeles River Basin, the pipeline
enters the Chino II subbasin within the Santa Ana watershed.

The Chino II

Basin is bounded on the east by the Jurupa Mountains.

It then crosses the

Colton subbasin to the San Timoteo Creek on the east.

The pipeline follows

the southern boundary of the Bunker Bill II subbasin,.

From the eastern

boundary of the Bunker Hill II basin, the pipeline runs easterly across the
San Timoteo Subbasin to the eastern edge of the Santa Ana watershed
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bordering on the Coachella Valley.

The quality objectives for the Santa Ana

River Basin are given in Tables A2. 1.5.4-8 and 2.1.5.4-9 of the appendix.

Within the East and West Colorado River basins, the pipeline crosses the
following areas:

Coachella Valley Planning Area, Bayfield Planning Area,

and Colorado Bydrographic Unit.

The proposed pipeline route runs east to west across the Coachella Valley
Planning Area near Banning, California, eastward to the Bayfield Reservoir.
The pipeline crosses the Bayfield Planning Area eastward to the boundary

with the East Colorado River Basin west of Elythe, California.

It then

extends eastward across the Palo Verde Subunit to the Colorado River.

Chemical quality objectives are listed in Table A2. 1.5.4-10.

For those parts of the basin for which data are insufficient to establish
numerical objectives (Bayfield Planning Area)

,

the policy will be to

maintain existing water quality until numerical objectives can be
established (Water Quality Control Plan Report-West Colorado River Basin,
1975).

Arizona .

Water quality standards for the state of Arizona were obtained

from the State Water Quality Control Council, Phoenix, Arizona.

—

Surface water

The surface water quality standards are described for the

entire state of Arizona.
specific drainage basins.

They do not differentiate these standards for
The water quality standards for surface waters in

Arizona are precisely stipulated and appear in the appendix.

Groundwater
in Arizona.

—

There are no existing water quality standards for groundwater

The Arizona Department of Bealth Services uses the surface

water quality standards in general for groundwater within the state.
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New Mexico .

Water quality standards for New Mexico were obtained from the

New Mexico Water Quality Control Commission,, Santa Fe„ New Mexico.

Surface water

—

In New Mexico, the proposed pipeline route traverses the

Southwestern closed basins from approximately the Arizona/New Mexico state
line to Aden in T. 25 S., R. 3 W.

The upper Gila River Basin extends west

into Arizona and borders the southwestern closed basins near the Arizona/New
The Rio Grande Basin lies to the east of the Southwestern

Mexico border.

clcsed basins extending east of the Rio Grande near Anthony, Texas.

The

pipeline crosses, from west to east, the Salt subbasin and the Pecos River

Basin which also extends into Texas.

The water quality standards for surface waters for selected basin areas

which lie near the proposed pipeline route are as follows:

Closed basins

—

This includes the Mimbres River and all perennial reaches

of tributaries thereto.

Designated uses include coldwater fishery,

irrigation, livestock and wildlife watering, and secondary contact
recreation.

Dissolved oxygen must be greater than 5.0 mg/1, pH must be within the range
of 6.6 to 8.8, and temperature must be less than 90°F (32.2°C).

The monthly

logarithmic mean of fecal coliform bacteria must be less than 1,000 to 100
ml, and no more than 10 percent of the samples can exceed 2,000 to 100 ml.

Rio Grande Basin

—

This basin lies between the main stem of the Rio Grande

from the International Boundary and Water Commission sampling station above

American Dam and El Paso upstream to

1

mile below Percha Dam.

Designated

uses include irrigation, limited warmwater fishery, livestock and wildlife
watering, and secondary contact recreation.

flews above 350 cfs.
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The standards apply only at

The dissolved oxygen most be greater than 5.0 mg/1, the pH must be within
the range of 6.6 to 8.8, and the temperature cannot exceed 93.2°F (31°C)

The monthly logarithmic mean of fecal coliform bacteria must be less than
1,000 to 100 ml, and no more than 10 percent of the samples can exceed 2,000

to 100 ml.

At mean monthly flows above 350 cfs, the monthly average concentration for
total dissolved solids must be less than 2,000 mg/1, the sulfates must be
less than 500 mg/1, and the chlorides must be less than 400 mg/1.

Pecos River Basin

—

This includes the main stem of the Pecos River from the

New Mexico/Texas line upstream to Malaga.

Designated uses include

irrigation, livestock and wildlife watering, secondary contact recreation,

and warmwater fishery.

Standards dictate that dissolved oxygen must be greater than 5.0 mg/1, pH
must be within the range of 6.6 to 8.8, and temperature must be less than
90°F (32.2°C).

The monthly logarithmic mean of fecal coliform bacteria must

be less than 1,000 to 100 ml, and no more than 10 percent of the samples can

exceed 2,000 to 100 ml.

At all flows above 50 cfs, the total dissolved solids must be less than
20,000 mg/l„ the sulfate must be less than 3,000 mg/1, and the chloride must

be less than 10,000 mg/1.

Groundwater

—

The water quality standards for groundwater have been taken

from "Proposed Amendments to Water Quality Control Commission Regulations,"

by the New Mexico Environmental Improvement Agency, Water Quality Division,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

These amendments are currently under discussion.

proposed standards are for groundwater containing 10,000 mg/1 or less of
total dissolved solids.
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The

For the purpose of human health standards, groundwater must meet the
standards stipulated in Table A2.1.5. t-14 of the appendix.

Data for water quality standards for Texas were obtained from "Texas

Texas .

Water Quality Standards," Texas Water Quality Eoard, Austin, Texas.

Surface water

—

The proposed pipeline route traverses the following basins

from west to east:

Rio Grande Basin, Salt subbasin, and Pecos River Basin.

Table A2. 1.5. 4-1 6 of the appendix summarizes the Texas Water Quality
Standards for the Rio Grande, Pecos River, and Red Bluff Reservoir.

Groundwater -- There are no existing quality standards for groundwater in
Texas.

Air quality

2.1.6

2. 1.6.

1

Sea Leg

At the present writing, which is prior to the start-up of the Alaska

pipeline terminal, air pollution emissions are low and air quality is good.

With the start-up of the terminal in the summer of 1977, according to the

air quality study made at Port Valdez (ERT, 1976)
deteriorate.

,

air quality will

Modeling studies indicated that Federal oxidant and sulfur

dioxide standard... will be violated (see Section 2.1.6.5 for standards and

Section 3.1.6 for description of the study).

Since this deterioration will

begin to take place prior to implementation of the SOHIO proposal, the
deterioration will represent existing environment without the project.

Air quality at sea is basically good and is typical of the world average.
Pollution on land is generated, for the most part, by man and nature
(volcanoes, fires) and becomes thoroughly diluted and mixed in the process
Of transport over water.
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Air pollution levels rise in coastal areas, especially near urban centers.
Pollutants migrate to sea, often at night or in a thermal inversion layer
(CARB„ 1975), and often return to land directly or after migrating along the

The phenomena are complex and poorly documented because of limited

coast.

data.

The air sheds from Point Conception to the Mexican border are at

least somewhat coupled by movement of pollutants at sea.

This conclusion

fellows from available measurements and observations of wind fields.

Pollutants released along sea lanes in coastal waters affect local air
quality.

The pollutants are diluted and dispersed as they move onshore.

Emissions from tankers in coastal waters are considerable.

One supertanker

transit between San Pedro Bay and Point Conception can result in emissions
of about 7,000 pounds of sulfur dioxide, 900 pounds of nitrogen oxides, and
800 pounds of particulates.

Some emissions would be absorbed by the ocean;

but most emissions would eventually pass over land.

The percentage of

ambient levels over land resulting from tankers at sea is not well
documented.
small)

Their contribution has traditionally been considered a (very

part of background ambient levels (Kellogg, 1972).

Few attempts have been made to record the ambient level associated with an

emissions plume from a ship offshore.

If the levels were significant, the

rise and fall in level owing to a ship passing offshore would have been

noticed in data recorded on air quality monitoring instruments in coastal
areas.

See Section 3.1.6 for a discussion of anticipated impacts onshore

from tanker traffic associated with conveyance of Alaskan crude oil to
southern California terminals.
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Los Angeles Air Shed

2.1.6.2

Regional setting

Effects of climate and topography .
low- lying,

The Los Angeles Air Shed comprises the

primarily urban areas cf Los Angeles County, northern Orange

the San
County, and western San Bernardino and Riverside counties, including

Section
Gabriel, San Fernando, and Santa Ana valleys {Figure 2.1.1.2-1, see
2.1.1.2 on climate).

The area is bounded by mountains on the north, east,

and south, and by the Pacific Ocean to the southwest.

The generally mild

onshore breeze usually reverses at night, resulting in air pollutant

residence times exceeding 24 hours.

Emissions levels are high but not

unusual for industrialized regions.

However, emissions in conjunction with

topography and climate give rise to the worst photochemical air pollution in
the nation.

Contributing factors include the confining aspects of frequently occurring
temperature inversions, low, average wind speeds, and the presence of
of
surrounding mountains, acting in consort with intense sunshine and lack
rain.

These factors result in a stable atmosphere in which photo chemically

produced gases and aerosols form rapidly within several miles of emissions
sources.

Air quality trends .

Figure 2.1.6.2-1 presents estimates by the California

Air Resources Board of the trend in emission levels in the southern
California coastal air shed. Note the maximum allowable levels that would
conform with the specified air quality standards.

{See Section 2.1.6.5,

below, for air quality standards and related concepts.)

Figure 2.1.6.2-1 are subject to revision.

Estimates shown in

Nevertheless, the wide margin

will
between allowable and estimated emissions indicate that these standards

not be met in the forseeable future.
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The causes of photochemical smog were not understood or appreciated until
the late 1950s, well after the area was locked into an automotive

transportation and petrochemical industry framework.

Early efforts at

emissions reductions concentrated on sulfur dioxide (S0 2

In the 1960s and

.

)

early 1970s, emphasis was placed on control of mobile source emissions.

Now

efforts are being made to apply to stationary hydrocarbon emitting sources
the current level of control technology*

The connection between emissions and air quality is nonlinear; and it is not
possible to project future air quality trends with any certainty.

In

general, improvements in air quality have been slower than expected when

Congress passed the Clean Air Act of 1970-

Figure 2.1.6.2-2 shows the

gradual decline in number of days each year that equalled or exceeded the
California Stage

1

Episode alert level for ozone (20 parts per hundred

million for a one-hour averaging time)

.

A linear trend line analysis

indicates that oxidant levels will not exceed the Stage

Angeles by about 1989.

1

alert level in Los

According to mandates of the Clean Air Act Amendment

of 1970, the Federal primary standard which represents an even more

restrictive level was to have been met by 1977 at the latest.

The downtrend

of ozone averages is even slower; control strategies have had some success

in dropping the magnitude of ozone peaks, but very little success in

decreasing the basin-wide, persistent mass of ozone.

Projections of oxidant

levels to the year 2000 (Section 3.1.6.1.2) indicate that the national and

California oxidant standards will not be achieved.

Other standards impacted

by sulfur dioxide and particulate emissions show no promise of early
attainment.

Photochemical oxidants .

Photochemical oxidant

(Ox)

is a group of secondary

pollutants which chemically result from reactions between primary (emitted)
pollutants, such as hydrocarbon compounds and nitric oxide.

The term

photochemical refers to the role of ultraviolet light in breaking chemcial

bonds to produce reactive chemical radicals.

Photochemical oxidant often

occurs in concentrations exceeding National Ambient Air Quality Standards.
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& Meteorology 1974 Annual Report

Number of days oxidant concentration equalled or exceeded
.20 ppm daily one-hour maximum

1975

Compliance with Federal oxidant standards can occur only if one-hour average
levels exceed
year.

8

parts per hundred million (pphm) not more than once each

In the Los Angeles Air Shed, oxidant violations are experienced

regularly in the region between Azusa and Pomona, particularly during warmermonths.

Although dated. Figure 2.1.6.2-3 illustrates seasonal oxidant

arithmetic means for selected air shed sampling locations and clearly shows

warm-season maxima.

Seasonal variation downwind from Long Beach (Figures

2.1.1.2-3 and -4) closely approximates the curves for Pomona and Azusa; and
the curves will not change materially in the years 1977 to 2000 {see Section

3.1.6.1.2).

Figure 2.1.6.2-4, although similarly dated, summarizes gaseous

air pollutant concentrations for the summer smog season (1969, 1970) at

various measuring stations in Los Angeles County.

Coastal sites, influenced

by relatively clean marine air, have witnessed fewer oxidant violations than

the more inland areas.

Table 2.1.6.2-1 lists concentrations and and frequencies of violations of
the strictest air quality standards for oxidant, nitrogen dioxide, sulfur
dioxide, and suspended particulate matter as recorded in 1975 at sites

downwind of the proposed facilities in the Los Angeles Air Shed.

Maximum

hourly oxidant averages follow the downward trend with time for episode
levels displayed in Figure 2.1.6.2-2; values downwind from Long Beach drop
at least 30 percent between 1969 and 1975; from 45 to 24 pphm in Whittier;

from 56 to 32 pphm in Azusa; and from 47 to 33 pphm in the Pomona-Walnut
Valley.
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Seasonal mean oxidant variation, Los Angeles Air Shed, 1975
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Station Area Abbreviations

C
ESGV

Source

Central

East San Gabriel Valley

PWV
SWC

Southwest Coastal

SC

South Coastal

SE

Southeast

Pomona Walnut

Valley

Contaminant concentrations code
a.

b.

Percent ot total working days per season on which eye
noted (Approximately 85 days of data).

Average (ppm)

of the 4 highest daily

maxima

for this

irritation

was

season

(4 values)

d.

Average (ppm) of the 4 highest consecutive 8-hour periods (32 values)
Mean hourly average (ppm) of 4 highest days based on 24-hour average

e.

(approximately 96 values)
Mean hour average (ppm) for this season (approximately 2900 values)

c.

(August 1969, September 1969, August 1970, September 1970)

Figure

2„l„6 2-4

Summer ambient concentration levels, ppm

Table 2.1.6.2-1
Days Above Standards, Annual Average and Maximum Concentrations in 1975

b

a

STATION

Days

Long Beach
Los Aland to
Whittier
Anaheim
Pomona -Walnut
Azusa
Riverside
San Bernardino
Redlands
Banning

Oxidant
Maximum

Ni

Average

Days

trogen Dioxide
Maximum
Average

9

14

2

26

<S5

6

6H
8?

2'3

2

24

2

25

7

7

13

1

11

21
62
50

167
181
185
174
179
120

33
32
37
32
32

3

14

41

7

4

9

48
2^
25
29

6

4

3
3

27

1
i!

3
5

3
it

4

4

d

c

STATION

Days

Long Beach
Los Alamitos
Whittier
Anaheim
Pomona -Walnut
Azusa
Riverside
San Bernardino
Redlands
Banning
SOURCE:

Sulfur Dioxide
Maximum
Average

22

S
4J

1

6

3

1

i|

1

175

4

1

1

ft

2

3

1

4

—

256
254
207
175

——

~*

37

1

—
249
—

—
208
—

2

—

_.
273

2

8

35

—

Suspended Parties .ate Matter
Daws
Maximum
Average

213
467
264
221
148

m__

99
—
—

101

115
131
103
80
50

South Coast Air Quality Management District.

a

No. of days above National standard of 8 parts per hundred million (pphm)
1-hour average; maximum, and annual average concentrations in pphm.

b
No. of days above California standard of 25 pphm,

1-hour average; maximum,

and annual average concentrations in pphm.
c
No. of days above

California standard of 4 pphm, 24-hour average; maximum
and annual average concentrations in pphm.
d
No. of days above California standard of 100 pg/m 3 , 24-hour average;
maximum and annual average concentrations in pphm.

The dominant process in the complex production of photochemical oxidant is
as follows:

on average, the overlapping high concentrations of hydrocarbons
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(Figures 2.1.6.2-11 and
and oxides of nitrogen from major emissions sources
a peak ozone
2.1.6.2-13) move downwind several miles before producing
than the continuing
concentration; thereafter, dilution effects are stronger
Section 3.1.6.1.2 with
production mechanism. For the meteorology modeled in
of proposed facilities occur
no project in 1980, the oxidant peaks downwind

southeast of Vihittier {Figure 3.1.6.1.2-1).

oxides of nitrogen .

Nitrogen dioxide is another secondary pollutant of

concern in the study area.

Formed by oxidation of nitric oxide

(NO)

the generation of
emissions, nitrogen dioxide is an important compound in
photochemical oxidant.

Table 2.1.6.2-1 lists numbers of days in 1975 in

standard. It is
violation of the California one-hour average 25 pphm NO z
Angeles area nitrogen
evident from the table that the magnitude of the Los
Not only is
dioxide problem is less than that for photochemical oxidant.
the standard is exceeded by
the standard exceeded less frequently, but also

oxidant case.
a smaller factor than for the corresponding

The federal nitrogen dioxide standard is

5

pphm, annually averaged.

This

Whittier, Anaheim, Pomonastandard was exceeded during 1975 at Long Beach,
further to nitric acid
Walnut Valley, and Azusa. Nitrogen dioxide oxidizes
and nitrate salt aerosols

(liquid-solid particulates)

.

There are only

sparse data and no health standard for nitrates.

that as much as 30
The California Air Resources Board (CAEB) estimates
nitrate aerosol
percent of oxides, of nitrogen (NOx) may be converted to
may represent
during smog episodes (CARB, 1975). At these times, nitrates
particulates (TSP) . The various
25 percent of the mass of total suspended
oxidant
pathways to full oxidation include reactions with photochemical
chemical species.

oxides of sulfur .

Table 2.1.6.2-1 contains similar data for sulfur dioxide

and total suspended particulate matter (TSP)

in 1975.

Monitoring data for

2.1.6.2-5 through
sulfur dioxide (6%) and TSP are presented in Figures
2-238

Annual average S0 2 concentrations (Figure 2.1.6.2-5)

2.1.6.2-8 for 1974.

were maximum in an area south of Los Angeles subject to major industrial
The maximum annual concentration observed in 1974 was 2.4

emission sources.

pphm in Whittier; this is lower than the Federal primary

(3

pphm)

standard.

Plots of maximum 24-hour average S0 2 concentrations in Figure 2.1.6.2-6 show
peak values between Long Beach and whittier.
average S0 2 concentration of

11

higher than the California standard of
standard of 14 pphm.

but had dropped to

6

The maximum recorded 24-hour

pphm was recorded at Long Beach and was
4

pphm but below the national primary

In 1975 the maximum was again recorded at Long Beach,
pphm.

Maximum values are expected to rise again due to

conversions from natural gas to oil for industrial use and for electrical

power production.

S0 2 oxidizes further to sulfuric acid and sulfate salt aerosols.

Elevated

levels of relative humidity, ozone, and particulates accelerate the

oxidation along various chemical pathways to full oxidation (Joncich, 1976;
HEW, 1969; CARB,

1975).

Both the CARB and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) agree that

currently there is insufficient information on the health effects of
sulfates to set a primary standard (one that protects all but the most

vulnerable segments of the population)

.

The California Air Resources Board

in 1976 adopted a critical harm level for sulfates (25 jig/m^ for a 24-hour

averaging time)

.

The CARB has also recognized the combinate health effect

of air pollutants by modifying its episode planning to include mandated

emissions reductions when concentrations of oxidant and either S0 2 or
sulfate aerosols reach episode levels.

Figure 2.1.6.2-9 plots annual

average S0 2 and sulfate levels for the measuring stations in the air shed.

Total suspended particulates .

Total suspended particulate concentrations

over annual and 24-hour average periods shown in Figures 2.1.6.2-7 and
2.1.6.2-8 are generally more uniform in pattern than S0 2 concentrations;

peak values lie along the major wind axis of the basin.
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Data Sources:
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WLA-West

FNT-Fontana (SB APCD 1972)

AZ-Azusa (LA APCD

Source:
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TRW

1972)

Particulate Study, 1975

Comparison of sulfate and sulfur dioxide
averages in the Los Angeles Air Shed
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particulate concentrations are less source- specif ic than those for SO z

because approximately two-thirds of the particulate emissions are from

Annual

mobile sources and airborne dust is distributed over large areas.
average TSP concentrations are above the California standard (60

jjg/m 3 )

at

all monitoring sites shown in Figure 2.1.6.2-7; and they are above the 76

ug/m 3 national primary standard at all locations except the coastal plains
in Orange County.

Maximum 24-hour concentrations (Figure 2.1.6.2-8) are

above the Federal primary standard (260) in the Riverside-San Bernardino
area; and they are above the state standard

(100)

at all locations.

(Comparison of Figure 2.1.6.2-8 with Table 2.1.6.2-1 suggests that the very

high maximum recorded for Riverside in 1975 [467] was due to contamination
or to an unusual source proximate to the recording station.)

Total suspended particulates is a measurement that has been relied upon

because of limitations in instrument technology.

Studies have been

performed to characterize aerosol in the air shed (Hidy, 1974; TRW, 1975;
CARB, 1975).

Table 2.1.6.2-2 summarizes data from the TRW study.

The left

portion represents estimates of average contributions to the measurement due
to sources beyond the air shed and windblown dust.

arises from direct source emissions.

The primary category

Secondary aerosol is a consequence of

atmospheric chemistry acting on other air pollutants.

The major impacts on health and visibility are from secondary aerosols
sulfates, nitrates, and oxidized organics.

—

The levels of secondary aerosols

are strongly dependent on the emissions levels of hydrocarbons, S0 2 , and NO.

In summary, high total suspended particulate levels in excess of air quality

standards are common along the pipeline route through the Los Angeles Basin.
Sulfur dioxide levels are also high with concentrations over short averaging

periods approaching the Federal primary standard and often exceeding the
state standard close to major emission source areas.

standard is exceeded on most summer days.

The oxidant primary

High ozone concentrations

frequently occur in conjunction with high oxides of sulfur concentrations.
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Table 2.1.6.2-2

Origin Characterization for Annual Mean Hi-Vol
Particulate Levels

Primary

LOCATION

Sea

Salt

Susp.

Dust

Background Contribution
Secondary
Organics
d
so*
N0 3 Source

Hanmade

(jig/m 3 )

Contributions
Secondary
OrganTotal
ics
NOg- NH 4 *

N< >n-Background

Primary

Subtotal
SO*

a

Coastal

3

35

56

1

3

i!1

1

3

5iJ

8

16

3

n

1

6

24

3

n

4

39

3

4

7

6

48

8

9

37

10

in

10

114

1

20

126

1

34

150

1

b

Central-Valley
c

Eastern-Inland

"An Implementation Plan for Suspended Particulates in the Los Angeles Region,"
Trijonis, J„E. , et al.
prepared for EPA Region IX, San Francisco (March 1975)
Source:

Lennox, West LA, Long Beach average
fO
1

to

Central LA, Pasadena, Anaheim, Reseda average
Azusa, Ontario, San Bernardino, Riverside, Chino average
issterior to

ua negiun

The CARB considers the evidence sufficient that this represents a health
threat; consequently, the CARB now requires emissions reductions measures

when episode criteria levels are reached.

Emissions sources .

Volume

3)

This discussion continues in Section 2.2.6.1 (Chapter 2,

on air quality in 1980 and later.

That section contains an

emissions inventory for 1974, 1980, and 1995 prepared for the Air Quality
Maintenance Task Force.

In order to understand and control air pollutants,

emissions must be specified according to source and geographic distribution.

A summary of the inventory for 1974 (see Tables 2.2.6.1-1 through

-4)

follows.

Mobile sources account for about half of all reactive hydrocarbon emissions
(Table 2.2.6.1-4) Emissions from solvent-using industries and petroleum

marketing are next in magnitude.

Mobile sources are by far the largest

category for oxides of nitrogen (Table 2.2.6.1-3).

Power plants and

Commercial and residential

refineries are the largest point sources.
sources are the largest fixed-area sources.

Data in Table 2.2.6.1-1

indicate that major categories of S0 2 emissions are stationary source fuel
combustion, chemical industry, and petroleum refining.

Major categories of

particulate emissions (Table 2.2.6.1-2) are motor vehicles followed by

miscellaneous area sources such as fires, farm activities, construction, and
traffic on unpaved roads.

Emissions distribution ,

where peak air pollution concentrations will occur

depends not only on the level of emissions but also on the relative spatial
and temporal distribution of emissions.

Wind trajectories and velocities,

together with inversion heights and topography, determine transport and
dilution.

These and other factors affect the concentration of chemically

produced secondary pollutants, such as ozone.

In order to model concentration distributions, the emissions inventory must

be spatially represented.

A report prepared for the Bureau of Land
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Management (ERT, 1976) contains a detailed description of the Environmental

Research and Technology (ERT) air quality model,, and a detailed
Time constraints dictated

representation of the emissions inventory.

starting from a developed baseline inventory.

Relying on extensive model

validation experience for the late September,, 1969 oxidant episode, updated
1969 to 1971 baseline data were used to check out the photochemical/dif-

fusion model for wind trajectories originating in the Long Beach area.

The

oversight of emissions from tankers in the harbors of San Pedro Bay was the

largest correction of the available inventories found to be necessary.

In essence, the following situation is part of the recent existing
environment.

Figure 2.1.6.2-10 is an area~averaged contour map of hydrogen

emissions from stationary sources; it is based on data in the Bureau of Land

Management report (1976),

Figure 2.1.6.2-11 is similar; but it also

Contains emissions from mobile sources.

The figures show that emissions

from the two source types are similarly concentrated in the coastal to

central Los Angeles County area.

Figures 2.1.6.2-12 and 2.1.6.2-13 present

a similar picture for emissions distributions of oxides of nitrogen.

Transport winds from Long Beach .

The slow cnshore breezes during periods of

intense smog carry these reacting pollutants on pathways to inland valleys.

Figures 2.1.1.2-2 and -3 show typical wind trajectories involving Long Beach
on smoggy days.

During other meteorological conditions, such as a high

pressure system inland (Santa Ana weather)

,

trajectories from Long Beach can

be northward and then veer toward Azusa or Pomona.

Accurate tabulations of

the frequencies that inland communities are downwind from Long Beach during

various meterological conditions are not available.

Local setting

The Long Beach area is generally upwind of emission sources in the Los
Angeles Air Shed and enjoys better than average air quality.
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as described above, the area is highly industrialized and a major source of
pollutants.

The Long Beach air quality monitoring station is located about
northeast of the harbor.

6

miles

The air quality measured at this monitoring

station should be similar to, but slightly worse than that at the harbor.
Even though the area escapes many of the consequences of its air polluting,
local air quality is still substandard when measured against California
norms.

The local ambient hydrocarbon concentrations are of particular concern

because they form the background against which the hydrocarbon emissions
frcm the project will be assessed.

However, the regional Air Pollution

Control District has not routinely measured hydrocarbon levels in Long Beach
since 1966.

The hydrocarbon measurements taken in Long Beach from 1963 to

1966 are shown in Table 2.1.6.2-3.

those for downtown Los Angeles.

These readings are slightly higher than

The table points out the decreasing

hydrocarbon levels in downtown Los Angeles after the 1963-1966 period when
hydrocarbon emission controls began to take effect.

Even if hydrocarbon

measurements would be resumed at the Long Beach monitoring stations,
surveillance of events in the ports of San Pedro Bay will remain incomplete;

winds often sweep to the east and pass south of the monitoring station.
the eighth mitigating measure in Section <J.2.2.

See

.

Table 2.1.6.2-3
Total Hydrocarbon Concentrations,

Long Beach and Downtown Lcs Angeles

a

YEAR

Total Hydrocarbon Concentrations
Long Beach Station
Los Angeles-Downtown Station

1963

6.8

6.5

1964

6.4

5.4

1965

7.0

5.7

1966

6.2

5.8

1967

measurements discontinued

4.8

1968

4.8

1969

4.3

1970

4.7

1971

4.9

1972

Source :

4.6

Mayrsohn et al.

,

1975.

a

Annual geometric mean, carbon (ppm)

One study (Mayrsohn et al., 1975), involving grab-samples taken in Long
Beach from June to September, 1974, averaged 2.0 ppm carbon for 0600 to 0900
hours nonmethane hydrocarbon measurements (or about 3.3 ppm carbon total

hydrocarbon concentration)

.

This annual average

2

ppm carbon estimate is

almost 10 times greater than the not-to-be exceeded Federal standard of 0.24
ppm carbon measured from 0600 to 0900.

The Federal ambient hydrocarbon

standard was exceeded 355 days in 1974 in Los Angeles County, and is the

most frequently exceeded standard in the county.

The standard is measured

from 0600 to 0900 hours so as to relate to meeting the oxidant standard.
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2.1.6.3

Pipeline route

The proposed and existing pipeline between the Los Angeles Basin and
Midland, Texas, follows a route through a sparsely populated arid region.

Air quality monitoring sites along the route are also widely distributed in
the population centers near the Palm Springs-Indio area of California, the

Phcenix-Tucson area of Arizona, and the Las Cruces, New Mexico-El Paso,
Texas area.

This section examines the existing air quality data in these

areas for the year 1974.

The 1974 base year was chosen to provide the most

current complete year of data from the four states considered.
data were obtained from the National Aerometric Data Bank (NADB)

Air quality
,

the

California Air Resources Board, the Arizona Department of Health Services,
the New Mexico Environmental Improvement Agency, and the Texas Air Control

Board for sites shown in Figure 2.1.6.3-1.

Only insignificant air quality impact is expected in converting existing
natural gas pipeline to crude oil use.
focuses on areas of new construction.

Consequently, this discussion

Available data are plotted in the

figures for the entire pipeline region.

Sites for new pipeline and

maintenance base construction are noted on Figure 2.1.6.3-1.

Total suspended particulates

Table 2.1.6.3-1 summarizes the 1972 emissions of major pollutants in the

eight Air Quality Control Regions (AQCR) through which the pipeline is
routed (Figure 2.1.6.3-1).

Particulate emissions outside of the Los Angeles

area are greatest in the Phoenix-Tucson area in Arizona, the Pecos-Permian

Basin in New Mexico, and the southeast desert area in California.

In all

areas, major-point sources and transportation-related emissions account for
85 to 95 percent of all total suspended particulates

National Emissions Data Systems emissions inventory,

(TSP)

included in the

centers of high

particulate emissions are generally located away from the pipeline route.
Data in the table omit airborne (fugitive) dust sources which have a strong
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Table 2.1.6.3-1

Primary Pollutant Emissions Along the Pipeline Route, 1972

Tons/Day
AQCR

AND AREA

24

Metropolitan Los Angeles

33

Southeast Desert

13

Clark-Mohave (Arizona)

15

Phoenix-Tuscon

Particulates

CO

HC

2,030

650

3,273

3,175

11 ,371

71

25

62

34

234

4

2

26

45

135

2

,461

273

435

SH

2

12

Arizona-New Mexico Southern Border (Arizona)

12

Arizona-New Mexico Southern Border

153

El Paso-Las Cruces-Alamagordo (New Mexico)

153

El Paso-Las Cruces-Alamagordo

155

Pecos-Permian Basin

218

Midland-Odessa-San Angelo

80

(N.

NOx

S0a

196
1

,858

128

,594

24

30

9

677

11

2

1

19

3

40

45

181

2

489

70

105

665

75

325

93

125

299

173

161

295

934

Mex.)

I

to

Source:

(Texas)

National Emissions Data Systems.

a

Air Quality Control Region (Figure 2.1.6.3-2).

Fugitive dust excluded.

effect on TSP levels.

In remote desert regions, principal TSP emissions

will be from natural sources (plants) and windblown dust.

Because of the

cuinulative effects of high natural background levels combined with high

emissions. Phoenix and Tucson, Arizona! Dona Ana County, New Mexico; and

parts of San Bernardino and Riverside counties in California have been

designated Air Quality Maintenance Areas (AQMA) by the state agencies
(Federal Register,

1971,

1975).

experience new construction.

Only the southeastern California area would

(See Section 2.1.6.5, below, for air quality

standards and related concepts.

Brush fires have the potential to occur along, a few stretches of the
From west to east, the combustibles are:

pipeline.

1.

Coastal sagebrush in AQCR 24 (Pacific ocean to Banning)

2.

Chaparral in the western section of AQCR 33 (Banning area)

3.

Various grasses and shrubs in the desert grassland area

(AQCR 12:

.

southeast Arizona to southwest New Mexico).

Fire suppression is practiced; but the fire potential
is real

(Martin,

1975)

Total suspended particulate data along the pipeline route show high annual
concentrations typical of the dry areas in the southwestern United States
(Figure 2.1.6.3-2).

Concentrations near new construction should vary from

40 to 140 (jg/m 3 and are above the national secondary standard of 60 pg/m 3 at

most of the sites.

A similar pattern of high concentrations and high

variability of concentrations can be seen in Figure 2.1.6.3-3 which shows
the maximum 24-hour average concentrations for each monitoring site in 1974.

Maximum 24-hour average concentrations at almost all sites can be expected
to exceed the 150
in the

f igures

jjg/ni 3

national secondary standard.

Highest concentrations

appear to be a result of high desert TSP levels combined with
.

the effects of fugitive dust in the agriculture areas.
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,

•

Sulfur dioxide

shown in Table
Emissions for S0 2 for 1972 along the pipeline route are
annual average S0 2
2.1.6.3-1. Figure 2.1.6.3-4 presents a plot of 1974
show that annual
concentrations along the pipeline route. The limited data

concentrations along the route are below the 80
primary standard.

jig/m^

(3 pphm)

national

Maximum 24-hour average concentrations in 1974, shown in

processing
Figure 2.1.6.3-5, indicate extremely high levels near metal
near construction appear
facilities. Maximum 24-hour average concentrations
approximately one-third of
to be on the order of 50 to 100 pq/m* which is

applicable standards (Table 2.1.6.5-1).

Oxides of nitrogen

a

route are maximum in
Oxides of nitrogen (NOx) emissions along the pipeline
percent of the NOx
the Phoenix-Tucson AQCR (Table 2.1.6.3-1). Almost 70

emissions are related to transportation sources.

Resultant annual N0 2

concentrations for 1974 are presented in Figure 2.1.6.3-6.

The data are

populous areas. NQ 2
sparse but do indicate peak concentrations in the most
shorter averaging
concentrations for the annual averaging period, as well as
(Table 2.1.6.5-1).
periods, are below applicable air quality standards

Ox. €0^ and HC

of their
Oxidants, carbon monoxide, and hydrocarbon levels, because

population
relationship to transportation sources, are monitored near
few data
centers (Table 2.1.6.3-1). This siting indicates that very
expected to
stations are applicable to this study. The project is not
(Section
result in hydrocarbon, carbon monoxide, or oxidant problems
3* 1* 6« 2}

«

along the pipeline are
in summary, the existing concentration levels of TSP
as a result of
standards
TSP
ambient
exceed
or
approach
can
and
high,
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Figure

2.1.6.3-5

Maximum 24-hour average SO 2 concentrations
(ug/m
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,
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\
\

Figure

2.1.6.3-6

Annual arithmetic average NO
(ug/m

3

),

2- I

2.

\

19 74

i

concentrations

.

largely uncontrolled natural particulate sources and fugitive dust
S0 2

emissions.

and N0 2

data collected along the pipeline route are below

applicable standards.

2.1.6.4

Midland and vicinity

Air quality at the eastern terminus of the pipeline route is similar to that
of the pipeline route as shown by Figures 2.1.6.3-2 to 2.1.6.3-6.

Relatively high TSP concentrations are expected in the area due to semiarid
soil conditions and fugitive dust sources.
(Table 2.1.6.3-1)

Major emissions in the area

are due to petrochemical industry and transportation

sources

Monitoring data from Odessa (Texas Air Control Board, 1975)

show TSP

concentrations averaging 71 pg/m 3 over 1974, which is just under the annual
national primary standard.
a

Twenty-four hour average TSP concentrations had

worst case value of 103 pg/m 3

,

with 40 percent of the data between 80 and
Data from Odessa show both N0 2

(the standard is 260 pg/m 3 ).

100 pg/m 3

and

S0 2 data with low values below the National Ambient Air Quality Standards

(one-hour)

During 1976 Federal and Texas

(NAAQS).

oxidant standards were

exceeded in March, May, June, August, and September with the highest reading
(0.15 ppm)

on 10 September 1976.

During August standards were exceeded for

104 hours, worst for any month that year.

2.1.6.5

Air quality standards

Basis for ambient air quality standards

.

The Federal standards are twofold.

The primary standards are meant to protect the public health with a margin
of safety.

The secondary standards are meant to protect the public welfare

(from physical damage to property, vegetation, and aesthetic values).

Standards then serve as criteria for measuring the quality of the existing
atmospheric environment and for assessing impacts.

Ambient levels

referenced to air quality standards form an incomplete assessment.
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The

numbers of persons exposed to the levels of air pollutants is an essential
factor.

It would be desirable to use health effects of air pollution

(numbers of premature deaths per day in each age group, etc.)

criteria.

as additional

A complete assessment would consider the levels at all times to

which all persons in all age groups would be exposed and would determine the
deterioration of their health and performance.
determine loss to public welfare.

the realm of the possible.

A similar procedure would

These assessments are, however, beyond

(The major problem is that health effects data

are principally statistical and their quantification is uncertain.)

Nevertheless, it is always necessary to consider the socioeconomic

environment when assessing levels and standards.

Jurisdictions .

The route of the pipeline between the Los Angeles Basin and

Midland, Texas is within the air quality jurisdiction of four states, and of

the Environmental Protection Agency.

The National Ambient Air Quality

Standards (NAAQS) are applicable to all states unless individual states

apply more stringent regulations (Federal Register, 1971).

Figure 2.1.6.5-1 lists the standards and measurement methods that apply to
California.

Like all the pipeline states except Texas, California has a

single standard.

Texas uses the Federal standards verbatim.

Table 2.1.6.5-1 summarizes key standards that apply throughout the project
and lists some observed maximum levels.

Oxidant and NOx data east of

California are sparse and these standards are probably seldom violated near
the pipeline route.

The only area needing careful scrutiny is Midland,

Texas.

In summary, oxidant is not a problem along the pipeline east of California

except for Midland, Texas,
Los Angeles Air Shed.

oxides of nitrogen are not a problem east of the

Sulfur dioxide is not a problem east of Arizona; and

the total suspended particulate standards cannot be met anywhere.
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Midland

Source:

MOTES:
1

2.

California standards are values that are not to be equaled
or exceeded.

National standards, other than those based on annual
averages or annual geometric means, are not to be exceeded

more than once per
3.

year.

Concentration expressed first in units in which it was promulgated. Equivalent units given in parentheses are based upon
a reference temperature of 25°C and a reference pressure
of 760
of mercury. All measurements of air quality are
to be corrected to a reference temperature of 25"C and a
of Hg (1,013.2 millibar); ppm
reference pressure of 760
in this table refers to ppm by volume, or micromoles of
pollutant per mole of gas.

mm

mm

4.

Any equivalent procedure which can be shown to the satisfaction of the Air Resoruces Board to give equivalent results
at or near,

the level of the air quality standard

may be

used.

Resources Board

approved by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
National Secondary Standards: The levels of air quality necessary to protect the public welfare from any known or anticipated adverse effects of a pollutant. Each state must attain
the secondary standards within a "reasonable time" after
implementation plan is approved by the EPA.
Reference method as described by the EPA. An "equivalent
method" of measurement may be used but must have a
"consistent relationship to the reference method" and must
be approved by the EPA.
Prevailing visibility is defined as the greatest visibility which
is attained or surpassed around at least half of the horizon
circle, but not

'igure 2.1

California Air

National Primary Standards: The levels of air quality necessary, with an adequate margin of safety, to protect the public
health. Each state must attain the primary standards no later
than three years after that state's implementation plan is

necessarily

in

continuous sectors.

Ambient air quality standards applicable
to California
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Table 2.1.6.5-1
Standards and Observed Maximum Levels in Project Areas

Oxidant

STATES

pphm-

National primary

8

standards:

average

1

hr

SO,

NO,

5

pphm-annual

W

pphm (365 pig/ms)-

a

AM

24 hr average
*3 pphm (80 fig/m 3 )-

a

annual AM
Source:
(*)

Various agencies cited elsewhere in this document.

Each asterisk indicates one additional averaging period,

a

AM = arithmetic mean.
GM = geometric mean.

Particulates
260 jig/m 3 24 hr average
*75 fiq/m 3 b
annual GM

Table 2.1.6.5-1 (Continued)

Oxidant

STATES

California
standards

10
1

pphm (200
hr average

jig/m3)-

*25 pphm (470 jig/m 3 )
1 hr average

4

pphm (105 pg/m 3 )
.

c

c

d

X62 „X38,

X*141 ,X*83

1

hr

*60 jjg/m'annual GM
h

d
X**51 , X7
e
g
4 . *3

..

e

e

X*9

100 jig/m'- 24 hr

average

24 hr average

**50 pphm -

Max for AQCR 24:

Particulates

so a

NO]

X20

X-Standard exceeded (or violated) during the period of record.
data hat?e been documented elsewhere in this document.

X437

i
,

X*137

3

X*117

Unless documented in the footnotes,,

ff

Average of four highest daily 1-hr maxima (Aug-Sep 1969-70) from Los Angeles Co. station with highest
average.
d

Same as footnote e, except this includes an average over the ten county stations.

e

Maximum annual hourly average in the county.

Average of four highest days (Aug-Sep 1969-70) from Los Angeles Co. station with highest
average.
9

h

Same as footnote f, except this includes an average over the 10 county statxons.

Highest 24-hr TSP reading in air shed during 1972-74 (from ARB, 1975).

"Highest annual GM for TSP in air shed during 1972-74 (from ARE, 1975).
"'Average of annual GM for TSP in air shed during 1972-74

(from ARB, 1975)

,

Table 2.1.6.5-1 (Continued)

Oxidant

STATES
k

Max for AQCR

X80

Parti cul ates

SO s

NO-

X2t

P

P

1
,

X120

*22

<i»

X450

Equal to
national
primary

260 jig/m 3 (10 pphm)

150 fjg/m 3 21 hr
*60 jjg/m 3 -

,

33:

Arizona
standards

Equal to
national
primary

24 hr average

*50 jig/m 3
(1.9 pphm) annual AM
#*1300 (jg/m 3
(50 pphm) -3 hr

annual GM
(Equal to
national
secondary)

P

P

X308

Max for AQCR 13
Max for AQCR 15
Max for AQCR 12

P
P
X1001 , X*55
P
P
X262 , *17

i

Dp to 80 pphm ozone recorded in Death Valley, Aug 1975 (Fisher, 1976).
L

Maximum in Southeast Desert Air Quality Maintenance Area at Banning, California.
n

Maximum in Southeast Desert Air Quality Maintenance Area at Victorville, California.
i

Less than standard in Southeast Desert Air Quality Maintenance Area, California.

Maximum reading in the AQCR; units are for those used in the state standard.

,

X*111

,

X*149

,

X*105

P

P

X556

P

P

X288

Table 2.1.6.5-1 (Continued)

New Mexico
standards

6
1

pphmhr average

Equal to
national
primary

Particulates

SO«

NO,

Oxidant

STATES

10 pphm-

150 fjg/m 3 -

24 hr average
*2 pphm-

24 hr average
**110 fig/m 3 7 day average

annual AM

**90/|ig/m 3 -

day average
*60 fig/m 3 3

annual GM

P
X*80
P
P
X*71
X190 .
P

Max for

98

AQCR 153
P

P

Max for

2.5

AQCR 15
Equal to
national
primary

Texas
standards

Equal to
national
primary

*0.2

,

Equal to
national
primary
P

P
i

to

Max for AQCR

218

1

.

*0.1

,

Equal to
national
primary
P
P
X289 , X*94

will need scrutiny in regard to vehicle-related and hydrocarbon air quality
factors.

Air quality planning

Standards are but one dimension to the mandate from the U.S. Congress to

protect human health and welfare through improvement and maintenance of air
quality.

Various enforcement efforts have two purposes:

to prevent

degradation of air quality and to ultimately achieve the air quality goals
codified in the 1970 Amendment to the Clean Air Act (Public Law No. 91-604;
Dec. 31, 1970).

The air quality goals of the Clean Air Act were to be attained by mid-1975
or, where extended, by mid- 1977 at the latest.

Areas such as the Los

Angeles Air Shed, which are not expected to achieve the National Ambient Air

Quality Standards for one or more air pollutants by 1977, have been labeled
Non-Attainment Areas.

Another term. Air Quality Maintenance Area, can be

used interchangeably, although this term also applies to areas in compliance

but likfely to exceed one or more standards in the future.

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has delegated to the states the
planning of procedures to attain the clean air goals and to maintain the

designated air quality once it is attained.

Each state was required to

prepare a State Implementation Plan and to submit it to the EPA for
approval.

Further delegation of responsibility was made to local agencies,

without loss of state responsibility.

California planning agencies .

Agencies local to southern California

originally refrained from active participation in prepartion of the

California SIP; however, they are currently actively involved in the
regional air quality planning process.
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The California Air Resources Board (AKB) created an Air Quality Maintenance
Policy Task Force consisting of 15 locally elected officials and 13 interest

group members.

They were charged with initiating an air quality maintenance

planning process for the South Coast and Southeast Desert air basins.

In May of 1976, at the recommendation of the Policy Task Force, ARB
contracted with the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) to
prepare a work plan and take a lead role in air quality planning.

To

prepare the work plan, SCAG formed a cooperative working group of the
Southern California Air Pollution Control District, ARB, EPA, and SCAG staff
members.

250—

In July of 1976, Assembly Bill

Management Act

—

was signed into law.

the Lewis Air Quality

The newly created South Coast Air

Quality Management District (SCAQMD) is assigned legal responsibility for
adopting an Air Quality Management Plan by January 31, 1979.
be approved by June

1,

The plan is to

1979 by the ARE and revised and resubmitted to the

Legislature every two years.

The Southern California Association of

Governments is required to prepare a regional plan with elements relating to
transportation, land use, energy, and related planning*

The Air Management

Plan will become the plan for the South Coast District to attain and
maintain air quality standards, and the Basins' portion of the State
Implementation Plan.

Emissions Reductions Implementation .

The State Implementation Plan and Air

Quality Management Area concepts are meant to result in a rollback of
emissions so as to attain the National Ambient Air Quality Standards.

A

severe rollback could result in significant changes to accustomed lifestyles

and economic disruption.
essential.

To avoid this, full use of control technology is

States must submit to EPA plans on how future emissions growth

will be controlled.

An uncertain part of the planning process is whether

the rate of economically viable technological advances in air pollution

controls is sufficient to offset emissions from growth.
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New Source Rules .

To counter the impact of new growth in emissions the EPA

published in the Federal Register (55521-55560, 21 December 1976)

interpretive rulings for review of new major sources with a permit
requirement for emission trade-offs.

These trade-offs would have the effect

of substituting new technology facilities for older facilities.

The trade-

off in emissions must be more than one-for-one so as to result in an

improvement of air quality.

Additionally, the removal or renovation of

older facilities must not have been scheduled in currently approved
implementation plans.

Other published interpretive readings worthy of note are:

1.

Available options, such as emission offsets, are allowable only at the

discretion of local and state government.

There are many reasons why a

State or local authority might decide to prohibit a new source in addition

to criteria in the ruling.

Examples are the availability of alternative

sites that are more environmentally acceptable; or a decision that a

proposed emission offset would not be in the best interest of the community.

2.

Because of limited resources, only "major" new sources must be subject

to analysis.

3.

A new source seeking to locate in an area violating a National Ambient

Air Quality Standard must meet an emission limitation which reflects the
"lowest achievable emission rate."

4.

A state is not required to investigate possible emission offsets

obtained through dismantling or modifying sources not owned by the proponent
of the new source.

5.

Emissions (NOx and hydrocarbons) resulting in oxidant formation in

metropolitan areas larger than 200,000 population can be offset on a
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regional basis .

Primary jnorsreactingj emissions must be offset on a local

basis.

6.

Prior to issuing a permit to construct, the reviewing authority must

perforin an air quality analysis to determine if the major new source will

cause or exacerbate a violation of a Hational Ambient Air Quality Standard-

be offset against another.

7.

One pollutant may

8.

Air pollution control achieved through emissions offsets can

not.

significantly assist governmental authorities in developing legally
acceptable State Implementation Plans.

9.

States may be more restrictive,, but net less restrictive, than the EPA

guidelines in reviewing new emission sources.

The need for a strong State Implementation Plan to effectively meet state
requirements under the Clean Air Act compelled the ARB to draft more
restrictive model new- source rules to serve as a guide to local air

pollution control districts in writing their own rules.

California was mixed.

Input from southern

The ARB found the Southern California Air Pollution

Control District rules inadequate; the state, however, accepted innovative
inputs from other local groups.

On

8

October 1976 the ARB adopted New

Source Review Rules for the Southern California Air Pollution Control

District {Resolution 76-39 e Appendix A3. 1.6. 1.2).

Stipulations, pertinent

to this project, of note are;

1.

There is a three-tier structure;

small sources are exempt; intermediate

sources must use best available control technology; and major source's

require offsets or can be exempted.

2.

The definition of a "major" new or modified source is determined by

emission, rate, and is:

any source after construction or modification which
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results in a net emissions increase of 25 pounds per hour or 250 pounds per

day of nitrogen oxides, of organic gases, or of any other contaminant for

which there is a state or national ambient air quality standard or of any
contaminant which is a reactive precursor of any such air pollutant.

The

emission rates are 10 times higher for carbon monoxide.

3.

A major new or modified source must be reviewed by the Air Pollution

Control Officer and found not to result in a violation, or not to interfere

with the attainment or maintenance of any state or national ambient air
quality standard.

U.

With offsets from reconfiguration or dismantling of an old air pollution

source, a new source is treated as a source "modification" in the language
of the rules.

5.

In cases where all or part of a stationary source is a facility used to

load or unload cargo from cargo carriers, other than motor vehicles, such

carriers shall be considered parts of the stationary source; accordingly,

all emissions associated with the cargo carriers are considered as emissions
from the stationary source.

6.

The Air Pollution Control Officer, with concurrence from the EPA and

ARB, can exempt a new or modified source utilizing unique and innovative

emission control technology capable of resulting in an emission rate that is
significantly lower than would have occurred with the use of previously
known best available control technology, and which will likely serve as a
model for technology to the applied to similar stationary sources within
California.

In summary, the local new source review rules applicable to major new

sources in the Los Angeles Air Shed are more stringent than the EPA

interpretive rulings only in two ways.

First, they define a lower cutoff;

the EPA rulings use a cutoff of 100 tons per year (548 pounds per day) and
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propose a reduced cutoff of 50 tons/year (274 pounds/day).

Second, the

local rules define cargo carriers as part of the facility they serve when

estimating emission rates.

Vegetation

2.1.7

2- 1.7.

1

Sea Leg and Port of Long Beach

Ocean

2.1.7.1.1

Marine vegetation is represented by eight phyla which range in size from

microscopic single-celled diatoms and flagellates to giant kelps more than
100 feet tall.

Marine plants form the food base for all life in the oceans.

They also create important habitat for countless species of vertebrates
invertebrates.

This discussion divides vegetation into two major

categories:

phytoplankton, and

(1)

(2)

benthos.

arid

Phytoplankton are minute

plants, many unicellular, which drift in the photic regions of all oceans,

bays, and estuaries.

substrate.

Benthic species live on, in, or attached to the

For a discussion of the main divisions of the marine environment

see Section 2.1.2.1, Marine .

Phytoplankton

Introduction

—

-.

The phytoplankton comprise all the unicellular and colonial

photosynthetic organisms free-floating in the sea.

They constitute the

first trophic level of the food chain assimilating inorganic carbon,
nitrogen, phosphorus, and a host of other elements into their protoplast

upon which, ultimately, all animals of the sea depend.

The areas of greatest productivity are at the higher latitudes in spring and
summer, along coastal boundary currents, and in the equatorial current

system.

These areas are highly productive because of the presence of a

mechanism bringing nutrients into the euphotic zone from deeper waters by
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s

the processes of diffusion, turbulent mixing, and upwelling.

In terms of

phytoplankton, areas of upwelling are approximately three times as

productive as the coastal zone and six times as productive as the open ocean
1974).

(Riznyk,

The importance of phytoplankton in the ecology of coastal and offshore areas
involves three major aspects:

1.

Their productive nature is of paramount importance as the base of

the food chain, and any change in their abundance or community structure

will invariably affect subsequent portions of the chain.

2.

Excessive enrichment or eutrophication of local areas may result in

a phytoplankton bloom which can discolor the water, produce noxious

odors, cause fish kills, make shellfish unfit for human consumption, and

interfere with the recreational potential of an area.

3.

Their uptake of toxic materials which may enter the food chain is of

utmost importance to the seafood industry and the welfare of man.

Sampling .

Phytoplankton live in a dynamic system subject to seasonal

changes and long-term fluctuations that are not well understood.

Chief

among phytoplankton community characteristics is patchiness or un evenness in
distribution, composition, and abundance.

Patchiness is poorly understood

apart from the fact that natural mortality, grazing, and blooms play
important parts.

E cology and physiology .

Nutrient requirements for phytoplankton growth

include phosphate, silica, and nitrogen, as well as vitamins (Carlucci and
Silbernagel, 1969).

Laboratory experiments using axenic cultures of

Skeletonema costatum , Stephanopyxi

turris, G onyaulax polyedra , and

Coccalithus huxleyi , have shown that all four organisms excreted vitamins
when provided with vitamins in the culture medium (Carlucci and Bowes,
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.

1970).

One species of phytoplankton can utilize the vitamins produced by a

different species (Carlucci and Bowes, 1970), and the cell contents with
regard to vitamins can vary appreciably (Carlucci and Bowes, 1972).

In the normal marine environment, phosphate levels are never limiting to
phytoplankton growth and it appears that nitrogen is the main limiting
A relation between the abundance of diatoms and

nutrient (Riznyk, 1974).

the quantity of nitrate has been recognized in southern California with
regard to upwelling since 1928 (Moberg, 1928).

Gulf of Alaska .

Studies of primary production for the northern coastal

region of the Gulf of Alaska do not exist in the current literature.

Estimates have been made for this region from studies in the oceanic
northeast Pacific and projections from general knowledge of production on

coastal zones.

Except for minor changes, the following summary of primary

production for the Gulf of Alaska is taken from Cooney (1972)

The most complete description of primary productivity in the North Pacific,
is for an area located in the eastern portion of the Central Subarctic

Domain at 5Q°N, 145°W.

Although situated south of the Gulf of Alaska, the

results of these studies are thought to be generally applicable to the whole
oceanic northeast Pacific.

Contrary to the seasonal pattern in production described for the North
Atlantic (Riley, 1967), large fluctuations in the standing stock of
phytoplankton and rates of photosynthesis are not characteristic for the
open North Pacific Ocean during the period of active growth (Cooney, 1972).

The principal controlling factor appears to be grazing, since neither
nutrient levels, temperature, nor light limit algal growth in spring and
summer (McAllister, Parsons and Strickland, 1960).

Additional studies by

Parsons Giovandc and LeBrasseur (1966) suggest that the timing of
zooplankton recruitment, mainly copepods, is much more important in this
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respect than herbivore growth rate or standing stock, at least in the early
spring.

Daylight photosynthetic production, observed for six years at Station P in
the northeast Pacific, varied from a low of about 50 milligrams carbon per
square meter per day (mgC/m 2 /day) in the winter to nearly 350 mgC/m 2 /day by

midsummer.

Plant biomass ranged from 500 mgC/m 2 in January to a high of

1,500 mgC/m 2 in July

(McAllister, 1969).

A nearly identical seasonal range

in photosynthetic rates, 90 to 11 mgC/m 2 /day, is reported by larrance (1971)

for the mid-subarctic Pacific from the Aleutian Islands south of

s»5°K.

Total annual primary production may be two to four times greater on the
continental shelf than in the open ocean.

Gulland (1972) estimated annual

production to be about 150 grams carbon per square meter (gC/m*) along the
coastal strip of the Gulf of Alaska within the 500 meter depth contour.

For

a comparison, estimates of primary productivity are provided below as

compiled from various sources:

Annual Primary Production
(In gmC/m 2 )

Arctic Ocean

1

Gulf of Mexico

50 to 55

Central Subarctic Domain

Coastal Gulf of Alaska
Southeastern Bering Sea
Southern California

80

150

600
200 to 400

Although there are no published studies of phytoplankton species
distribution for the Gulf of Alaska, studies of phytoplankton south of the

Aleutian Islands and in other areas of the northeast Pacific indicate that
diatoms are the dominant species in both absolute numbers and numbers of
species.

Cupp (1937) reported 87 species of diatoms and 21 species of

dinof lagellates occurring at Unimak Island.
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Central California .

Bolin and Abbott's work (1963) in Monterey Bay

coincides with findings in other areas of the coast, reflecting

oceanographic conditions and events occurring over an extensive segment of
the eastern North Pacific.

For example, evidence of upwelling in Monterey

Bay is normally paralleled by evidence of upwelling along most of the coast
of the western United States north of Point Conception.

The standing crop of phytoplankton changes during the year not Only in its
size, but also in its qualitative character.

The changes reflect the three

marine seasons described for the area (see physical oceanography in Section
2.1.5.1).

During the upwelling season, water rich in stored nutrients rises

from the depths along the coast and flows southward and away from shore on
the surface,

fclith

the end of upwelling the relatively cold and heavy water

along the shore sinks of its own weight, and warm surface water from the
open ocean flows toward shore to take its place.
oceanic period is low in dissolved nutrients.

The inflowing water of the

However, it forms a

comparatively thin superficial layer and through slight mixing with the
richer subsurface water nearer shore it is able to support a moderate growth
of phytoplankton.

The Davidson Current brings about a much more massive

onshore flow of depleted surface water from offshore regions to the south.

The continuing pressure forces the water to sink and a thick uniform layer
of low nutrient content is developed along the coast.

This constitutes a

virtual marine desert until upwelling begins in late winter.

As the upwelling brings nutrients into the photosynthetic zone, the plankton
begins its annual increase.

At about the peak of upwelling, or somewhat

thereafter, one genus, Chaetoceras , typically forms about 80 percent of the
population, and four or five other genera make up another 15 percent..

As upwelling slackens, nutrient levels drop, and surface temperatures rise,
the dominant phytoplankton of the June bloom begin to decline.

At the same

time, inflows of oceanic surface water carry a number of forms

characteristic of the open ocean into the coastal area.
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Mixing of offshore

surface water with water recently risen from the depths establishes a milieu

which is richer in nutrients than that of the open sea, but not so rich as
the upwelled coastal water.

phytoplankton increases.

The number of genera forming 95 percent of the

In 1954, the increase was from 5 in August to 10

in September.

With the further reduction of nutrients and decline in temperatures during
the Davidson Current period, the phytoplankton takes on a mixed character.

Several genera show increases in relative numbers.

Soon a few of the forms,

apparently able to multiply at very low concentrations of nutrients, display
increasing degrees of dominance.

In general, the standing crop of phytoplankton varied according to the

annual cycle during the seven years from 1954 to 1960, inclusive.

However,

individual years had conspicuous departures from the average situation.

Bolin and Abbott (1963) hypothesized that the annual variations resulted
from the strength and duration of upwelling.

If upwelling is gradual or

strong and intermittent, the phytoplankton will flourish as the fertilizing
stream reaches the sunlit layers., and the population will be maintained and

increased by growth and by reinoculation through horizontal eddies.

If

upwelling is too strong and steady, the continuous outward flow of the water

which itself carries no phytoplankton from its source, will disperse the
organisms of the surface layers and prohibit buildup of large populations.

The relative abundance of the four commonest genera of diatoms and

dinoflagellates are presented in Figures 2.1.7.1-1 and 2.1.7.1-2.
the most important genus in the local phytoplankton is Chaetoceros .

By far

This

genus of diatoms has averaged about 50 percent of the catch throughout the
years, and always dominates during the periods of peak volumes in June and
July, when it typically constitutes more than 80 percent of the catch.

Fifteen species of Chaetoceros have been identified from California Oceanic

Fisheries Investigation (Cal COFI) samples from May, 1958 through April,
19 59.

Chaetoceros debilis , a cold water species, is probably the most
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Figure

2.1.7.1-1

Relative abundance of four commonest diatom genera, in percentage
of total phytoplankton, central California coast
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Figure

2.1.7.1-2

Relative abundance of four commonest dinof lagellate genera, in
percentage of total phytoplankton, central California coast

abundant diatom species in Pacific waters off California (Allen, 1928; Cupp,
1943).

Southern California .

The study of phytoplankton ecology in southern

California had its inception at the Scripps Institute of Oceanography, with
the work of W. E. Allen.

For 20 years, from 1918 to 1938, phytoplankton

samples were regularly collected from Scripps Institute Pier and at Point
Hueneme, 100 miles north.

Twenty- five papers resulted from the collected

material (for a full listing, see Riznyk, 1974, pp. 7-17 to 7-20).

Some of

the results from Allen's work include the following:

1.

A correlation was noted between the nutritive influence of the Los

Angeles City sewage outfall and the large population of phytoplankton
near Point Vincente.

2.

During a 20-year period, no two years, no two weeks, and no two days

were alike with regard to phytoplankton biomass.

3.

The annual production tends to be the greatest in the spring.

<*.

There is a lack of regularity in depth distribution.

Phytoplankton production increases in coastal areas near outfalls.

Thomas

(1972), studying the relation of sewage outfalls and phytoplankton, found

that discharge of waste waters by southern California sewage outfalls

results in enrichment of the receiving waters because of the entry of
phytoplankton nutrients.

This enrichment results in moderate

eutrophication, the extent being limited to within
outfalls.

5

miles of the largest

Eutrophication was apparently the result of nitrogen input from

high ammonium concentrations of sewage entering a nitrogen-limited system.

In the Southern California Bight, the dominant genus, having the greatest
total abundance, was the diatom, Chaetoceros (Riznyk
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[

197»»

]

summarizing

w. E. Allen's work).

In 20 years of daily collecting, only 100 species

representing 41 genera were identified; of these only 17 species were
At Scripps Pier, almost every species of diatom known to occur in

dominant.

the southeastern portions of the North Pacific was found.

Dinof lagellates

were found almost everywhere in southern California coastal waters, but

their numbers were mostly below 1„000/1.

Only four species of

dinof lagellate ever obtained dominance: Prorocentrum micans , Gonyanlu x

polvedra , Ceratium furca , and Ceratium tripas .

Large numbers of

dinoflagellates were confined to levels above 30 meters and to a zone within
25 miles offshore.

Bays and estuaries

2.1,7.1.2

Gulf of Alaska .

The mountain slopes of the fjord at Port Valdez extend

beneath the water to produce a steep- sided, flat-bottomed trough H00 to 800
feet deep.

The shore is rocky except where deltas and moraines have been

built out into the fjord.

The rocky gravel intertidal and subtidal areas

have rich floral and faunal associations
2.1.8.1, Wildlife)

(see Sections 2.1.7.1, Vegetation;

.

Several very large estuarine complexes are found in the Prince William Sound
area.

Stretching more than 100 miles along the coast from the northeast

side of Hinchinbrook Island south past controller Eay are shallow sandy/mud

inlets (Orca Inlet, Hawkins Island Cut Off)

;

deltas from Ibeck Creek,

This

Glacier River, Copper River, Bering River; and innumerable sloughs.

network of sandy inlets, sloughs r and so on, is tremendously productive.

The shallow spawning areas are extremely vulnerable to oil pollution.

Not

only are these marshes commercially and biologically important for marine
fisheries, but they provide critical habitat for numerous species of birds*

Alaska.

Studies of pbytoplankton production and standing stock for bays and

estuaries of the northern coast of the Gulf of Alaska are lacking.

However,

a recent study by the Institute of Marine Sciences of the University of
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Alaska (Hood, Shiels and Kelly, 1973} in Port
Valdez, Alaska, and the Valdez
Arm will be discussed in the section on the
Port area of Valdez.

Port valdez . The following summary of the
primary productivity of Valdez
Arm and Port Valdez has been taken from Goering,
shiels and ration (1973).

The seasonal cycle of primary productivity
in Valdez Arm and the Port Valdez
appears to resemble other marine systems of similar
latitudes.
In general,
a large bloom of phytoplankton occurs in
spring and produces maximum amounts
of organic matter. Following the spring
peak, the rates of productivity
and

the standing crop of phytoplankton tend to
remain low through summer and
fall. In the Port, particularly near major river
inputs, productivity in
summer and fall is low because of severe
light limitation caused by the
large sediment load in the entering river
water.
During the winter,
phytoplankton growth and the standing crop are
minimal.

The annual net primary productivity reported in
Valdez Arm (200 gmC/m*)
appears to be somewhat higher than production
reported for inshore waters of
similar latitudes. Daily rates during the
spring bloom (up to 4 gc/m*)
approach those reported for the most productive
marine phytoplankton crops
known.

The introduction of large amounts of silt-laden
freshwater into Port Valdez
waters during summer limits the vertical zone
of water that can support
phytoplankton growth. The heavy sediment load in
some regions of the port
reduces light penetration to such an extent that
only about the first upper
meter contains adequate light for phytoplankton
growth. The salinity of

the

near-surface water is dramatically reduced.

Califo rnia . The following generalized discussion
of bays and estuaries is
taken primarily from the "Summary of Knowledge
of the Southern California
Coastal zone and Offshore Areas," Volume II (DSDI,
197ft).
The basic
principles covered apply to marshes and bays in
central California as well.
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Considerably more freshwater runoff and larger rivers and streams are
present in the northern portion of the state and this, of course,, affects
the bay and estuarine environment of that area.

Table

2."!. 7.

1.2-1 lists

some of the most productive bays and estuaries in California from Humboldt

Bay south.

The bays on the coast of southern California are necessarily

2
small, with the largest one, the San Diego Bay, being only **8„2n km at mean

low water.

The absence of a coastal plain in southern California has,

furthermore, restricted the development cf salt marsh to small areas

fringing sheltered bays and lagoons.

Table 2.1. 7.1.2-1
Some of California's Most Productive Wetlands

AREA

Location

Agua Hedionda Lagoon

South

Albion Estuarine Area

North

Anaheim Bay

South

Batiguitos Lagoon

South

Big River

North

Bodega Bay

North

Carpinteria Marsh

South

Elkhorn Slough

Central

Estero Americano

South

Estero de San Antonio

North

Humboldt Bay

North

Los Penasquitos Lagoon

South

Morro Bay

Central

Mugu Lagoon

Central

Noyo River

North

Pescadero Marsh

North

San Dieguito Lagoon

South

San Eli jo Lagoon

South

Santa Maria River

South

South San Diego Bay

South

Ten Mile River

North

Tijuana River

South

Upper Newport Bay

South

Most of the so-called "bays" are actually abandoned mouths of the major
streams, like San Pedro Bay, Upper Newport Bay, and Anaheim Bay, or

separated from the sea by spits and tombolos, like Lower Newport Bay,
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Mission Bay, and San Diego Bay.

All these characteristics are products of

the strong surf of the exposed Pacific shore (Gosline, 1967).

Some other

loosely termed bays, like Santa Monica Bay and La Jolla Bay that are neither
a landlocked embayment nor a derivative of an estuary with salt marsh

development, are, accordingly, not considered.

There are several small lagoons in San Diego County that are not
periodically flushed by tide.

One of them, the Buena Vista Lagoon, has been

completely separated from the sea for many years so that its salinity

(3.

to 6.5 percent) is much lower than other embayments of the southland.

Conseguently, its fauna and flora are mixed with some freshwater types
(Carpelan,

1964)

.

All other embayments have their mean salinity about 32.5

percent.

Salt marshes are tracts of land in the bays, estuaries, or lagoons that are

covered with halophytes (flowering plants) and are subject to periodic
flooding by the tide.

The striking feature of the marsh environment is the

great variation in values of the parameters known to affect the occurrence
and development of animal population.
instance, Phleger and Bradshaw (1966)

In the marsh of Mission Bay, for

have recorded considerable diurnal and

seasonal variation in pH, oxygen, water temperature, and salinity.

These

variances are related to tidal flushing, air temperature variation, sunlight
duration, and marsh plant metabolism.

Since the great influx of population to the southern California area, during

and following World War II, nearly all of the bays and lagoons have been
modified by the activities of man, through construction of marinas and
breakwaters, building roads and railroads, dredging of channels, diversion
of rivers, and operation of waste disposals.

Of the existing embayments,

Anaheim Bay, Upper Newport Bay, and Tijuana Estuary are some major ones that
still remain in a relatively unaltered condition.
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Estuaries and lagoons support animals recruited principally from the sea.

Many neritic animal species use these areas as a nursery ground before
migrating to the open sea (Veinberg and Veinberg, 1972)

.

For example,

shallow-water fishes such as the California halibut, the Pacific staghorn
sculpin, the deepbody anchovy, and the gray smoothhound are known to use

Anaheim Bay as nursery habitats.

Some permanent dwellers of Anaheim Bay

that complete their life cycle in the bay are the top-smelt, the California
killifish

ff

the arrow goby, and the diamond turbot.

However, with a profound alteration of coastal wetlands in southern

California, to what extent they still serve as a nursery and feeding ground

for neritic animals has not been determined.

It is known that with the

fully developed commercial and residential marina complex in Mission Bay,
most, if not all, wildlife value has been destroyed (Speth, 1969)

The works on the biota of Anaheim Bay by Lane and Bill (in press) and
several surveys conducted in the Upper Newport Bay by Bane (1968)

and Reish (1957)

;

California Department of Fish and Game (1953)

;

;

Barnard

and Vogl

(1966) are some existing reports that contain biological information of

slightly altered bays in southern California.

Southern California .

alteration from Ho

The following discussion is taken with minor

(197«4)

of the Southern California Ocean Studies

Consortium.

Estuaries and bays, with their semienclosed natures, permit the maintenance
of a plankton community that is at least native, if not strictly endemic
(Riley, 1967).

The environmental factors controlling the "native"

population in an estuarine plankton community are:

degree of bay enclosure,

shape of basin, temperature, salinity, water circulation, and cycling rate
of elements.

From a dynamic standpoint, obviously, the rate of increase of

the population must balance the rate of loss by flushing, predation, and all

other natural causes for the population to maintain itself.
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Diatoms and dinof lagellates are the two irajor groups of phytopi anX ton.

A

total of 26 genera of diatoms, Bacillariophyta, and 20 genera of
dinoflagellates, Pyrrophyta, were reported by Fairbanks (1969) and Lackey
and Clendenning (1965) from Mission Bay and San Diego Bay, respectively.
However, only 10 genera of diatoms

(

Thala ssionema , Chaetoceros ,

Thalassiorira , Asterionella , Skeletonema , Coscinodiscus , Nizschia, Navicula ,

Thalassiothrix , and Grammatophora

)

and

5

genera of dinoflagellates

(Dinophysis, Prorocentrum , Peridinium , Ceratium , and Gonyaulax ) were

recorded as major plankton, and occurred in numbers larger than

5

percent of

the total phytoplankton at least once in a year.

In addition to diatoms and dinoflagellates, the phytoplankton of coastal
embayments also consists of Volvocales, Chlorophyceae, Euglenophyceae,
Cryptophyceae, and Chrysophyceae.

The Volvocales are relatively common to

inshore waters and are fairly well represented with nine species occurring
in San Diego Bay.

The colorless Euglenophyceae are far more common and

often more abundant in estuarine waters than the green ones, but the

majority of them are benthic.
of all plankton.

Cryptophyceae seem to be the most ubiguitous

There are perhaps five genera (Chilomonas, Chromonas ,

Cryptomonas , Cyathomonas , and Rhodomonas ) which appear to be important in
the ecology of estuarine waters (Lackey, 1967; Lackey and Clendenning,
1965)

The abundance of phytoplankton in the water is generally governed by the

amounts of available phosphates and nitrates.

A favorable

nitrogen/phosphorus (N/P) ratio is somewhere between 10:1 and 30:1 as far as
abundance is concerned (Lackey, 1967)

.

In coastal waters, Ryther and

Dunstan (1971) have demonstrated that nitrogen is the critical limiting
factor of phytoplankton growth and eutrophication.

A similar conclusion was

reached by Bradshaw and Mudie (1972) in their studies on some aspects of

pollution in the bays and lagoons of San Eiego County.

Phosphate remained

in excess of phytoplankton demands, while the nitrogen was guickly absorbed

by the phytoplankton and other plants.
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Fairbanks (1969) found that the physical factors appeared to be of more
importance to phytoplankton growth in surface waters,, whereas nutrient

concentration increased in importance with depth.

High water temperature,

high incidence of solar radiation, and high salinities appear to be

detrimental to phytoplankton growth, especially when they are combined with

nutrient depletion.

In Mission Bay, the annual phytoplankton cycle wa s characterized by a major

bloom occurring in April and May.

During the rest of the year, population

levels remained fairly constant with the lowest occurring in September in

deeper water, and January in surface water.

The diatom cycle appeared very

similar to the total phytoplankton cycle f except with less pronounced April-

May peaking.

The dinof lagellate cycle, however, reached two peaks during

the year, one in the fall and another greater one in the spring (Fairbanks,
1969)

.

Benthos

Most benthic plants are algae.

Except for certain marsh grasses (see

Section 2.1.7.1), the only important marine vascular plants (Spermatophyta)
in Alaska are the eelgrasses of the genus Zostera .

In sandy areas where

there are no suitable sources of attachment for large plants, microflora
live between the sand grains.

Even in extreme high energy rocky

environments, where surge is too strong for large plants to survive,

encrusting diatoms are found.

Although not readily apparent, these small

marine plants play a vital role as an important food source for many benthic

invertebrates in the areas where the plants occur.
the Gulf of Alaska into two floristic segments:

a

Druehl (1970)

divided

segment extending from

Hope Island, British Columbia, to Yakut at and a western segment extending
from Kodiak Island to Attu Island.

The large area between the segments

which includes Prince William Sound and Valdez, is a transition zone.
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Table 2.1.7.1.2-2, taken from "The Western Gulf of Alaska, A Summary of

Knowledge," lists the marine plants known to occur in the western Gulf of
Alaska.

Other species not included, but which probably occur in Prince

William Sound, are the red algae Lithothamnicn sp.
Corallina sp.

,

Lithophyllum sp., and

These have been collected by Marine Advisors Inc.

at

(1961)

Kodiak Harbor.

The nearshore area of Port Valdez, beneath which seaweeds occur, is small,

but the importance of this region to the entire marine ecosystem is
relatively large.
less than

1

The annual primary production of seaweeds is probably

percent of phytoplankton production in this region.

Intertidal

and subtidal seaweeds provide substrates upon which fish and invertebrate

eggs may be deposited, as well as animal habitats for a myriad of species

and protective nursery areas.

They also often serve as a direct food

source.

Estimates of algal cover in the intertidal zone of the Port were made during
the month of August by McRoy and Stoker (1969).

In some areas, dense stands

of Fucus distichus were found to cover 65 percent of the beach area with

concurrent high animal biomass estimates, suggesting the importance of this
community as an animal habitat.

During late spring and summer the green

algae, Cladophora , Ent eromorpha , Monostroma , and others, were found to be

predominant in many areas of the intertidal region at Jackson Point, and
several species of red and brown algae were also present (e.g., Halosaccion ,

Odonthalia , Rhodymenia , Alaria , and Fucus

)

.

Below the intertidal zone,

large brown algae were found as apparently important habitat features for

many invertebrates and fishes.

Alaria marginata , Costaria eostata ,

Desmarestia sp.. Lamina ria groenlandica , and L. saccharina were obvious
components of the subtidal zone and have been estimated to cover from 90 to
100 percent of the bottom to a depth of several meters in the region of

Jackson Point.
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Table 2. 1.7. 1.2-2

Marine Macrophytes of the Western Gulf of Alaska

MAJOR ASSEMBLAGE
DIVISION
Class
Genus species

THALLOPHYTA

CHLOROPHYCEAE
Enteromorpha eomp ressa
a

Enteromorpha intestinal is
a
S pongomorpha sp.
S pongomorpha

coalita

a

Diva sp.

PHAEOPHYCEAE
b

Agarum cribrosum
Alaria crispa
A. fistulosa
a

A. phylaii
A. praelonga
A. taeniata

A. tenuifolia

b

Chorda filum
Source:

Nybakken 1969; Druehl 1970.

a

Species listed by Nybakken (1969)
b

Species at the limit of its known range within the study area.
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Table 2.1.7.1.2-2 (Continued)

MAJOR ASSEMBLAGE
DIVISION
class
Genus species
a

Chordaria

f lagelliformes

a

Colpomenia sinuosa
b

Costaria costata
Cymathere triplicata
a

Cytoseira germinata

Dictyosiphon foeniculacens
a

Ectocarpus sp.
a

Fucus distichus

Hedophyllum sessile
Laminaria dentiqera
L. groenlandica
L. lonqipes
a
L. personata
a
L. platymeris
L. saccharina
L. setchillii
L. yezoensis

b

Lessonlopsis lifctoralis
b

Macro cystis inteqrifoli

Thalassiophyllum clathrus
Nereocystis leutkeana

2-29:

Table

2

.1.7.1.2-2 (Continued)

MAJOR ASSEMBLAGE
DIVISION
Class
Genus species
a

Scytosiphon lamentana
Soranthera ulvoidae
RHODOPHYCEAE

A hnfeltia

plicata
a

Cryptos iphona woodii

Endocladia muricata
a

Halosaccion qlandi forme
a

Odonthalia floccosa
a

Porphyra sp.
Porphyra perforata

Pterosiphonia bi pinna ta
a

Rhodomela larix
a

Rhodvmenia palmata
Schizymenia pacif ica

TRACHEOPHYTA
SPERMATOPHYTA

Angiospermae
a

Zostera marina
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On rocky intertidal shores in Prince William Sound, three zones are present.
The area immediately above mean high water (MHW)

is dominated by a lichen,

The upper portion of the mid- littoral zone is dominated by the

Verucaria .

brcwn algae, Fucus sp.
Porphyra sp.

In some portions of the study area the red algae,

(commercially harvested in many parts of the world)

,

replaces

The shoreline from Kidlukh Eiver to Yakutat Bay is composed

Fucus sp.

mostly of sandy or cobbly beaches.

No published surveys of marine vegetation in this area have been identified.

Microflora probably live in the intertidal spaces between sand grains and
also attached to gravel and cobbles.

Fucus sp. and Phvllospaclic sp. may

grow in the lower intertidal zone here if rocky outcrops are present.

Several very large kelps, Macrocystis integrif olia . Nereocystis leutkeana
(both reaching lengths of at least 100 feet), and Alaria sp.

(some species

reaching 70 feet in length) are found in this transition zone.
in depth from a few feet to about 100 feet.

They range

The "forests" created by these

giant kelps provide innumerable niches for other organisms and points of

attachment for sessile invertebrates and small algae.

Kelp beds

substantially increase the carrying capacity of a given volume of water and

provide important visual reference points for fishes.
bottom.

Kelp also shades the

This modifies the underlying vegetation by altering the amount of
j

light available for photosynthesis.
avoid bright light.

The shade also attracts animals who

No detailed kelp habitat studies for Alaska have been

identified; however, in California, more than 810 species are known to be

associated with Macrocystis-Nereocystis beds.

It is reasonable to assume

that the Alaska kelps are extremely important components of the marine

ecosystem.

Kelp beds are potentially important from a commercial viewpoint as well.
Kelp is utilized in more than 200 products.

Commercial harvesting, properly

managed, does not deleteriously affect the kelp bed community.

Rigg (1915)

estimated the standing stock at 2.3 million metric tons for western Alaska,
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a sufficient quantity to support a significant industry.

McRoy (1971)

reported that seven seaweed species have large enough populations to support

commercial harvesting.

The most significant marine spermatophyte is the eelgrass, Zostera marina.
This species is an extremely important food for waterfowl.

Also, "Zostera

communities on the Alaska coast are contributors to all levels of production
in the food web and provide refuge to innumerable species of organisms"
(McRoy,

1968)

McRoy goes on to say that Zostera is found in most bays and

.

inlets along, the open coast, including the following locations in Prince

Olsen Bay, Redhead Lagoon, Sawmill Bay, Port Etches

William Sound:

(Hinchinbrook Island)

,

and stockdale Harbor (Montague Island)

.

Standing

stocks in Safety Lagoon and Sawmill Bay averaged 4.5 grams dry weigfat/m 2 ,
Zostera will not survive in areas receiving turbid effluent,

(McRoy, 1970).

such as glacial runoff, or oil pollution.

Marine benthic vegetation does not occur outside the intertidal and subtidal
zone (see Section 2.1.2.1).

The Sea Leg portion of this project does not

come within 150 miles of any benthic vegetation, after leaving the

transition zone surrounding Prince William Sound, until approximately

Humboldt Bay, California.

Of course, drifting vegetation might be

encountered during the high seas portion of the trip.

The California coast from Humboldt Bay south to San Pedro Bay and the Port
of Long Beach consists mostly of exposed open coast with both rocky and

sandy portions and several large bays and estuaries.

As in Alaska, the marine vegetation off California is almost entirely algal
species with only a few spermatophytes .
species and

3

Murray

(197ft)

lists 517 algal

spermatophytes for the southern California marine area.

these, 56 are Chlorophyta (green)

Rhodophyta (red)

.

,81 are Phaeophyta

(brown)

,

Of

and 380 are

As mentioned earlier, Cruehl (1970) divided the northeast
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s

Pacific into three major segments, based upon the distribution of
Laminariales.

'

All of the California marine area is within the southern segment.

segment is divided into four regions.

Region

4

Region

4,

and Region 3.
18 from

The

Humboldt Eay is on the border between

Seventeen species of Laminariales are known from

Region

Giant kelps, Macrocystis integrifolia and

3.

Nereocvstis leutkeana, are found in both regions, as well as in Regions
and

2

The biological and commercial importance of giant kelp and the

1.

forests it creates has been discussed above.

Although Druehl does not

consider Point Conception a biogeographic boundary, several changes occur
there, including the fact that kelp forests to the north are predominantly

Nereocystis and those to the south predominantly Macrocystis .

Region

2

Region

1

(Cape Mendocino to Fort Ross)

contains 24 species.

Druehl'

contains 14 species of Laminariales;

Table 2.1.7.1.2-3 lists the macrophyte

species found in southern California kelp beds.

The southern California region has approximately 75 square miles of kelp
beds, which are shown in Maps 10,

11

and 12 in Attachment

2.

The most

important species within these beds is Macrocystis pyrifera , a source of
algin, which is useful in food, cosmetics, and coatings (Fay, et al., 1972).

The kelp beds are leased and harvested by kelp companies.

Since kelp is

subjected to change in environmental conditions, the amount available for

harvest can vary annually.

Temperatures above 66°F (18.9°C) are not

conducive to growth and reproduction of Macrocystis , and can affect the
standing crop.

The average primary productivity of these beds is approximately 1524.7
metric tons

(MT)

per km 2 /yr (6.8 tons/acre/yr) with an extreme range of

448.4 to 3139.1 MT/km 2 /yr

the 193 km 2 (74.49 mi 2

)

(2

to 14 tons/acre/yr; Clendenning, 1971).

Thus,

of kelp beds within the Southern California Bight

are capable of producing approximately 2.95 x 10 s MT (3„24 x 10 s tons) of

organic matter per year.

The maximum life span of an average frond is only
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Table 2.1.7.1.2-3

Macrophyte Species of Southern California
and Northern Baja California Kelp Beds

MAJOR ASSEMBLAGE
Genus species

MAJOR ASSEMBLAGE
Genus species
SPERMATOPHYTA
Phyllospadix torreyi

CHLOROPHYTA
Chaetomorpha spiralis
Cladophora graminea
Codium cuneatum
C.

hubbsii

C.

setchellii

Halicystis ova lis

PHAEOPHYTA
Aqarum fimbriatum

Giffordia granulosa

Coilodesme calif ornica

Halidrys dioica
a

C.

Laminaria farlowii

rigida

L. setchellii

Colpomenia sinuosa
a

Macrocystis pyrifera

Cystoseira osmundacea
C.

Nereocystis leutkeana

setchellii

Desmarestia liqulata var. liqulata
D.

Pelaqophycus porra

Dictyota binqhamiae
a
D.

Pachydictyon coriaceum
Padina durvillaei

tabacoides

Pteryqophora californica

flabellata

Source:
a

Species that are considered to be common in kelp beds.
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Table

2

)

1.7.1.2-3

MAJOR ASSEMBLAGE
Genus species

(Continued

MAJOR ASSEMBLAGE
Genus species

PHAEOPHYTA (Continued)
Dictyop teris undulata

Sarqassum agardhianum

a

Eqregia menziesii

Taonia lennebackerae

a

Eisenia arborea

Zonaria farlowii

RHQDOPHYTA
a

Acrosorium uncinatum

Gymnogongrus leptophyllus

Amphiroa zonata

Haliptylon gracilis

Amplisiphonia pacifica

Laurencia spectabilis var. diegoensis

Anisocladella pacifica

L.

Antithamnionella glandulifera

L. subopposita

Binghamia f orkii

splendens

Leptocladia binghamiae
a

Bossiella orbigniana
dichotoma
B.

Lithophyllum imitans

ssp.

orbigniana ssp. orbigniana

Lithothamnium giganteum

Botryocladia neushulii
B.

Lithothrix aspergillum

pseudodichotoma

Botryoglossum

Maripelta rotata

f arlowianum

Melobesia mediocris

Br anchioglos sum undulatum

Mesophyllum lamellatum

Calliarthron cheilosporioides

Microcladia coulteri

a
C.

tuberculosum

Myriogramme caespitosa

Callithamnion sp.

Neoagardhiella baileyi
a

Callophyllis

f irma

Peyssonelia

rubra

C.

f labellulata

Phyllophora californica

C.

violacea

P.

clevelandii
a

Carpopeltis bushiae

Plocamium carti lagineum
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Table 2.1

.7.

1.2-3

(Continued)

MAJOR ASSEMBLAGE
Genus species

MAJOR ASSEMBLAGE
Genus species
RHODOPHYTA (Continued)
Ceramium cacificum

Poqonophorella californica

Chondria californica

Polvneura latissima

C.

Polvsiphonia Johns toni

nidifica

Corallina officinalis
chilensis

var.

P. mollis

Coralline Vancouver iensis

Prionitis andersoniana

Crvptonemia anqustata

P.

cornea

P.

lanceolata

P.

linearis

C.

obovata

Crvptopleura crispa
C.

violacea

Pseudoqloiophloea confusa

Fauchea lacinata

Pterochondria woodii var. pygmaea

Fryeela qardneri

P.

Gastroclonium coulteri

Pterocladia capillacea

Gelidium nudifrons

Pterosiphonia baileyi

woodii var, woodii

dendroidea

G.

robustum

P.

6.

purpurascens

Rhodvmenia arborescens

Giqartina canaliculata
G.

corymbifera

R. californica var. attenuata
R. californica var.

californica

a

pacifica

G.

serrata

R.

G.

spinosa

Schizymenia pacifica

G. volans

;

Gracilaria sioestedtii
G.

textorii var. cunninqhamii

Sciadophycus stellatus
Scinaea iohnstoniae

Smithora naiadum

Gracilariophila orvzoides

Stenoqramme interrupta

Grateloupia howeii

Tenarea dispar

G.

schizophylla

Tiff aniella snyderae

Grif fithsia pacifica
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about half a year, while the minimum time necessary to complete the life
cycle is about 12 to 14 months (North, 1961; Neushul and Haxo, 1968).

About

10 percent of the estimated primary productivity cf kelp beds is harvested

annually (Clendenning, 1971).

Vegetation and zonation

The salt marshes of the Pacific coast of North America are very uniform in

their type of vegetation (Chapman, 1960).

The marsh plants are generally

found in the upper intertidal areas of bays where currents are negligible

and where there are no erosive waves.

Most marsh plants are true flowering

plants and frequently are called halophytes.

usually a pronounced zonation of plants:

Within a marsh, there is

from plants which are covered by

almost every tide to plants which may be covered by a tide only twice a year
(McLucky,

1971).

In addition to halophytes, eelgrass, algae, and phytoplankton are present.

The species of plants and algae that occur in the bays and lagoons are found
in the works by Reish (1968)

for Alamitos Bay; Turner and Strachan (1969)

for San Gabriel River mouth; Baker (in press) and Shubin (in press) for

Anaheim Bay; California Department of Fish and Game (1953), Stevenson and
Emery (1958), Frey, Hein and Spruill (1970), and Vogl (1966) for Newport
Bay; Carlberg (1970) and Mudie

(in Anonymous,

1972b)

for San Elijc Lagoon;

and Purer (1942) for bays and lagoons of San Eiego County.

The primary colonist of salt marsh is commonly Spartina foliosa, which forms
a belt at the level of

mean high water.

However, in the better drained

areas, it is often replaced by the second dominant species, Salicornia

bigelovii .

This combined Spartina- Salicornia community occupies the greater

portion of the marshes.

MacDonald (1969) has identified seven most frequent

associates and discovered that the components of the associate floral groups

were quite different north and south of Point Conception.
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:

The seven associate species in the two regions are (listed in order of
decreasing abundance)

North of Point conception:

South of Point Conception:

Distichlis spicata

Frankenia qrandifolia

Triqlochin maritima

Suaeda californica

Jaumea caronosa

Monanthochloe littoralis

Limonium commune

Triqlochin maritima

Frankenia qrandifolia

Limonium commune

Glaux maritima

Jaumea caronosa

Plantaqo maritima

Distichlis spicata

A comparison of the above lists reveals that to the south of Point
Conception, Glaux maritima and Plantaqo maritima were replaced by

Monanthochloe littoralis and Suaeda californica ; the most abundant associate
species of the north, Distichlis spicata , became the least abundant in the
south; and the fifth abundant species in the north, Frankenia qrcindifolia ,

rose to the most abundant species of the south.

It should be mentioned that

in his ecological study of the plants of the 12 marshlands of San Diego

County, Purer (1942) found that A triplex watsonii and Eatis maritima were

much more abundant than Triqlochin maritima and Jaumea caronosa .

Algae .

The most common abundant algae is the tubular, filamentous form of

green seaweed, Enteromorpha crinita .

This species can withstand a wide

range of salinity and temperature, as well as exposure to air.

As a result,

it is the most widely distributed algae occurring in bays and lagoons,

particularly in quiet-water areas.

On the mud banks of quieter water in

Anaheim Bay, this species of green algae was reported to form a mat covering
an area as large as
press)

7

meters with a 5-centimeter thickness (Shubin, in

.
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Contrary to the salt marsh grasses which are virtually eliminated from the
substantially altered bay, the species of flat, sheet-like green algae,
genus Ulva, are very common in the harbor and marina.

attach to boat floats.
months.

They grow on rocks or

It is particularly abundant in the spring and fall

It is interesting to note that while Plva spp. are abundant in the

substantially modified Alamitos Bay (Eeish, 1968)

,

they are the least

abundant species of all the algae surveyed in the rather unaltered Anaheim
Bay (Shubin, in press).

The brown algae seems to be the least abundant of the three algal groups to
occur in the bay or harbor.

In Purer's

(1942) work on the flora of

marshlands in San Diego County, not a single species of brown algae was
reported.

The three out of four species of brown algae reported from Upper

Newport Bay (Frey, Hein, and Spruill, 1970) were listed as rare, with their
occurrence being less than 4.9 percent of the flora.

Of the 16 species of

brown algae listed in "The Marine Life of Southern California" (Reish,
1972), only three species, Colpomenia sinuosa, Ectocarpus conf ervoides , and

Hydroclathurus clathratus, were mentioned to have been found in the bays or
harbors.

The poor occurrence of brown algae is another characteristic

floral feature of the southern California marshes and bays.

The zonation of plants in salt marshes is generally governed by the

operation of the following environmental factors:

tides, water table, soil

structure, water movement, aerated layer, soil salinity, soil moisture^ and

biota (Chapman, 1964).

However, it seems that tide is the single most

important factor in determining the distribution cf salt marsh plants
(McLucky, 1971).

According to Ranwell (1972), the tidal factors of

particular importance include:

the mechanical disturbance (controls

intensity and frequency of sedimentation and erosion)

,

the vertical range

(controls tidal flooding depths and the vertical extent of salt marshj)

,

form of tidal cycle (controls frequency and duration of submergence and
emergence)

,

and the water quality (controls the amount of light reaching

submerged growths and the salinity)
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the

Both Chapman (1960) and MacDonald (1969) have noted that above the level of

MLHW (mean low high water; the intertidal zone that is exposed at least once
every 24 hours) there are two major subenvironments in a marsh, namely the
low marsh and the high marsh.

The former extends from the lower limit of

salt marsh vegetation to the level of MHHw (mean higher high water; with

more than six hoars of tidal submergence at each tide and less than 15 days
of continuous tidal emergence), and the latter includes the zones between

the levels of MHHW and EHW (extreme high water; with less than six hours of
tidal submergence and may be exposed to the air for several weeks or even
months)

.

Thus, the major difference between the two subenvironments is the

frequency and the duration of emergence and submergence.

The area between

MLHW and MLLW (mean lower low water) is called tidal flat, where the land is
submerged in water most of the time, except during extremely low tides.

The rate of supply of gaseous CO z for photosynthesis is severely limited
during submergence, and different species may differ in their sensitivity to
such limitation.

Also, the lower regions of a salt marsh are covered by

almost every tide, and the soil will often be waterlogged; whereas, plants
in the upper regions are more rarely covered and the soil will have more

opportunity for drainage.

Therefore, a gradient in the sensitivity to C0 2

limitation and in the ability to live in waterlogged soils may be the

important factor in determining marsh plant zonation (McLucky,

1971),.

The eelgrass, Zostera marina , is the most common angiosperm that grows on

the permanently inundated marshlands.
called Zosteretum.

This is the lowest vegetative zone

In a relatively unaltered bay, such as Anaheim Bay and

Upper Newport Bay, the eelgrass is usually widespread.

However, in a

substantially altered bay, like Mission Bay and San Diego Bay, it is reduced
to small patches, and in Alamitos Bay and San Pedro Bay, this species had
disappeared because of dredging operations and other activities of man.

Above the Zosteretum, in Upper Newport Bay, Stevenson and Emery (1958) have
identified five additional zones:

Spartinetum, Monanthocloetum, and
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Each zone is named after the dominant species that occurred

Distichlidetum.
They are:

in it.

(pickleweed)

(shore grass)

Spartina foliosa (cordgrass)

Suaeda californica (sea fclite)

,

,

and Distichlis s pi cat

,

,

Salicornia bigelovii

Monanthochloe littoralis

(salt grass)

It is noted that in San Eli jo Lagoon and other periodically closed small

lagoons in San Diego County, the typical salt-marsh grasses, e.g.,
cordgrass, pickleweed, arrow grass
maritinja)

,

(

Triqlochin maritima

)

,

saltwort (Bati s

and eelgrass of the permanently submerged zones in southern

California are absent.

This absence is apparently associated with the

absence of continuous tidal flushing in these lagoons.

Furthermore, because

of the lack of frequent tidal action, the characteristic vertical zonation

of salt-marsh vegetation is weakly developed in San Elijo Lagoon.

In

Mission Bay, the Spartina community occupies about 60 percent of the marsh
area.

It occurs from about +1.0 to +1.5 meters above the elevation of mean

lower low water.

At +1.5 to +1.8 meters, an area of about 1.4 percent of

the marsh, the flora is dominated by Salicorinia and Batis .

Above this

level there is a community characterized by Suaeda, and it takes up about 23

percent of the marsh area (Phleger, 1970).

2.1.7.1.3.

Port of Long Beach area

Phytoplankton and macroscopic algae are the primary forms of vegetation

within the harbor complex.

Phytoplankton can be found in the water column

throughout the harbor complex, and various species of macroscopic algae are
generally found in association with rocky shore habitats of the harbor
complex.
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Ph vtop la nkton

During 1973 and 1974, The Allan Hancock Foundation (AHF) took monthly
plankton samples from 43 stations throughout the Los Angeles-Long Beach

Harbor complex (see Figure 2.1.7.1.3-1).

From their samples, AHF calculated

three phytoplankton parameters based upon chlorophyll a measurements:

1.

Primary productivity.

Primary productivity is the ability of

photosynthetic organisms to convert nonliving nutrients into
biological material (AHF, 1975).

2.

Standing crop.

Standing crop is the size of the population

involved in the productivity being measured (AHF, 1975).

3.

Assimilation ratio.

Assimilation ratio is defined as the

capacity of a unit of standing crop to assimilate nonliving

nutrients and convert them to living matter (AHF, 1975).

The ratio

is an index to the efficiency that the standing crop can produce.

Some of the findings from AHF investigations (AHF, 1975) concerning trends
in spatial and seasonal variations, phytoplankton blooms (red tides, green
tides, and white tides), and interrelationship of measured data are

presented in the following paragraphs.

Spatial variation .

Figures 2.1.7.1.3-2 through 2.1.7.1.3-5 present the

distributions of mean productivity and chlorophyll a values for AHF's 1973
and 1974 investigations.

The stations in the outer harbors and inner Los

Angeles Harbor as a whole showed lower values for productivity and
chlorophyll a than those in inner Long Beach Harbor or the area to the east
of Pier J, Long Beach, near the mouth of the Los Angeles River.

The two

stations (Al and Bl) seaward of the harbor's breakwaters, thought by AHF to
be representative of waters outside the harbor complex, had the lowest

values of productivity and chlorophyll a.
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The areas near the mouth of the Los Angeles River and Channel 2, Long Beach
Harbor, had the highest values of productivity and chlorophyll a.

Of these

two areas, the values were highest at the mouth of the Los Angeles River;

values diminished with distance from the river mouth.

The poor circulation in Channel 2, Long Beach Harbor, and the presumed
enrichment from the effluents in the area are contributing factors in
maintaining high levels of productivity.

AHF suggested that the high values

for productivity and chlorophyll a at Stations Dl

ff

D2, and D3, the area at

the mouth of the Los Angeles River, are apparently influenced by heavy input
of nutrients from the river.

A general trend was established for assimilation ratio values, in which

values were low at the mouth of the Los Angeles River and increased with
distance from the river's mouth.

This pattern was the reverse of that for

the area's trends in productivity and chlorophyll a.

Figures 2.1.7.1.3-6

and 2.1.7.1.3-7 present the distribution of mean assimilation valuers for

AHF's 1973 and 1974 investigations.

Seasonal variations .

According to AHF studies (AHF, 1975)

,

the general

pattern of seasonal changes of phytoplankton population in the harbor
complex is obscured to a degree by the occurrence of sporadic and intense
phytoplankton blooms, such as red tides.

Some general patterns found by AHF

are presented in the following paragraphs.

Redtides, green tides, and white tides .
blooms occur within the harfcor complex.

In general, intense phytoplankton

These blooms occur most often, but

not exclusively, in late summer and early fall.

The late summer and early

fall blooms, usually caused by dinoflagellates, give the water a reddish

cast and spring blooms, usually caused by diatoms, give the water a greenish
cast.

The spring bloom is generally not as intense as those that occur in

late summer and early fall.
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The mechanisms that trigger and sustain phytoplankton blooms are little

understood.

Red tide occurs most frequently in the outer Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbor,
Channel

2 of

Long Beach Harbor, and the area east of Pier J.

sporadic red-tide blooms have occurred in the harbor:

(1)

Two types of

late spring or

early summer blooms, primarily composed of the dinof lagellate Pro rocen brum
mi cans ; and

{2}

late summer or early fall blooms, primarily composed of the

dinoflagellate Gonyaulax polyedra .

Fish kills have been associated with the

Gonyaulax bloom.

A general bloom of diatoms in the spring gives a greenish cast to the harbor
waters.

This condition also occurs in ccastal waters.

Almost the entire

harbor shows some signs of this bloom which is considered a normal cyclic
occurrence.

Sporadic outbreaks of green water, more localized and at times more intense

than the general bloom of diatoms previously discussed, were also noted
of Los

during the study period.

Three of these, one occurring in Slip

Angeles Harbor in August,

1973, another in outer Los Angeles Harbor in June,

1

1973, and the third in outer Los Angeles Harbor in August, 1973, were

examined closely.

The dominant organism was of the genus Eutreptia , a

euglenoid flagellate, and is tolerant of polluted environments.

At times, milky white or turquoise- colored patches of water appear in the
harbor.

The most intense white-water conditions have occurred in the fall*

Sampling has proved inconclusive; at times no bacteria could be cultured,

and at other times anaerobes were taken in surface samples.

that stirring of anaerobic bottom muds may be involved.

have been seen at Station

Aft,,

it is possible

The white patches

where fishing vessels and small craft enter

the shallow Fish Harbor area, within Fish Harbor at A5 and A6, and at the

outfalls at A7.

Aerial observation and photos show this white water can

extend from the area around Fish Harbor in any direction, depending on wind
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and current.

White water is distributed more uniformly with depth and more

evenly horizontally than wastes discharged from the canneries.

Cannery

into
wastes tend to float on or near the surface and coagulate or flocculate

aggregates that are less evenly distributed.

Phytoplankton collections were made by Environmental Quality Analysts (EQA)
1974
and Marine Biological Consultants (MBC) between January and December,
(EQA and MBC,

1975)

Consultants, 1976)

and by MBC in September, 1975 {Long Beach Harbor

.

In 1974 EQA and MBC collected monthly samples at 12

stations located in parts of Long Beach Harbor (see Figure 2.1.7.1.3-8).

The Long Beach Harbor Consultants (1976) collected samples from 26 stations
located throughout Long Beach Harbor (see Figure 2.1.7.1.3-9).

During both

investigations, samples were collected primarily from a 74-micron screen

located inside a dual plankton filter-pump apparatus.

Common findings from

both investigations were that diatoms and dinoflagellates were the primary

components of the phytoplankton population and that the phytoplankton
population in Long Beach Harbor consisted of species characteristic of a
Other findings from EQA and MBC's investigations

nearshore environment.

(EQA-MBC, 1975), and Long Beach Harbor Consultants (1976) are presented in

the following paragraphs.

Concentrations .

According to the Long Beach Harbor Consultants (1976),

concentrations were highest at inner harbor stations during their September,
1975 investigation.

A similar finding by EQA and MEC was that for the

period of June to October, 1974, the concentrations were usually highest at
stations in the inner harbor.

EQA and MBC also discovered that from January

through May and again during November and December concentrations were the
reverse of the June to October concentrations.

Species composition .

During EQA and

MBC s one-year investigation, diatoms

and dinoflagellates comprised over 95 percent of the collected
phytoplankton; during

8

of the 12 monthly surveys, diatoms were the dominant

form collected and comprised over 80 percent.
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51.

.

investigation by Long Beach Harbor Consultants (1976)

about 96 percent of the phytoplankton collected.

,

diatoms comprised

Chaetoceros was the most

prevalent diatom genus collected during both investigations.
(1975) and the Long Beach Harbor Consultants

species of Chaetoceros , respectively.

and MBC,

5

(1976)

EQA and MBC

collected 13 and 17

Of the 13 species collected by EQA

species C. debilis , C. decipiens , C. didymus, C. lorenzianus , and

C. cnrvisetus made significant contributions to the phytoplankton

population; of the 17 species collected by the Long Beach Harbor

Consultants, together with the group Chaetoceros spp.

most abundant species collected.

,

were among the 10

Several other species of diatoms were

important members of the phytoplankton population during EQA and MBC's 1974
investigation; these species were Eucampia zoodiacus , Thalassiothrix spp.,

Asterionella japanica , Rhizosolenia fraqilissima and Skeletonema costatum .
Dinof lagellates were the second most abundant form of phytoplankton

collected in both investigations.

Five genera, Ceratium , Peridinum,

Noctiluca, Gonyaulax , and Proro centrum , constituted most of the

dinof lagellates collected by EQA and MBC; Noctiluca scintillans was present
throughout the year and Gonyaulax polyedra was present during most of the
year.

In September, 1975, the Long Beach Harbor Consultants found only a

single species of dinof lagellates, Ceratium f urea , in any significant

concentration

Starting in about 1919 and continuing for about 20 years, thousands of

phytoplankton samples were collected from southern California coastal waters

under the direction of w.

E.

Oceanography (Riznyk, 1974).

Allen of the Scripps Institution of
Between 1957 and 1959, the Allan Hancock

Foundation collected numerous samples of phytoplankton from southern
California coastal waters.

During both investigation periods diatoms of the

genus Chaetoceros were by far the most abundant form of phytoplankton found.

Allen found that of the dinof lagellates collected and identified
Prorocentrum mi cans , Gonyaulax polyedra , Ceratium furca , and Ceratium tripos
were the dominant species.

Of 12 genera of dinof lagellates found and

identified by AHF, the most abundant species was Prorocentrum micans.
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The

genus Chaetoceros is the must abundant form of phytoplankton found in the

harbor complex; Prorocentrum mi cans , Gonyaulax polyedra , and Cera ti urn furca

were species of dinoflagellates well represented in the harbor complex.
Therefore, it seems that, in general, the phytoplankton species composition
of the harbor 8

s

waters is similar to that found in the coastal waters of

southern California.

Species diversity .

Environmental Quality Analysts and Marine Biological

Consultants noted an increase in species diversity from inner to outer

harbor from March through May and again in September, November, and
December; during July, August, and October they noted an opposite condition.

For September, 1975, the Long Beach Harbor Consultants found that species
diversity decreased with depth and was highest in the waters outside the
breakwaters and lowest in the inner harbor area.

Algae

Numerous species of macroscopic algae are found within the harbor complex.
The majority of species are associated with the intertidal and subtidal
rocky shore habitats.

These habitats are man-made structures such as the

San Pedro, Middle, and Long Beach breakwaters and various shoreline
revetments that define the harbor's channels and landfills.

In 1973 and 1974, the Allan Hancock Foundation (AHF) conducted summer

surveys of the subtidal algae at 12 stations located on the seaward and

landward faces of the San Pedro, Middle, and Long Beach breakwaters (see

Figure 2.1.7.1.3-10).

Most station collections were made at a depth of

about 10 feet where samples were collected within a sguare meter guadrat
(Setzer, 1974).

During 1974, Environmental Quality Analysts and Marine Biological
Consultants, Inc.

(EQA and MBC)

conducted seasonal surveys (February, May,

August, and November) of the rocky shore flora and fauna in part of Long
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Figure

2.1.7.1.3-10

AHF subtidal algae collection stations, Long
Beach Harbor, 1973 and 1974

Beach Harbor*

Their eight intertidal- subtidal transects were located on the

channel revetments of inner Long Eeacb Harbor (Figure 2.1.7.1-3-11).

The

intertidal surveys were conducted according to a stratified random sampling
design (EQA and MBC, 1975)

.

At each station transect the tidal levels at

0.0 feet (MLLW datum),, +1.0 feet

feet were randomly sampled.

ff

+2.0 feet, +3.0 feet, +4.0 feet, and +5.0

A horizontal 50-meter tape was extended along

the face of the breakwater at each tidal level from the station transect.

At 12 random locations along the tape, species were recorded from 10 random
points within a 1/8-square-meter quadrat.

For EQA and MBC's subtidal

surveys,, two 1/8-square-meter quadrats were sampled at depth intervals of 1

meter along the station transect.

In September,,

1975, the Long Beach Harbor Consultants

conducted an

(1976)

intertidal and subtidal survey of the rocky shore flora and fauna of outer

Long Beach Harbor.

Their nine station transects were located on the Middle

breakwater and on revetments of the Navy Mole and Pier J, Long Beach Harbor
(Figure 2.1.7.1.3-12).

The survey techniques were similar to the techniques

employed by EQA and MBC (1975) but, instead of surveying 12 random locations

along a 50-meter tape. Long Beach Harbor Consultants surveyed

8

random

locations along a 50-meter tape.

On 19 May 1976, the Corps of Engineers made general observations of the
flora and fauna along the Pier J revetments and discovered that a thin

continuous bed of brown algae, Egregia sp. and Sargassum sp.

,

extending from

the subtidal zone exists along the Pier J shoreline from Thums parking area
to at least the breakwater surrounding the permanently moored oceanliner

Queen Mary (Figure 2.1.7.1.3-13).

Number of species .

The Allan Hancock Foundation collected 88 and 82 species

of algae at their breakwater stations in summer 1973 and 197*}, respectively
(AHF,

1976).

The bulk of species collected and identified by AHF were very

small to microscopic algal epiphytes on larger algae (Setzer, 197ft).

Environmental Quality Analysts and Marine Biological Consultants, Inc.
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Source:

Figure

2.1.7.1.3-12

Long Beach Harbor Consultants

Joint Venture, 1976

Long Beach Harbor Consultants intertidalsubtidal rocky shore flora and fauna
survey, outer Long Beach Harbor, 1975
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(1975)

recorded 35 species of intertidal and subtidal algae in inner Long
Of these 35 species,

Beach Harbor.

9

were intertidal and 24 subtidal.

The

Long Beach Harbor Consultants (1976) collected 44 species of intertidal and
subtidal algae in outer Long Beach Harbor.

intertidal and 26 subtidal.

Of these 44 species, 18 were

The great difference between the number of

species recorded by AHF and those recorded by EQA and MBC and the Long Beach

Harbor Consultants is probably due to AHF's collection and identification of
numerous very small to microscopic species of algae.

Ulva and Enteromorpha are among the most frequently encountered algae found
in quiet bays and harbors and at boat landings in southern California.

These genera were identified as dominant species of algae found in inner
Long Beach Harbor (Table 2.1.7.1.3-1).

Table 2.1.7.1.3-1
Dominant Intertidal and Subtidal Species of Algae
in Inner Long Beach Harbor, 1974

b

a

Subtidal

INTERTIDAL
Chlorophyta, unid.

Cladophora sp.

Piva sp.

Enteromorpha sp„

Ehodophyta, unid.

Ulva sp.

Ectocarpus sp.
Alga, filamentous red

Spermothamnion snyderae
a

Three species of algae from a list of 10 dominant intertidal algae and
invertebrate species recorded by EQA and MBC (1975).
b
Six species of algae from a list of 20 dominant subtidal algae and
invertebrate species recorded by EQA and MEC (1975).
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From Long Beach Harbor Consultants'

(1976) September,

1975 data of the outer

tsng Sgaeh Hatbsr essky share is shewn in fatele 3.1.7.1*3-2.

A eempasisen

of Tables 2.1.7.1.3-1 and 2.1.7.1.3-2 indicates that there is an increase in

the number of red algae species (as dominant organisms found) from inner to
outer Long Beach Harbor.

Table 2.1.7.1.3-2

Dominant Intertidal and Subtidal Species of Algae
in Outer Long Beach Harbor, September, 1975

Subtidal

INTERTIDAL
Fhaeophyta, unid.

Corallina vancouveriensis

Diva sp.

Cladophora sp.

Chlorophyta, unid.

Tiffaniella sp.
Bossiella sp.

Corallina sp.

Corallina officinalis

Rhodoqlossum affine

Prionitis lanceolata

Prionitis lanceolate

Diva sp.

Rhodvmenia californica

Grateloupia sp.

Six species of algae from a list of 11 dominant intertidal algae and
invertebrate species recorded by the Long Eeach Harbor Consultants (1976),
3

Nine species of algae from a list of 20 dominant subtidal algae and
invertebrate species recorded by the Long Beach Harbor Consultants (1976),

Species diversity .

EQA and MBC (1975) generally concluded that the number

of intertidal and subtidal species (flora and fauna combined) increased from

inner to outer reaches of their study area (inner Long Beach Harbor).

The

Long Beach Harbor Consultants (1976) generally concluded that there was a
gradual increase in the number of intertidal species (flora and fauna
combined) and abundances from shoreline stations (Navy Mole and Pier J) to
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Milium

outer breakwater stations (seaward face of the Middle breakwater)

„

They

also generally concluded (Long Beach Harbor Consultants, 1976) that
subtidally the total number of individuals and species and the species

diversity values (flora and fauna combined) were greater for stations on the
seaward face of the Middle breakwater, and that the landward face of the

breakwater did not differ appreciably from their shoreline stations.

The

Allan Hancock Foundation analyzed the recordings of algae made by the Long
Beach Harbor Consultants {1916)

.

Through this analysis, AHF felt that there

is an indication of fewer species present inside the harbor than outside,

with the fewest species occurring at the innermost Long Beach Harbor
Consultants' stations (AHF, 1976).

Therefore, there seems to be an

indication from EQA and MBC's, Long Beach Harbor Consultants

3

,

and AHF's

findings that the number of intertidal and subtidal species of algae and

their abundances generally increases from inner Long Beach Harbor to the
seaward face of the Middle breakwater.

In inner Long Beach Harbor, Eqa and MBC (1975) found a trend in intertidal

species diversity; the +1. 0-foot tidal level achieved the highest diversity
(abundant numbers of barnacles, mollusks and algae were typical of this
level), whereas values decreased at 0.0- foot levels and at +2.0-feet to

+5.0-feet levels.

In outer Long Beach Harbor, the Long Beach Harbor

Consultants (1976) found a gradual rise in intertidal species and
individuals' abundance from tidal level +5.0 feet to +1.0 foot? they

attributed this to a decrease in environmental stresses when approaching
lower water levels.

Spatial variations .

According to EQA and

MBCs

(1975)

investigation of

inner Long Beach Harbor, the dominant intertidal algal species chlorophyta
(unidentified) and Ulva sp. were uniformly distributed throughout their

study area.

These species were found at low tidal levels (0.0 foot, +1.0

foot, and +2.0 feet) as a result of their inability to withstand exposure

and desiccation (EQA and MBC, 1975).
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According to the Long Beach Harbor Consultants (1976)

the phaeophyte

,

population (brown algae) on the landward face of the Middle breakwater. Navy
Mole, and Pier J was replaced by a dense population of turf-forming

rhodophytes (red algae) on the seaward face of the Middle breakwater.

The

Allan Hancock Foundation (1976) also found that species occurrence on the
landward faces of the breakwaters

(San Pedro, Middle, and Long Beach

breakwaters) differed from those on the seaward face, primarily because of
the more frequent appearance of rhodophytes on the seaward face.

The Allan

Hancock Foundation attributed this difference to environmental factors such
as increased wave action, increased circulation, and perhaps lower

temperatures associated with the waters on the outside face of the
breakwaters (AHF, 1976).

Seasonal variations .

The only published information concerning seasonal

variations of marine algae within the harbor complex consists of material
prepared by EQA and MBC (1975) for inner Long Eeach Harbor during 1974 only.

In general, seasonal trends in the intertidal population were not observed
by EQA and MBC in their study results.

However, they stated that subtle

trends could have existed but were masked by their data-pooling procedures
(EQA and MBC,

1975).

According to EQA and MBC (1975)

,

lack of seasonality

indicates a short-term temporal stability of the intertidal community;
analysis of subsequent sampling may isolate long-term cyclic fluctuations

within one or several populations.

Terrestrial vegetation

Port of Long Beach terrestrial areas are largely fill material; the Pier J

fill was placed as recently as six years ago.

Areas available for natural

development of terrestrial vegetation are limited by Port buildings,
industrial uses, parking lots, and roads and freeways.

Intensive vegetative development of the Port of Long Beach terrestrial areas
is deterred by such environmental conditions as recent fill material
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composed of coarse soils with low water-retention capabilities, minimal
and
organic matter and available nutrients, possible high saline content,

frequent disturbances (e.g., grading, trampling by fishermen).

Terrestrial vegetation is composed predominantly of weedy annual and
occasional perennial plants (primary successional species usually of exotic

origin and common throughout southern California in disturbed, urban, or

agricultural areas)

.

Some indicator plant species observed during a 23 July

Engineers
1976 field survey of the Pier J area and access routes ty Corps of

biologists included telegraph plant, Russian thistle, white sweet clover,
cocklebur, curly dock, common groundsel, mare's tail, bassia, malacothrix,

flax-leaved fleabane, and Bermuda grass.

Vegetative cover is sparse to very sparse in all nonlandscaped areas.
Species abundance appears lower than species diversity although both
parameters are unquestionably low.

No definitive natural plant community is

present on port terrestrial areas, and such communities probably will not
develop under the present adverse environmental conditions.

Landscaped vegetation occurs around industrial and port buildings, parking
lots, and freeway rights-of-way.

Some common landscaped species in the Port

area are African daisy, bottlebrush bush, ice plant, eucalyptus, natal plum,

and coyote bush.

2.1.7.2

Pipeline route

Terrestrial vegetation concepts and entities

Introduction .

The proposed SOHIO pipeline project extends from the Pacific

Coast of California to Midland, Texas, as it crosses eight major fciomes
(Figure 2.1.2.2-1) of the southwestern United states:

California Coastal,

Colorado Desert, Yuman Desert, Arizona Upland Desert, Desert Grassland,
Chihuahuan Desert, Trans-Pecos Desert scrub, and the Short-Grass Prairie.
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The following are some of the environmental characteristics that extend
throughout the desert biomes:

Precipitation is low and undependahle; day

temperatures of both soil and air are extremely high, whereas at night they
drop abruptly; atmospheric humidity is low; winds are strong and there is a
high intensity of sunlight (Oosting, 1956).

Consequently, these

environmental features depict a very rigorous habitat for plant life within
these biomes.

Because of the considerable length of the proposed pipeline corridor, a
three-tier approach has been utilized for vegetative analysis:

The

(1)

biome has been employed to delineate the broadest biological regions;

(2)

plant communities are used to provide general statewide vegetation
descriptions; and

(3)

vegetation stands are used to provide the most

detailed vegetative analysis in the areas of new proposed pipeline
construction.

Locations of pump stations, transmission lines, and proposed pipeline
construction are displayed on Maps 1.1.1-1 through 1.1.1-12 in Attachment

1.

Other geographic locations referenced in the vegetation text are also
located on these maps.

Biome .

The term biome as applied here is defined by Odum (1971)

as "the

largest land community unit which it is convenient to recognize" and
considers both the dominant plants and animals.

Odum further discusses

biomes as large community units which are the result of the regional climate
interacting with the regional substrate and biota.

Within the biome the

climax vegetation has a relatively uniform life-form (size and appearance).
This concept provides broad regional continuity along the pipeline route.

Plant community .

Within these biomes there are numerous plant communities

that are crossed by the pipeline.

A community is defined here according to

Ornduff (1974) as "a regional assemblage of interacting plant species
characterized by the presence of one or more dominating species.
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"

Plant

communities are usually very discontinuous, interdigitating, and
intergrading thoughout their geographic area (Thorne, 1976).

Kuchler (1964)

contends that a plant community exists in its "pure " form, but usually
1

communities are not uniform throughout their area.

vegetation stand .

Dice (1952) defines a "stand" as "a local example of an

association composed of those individual plants and animals that live
together in a particular situation."

A stand, then, is a concrete community

which one observes in the field; stands of the same kind, which occur
together within a biotic province, can form an association (plant
community)

.

Human activities can disrupt the existing vegetation stand.

Following disturbance, there is a reinvasion of vegetation or secondary
succession.

Secondary succession .

In the concept of succession, Odum (1971)

states that

one plant community succeeds another in a seguence of developmental stages.

When referring to desert vegetation, opinions vary on the concept of
secondary succession (sequence of vegetation stages that follow destroyed
vegetation).

Oosting (1956) claims that in deserts, secondary succession

generally occurs after extensive fires in shrub types.

Dice (1968) points

out that in the desert when stability is attained in the pioneer stage, it
may persist indefinitely.

He goes on to say that succession does occur in

the deserts although it is mostly under the control of physiographic

processes including climate, physiography, and soil.

Other researchers dispute this concept of succession in the deserts.

Forest

Shreve (1942) of the Desert Laboratory of the Carnegie Institute states that

succession does not take place in desert vegetation.

Ornduff (1974)

seriously questions secondary succession, contending that in arid regions
the vegetation occupying an area may be on a "first come, first served"

basis as the oldest plants in a community may have developed a pervasive
root system to secure the water resource, thus preventing their own

seedlings or those of invading species from becoming established.
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Secondary

succession is applicable to areas of new pipeline construction described in

Chapter

2

and the long-term productivity discussed in Chapter

6.

The concept of biome, as used here, has the broadest application and is
applied to the larger biogeographical regions as grassland and deserts.

The

plant community concept is applicable to the state vegetation maps.

Vegetation stands are the smallest vegetation units discussed in this
section.

California (general)

For purposes of this report, California is divided into two biomes (see
detail in Figure 2.1.7.2-1), the California Coastal Biome and the Colorado

Desert Biome.

This figure shows the mountainous division of California and

demonstrates the effect the Sierra Nevada, Transverse, and Peninsular ranges

have on the climate of southern California.

The windward side (California

Coastal Biome) receives 10 to 20 inches of annual rainfall, while the
leeward side or "rain shadow" (Colorado Desert Biome) receives less than
inches (Figure 2.1.1.2-5).
divided into

11

5

Within these two fciomes, the vegetation is

plant communities and follows Kuchler's (1975)

classification (Figure 2.1.7.2-1).

California Coastal Biome

Within the California Coastal Biome, the proposed pipeline crosses the
California grassland plant community and elements of the riparian woodland
and river/stream vegetation.

Also, it is in close proximity to the coastal

sage scrub, chaparral, and southern oak woodland communities, although it

does not impact these latter three plant communities.

California grassland .

Along the pipeline route, the California grassland

occupies dry hillsides and open flats that were once occupied by the

California steppe which was composed of various perennial and bunch grasses
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'$$0?M Saltbush & greasewood (Atriplex-Sarcobatus)
Creosote brush scrub (Larrea)
Creosote brush & bur sage (Larrea- Ambrosia)
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(Yucca

(Avene-Bromus-Festuca)
brevifolia)

Existing pipeline

Proposed construction

Figure

2.1.7.2-1

Plant commu nities of southern
California

bunch or
such as three-awn, Aristida spp., needle grass, Stipa 8pp.,
(Ornduff,

bluegrass, Poa spp.

197«).

These native perennial grasses have

and
largely disappeared because of cultivation, sheep and cattle grazing,

urban development.

The bunch grasses are now largely replaced by introduced

delphinium,
annual grasses and numerous wildflowers, including ranunculus,

and brassica (mustard)
period.

,

which develop each year during the winter rainy

stands
In the areas of proposed pipeline construction, vegetation

of
representing this community are present in the Puente Hills just sourth

south of
Pomona (Los Angeles-Orange Counties) and in San Timoteo Canyon

Redlands (Riverside County)

B.
Characteristic annual grasses are soft chess, Bromus mollis; red trome,

rubens ; cheat grass,

Festuca megalura

;

B.

tectorum ; rip gut, B. diandrus; foxtail fescue,

six-week fescue, F. octoflora

;

F. pacifica;

F.

reflexa ;

El
wild oats, Avena fatua ; and slender wild oats, A. barbata (Tom Giles,

Centro, [CA],

tJ.S.

Riparian woodland .

Bureau of Land Mgt., 1976:

tele. comm.

)

Riparian woodland is a medium-sized tree plant community

pipeline
associated with streams and drainages and therefore lies within the
corridor.

In dry washes, trees and shrubs are scattered.

The plant

and San
community is present in the Whittier narrows Cam, Santa Ana River,

Timoteo Canyon areas.

Just below Whittier Narrows Dam, the pipeline crosses the San Gabriel.
Salix
the woody vegetation along the stream bank consists of willow,
Here,

Alnus rhombifolia;
sp.; black cottonwood, Populus trichocarpa ; white alder,

and mule fat, Baccharis qlutinosa .

The great majority of the area below the

cortaderia
dam consists of dry riverbed and is dominated by pampas grass,
Streamside nonwoody plants are discussed
with an occasional willow.
sp.,

below in river/stream vegetation.
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.

River/stream vegetation .

River/stream vegetation comprises some submerged

species and many emergent streamside forms.

This plant community is

continuous with the riparian woodland plant community.

It is dependent on

permanent or seasonal running water and is found in the San Gabriel River,
Mill Creek, Rio Hondo channel, and behind the Whittier Narrows Dam, Los

Angeles County.

Characteristic plants include cattail, Typha spp.

;

bulrush

or tule, Scirpus spp.; sedge. Car ex spp.; Bermuda grass, Cynodon dactylon

;

giant reed, Arundo donax; and arrowhead, Sagittaria sp.

San Timoteo Canyon .

San Timoteo Canyon, southeast of Redlands in Riverside

County, has vegetation stands of five plant communities (Table 2.1.

7. 2-1).

The new proposed pipeline construction corridor is situated on a river
terrace which lies south of the canyon's riparian vegetation.

The climax

vegetation on the terrace is classified as California grassland,
characterized in Chapter
dry-land farming.

2.

At present the area is used for irrigated and

There is a transition zone midway in the canyon, south of

the San Bernardino-Riverside County line and near the junction of San

Timoteo Canyon Road and Redlands Boulevard, where coastal sage scrub and
some desert species (e.g., Mojave yucca, Yucca schidigera

terraces above the creek.

)

intermingle on

Vegetation bordering the creek consists of

elements of the riparian woodland and riparian shrub plant communities
(Table 2.1.7.2-1).

New construction will cross this riparian vegetation.
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Table 2.1.7.2-1

Vegetation of San Timoteo Canyon,
Riverside County, California, Showing Tree and Shrub
Species by Abundance Classes

PLANT COMMUNITY

Common Name

Braun-Blanquet
Abundance Value

Scientific Name

Riparian woodland
Arroyo willow
Salix lasiolepis

3

Fremont cottonwood
Populus fremontii

3

Tree tobacco
Nicotiana qlauca

Black locust
Robinia pseudo- acacia
Tree of Heaven
Allan thus altissima

Giant reed
Arundo donax

Riparian scrub

California buckwheat
Eriogonum fasciculatum

California sagebrush
Artemisia californica
Deerweed
Lotus scoparius
Scale-broom
Lepidospartum squamatum
Tree tobacco
Nicotiana qlauca

Croton
Croton californicus
Mule fat
Baccharis glutinosa

Source
a

Williams Brothers Environmental Services, 1976.

Grouped under plant community category.

Braun-Blanquet cover-abundance scale:
5-25%; 1, <5%; +, few; r, solitary.

5, >75%;
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4,

50-75%; 3, 25-50%; 2,

Table 2.1.7.2-1 (Continued)

PLANT COMMUNITY
Common Name
Scientific Name

Braun-Blanquet
Abundance Value

Eucalyptus
Eucalyptus tereticornus

Transition scrub
California buckwheat
Erioqonum f asei culatuin
Desert willow
Chilopsis linearis
Squawbush
Rhus trilobata

Scale-broom
Lepidospartum squamatum
Coastal sage scrub
Black sage
Salvia mellifera
California buckwheat
Erioqonum fasci culatum
NCN
Keckiella antirrhinoides
NCN
Kekiella cordifolia

Chamise
Adenostoma fasci culatum
Sugar-bush
Rhus ovata

Chaparral
Chami se
Adenostoma fasciculatum

5

Black sage
Salvia mellifera

2

Toyon
Heteromeles arbutifolia

1

Sugar-bush
Rhus ovata

NCN:

S

No common name.
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Coastal-desert tran sition

This vegetation community can be considered as transitional between the
California Coastal and Colorado Desert biomes.

It is located in San

Gorgonio Pass between Banning, Cabazon, and Whitewater River (intersection
of California 62 and California 60 [1-10 at that point]).

This area experiences a precipitation of

5

to 10 inches of rainfall which is

intermediate between the California Coastal Eiome of 10 to 20 inches and the

Colorado Desert Biome of under

5

inches of rainfall.

Representative species include creosote bush, Larrea t ridentata ; burrow-weed

or bur sage. Ambrosia dumosa ; linear- leaved golderibush, Haplopappus
linearif olius

;

California buckwheat, Erioqonum fasciculatum

Chilopsis linearis

;

:

desert willow,

California encelia, Encelia californica , and others.

Colorado Desert Biome

The Sonoran Desert has been delineated into six subdivisions by Jaeger
(1957).

Three of these apply to the proposed pipeline route:

the

California Colorado Desert, the Yuman Desert (southwestern Arizona)

Arizona Upland Desert (southwestern Arizona)
a

.

,

and the

The entire Sonoran Desert has

bimodal precipitation; rainfall occurs primarily during the winter and to

a lesser degree in the summer.

The summer rainfall is very light and

undependable in the California Colorado Desert; precipitation increases
easterly from the Yuman Desert to the Arizona Dpland Desert.

The Colorado

Desert Biome, which extends from about Falm Springs to the Colorado River,
consists of predominantly the creosote bush-bur sage plant community and
small arroyos of wash woodland plant communities.
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Creosote bush-bur sage .

This plant community (Figure 2.1=7=2-1) begins just

west of Palm Springs and extends east to the Palo Verde Valley on the west
side of the Colorado River.

It is the most widespread vegetation community

in the desert and is dominated by creosote bush Larrea, and bur sage.

Ambrosia .

Creosote bush-bur sage characterizes vast intermountain bajadas,

reaching greatest development on coarse, well-drained soils, with a total
salinity of less than 0.02 percent (Shantz and Piemeisel, 1924; and Marks,
1950).

Creosote bush and bur sage become decreasingly important at higher

elevations on bajadas.

This plant community has been described as it occurs

on two topographic substrate habitats:

gravelly bajadas and

(1)

(2)

sandy

bajadas.

Gravelly bajadas

—

Remarkably diverse stands occur on lower elevation rocky

slopes of the Little San Bernardino and Cottonwood mountains.

This area of

the creosote bush-bur sage plant community includes species which are

primarily moderate-climate cismontane
buckwheat), and

(2)

(e. g.

,

primarily Mojave (e.g., senna. Cassia armata, and pigmy-

cedar, Peucephyllum schottii)

.

Species which reach their greatest

development on these slopes include goatnut, Simmondsia chinensis

mammilaria cactus, Mammillaria tetrancistra
engelmannii

;

(1)

bladderpod and California

;

;

hedgehog cactus, Echinocereus

turpentine-broom, Thamnosma montana

;

and sage. Salvia vaseyi .

The proposed Indio Pump Station occurs on this habitat type.

Sandy bajadas

—

Where sand accumulates on the bajadas, golden palmeri,

croton, Croton californicus ; indigo bush, Dalea schottii and D^ emoryi ; big
galleta, Hilaria rigida ; and long- leaved joint fir. Ephedra trifurca, gain

importance (Rempel, 1936; Shreve and Wiggins, 1964).

These species, adapted

to areas of unstable soil, are relatively short-lived and are frequently
found as pioneer species after disturbance.

New construction in this

habitat would include the proposed Desert Center Pump Station and its powerline road in addition to 25 miles of pipeline construction from Ford Dry

Lake to the Palo Verde Valley.
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Wash woodland

Margins of arroyos in the Colorado Desert Bioire support a relatively dense

growth of trees.

This vegetation type is typical of higher elevation

bajadas, as well as arroyo margins in the Arizona Upland Desert.

However,

restricts
lower amounts of precipitation to the west of the Colorado River

trees to areas of greater water availability.

Common species include palo

Dalea
verde, Cercidium floridum ; desert ironwood, Clneya tesota ; smoke tree,

spinosa ; Anderson thornbush, Lycium andersonii ; mesguite, Prosopis
qlandulosa

;

broom baccharis, Baccharis sarothroides

Condaliopsis lyciodes; and desert willow.

;

gray-leaved abrojo,

Height varies from about

to 16

3

Wiggins,
feet and is proportional to the size of the arroyo (Shreve and
1964).

New pipeline construction does not cross this plant community;

Center pump
however, ancilliary road construction for the proposed Desert

station would cross a small portion of this arroyo vegetation.

palm oasis .

California fan palm, Washingtonia filifera, is found associated

with dropseed, Sporobolus airoides

;

wire-grass, Juncus acutus; arrowweed,

northern
Pluchea sericea ; and alkali goldenbush, Haplopappus acradenius, on

and western margins of the Salton Basin.

Palm oases have teen described

qualitatively by MacDougal (1908), Jepson (1925), Eenson and Darrow (1954),
and Jaeger (1957).

The only detailed quantitative description is that of

Vogl and McHargue (1966).

One palm oasis, about

3

miles east of Indio, lies

disturbed.
just south of the existing gas pipeline and has been seriously

Cactus scrub .

The cactus scrub plant community is of limited distribution

sage plant
and usually surrounded by vegetation of the creosote bush-bur
community.

The dominant species are jumping cholla, Opuntia bigelovii ;

barrel cactus, Ferocactus acanthodes ; and hedgehog cactus, Echinocerus
engelmannii .

This plant community is not crossed by the pipeline.

However,

the Whitewater
it is located about a half-mile north of the pipeline at both

River and at Cactus City.
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Colorado River

Microsco pic plants (algae)

,

A detailed Survey of the microscopic plant life

of the lower Colorado River has never teen conducted.

One survey, which

identified 16 species of diatoms, was performed by the Environmental

Protection Agency at a Water Pollution Surveillance System station at Yuma,

Arizona (Weber, 1971).

Other reports have provided only cursory statements

regarding this aspect of the aquatic flora (Everett, Carlson, and Quashu,
1973; Arizona Cooperative Fishery Research Unit,

1975; Minckley 1975).

Everett, Carlson and Quashu (1973) reported that filamentous blue-green

algae dominated plankton of the Colorado River in Lake Havasu, while diatoms

and green algae decreased as compared with upstream Lake Mead and Lake
Powell.

In an investigation of the fisheries potential of dredged backwater

along the lower Colorado River, only unidentified diatoms and filamentous
green algae were recorded (Arizona Cooperative Fishery Research Unit, 1975).

Macroscopic plants.

Aquatic macrophytes include those submerged or emergent

macroscopic plants which occupy marginal or shallow water zones of aquatic
ecosystems.

Species of macrophytes may either be attached to bottom

substrates or float free near shore (Wetzel, 1975).

Aquatic macrophytes

common to much of the lower Colorado River below the proposed pipeline

crossing near Ehrenberg, Arizona, are listed in Table 2.1.7.2-2 (Minckley
and McNatt, 1974; Arizona Cooperative Fishery Research Unit, 1975; Minckley,
1975).

Phreatophyte community .

Phreatophytes are deep-rooted plants that obtain

their water from the water table or the layer of soil just above it.

An

extensive phreatophyte community along the lower Colorado River is dominated

by introduced tamarisk (salt- cedar)
spjg.,

(Butler,

1974; Dodd,

,

Tamarix ramosissima . and willow, S alix

1974; Minckley and McNatt,

1974; Ohmart and

Anderson, 1974; Repking and Ohmart, 1974; Vitt and Ohmart, 1974; Arizona

Cooperative Fishery Report, 1975).

The areas immediately adjacent to the

Colorado River are frequently flushed of salt buildup.
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These areas are

Pluchea sericea.
dominated by salt-cedar and arrowweed,
phreatophytes are listed in Table 2.1.7.2-2.
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Associated

Table 2.1.7.2-2

Aquatic Macrophytes and Riparian Plant Species
a

of the Lower Colorado River System

COMMON NAME

Scientific Name

Family Name

Aquatic Macrophytes (Tracbeophyta)
Bulrush

Cyperaceae
Scirpus califor nicus

Cattail

Typhaceae
Typha domingensis

Common Cattail
Typha latifolia

Typhaceae

Common reed
Phraqmites australis

Gramineae

Saltgrass

Gramineae
Distichlis spicata

Spiny naiad
Najas marina

Naiadaceae

Thin-leaved pondweed
Potamoqeton pectinatus

Naiadaceae

Three-square bulrush
Scirpus olneyi

Cyperaceae

Water hyssop
Bacopa monnieri

Scrophulariaceae

Water nilfoil
Myriophyllum exalbescens

Haloragaceae

Water pennywort
Hydrocotyle verticillata

Umbellif erae

NCN

Cyperaceae
Eleocharis

Source: Arizona Cooperative Fishery Research Unit, 1975; Butler, 1974; Dill,
1974; Dodd, 1974; Minckley, 1975; Minckley and McNatt, 197ft; Ohmart and
Anderson, 1974; Repking and Ohmart, 1974; Vitt and Ohmart, 1974.
a

Partial checklist reported between Ehrenfcerg, Arizona, and the
International boundary.
No common name.
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Table 2.1.7.2-2

(Continued)

COMMON NAME

Family Name

Scientific Name
a

Naiadaceae

NCN

Potamoqeton spp.

Naiadaceae

NCN

Ruppia spp.

Riparian Macrophytes (Tracheophyta)
Compos itae

Arrowweed
Pluchea sericea

Black willow
Salix qooddingii

Salicaceae

Marshfleabane
Pluchea purpurascens

Compos itae

Salicaceae

Cottonwood
Populus fremontii

Chenopodiaceae

Four-wing salt- bush

Atriplex canescens
Honey mesquite
Prosopis -juliflora

Leguminosae

Iodine bush
Allenrolfea occidentalis

Chenopodiaceae

Salt-cedar, Tamarisk
Tamarix r amosissima

Tamariaceae

Screwbean mesquite
Prosopis pubescens

Leguminosae

Seep willow
Baccharis qlutinosa

Compositae

Narrow-leaf willow
Salix exigua

Salicaceae

NCN:

No common name
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Arizona (general)

.

Fourteen plant communities in Arizona have

described by Lowe and Brown (1973) and mapped by Brown (1973)

are crossed by the proposed pipeline (Figure 2.1.7.2-2).
(1)

creosote bush-bur sage„

Mexican oak-pine woodland,
(5)

Chihu.ah.uan

(2)
{<*)

palo verde-saguaro,

(3)

.

be€in

Of the 14,

5

They are:
encilinal and

plains and desert grassland, and

Desert scrub.

The creosote bush-bur sage plant community and the palo verde-saguaro

community are contiguous throughout a major portion of southern Arizona.
The creosote bush-bur sage plant community occurs at the lower elevations
on
the sandier soils in basins and valleys surrounding the rocky ranges; this

community corresponds generally to the Yuman Desert Biome.

At a higher

elevation, the palo verde-saguaro community occurs on the rocky slopes
and
ranges; this community corresponds to the Arizona Upland Desert Biome.

The

other plant communities are crossed by the proposed pipeline to a much

lesser extent,,

Within these plant communities there are a number of

vegetation stands, discussed below, which relate to the pipeline corridor
and the new construction facilities.

Geographic locations mentioned in

Arizona can be referenced from Maps 1.1.1-6 through 1.1.1-9 in Attachment

1.

Yuman Desert Biome

The natural vegetation of the Yuman Desert Biome is almost exclusively
composed of the creosote bush-bur sage plant community as it stretches from
the Colorado River east to the Gila River.

This community is dominated by

creosote bush and bur sage, and includes other species,, like ironwood, palo
verde, saguaro, and velvet-mesquite.

Floristic variations and different

subdominant species occur throughout this area because of changes in

topography and soil conditions.

The area from the Colorado River

east, to

the Kofa Game Range can be

characterized: as desert pavement having sparse vegetation.

Commonly,

perennial vegetation, is absent except in the arroyos and washes.
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Plant communities of southern Arizona

small annuals are found on the desert pavement: woolly plaintain Plantaqo
f
insularis; rigid spiny-herb, Chorizanthe rigida ; and six-week grama,

Bouteloua barbata .
arroyos.

Within this area the desert pavement is dissected by

The arroyo edges support creosote bush, plus some ocotillo,

saguaro, and fairy duster.

Arroyo bottoms are inhabited by palo verde, bur

sage, ironwood, saguaro, and brittle-bush in addition to creosote bush.

New

proposed project construction in the desert pavement habitat would include

the Ehrenberg and Livingston pump stations as well as pipeline construction

near the Colorado River.

Vegetation stands, within the creosote bush-bur sage plant community, are
depicted as they relate to new proposed pipeline construction within and
just to the east of the Kofa Game Range (Figure 2.1.7.2-3).

Each of the

vegetation stands was classified according to the two dominant species based
on species composition percentage (BLM, 1976).

From the New Water Mountains in the Kofa Game Range, to the Gila River,
sandier soils containing less rock are encountered.

This area, with

predominantly flat terrain, best exemplifies the creosote bush-bur sage
community type with some cholla; additional species include screw-bean and
some velvet mesguite, Prosopis juliflora .

The proposed Gila Pump Station

would be constructed within this plant community.

Arroyos dissecting this

flat terrain have a denser vegetation than the previously described
arroyos.

At the Gila River crossing below Gillespie Dam, the vegetation along
the
river bottom includes willow, mesquite, cat-claw, and salt-cedar.

Extending from the Gila River to the Florence-Casa Grande Canal near
Coolidge, there exists an ecotone between the Yuman Desert Biome
and the

Arizona Upland Desert Biome.

The ecotone contains vegetation characteristic

of both desert areas, and supports a mixture of creosote bush,
bur sage,

palo verde, and saguaro.

However, land use in this area is principally

agricultural because of level terrain and availability of water for
irrigation.

In this agricultural region, nonirrigated slopes and arroyos
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Vegetation stands — western Arizona (new pipeline construction,
Colorado River through Kofa Game Range

support the transitional plant community or ecotone between the two deserts.

The proposed Casa Grande Pump Station would be in this agricultural area.

Arizona Upland Desert Biotne

East of the Florence-Casa Grande Canal, terrain gradually rises in elevation
as it approaches San Manuel, Arizona.

From the canal to Black Mountain,

creosote bush, bur sage, and cholla are found on the sandy soils.

The

proposed Coolidge Pump Station would be located in this creosote bush-bur
sage vegetation stand,

other species within the area include barrel cactus,

jumping cholla, prickly pear, hedgehog cactus, mesquite, ironwood, palo
verde, and saguaro.

Vegetation is more abundant and diverse than that which

exists at the locations of the proposed Ehrenberg and Livingston pump
stations.

Between Black Mountain and Oracle, the area consists of rolling hills with
knolls dominated by vegetation stands of grama grass-tobosa grass.

Grass

species include tobosa, assorted three-awn species, dropseeds, black grama,

and other grama grasses.
prickly pear.
this area.

Interspersed are soaptree yucca. Mormon tea, and

The proposed Black Mountain Pump Station would be located in

Plant species at this station did not differ significantly from

the vegetation observed at the proposed Coolidge Pump Station location

except for the grassy knolls.

The area from Oracle to the San Pedro River represents the eastern portion
of the Arizona Upland Desert Biome and supports relatively dense stands of

creosote bush along valley floors.

Slope vegetation is predominantly

ocotillo and prickly pear, with sotol and sacahuista occurring at higher
elevations.

South-facing slopes have scattered saguaro and palo verde,

whereas junipers, Juniperus spp.

,

inhabit the north-facing slopes.

Where the pipeline crosses the San Pedro River, there is insufficient water
flow to support a riparian plant community.
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Conseguently, vegetation along

the river bank is identical to the adjacent valley except for a few

cottcnwood trees.

The region between the San Pedro River and the west side of the Winchester
Mountains represents an ecotone between the Arizona Upland Desert Biome and
Correspondingly, the region is a mosaic of

the Desert Grassland Biome.

desert shrub and desert grassland vegetation stands.
dominant in the desert shrub stands.

Creosote bush is

The desert grassland occurs in the

hilly area which is dissected by numerous arroyos.

Hilltops are occupied by

fairly open grassland interspersed with soaptree yucca, banana yucca, and
In this area the desert grassland can be classified as a grama

cat-claw.

grass-yucca vegetation stand.

grasses (Bouteloua spp.):

Grass species include a number of grama

Arroyos are

black, blue, hairy, and sideoats.

lined with sacahuista and prickly pear.

The proposed Redington Pump Station

would be located in this area.

Where the pipeline crosses about

4

miles of steep terrain in the Winchester

Mountains, the area presents a complex mosaic of plant communities.

Consequently, the vegetation cannot be identified by a single type.

The

canyon bottoms have some riparian components (e.g., cottonwood and velvet
mesquite)

.

South-facing slopes are primarily desert hornbush, Ceanothus

qreggii . a chaparral species.
a grassland understory.

North-facing slopes have an oak overstory and

Arborescent species on the north-facing slopes

include emory oak, Quercus emoryi ; Arizona oak, Q± arizonica
turbinella; and juniper. Juniper us spp.

these slopes are sacahuista and prickly pear.

very little oak- juniper.
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;

scrub oak,

Cj.

Important understory species of

The pipeline route traverses

'
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Desert Grassland Biome

This biome reaches from about the east slope of the Winchester Mountains in

Arizona to the vicinity of Mondel, New Mexico.

Lowe (1976) describes the

Desert Grassland Biome as a transition between the Sonoran Desert and the
Chihuahuan Desert.

The major portion of this biome occurs at lower

elevations and is noted by the absence of trees.

The vegetation stands in

this region can be classified as a mesquite grassland.
grama, dropseed, and tobosa grasses,

Grasses include the

other species include creosote bush,

crucifixion thorn, cat-claw, and snakeweed which give the landscape a mosaic
appearance.

The proposed Cochise Pump Station would be located on this

vegetation stand.

New Mexico {general)

The state of New Mexico plant community map (Figure 2.1.7.2-4) is from the
University of New Mexico (1976).
classification of Kuchler (1964).

The vegetation categories follow the

The New Mexico map, however, depicts the

actual vegetation and not the potential natural vegetation.

The proposed

pipeline enters New Mexico about 20 miles west of Lordsburg which generally

corresponds to the western edge of the Chihuahuan Desert Biome.

Geographic

locations mentioned as occurring in Arizona can be referenced from Map
1.1.1-9 through Maps 1.1.1-12 in Attachment

1.

Chihuahuan Desert Biome

The Chihuahuan Desert Biome is the next major biome encountered.

The

proposed pipeline route traverses this biome from western New Mexico to the

Pecos River.

This biome is interrupted only at higher elevations by part of

the Trans-Pecos Desert Scrub Biome (Figure 2.1.2.2-1).

Although dominated

by creosote bush, the Chihuahuan Desert Biome lacks bur sage and saguaro.
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Plant communities of southern New Mexico

Source: University ot

New

Mexico, 1976

On the western edge of the Chihuahuan Desert Biome, the pipeline crosses

about

6

miles of salt playa between Mondel and Gary, New Mexico.

The area

is devoid of vegetation although the edges of the flats support species

which are characteristic of the adjacent plant communities,.

From Gary to about 20 miles east of Deming, the level to gently sloping
bajadas contain predominantly sandy soils.

The vegetation stands here can

generally be classified as a mesquite grassland.

Plant species include

grasses, creosote, ocotillo, honey mesquite, soaptree yucca, banana yucca,

and four-wing salt bush.

The arroyo banks support such species as junipers.

Mormon tea, lechuguilla (Agave sp.)

»

purple prickly pear, and sotol.

In the

arroyo bottoms, desert sumac, western hackberry, and/or desert willow may be
found.

East of Gary, agricultural development has replaced the natural vegetation
in the area about

U

miles to the east and west of Lordsburg.

Similarly,

within 10 miles to the west, and 20 miles to the east of Denting along the
pipeline corridor, much of the mesquite grassland has been converted to
agriculture.

The proposed Lordsburg Eump Station would be located on a

creosote bush vegetation stand which stretches 14 miles east from Ulmoris.

From 20 miles east of Deming to the Eio Grande floodplain, blowing sand
derived from unstable soils has accumulated around honey mesquite resulting
in a mesquite dune vegetation stand.

These dunes support four-wing salt

bush, mesquite, snakewood, broom pea (Dalea scoparia )

„

and patches of

creosote bush.

From the Rio Grande eastward

2

miles to the Franklin Mountains, a dalea dune

vegetation stand occupies the land.

Species include broom pea and mesquite.
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Texas (general )

The state of Texas plant community map (Figure 2-1.7.2-5) is modified from
Kuchler' s (1975) potential natural vegetation.

The proposed pipeline dips

into Texas near El Paso and reenters New Mexico about 10 miles west of Texas
285 (west of the Pecos River)

about

8

.

The pipeline reenters Texas (Winkler County)

miles east of Bennett, New Mexico; from Bennett it proceeds east

across the flat to gently rolling short-grass prairie until it reaches
Midland, Texas.

Geographic locations in Texas can be referenced from Map

1.1.1-10 through 1.1.1-12.

Western Texas near El Paso is part of the Chihuahuan Desert Biome (Figure
2.1.2.2-1) as is a small section just west of the Pecos River.

Between El

Paso and the Pecos River, the pipeline crosses predominantly creosote bush

vegetation stands.

From the Franklin Mountains to Texas 54, the gently sloping bajada supports
ocotillo, honey mesguite, four-wing salt bush, and creosote.

A mesguite

dune stand, described earlier, occurs between Texas 54 and the Hueco
Mountains.

Creosote bush vegetation stands occupy most of the heavy limestone soils
from the Hueco Mountains to the Guadalupe Escarpment.

Species occurring in

this stand include cresote bush and honey mesguite, as well as tobosa,
grama, and dropseed grasses.

The proposed El Paso and Guadalupe pump

stations would be on this vegetation stand.

The salt playa

10

miles west of the escarpment is devoid of vegetation.

periphery of the flat supports vegetation characteristic of the creosote

bush stand on the west and a mesguite dune on the east.
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Plant communities of west Texas

Trans-Pecos Desert Scrub Biome

The Trans-Pecos Desert Scrub Biome (Figure 2.1.2.2-1)

is a region of diverse

habitats and vegetation, varying from desert valleys and plateaus to wooded
The proposed pipeline traverses the Trans-

mountain slopes (Gould, 1969).

Pecos Desert Scrub Biome in the vicinity of the Guadalupe Escarpment,

a

Permian limestone reef rising 1,000 to 3,900 feet above the southwestern
edge of the Great Plains.

Special environmental gradients are produced by

topographic discontinuity (Gehlbach, 1967)

.

At higher elevations on rocky

slopes, junipers, Juniperus spp.; and oaks, Quercus spp.

abundance.

,

Such communities are termed juniper brushland.

escarpment eastward for about

6

are found in

From the

miles the pipeline crosses a juniper

brushland vegetation stand.

Next, the pipeline corridor crosses 50 miles of gravelly plains occupied by

creosote bush vegetation stands.

The dominant plant species include

creosote bush, tarbush, cat-claw, and mesquite.

Agricultural development

has disturbed some natural vegetation between New Mexico 285 and the Pecos
River.

The Pecos River is crossed by the pipeline at the eastern terminus of the
Trans-Pecos Desert Scrub Biome.

Here, the vegetation is salt-cedar in

almost pure stands.

From the Pecos River in New Mexico eastward for about 50 miles, the corridor
crosses gently sloping terrain of sandy soils occupied by creosote bush

vegetation stands; this area is the eastern limit of the creosote bush.
Other species include mesquite yucca, four-wing salt bush, and some grasses.
The proposed Pecos River Pump Station occurs on this vegetation stand and is
located adjacent to the eastern bank of the Pecos River.

From the eastern

limit of this creosote bush stand eastward 10 miles toward Bennett, New
Mexico, the pipeline crosses a mesquite-snakeweed vegetation stand.

area approaches the Short-Grass Prairie Eiome«
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This

;

Short-Grass Prairie Biome

Near the New Mexico-Texas border, in the vicinity of Jal, New Mexico , a

transition to the Short-Grass Prairie Eicme occurs (Figure 2.1.2.2-1).

This

vegetation has been variously classified as mixed-prairie, short-grass
prairie, and, in some locations, tall-grass prairie.

For purposes of this report, the climax vegetation in this biome is
classified as a perennial short-grass grassland community.

The dominant

vegetation consists of grass species such as buffalo grass, Buchloe sp.

blue grama, Bouteloua gracillis

;

sideoats grama, B. curtipendula

western wheatgrass, Aqropyron smithii .
include sunflower, Helianthus annuus

;

;

and

Various forbs and weedy species
thistle, Salsola kali ; pigweed,

Amaranthus retroflexus ; and horseweed, Eriqeron canadensis .

Vegetation stands of the perennial short- grass grassland community occur in
scattered locations (Figure 2.1.7.2-6).

In the perennial short-grass

grassland stand surrounding Jal, sand dropseed, Sporobolus cryptandrus .

becomes dominant along with the grama and buffalo grasses.

Also, snakeweed

is a codominant of the area, with plains yucca. Yucca campestris . and honey

mesquite functioning as subdominants.

Due to disturbance over large areas as a result of cultivation practices,

overgrazing, and drought conditions from 1952 to 1958, most of the region is

occupied by successional stages of shin-oak mesquite, mesquite dune, and
mesquite snakeweed vegetation stands (Figure 2.1.7.2-6).

In the shin oak-

mesquite vegetation stands, honey mesquite stabilizes blowing sand, thus
forming dunes in Winkler and Ector counties.

Associated with the mesquite

dune vegetation stand are snakeweed, shin oak, and sand sage; also, bluestem, Adropogon spp., will inhabit blowouts in sandy soil.

Revegetation in the Short-Grass Prairie Biome is highly dependent upon the
amount of annual rainfall.

Generally the western area receives about
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Proposed pipeline

Figure

2.1.7.2-6

Vegetation stands, west Texas (proposed pipeline
and construction, Jal to Midland)

Source: Modified from William Brothers,
Environmental Services, 1976

inches to 12 inches and the eastern area about 1U inches to 15 inches of
annual rainfall.

anywhere from

Rainfall is unreliable since this region could receive
to 30 inches of rain in one year.

Commonly, rainfall

distribution and amount is spotty; one location can receive 20 inches in one
year and a location

1

mile away could receive only

2

inches during the same

For successful revegetation, the effective annual rainfall would have

year.

to be at least 10 inches.

Annual rainfall of

unreliable for successful revegetation.

8

inches and under is very

(James Crumley, Odessa [TX] 1976:

tele, comm.)

2.1.7.3

Endangered and Threatened plant species

Federal and state of California Endangered and Threatened plant species
lists were reviewed.

2.1.7.3.1

Federally recognized Endangered and Threatened Species

The Endangered Species Act of 1973 reguires that Federal agencies shall take
necessary action to ensure that actions authorized, funded, or carried out

by them do not jeopardize the existence of Endangered and Threatened species
or result in the destruction or modification of the critical habitat of
those species.

Endangered species are usually rare, with a geographically

limited distribution, and are in danger of becoming extinct throughout a

significant portion or all of their range.

Threatened species are not

Endangered at present but may become so throughout a significant portion or
all of their range.

The Smithsonian Institution (1975) has recommended to the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service more than 3,000 species for Endangered or Threatened
status.
(1976)

From the Smithsonian list, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
published 1,700 proposed Endangered species.

Although these species

have a proposed Endangered status at present, a further review of the list

will be made to determine whether each species is, in fact. Endangered.
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Similarly, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, at a later date, will

evaluate the Smithsonian Institution's recommended Threatened species to

determine a proposed Threatened list.

Further review of the proposed

Threatened species will determine whether each species is, in fact,
Threatened.

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service will continuously review the status of
the existing and potentially existing Endangered and Threatened species and

periodically update their findings.

The following species have been identified as present or potentially present

on lands impacted or adjacent to the proposed pipeline.

Sea Leg

The Sea Leg has no known Threatened or Endangered marine plant species along
the transportation route.

California

The Port of Long Beach has no known Threatened or Endangered plant species.

From the Port of Long Beach to the Colorado River there is only one known
proposed Endangered species.

1=

Kevins barberry, Berber!

n evini i.

This perennial large-rounded

shrub is endemic to California and occurs on sandy and gravelly places

below 2,000-feet elevation in the coastal sage scrub and chaparral plant

communities (Munz, 1974).

It has teen noted to occur on the north

facing slope of San Timoteo Canyon near Redlands.

The U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service has declared this species to have a proposed Endangered
status throughout its entire range.
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Areas east of California

Since

ground survey was not made over the entire route, the actual

a

presence of any Threatened or Endangered species along actual or proposed
pipeline routes was not verified.

Even though the pipeline generally avoids

mountains and crosses geographically widespread and relatively uniform
environments, the possibility exists in several areas that Threatened or

Endangered species may be found along the route.

The following list was

prepared by reviewing geographic ranges and habitat in state flora listings
of each of the approximately 440 Threatened or Endangered species identified

by the Smithsonian Institution (1975) and designated as House Document No.
Benson (1974), Dodge

The following literature sources were used:

94-51.

1967), Earl

(1963,

(1972), Gould

(1969), Hastings, Turner and warren

(1972),

Kearney and Peebles (1960), Lundell (1961,1967,1969) and Wooton and Stanley
(1915)

.

There are no proposed Endangered species recognized by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife service (1976) known to exist along the pipeline corridor from

Arizona to Texas.

The species discussed under Arizona, New Mexico and Texas have a Threatened
status recommended in the Smithsonian report.

Although no Federal

government status is presently available, the probability remains that these
species may receive a proposed Threatened Species status from the U.S. Fish

and Wildlife Service (Marshal Jones [Wash., E.C.
Service,

],

U.S. Fish and Wildlife

1977: tele. comm.).

Arizona

2.

Neolloydia ereetocentra , var. acunensis .

This Threatened species

occurs in west Pima County to Sand Tank Mountains, Maricopa County, and

to Pinal County at elevations between 1,300 and 2,000 feet on hills,
flats and alluvial fans in south-central Arizona.
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3.

Neolloydia erectocentra var. erectocentra .

This Threatened species

occurs in southeast Pima County and west Cochise County at elevations

between 3,000 and

a, 300

feet on hills, flats, and alluvial fans in

south-central Arizona.

New Mexico

4.

Opuntia arenaria .

The only Threatened species identified in New

Mexico occurs on sand dunes at Anthony.

It has been observed on the

existing pipeline right-of-way.

Texas

5.

Dune unicorn-plant, Proboscidea sabulosa .

This Threatened plant

occurs in deep sand on the southwestern corner of the southern plains.
It may occur in the dune areas west of Odessa along the pipeline route

between Jal, New Mexico, and Midland, Texas.

2.1.7.3.2

State of California Recognized Rare and Endangered species

Powell (1974), has edited the text "Inventory of Rare and Endangered

Vascular Plants of California" prepared by the California Native Plant
Society in cooperation with the State Office of Planning and Research,
Office of the Governor.

Powell 8 s information on these rare plants was

gathered from professional botanists at California universities, botanical
gardens, and other agencies, as well as knowledgeable native plant

enthusiasts.

Actual sampling by the applicant did net encounter any of the following
species, possibly because of the time of year.

Based strictly on

distribution, one or more of these species may be impacted by construction
activities.

It is possible to confirm occurrences of these species in the

immediate area of the pipeline only by repeated visits to the site at all
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The current status of these populations from Redlands

seasons of the year.

east to the Colorado River is as follows:

1.

Nevin's barberry, Berberis nevinii .

classified (Powell,
Extinction-

1974)

This species has been

as totally Endangered and approaching

The habitat description and known location relative to the

pipeline is described in Section 2.1.7-3.1.

2.

Glandular ditaxis, Ditaxis adenophora .

This species is

a

perennial

plant considered Rare in California, tut common outside of the state
(Powell,

1974).

According to Munz, (1974), this species is a m€»mber of

the creosote bush scrub plant community and occurs on sandy flats below
500 feet in the Coachella Valley.

It may occur on sandy soils at the

base of the Indio Mountains near Palm Springs.

3.

Little San Bernardino Mountain linanthus, Linanthus maculatus .

This annual species is listed as Very Rare and seldom seen because of
its small numbers

Its population seems stable and not

1975).

(Powell,

endangered (Munz, 1974).

It occurs in sandy places (500- to 4,000-feet

elevation) and is a member of the creosote bush scrub and Joshua tree

woodland plant communities.

This Very Rare, minute annual may occur

along the proposed pipeline route near the southeastern base of the
Little San Bernardino Mountains near Cactus City.

4.

Scaly-stemmed sand plants, Pholisma arenarium .

This nonchlorophyll

species of plant grows as a parasite on rocts of goldenbush, Haploppapus
sp.; cheese bush, Hymenoclea sp.;

and bur sage. Ambrosia sp.

places below 5,000 feet elevation.
scrub plant community (Munz, 1974).
(Powell,

1974)

,

in sandy

It is a member of the creosote bush

The California Native Plant Society

noted that this species is Endangered in part, is Rare

outside of California, and limited to several declining populations.
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Desert ayenia, Ayenia compacta .

5.

Desert ayenia occurs in dry, rocky

canyons below 1,500 feet at the western edge of the California Sonoran

Desert and in the Eagle Mountains (Munz, 1974).

Although this subshrub

is Rare, and Endangered in part, its populations are stable in

Apparently, this species is not rare outside of California.

California.

Mojave fish-hook cactus, sclerocactus polyancistrus .

6.

This species,

recognized as Endangered and declining in California, and Rare outside
of California (Powell, 1974)

,

is a species of the creosote bush scrub

and Joshua tree woodland plant communities and occurs on gravelly mesas
and slopes at 2,500- to 6,500-feet elevation.

2.1.8

Wildlife

Marine route and Ports of Valdez and Long Beach

2.1.8.1

Much of the text of this section is based upon U.S. Department of the

Interior (1972, 1975, and 1976), and Dailey (1974).

Specific information

relating to commercially harvested shellfish and fish in the Prince William
Sound area was utilized based on the 1975 Prince William Sound Annual

Management Report of the Alaska Department of Fish and Game.

2. 1.8. 1.

1

Ocean

Zooplankton

Introduction .

Zooplankton are diverse assemblages of heterotrophic

organisms sharing the common attribute of limited swimming abilities.

They

include the holoplankton, which lead a planktonic existence at all stages of

their life cycles; the meroplankton, which live in the plankton for only a

part of their life cycles; and tycopl ankton , which live on or in the bottom
and are temporarily swept up into the water column.

Like phytoplankton, the

zooplankton communities have a patchy distribution in the sea, both
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horizontally and vertically.

Long-term population fluctuations occur

naturally, as do advective changes in the populations from moving 'Currents

and water masses.

Northeast Pacific and the Gulf of Alaska .

In general, zooplankton

population peaks follow phytoplankton peaks in coastal areas.

In the

coastal domain of the Gulf of Alaska, there probably is a lag of a month or
two from the maximum phytoplankton populations in March or April until the

zooplankton peak is reached.

The phytoplankton standing stock is controlled

by an immediate grazing response from the zooplankton, primarily

overwintering herbivorous copepods, Calanus plumchrus , C. cristotus, and
Eucalanus bungii bungii , rising to the surface in early spring (Parsons and
In early summer, juveniles of other species migrate

de Lange Boom, 1974).

to the surface waters and further control the phytoplankton standing stock.

In the fall, a small bloom may develop in the oceanic region of the Gulf of
Alaska after these copepod species have migrated again to deep water for the
onset of winter (Geynrikh, 1968 as cited by Cooney, 1972)

Farther offshore in the oceanic realm of the Gulf of Alaska, there is no
apparent phytoplankton bloom in the spring that can be detected by large
increases in phytoplankton standing stock.

Most, but not all, oceanic

copepods overwinter in deep water when there is essentially no phytoplankton
in the surface layer of the ocean.

Reproduction presumably occurs at depth

during the winter, and juvenile stages of these species migrate into the
surface waters in the spring, ready to feed on the phytoplankton.
Therefore, there is no time lag between the initiation of plant growth and

the appearance of efficient grazers (Cooney, 1972).

At Ocean Station Papa

(P)

in the northeast Pacific

(50°N, 145°W)

,

it was

found that during winter (December to February) the total zooplankton

biomass is lowest

(10 g

wet weight/1,000 m 3

)

.

The peak zooplankton biomass

is in late May (about 175 g wet weight/1,000 m 3 )

summer and autumn (Cooney, 1972).

with a decrease through the

Gulland (1971) reports a range of
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20 mg/m 3 in the winter to 160 mg/m 3 in the summer at Ocean Station P with

large yearly variations of up to one-half the quantities for some years.
Zooplankton biomass in the summer ranged from 400 to 1,000 mg/m 3 for the
Copepods dominate the zooplankton

coastal area of the Gulf of Alaska.

biomass (90 percent or more) during most of the year in the Gulf.

The annual secondary production (herbivorous zooplankton) has been estimated
by McAllister (1969) at Station P as 13 grams of carbon

(C)

per m 2 /year, or

about 20 percent of the annual daylight primary production.

Using 80 g

C/m 2 /year (Larrance, 1971) as representative of photosynthesis in the
Central Subarctic Domain and a transfer coefficient of between 10 and
20 percent, it is apparent that annual total herbivore production is

probably no greater than about 16 g C/m 2 /year in this region (Cooney, 1972).

Gulland (1971) gives a range of
Pacific.

5 to 20 g

C/m 2 /year for the northeast

Using an estimate of primary production of 150 g C/m 2 /year for the

coastal areas of the Gulf of Alaska (Gulland, 1972) and a transfer

efficiency of 15 percent, zooplankton herbivore production is estimated at
22 g C/m 2 /year for the coastal areas.

California .

In the California Current region alone, zooplankton populations

have been estimated to comprise at least 546 invertebrate species (Isaacs,
Fleminger, and Miller, 1971) and approximately 1,000 vertebrate species;
i.e., fish larvae (Kramer and Smith, 1972).

Ahlstrom and Thrailkill (1963)

sampling off central Baja California, recorded about 145 invertebrates and
36 vertebrates in only 12 plankton samples.

The neritic zooplankton in waters overlying the expanded continental shelf
(or borderland) off southern California contain a transitional fauna

(McGowan,

1968,

1971).

The southern California borderland is located in an

area of water mass transition, and the sources of these waters can be traced

to the Subarctic Pacific (to the north)
west)

,

,

the eastern central Pacific (to the

and the Equatorial Pacific water masses (to the south)
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The

zocplankton populations occurring over the borderline include native species
as well as the fringes of large populations located in the adjacent water

masses.

Therefore, the assemblage of species is heterogeneous through the

bathypelagic zone (McGowan, 1968, 1971; Ebeling et al.

,

1970).

Overall peaks of abundance occur from spring to summer and decreases occur
in fall and winter (Figures 2.1.8.1-1 and 2.1.8.1-2; Kramer and Smith,
1972).

The centers of greatest planktcn abundance are associated with a

particular range of low temperature, 12° to 15°C.
19 49

Similarly, for each year,

through 1960, plankton volumes were high with low temperatures and low

with high temperatures (Reid, 1962).

The low plankton volumes of 1959

(the

lowest in a decade) were correlated with the unusually warm year (Ahlstrom
and Thrailkill,

1963).

Zocplankton Concentrations are established by the rates of production of
their components, their growth rates, their natural mortality, and predation
on their populations.
Smith, 1972).

Very little is known about any of these (Kramer and

It has been hypothesized that high planktcn concentrations

are the result of high nutrient content and transport of plankton during

certain seasons.

Reid, Roden and Wyllie

(1958)

in summer months and high phosphate phosphorous

with low temperatures in the California region.

observed that dense plankton
(PG 3 -P)

content coincide

Reid reported in 1962 that

dense sooplankton might be the result of its transport into the region by
the west Wind Drift from dense subarctic populations.

However, estimates

and predictions of rates of water movement, and life histories of plankton
that are not well known, are inadequate to show what parts in their

different stages of development drift in and out of, or stay in, the region
(Kramer and Smith,

1972).
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Intertidal fauna (Alaska)

With respect to fauna and flora, most fciogeographers
Valentine (1966), Hedgepeth (1957), and Eahl (1912)

— Druehl (1970),
— do not differentiate

between Kodiak Island and areas to the west near Unimak.
available from these areas than

fi om

More data are

Prince William Sound proper.

Therefore, with the exception of razor clam information. Prince William

Sound data will be used with the assumption that the intertidal organisms

and associations of Prince William Sound are not significantly different.

The most extensive study was conducted by Nybakken
Bay.

More recently. Marine Advisers

(1971)

([1969)

in Three Saints

reported organisms of the

shallow subtidal zone near Kodiak City, which were observed or collected

during a series of dives.

The Fisheries Research Institute (1970) surveyed

three bays occupied by canneries for both intertidal and subtidal fauna.

The Fisheries Research Institute study, though based on few samplings, found
nematodes characteristic of the mean high tide level, snails and amphipods
common at mean tide, and barnacles, limpets, and mussels characteristic of

mean low tide level.

No physical characteristics of the beaches surveyed

were mentioned to identify the substrate types encountered.

Most often the

presence of a cannery was indicated by generally higher nematode
populations.

Rybakken (1969) found barnacles characteristic of the highest tidal zones in
Three Saints Bay.

The vertical distribution of all organisms encountered is

depicted in Figure 2.1.8.1-3.

Other documented studies of this habitat are centered around Unimak island
and the tip of the Alaska Peninsula.

McRoy et al.

(1969)

cited Cold Bay as

their example for "worm and clam flats" within the study area.

Feder and

Mueller (1972) gave a general review of the state of knowledge for each
phyla in the eastern Gulf of Alaska (Table 2.1.8.1.1-1)
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'fable 2.1.8.1.1-1

Intertidal and Sub-tidal Fauna of Unimak Island
and the Alaska Feninsula (from Scheffer, 1959)

Location

ORGANISM

Habitat

Goose Barnacle,

Attached to

Otter Cove,

Nereocystis near

Unimak Island

Lepas sp.

rhizoids

ShipwormSp Bankia setacea

Tubes in driftwood

Unimak Islands

Clam, Liocyma , sp.

Tideflats

Alaska Peninsula

Rock Oyster,

Between tidelines

Alaska Peninsula

Pododesrnus macrochisma

King Cove

20 -rayed starfish,

Pycnopodia helianthoides

Within this habitat, snails, limpets, and mussels may be taken for personal
use.

Sea cucumbers and sea urchins offer potentials for commercial harvest.

Clams are important currently in both recreational and commercial fisheries.

Clams .
use.

Six species of clams within the study area are taken for personal

Razor clams, Siliqua pa tula , are the most important of the six and the

object of the only commercial clam fishery.

Razor clams are most abundant on sandy, surf swept beaches that are low in
gravel and clay.

They require exposure to the open ocean, and they are not

found in water of low salinity or high temperature (Nanaimo Biological
Station, 1966a).

In 1975,

15,443 pounds of razor clams were reported dug
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for commercial purposes in the Prince William Sound area (Alaska Bept. of

Fish and Game, 1975).

Littleneck clams, Protothaca staminea, are found in both tidal and subtidal
zones in protected bays and passages in association with butter clams,
Saxidomus qiqanteus .
sand and gravel.

These beaches are generally composed of a mixture of

The clams are found not more than a foot below the surface

of the beach in the lower half of the intertidal zone (Nanaimo Biological

Station, 1966a).

Cockles, Clinocardium nuttalii; horse clams, Schizothaerus nuttalii ; and

Alaskan surf clams, Spisula alaskana , are minor species which occur in
habitats similar to those of butter clams, although surf clams are most

often found in subtidal areas (Nosho, 1972).

Soft-shell clams, Mya sp.

occur in quantity at Cold Bay and throughout the region.

Subtidal Fauna (Alaska)

This section is taken largely from the "Western Gulf of Alaska, A Summary of

Knowledge" (1974).

Information pertaining specifically to shrimp and crab

harvests in Prince William Sound has also been used based on Alaska

Department of Fish and Game reports.

Benthic organisms will be covered

initially, followed by pelagic species.

Soviet investigations of benthic fauna in the Gulf of Alaska have been more
extensive than investigations conducted by the United States.
(1965)

Semenov

calculated an average benthic invertebrate biomass for the

continental shelf in the western Gulf of Alaska at 180 g wet wt/m2 from

bottom grab samples which were preserved in formalin and weighed in the
laboratory at the completion of the cruises.
19 g wet wt/m*.

The continental slope averaged

High concentrations of benthic organisms were found in

Onimak Pass, south of Sanak Island, in the vicinity of Trinity Island, on

Albatross and Burtlock Banks, and west of Kodiak Island.
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Benthic invertebrates were divided for analysis into four trophic groups
representing different feeding types:

nonmobile filter feeders, mobile

filter feeders, browsing detritus feeders, and nonselective detritus
feeders.

Sessile (nonmobile) filter feeders were dominant at moderate depths
92

('H»

to

to
meters) and attained higher biomass than any other group (81

998 g/m 2 )

.

These organisms were most abundant along the shelf region,

and
between submarine canyons, and on banks, such as southwest at Chirikof
these areas
Sanak Islands. This was attributed to stronger currents at
substrates
which prohibited sediments from accumulating. Rocky or gravel
a
provided many excellent points for attachment while currents yielded

continuous supply of food.

browsers were
Between 52 and 158 meters, both mobile filter feeders and
common, though separated according to sediment composition.

On coarser
On

sediments, mobile filter feeders reached a biomass of 15 to 29 g/m*.

finer sediments, browsers predominated with a biomass of 139 g/m*.

These

Island
two groups were encountered most regularly in the Trinity-Chirikof
vicinity.

consumers
Lowest on the shelf, from 100 to 2HH meters, were the nonselective

with biomass of

15 to

112 g/m*.

This group was characteristic of the

entrance to Shelikof Strait, west of Kodiak Island.

Varied bottom topography and sediment character resulted in an irregular
distribution of trophic groups.

For example. Albatross Bank had a fairly

regular relief, and sessile filter feeders predominated.

On Port lock Bank,

depressions retaining sediment were common, and mobile filter feeders
attained a higher biomass than sessile forms.
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The most extensive American investigation which recorded benthic fauna has
been the exploratory fishing drag program of the National Marine Fisheries
^undated)

studies.

.

Caution must be exercised in interpreting data from such trawl
Different trawl surveys used different gear, altering the suscep-

tibility of various groups to capture.

The National Marine Fisheries

Service surveys did not trawl in a regular sampling pattern, thus effort is

not equal throughout the study area.

Within the study area, 20 major benthic invertebrate types were reported
(Table 2.1.8.1.1-2).

Of these^ 10 were more commonly encountered or yielded

high catches per hour trawled.

Large quantities of mussels,, basketstars,

and sea pens were most often encountered west of Chirikof Island.

Large

catches of sea cucumbers and sea urchins were frequently recorded on

Portlock Bank and in the vicinity of the Earren Islands.

Abundant sea

anemones and starfish were reported from scattered locations.

2--
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Table 2.1.8.1.1-2
Major Benthic Invertebrate Groups

GROUP

Occurrence in
Drags

Maximum Catch
(kg/hr)

Sea cucumbers

Common

Starfish

Common

815

Sea urchins

Common

755

Sea anemone

Common

180

Basketstars

Common

180

Sea pens

Common

Mussels

Occasional

725

Brittlestars

Occasional

300

Crabs

Occasional

25

Hermit crabs

Occasional

30

Barnacles

Occasional

Spcnge

Seldom

Whelks

Seldom

15

Sand dollars

Seldom

225

Clams

Rare

90

Horse crab

Rare

Trace

1,360

90

35
225

Sea fan

Rare

Trace

Octopus

Rare

Trace

Box crab

Rare

Trace

Worms

Rare

Trace

Scheffer (1959) conducted little benthic work, but does report Mytilus

californicus in 60 meters of water near Sanak Island.
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King crab .

.

.

King crab are widely found in the Prince William Sound area

although their importance as a commercially harvested resource has continued
to decline over the past 15 years.

In 1975, 53,423 pounds of king crab were

harvested compared to 83,379 pounds for the previous year.

The harvest of

Xing crab in Prince William Sound constitutes only a minor portion of the

total king crab catch in Alaska, and only a minor portion of the total crab

catch in Prince William Sound when compared to the tanner and Dungeness crab

catch (Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game, 1975)

Tanner crab .

Hext to salmon,, tanner crabs are the most commercially

valuable fishery resource in the Prince William Sound area.
million pounds of tanner crabs were taken in the Sound.

In 197*, 9.6

This figure dropped

to 3.9 million in 1975 due to reduced fishing effort because of market

conditions.

Samples of commercial landings of tanner crab showed no

significant changes in the size range over the period 1971 to 1976 (Alaska

Department of Fish and Game, 1975)

Dungeness crab .

Over the past 10 to 12 years, the Dungeness crab catch in

Prince William Sound has remained a relatively stable, significant fishery
resource.

In 1975, 818,0*1 pounds of Dungeness crab were taken (Alaska

Department of Fish and Game, 1975).

S hrimp .

Each year a small

pot.

fishery operates in northern Prince William

Sound for spot shrimp which are sold in local fresh markets.

In addition,, a

small otter trawl fishery has operated for the last few years taking both
pink and side stripe shrimp for local Cordova fresh markets,,

In 1975„ an

otter trawl catch of 26,961 pounds and a pot catch of 2,025 pounds of shrimp

were reported (Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game, 1975)

!£®M2BS^!«LJ!3S;Mo

Small populations of scallops and squid inhabit the

Prince William Sound

area..

However, commercial catches of these

invertebrates are insignificant and no catch information has been reported
(Alaska Department of Fish ana Game, 1975).
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Intertid a l fauna (California)

Intertidal zones can be divided into rocky intertidal and sandy intertidal.

Rocky intertidal shores have much greater diversity of both plant and aniiral
life than sandy shores.

Also, rocky intertidal shores look quite similar

everywhere (Bright, 1974); that is, species differ from area to area, but

similar portions of the shore as related to tidal flux are occupied by
animals of similar appearance.

In southern California, going from the high

intertidal to the subtidal, common organisms are:

I

littorine snails and

isopods, barnacles, mussels and goose barnacles, and finally, at the very

lowest tide level, an area of surf grass, Phyllospadix .

The general pattern described above is often very clear on vertical rock
areas.
,

On other rocky areas the exact pattern may vary depending upon the

degree of wave action, the type of rock (sedimentary, metamorphic or
igneous)

,

location along the shoreline (exposed, semiprotected, protected)

the size of rock (cobble, boulder, rock walls)
shoreline (rock, gravel, sand, mud).

,

and the adjacent type of

Obviously, the variability of this

pattern has precipitated considerable interest.

Yet, in spite of this

interest, it is still to be determined whether such zonation is caused by

the actual levels of the tide, the degree/amount of exposure, temperature
changes, nature of the substratum or some combination of all these facts.

It is apparent that zonation is real.

Also, it is a "convenient handle" for

discerning plant/animal/environment relationships.

The following Table

2.1.8.1.1-3, based on general discussions by Eoty (1946, 1957), Ricketts and

Calvin (1968), and Stephenson and Stephenson (1972), is taken from Bright
(197U).
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Table 2.1.8.1.1-3
Rocky and Sandy Intertidal Zonation Plant/Animal Characteristics

Common Name

ZONE

Supralittoral
or "splash" zone

High tide zone

Source:

Bright,

Scientific Name

Rock louse

Ligia occiden talis

Gray littorine

Littorina planaxis

Checkered littorine

Littorina scutulata

Acorn barnacle

Balanus qlandula

Small acorn barnacle

Cthamalus f issus

Rough limpet

Acmacea scabra

Finger limpet

Acmaea digitalis

File limpet

Acmaea limatula

Checkered littorine

Littorina scutulat a

Black turban snail

Tegula funebralis

Speckled limpet

Acmaea persona

Owl limpet

Lottia giqantea

Shore crab

Pach ygrapsus crassipes

Hairy hermit crab

Pagurus hirsutiusculus

Blue-clawed hermit crab

Pagurus sajais

Tube snail

Aletes squamigerus

Agate chama clam

Chama pellucida

Reversed chama

Pseudochama exogry a

Nuttal chiton

Nuttalina californ ica

Mossy chiton

Mopalis mucosa

Obvious chiton

Steno plax conspicu a

1974.

a

The area above the high tide reached only by the splash of the waves.
a

An arbitrary area between approximately midtide level and that area usually
covered by every high tide.
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Table 2.1.8.1.1-3
ZONE

Middle Tide Zone

t

i

(Continued)

Common Name

Scientific Name

California mussel

Mytilus californianu s

Goose barnacle

Pollicipes polymeru s

Ochre seastar

Pisaster ochraceus

Scale worm

Balosydna californica

Speckled pillbug

Cirolana harfordi

Aggregate sea anemone

Anthopleura elegantissima

Giant green sea anemone

Anthopleura xanthogr ammica

Pink barnacle

Bal anus tintinnabulum

Thatched barnacle

Tetraclita squamosa

Porcelain crab

Petrolisthes cinctipes

Ringed serpent star

Ophionereis annulata

Fuzzy brittle star

Ophiothrix spiculata

Pistol shrimp

Crag on dentipes

Angular unicorn snail

Acanthina

Gem murex snail

Maxwellia gemma

California cone snail

Conus californicus

Livid macron

Macron lividus

s pi rat

Volcano limpet

Fiss urella volc ano

Corynactis anemone

Corynactis cal ifornica

Orange coral

AStrangia lajollaensis

Sea hare

Aplysia californica

Two- spotted octopus

Octopus biniaculoides

Green abalone

Haliotis fulqens

Black abalone

Haliotis cracherodi

The area from the midtide or mean sea level to the mean lower low water line.
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Table 2. 1.8.

1.

1-3

Common Name

ZONE

Low Tide Zone

(Continued)

Scientific Name

Ked abalone

Ha li otis refescens

Common red sponge

Plocamia sp.

Bat star

Patiria miniata

Spiny lobster

Panulirus interruptus

Smooth turban

Norrisia norrisi

Giant keyhole limpet

Megathura crenulata

Cake- frosting sponge

Xetospongia vanilla

Orange woody sponge

Tethya aurantia

Brown hydroid

Eudendrium californicum

White bryozoan

Tricellaris occidentalis

Peanut worm

Dendro stoma pvroides

The lowermost intertidal zone; it is achieved (uncovered) only at the lowest
tides of the year.

The environment of the exposed sandy intertidal is much less stable than
that of the rocky intertidal.
a great deal of sand.

Every wave on a sandy intertidal beach moves

Large waves in the winter carry much of the sand

away, while smaller waves of summer wash the sand back up on the beach;

this is called littoral drift.

Animals living on surf-swept rocky intertidal areas have solved the problem
of wave shock by evolving powerful attachment devices or cryptic habits.

Organisms on surf-swept sandy beaches achieve the same by burrowing
(burying)

themselves in the sand.
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Because of the continued restructuring of sandy beaches, the number of
individuals per species varies greatly from year to year.

There is,

however, a characteristic group of animals which live just below the low
tide line or within the sand between the tide lines.

up the beach in burrows or beneath organic debris.

A few live even. higher
Some of these organisms

are active only at night or on cloudy days, others remain hidden in the
sand.

There are few accounts dealing with sandy areas.

compiled from a number of scattered references:
1969; Efford,

1966; Fitch,

Table 2.1.8.1.1-4 was
Eurch, 1944-46; Cubit,

1953; Keen and Coan, 1974; and Keen and Pearson,

1952.
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Table 2.1.8.1.1-4
Common Southern California Sandy Intertidal Macrofaunal Invertebrates

MAJOR ASSEMBLAGE
Genus Species

MAJOR ASSEMELAGE
Genus Species

PLATYHELMINTHE S

MCLLDSCA

Convoluta

Olivell a biplicata
Donax qouldi

CNIDARIA

Tivela stultorum

Clytia Bakeri

Siliqua patula
Polinices lewisii

ANNELIDA (POLYCHAETA)

Terebra pedroana

Dispio uncinata

Eteone

CRUSTACEA

Euzonus nucronata

Ancinus seticomvus

Hemipoduc calif orniensis

Archeomysis maculat a

Lumbrineris zonata

Cirolana chiltoni

Maqelona pitelkai

Enterita analoqa

Mediomastus acutus

Le pi do pa myops

Nephtys californiensis

Orchestoidea californiana

Nerinides acuta

Orchestoidea traskiana

Scoloplos armiqer

Blepharipoda occidentalis

Thoracophelia mucronata

Two of these species, the razor clam, Siliqua patula (northern California)

and the Pismo clam, Tivela stultorum (central California) are important
recreational species.
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Mileage of rocky and sandy shores of California is presented in Table
2-1.8.1.1-5.

Table 2.1.8 .1.1-5

Rocky and Sandy Shores Along California Coastline

COUNTY

Miles of Rocky Shore
Percent
Miles

Miles of Sandy Shore
Percent
Miles

Del Norte

20

44

25

56

Humboldt

39

32

82

68

Mendocino

82

70

36

30

Sonoma

it

8

77

14

23

Marin

34

us

36

51

San Mateo

25

ns

31

55

Santa Cruz

21

50

21

50

Monterey

87

79

24

22

San Luis Obispo

54

53

39

42

Santa Barbara

26

24

84

75

3

7

38

33

51

77

Ventura
Los Angeles

26
3

8

38

92

11

15

65

85

Orange
San Diego

Subtidal (California)

Peguegnat (1963, 1964, and 1968) made one of the most detailed studies of a
subtidal, hard-bottom benthic community.

He studied two parallel reefs

approximately 200 and 500 meters off Corona Del Mar, in depths of 10 to
18 meters.
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The depth differential of the reef was great enough to involve vertical
temperature difference of as much as 6°C„

The part of Reef 500 atove the

thermocline exhibited faunal affinities to southern epifaunas (e.g., in
regard to densities of the rock oyster , Chama pellucida , and associated
species), whereas other species with northern affinities,,
leviuscula)

,

(e.g., Henri ci

occurred only at the reef base and were absent from the

shallower Reef 200.

The high population densities, as well as large number of species per unit

area characteristic of shallow sublittoral epifaunas, may prove to exceed
those in other biotopes of either land or sea»

Between 300 and 400

described species of macroscopic invertebrates distributed among 12 phyla
lived on the reef complex, which has a surface of only 1,385 m z , including a
Moreover, about

meterwide strip of soft bottom encircling the rock.

90 percent of the invertebrates and more than half the fishes included in

this study were confined to, or were directly dependent upon, the

'1,200

m2

of rocky substratum.

In general, the predominant species in the upper two zones were sessile

suspension feeders which formed thick encrustations that form biotopes for
large numbers of small sessile and motile species.

In the lower zones, on

the other hand, the predominant species tended to be motile scavengers and

deposit feeders, and the encrustations that were present are thin and formed
by single species.

These zones, together with their general depth limits

along the transect where the sampling

iwas

done, were:

reef-top zone, 9.5 to

12.5 meters, where the important epifaunal feature is an encrustation formed

by the rock oyster, Chama peliucida ; the mid-reef zone, 12.5 to 14.5 meters,

which supported a thick growth of calcareous ectoprocts; the reef -base zone,
14.5 to 16.5 meters, where large sea urchins and deposit-feeding sea

cucumbers predominated; and the mixed-bottom zone, 16.5* meters, on the

adjacent sea bottom of sediments and rock slabs which supported a mix-tare of
infaunai and epifaunal species.

There was a general top-to-bottom decline

in biomass, number of species, and individuals.
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The term "kelp bed" is generally used to include all the seaweed species

occurring in association with the Macrocystis and Nereocystis .

Dependence

I

upon kelp is direct and indirect.

Direct dependence can be illustrated by

II
grazers.

Some common invertebrate kelp grazers are:

Lytechinus anamesus

;

white sea urchin,

red sea urchin, Strogylocentrotus franciscanus ; sea

hare, Aplysia californica ; green atalone, Haliotis fulgens ; kelp crab,

Pugettia producta

and kelp isopod, Idotheca resecata .

;

Indirect dependence

is illustrated by a number of organisms that are sessile-filter feeders,

carnivores or scavengers.

Sessile species, for example, frequently colonize

the frond, stripe, and holdfast of Macrocystis .

I

Hydroids and bryozoans are

common in this group.

Mainland shelf

Benthos .

The early studies of the benthos on the mainland shelf in southern

California were conducted in the San Pedro Basin and shelf (Hartman, 1955,
1966).

Jones (1969)

summarized the papers generated from the Allan Hancock

Foundation's 1956-1960 study of the mainland shelf from Point Conception to
the Mexican border.

These papers include those by Barnard, Hartman, and

Jones (1959); Barnard and Siesenhenne (1961); Given and Jones (1962)
(1967); and Jones and Barnard

(1963).

Allan Hancock Foundation (1965).
selected groups.

;

Jones

This study is also well summarized by

Numerous accounts are available on

In addition, there are a number of general faunal lists

associated with studies of certain geographical (natural or man-made) areas.

Off southern California, the mainland shelf extends from shore to a depth of
approximately 300 feet (about 100 meters) and comprises 6.2 percent of the
area from shore to the Patton Escarpment where the true continental slope

begins (Allan Hancock Foundation, 1965)
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The average standing crop biomass of the benthic macrofauna was 356 g/m 2 ,

but was reduced to about 250 with the exclusion of the samples dominated by
the worm, Listriolobus pelodes , off Santa Barbara.

Emery (1960)

reported

the variation in the standing crop of the mainland shelf to be tO to 1,000

g/m 2 .

Sand, sandy-silt and silty-sand constituted some 80 percent of the

In coarse sand, the larger

soft sublittoral bottom off southern California.

organisms (macrofauna) number 2,500 organisms/m 2
may be about 5,000 organisms/m 2 .

;

in fine silts, this number

The above values are based on the animals

retained on a screen with mesh openings of 0.7 millimeters

—

estimated to

be 60 percent of the total macrofaunal specimens (Jones, 1969).

Near Santa Barbara, the vast majority of specimens, both in numbers and
biomass (80 percent)

,

consisted of the echiuroid worm, Listriolobus pelodes .

This species remained dominant in 1969 (Fauchald, 1970)

,

but was greatly

reduced as compared to the late 1950s at the time of the Allan Hancock
Foundation study.

Because of the multiplicity of habitats (sediment type, depth, slope of
bottom, etc.) of the youthful southern California shelf, and the general

difficulty of placing the benthos into neat biomes or associations as
terrestrial ecologists have been able to do, generalizations about benthic
communities are difficult to make.

Hartman

(1955a, 1966)

,

in her study of

the San Pedro Bay Shelf, was particularly impressed by the patchy

distribution of the benthic fauna.

Indeed, "patchiness" has become an

integral part of her interpretation of the character of the fauna of the

mainland shelf of southern California.

It is her conclusion that "specific

diversity in southern California is so characteristic that large-scale
communities of organisms cannot be identified." (Hartman, 1966, p. 190).

She

makes exception only for the Listriolobus association of the Santa Barbara
Shelf.
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In spite of the difficulty, a determination of associations (termed
"communities") on the mainland shelf was made by Dr. J. Laurens Barnard of

the Allan Hancock Foundation survey staff.

Listriolobus

I
I

—

Communities identified were:

The tongue worm, Listriolobus pelodes , accounted for

80 percent of the biomass of this community off Santa Barbara.

Although it

occurs sporadically along the southern California shelf, it reaches large

numbers only near Santa Barbara.

Amphiodia

—

The ophiuroid (brittle star)

,

Amphiodia urtica was found in

85 percent of the samples, under a wide range of conditions.

It became

dominant on soft bottoms at depths between 40 and 50 meters, especially
south of Ventura.

Its limitations appear to be imposed by physical factors

including small size of sedimentable food particles and such biological
factors as lack of successful competition by other animals.

Amphiodia-Cardita

—

The brittle star, Amphiodia urtica , and the clam,

Cardita ventricosa , community occurs on the Santa Barbara shelf below the
Listriolobus community from about 60 to 100 meters.

This community is not

found in the southern part of the area because Cardita is infrequent south
of Ventura.

Chaetopterus

~

The polychaete parchment worm, Chaetopterus variopedatus ,

forms a distinctive community off San Pedro Hills in black mixed-muddy

bottoms close to shore in depths of 12 to 40 meters where food content is
high and where relatively strong currents prevail.

It flourishes under

these conditions, with a highly diversified fauna of predictable kinds.

Similar large concentrations of Chaetopterus occur at a few other places,
including Becher's Cove on Santa Rosa Island, and off East End at the tip of
this island.

The associated organisms differ according to locality.

White's Point, it is a clam, Lima dehiscens .

At

At Becher's cove, it is a

polychaete, Myxicola infundibulim , and at Howland's Landing, it is Owenia

and other kinds of chaetopterid polychaetes.
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In Newport Bay, Chaetopterus

a year
fouls the bottoms of floats and boats which have been undisturbed for

or more.

Pista-Nothria -- The polychaetous worms, Pista disjuncta and Nothria
the
pallida , form a community in many green muds in moderate depths near

edge of the shelf or on the deeper slopes.

The community occurs especially

in the vicinities of submarine canyons.

Onuphis

—

The polychaete. Onuphis sp.

coarse sand.

,

community occurs on bottoms of

As sediment grain size decreases, this community grades into

and is replaced by the Amphiodia urtica community.

Blepharipoda-Branchiostoma

~

The spiny sand crab, Blepharipoda

(known
occidentalis , and the cephalochordate , Branchiostcma calif orniens is

to biology students as amphioxus)
red or brown sands occur.

,

form a sharply limited community where

The associated organisms are more sharply limited

of animals
than in any of the other communities, since they are often kinds

not found elsewhere.

They include:

Ampelisca crista ta, an amphipDd;

common sand
Sipunculus nudus , a sipunculid; Dendraster excentricus , the
areas.
dollar; and seven species of polychaetes not present in other

Diopatra

—

The polychaete, Diopatra ornata, was found in greatest

concentrations in shallow areas along the entire coast and was best
established where kelp and rocky bottoms occur.

At maximum development, the

over the
tubes measure more than 12 inches long, being matted or massed
surface.

Where algae abound, it is commonly found with a nest-building

nereid, Platvnereis bicanaliculata .
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Slope communities (67 to 200 meters)

.

Three assemblages of broad

distribution were delineated in this environment:

1.

Dominated by Amphiacantha amphiacantha , a large brittle star.

2.

Dominated by Amphiodia digitata , a large brittle star.

3.

Chloeia sp.

,

(stinging worm), Pectinaria .

(cone worm)

,

both

polychaetes.

These are areas where the large sea urchins, Briaster and Brissopsis .

comprise a considerable proportion of standing crop so that large

communities maintain as high a standing crop as communities in shelf waters
(10-67 meters).

Nevertheless, the small amount of existing organic matter

in sea urchins and the probability that they grow slowly and have a low

turnover are factors of importance in comparing raw data of standing crop
between shelf and slope.

Rocky bottoms .

Several rocky-bottom communities might be identified, but

rocky outcrops are relatively sparse and difficult to sample with the gear
used.

Most animals are epifaunal, either attached to the rocks or existing

in crevices.

Representative species are a seastar, Asterina; a large snail,

Astraea undosa; a surface brittle star, Ophiothrix spiculata
barnacle, Scalpellum ; and other animals.

;

a stalked

Rocky bottoms were discussed

earlier.

Some small communities .

Six other communities are recognizable, but they

are of small extent in southern California.

Most of them have been

recovered in less than five samples, but they appear to be distinct types of
assemblages.
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listed in the following Table
The dominance of benthic communities is
(1965).
Foundation
Hancock
Allan
the
2.1.8.1.1-6, from

Table

2 .1.8 .1.1-6

Southern
Dominance of Benthic Communities on the
a

California Mainland Shelf
Percent of Total
Shelf Area
23

Amphiodia

Listriolobus

7

Onuphis

&

Amphiodia/P ectinaria

5

Nothria spp.

5

Amphiodia/Cardita

It

Diopatra
3

Cardita

Astropecten
Chloeia

Chactopierus/Lima
Sternaspis

AmDhiodia/Onuphis
!

Litechinus
Tharys
67

Subtotal

Diversified and unclassified

33

100

Totals

based on 150 stations.
'spaced statistically according to area;
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Submarine canyons .

The canyons extending from the coastline to the deep

basins contain unique and varied fauna (Hartman, 1963 and Fay, 1972).

Canyon habitats are subject to considerable fluctuations in environmental
conditions because they serve as natural channels for shoreward movements of

upwelling waters and organisms and for downward transport of runoff, sand,
These processes result in widely varying (spontaneous)

and debris.

conditions, to which the indigenous organisms must adjust.

The variety and

number of animals in canyons decrease with depth, as on the shelf in
general.

Relative composition and estimated mean biomass of canyon

invertebrates are shown in Table 2.1.8.1.1-7 (SCCWRP, 1973).

Table 2.1.8.1.1-7
Relative Composition of Canyon Invertebrates

No. of

CANYON

Samples

Percent of Identified Species
PolyCrustaEchinochaetes
ceans
Molluscs
derms

No.

of

I den tified

Others

Sp ecies

Hu en erne

1«;

56.6

14.5

14.5

4.4

10.1

159

Mugu

10

47.1

28.1

12.8

5.8

6.2

242

Dume

10

58.2

17.6

13.2

6.6

4.4

91

Santa Monica

15

69.4

8.2

9.4

6.5

6.5

170

Redondo

13

63.1

7.7

18.4

5.9

4.8

168

San Pedro
Sea Valley

15

67.9

5.2

11.8

8.0

7.1

212

Newport

16

56.9

14.5

16.4

5.3

6.9

262

59.9

13.7

13.8

6.1

6.6

149

Mean
Source:

sccwrp (1973).

Many benthic invertebrates are important commercially, including lobster,
crab, abalone, and a variety of clams.
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Lobster

i

—

An important commercial fishery has been based on the California

spiny lobster, Panulirus interruptus , for more than 70 years.

These tasty

crustaceans are caught commercially with boxlike traps, built from wire,

wood or plastic.

Traps are normally placed in less than 60 feet of water,

but sometimes in depths over 200 feet.

Sport divers are only allowed to use

their hands or hoop nets to capture lobsters.

The spiny lobster occurs between Monterey Bay, California, and Magdalena
Bay, Baja California, and in the northern portions of the Gulf of

California.

Lobsters grow very slowly, and it takes approximately

10

years

for females and 11 years for males to reach the legal size of 3.25 inches

carapace length (Frey, 1971).

Most studies have shown that lobsters do not

migrate or range over large distances.

Lobster landings have been declining since the early 1950s, despite
increased fishing and consumer demand.
landings averaged 1,29*1,209 pounds.

From 1936 through 1951, lobster

Between 1968 and 1973 (most recent

figures) landings decreased 78 percent to only 283,922 pounds.

Large

numbers of "shorts" are regularly taken by both commercial fishermen and
sportsmen.

The tremendous fishing pressure, the capture of many immatures ("shorts")

and the slow growth rate, coupled with relatively small individual ranges,
are probably the reasons for the decline in lobster production.

Abalone

—

Marine snails of the genus Haliotis have been an important food

source in California since prehistoric times.

Eight species are found in

California; four of these Haliotis rufescens (red)

sorenseni (white)

and sport catch.

,

and

fi^

fulgens (green)

,

,

H. corrugata

([pink)

,

H.

make up most of the commercial

Abalones spawn between late spring and through the fall.

The larvae are free-swimming for about two weeks and then settle to the

bottom.

They attach to rocks and begin grazing on small forms of algae.
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It takes

adults, abalone feed on larger algaes, such as Macrocystis sp .

five to eight years for abalone to reach commercial size.

Abalone production began a marked decline in 1967 (Frey, 1971).
through 1962, landings averaged 4, 535, 000 pounds.

From 1957

Landings from 1968

through 1973 averaged 3,377,522 pounds, a 26 percent reduction.

This

decline is continuing even though the consumer demand and fishing efforts

have increased.

As with lobsters, the decline is attributed, to a

considerable extent, to the fact that both sport and commercial divers often
exceed legal catch limits.

Coupled with this is the marked decline in water

quality (sewage, heated water discharges, and so on) in many rocky coastal
areas that once supported large abalone populations.

II
Other shellfish

—

As mentioned above, shellfish fisheries in California

have existed since prehistoric times.
fishery.

Many species contribute to this

Important mollusks besides the abalone include oysters and the

pismo, razor, gaper, and Washington clams.

Important crustaceans, in

addition to lobsters, include rock crabs (three species)

crustaceans $2.2 to $4.
fishery.

,

bay and brine

Mollusks contribute more than $1.8 million and

shrimp, and sand crabs.
1

million annually to the California commercial

Rocky crabs are becoming more important; in 1972, 3.9 million

pounds worth $1.2 million were landed.

Fish and fisheries

Alaska

Noncommercial species as well as undeveloped commercial stocks have been
identified in the western Gulf of Alaska by various authors.

In addition,

commercial fish catch and salmon escapement information have been included

specifically for the Prince William Sound area.
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high seas
A study of epipelagic fish caught incidentally during salmon
jack mackerel,
sampling, reported Atka mackerel, Pleuroqrammus monotervgius
;

Trachurus symmetricus , and pomfret, Brama iaponica , as frequently

encountered in the northern Gulf of Alaska (Larkins, 1964).

Hitz and French

fishery for pomfret, Brama
(1965) pointed to the possibility of a commercial
of Kodiak.
iaponica , which were particularly abundant offshore southwest

rockfish which
Sebastes aleutianus and Sebastolohus sp- were two groups of
with depth
Alverson and Larkins (1969) reported were increasingly abundant
Maximum catches were reported between 36 5
the Alaska Peninsula region.
in

and 550 meters.

Elasmobranches, both Raiidae and Squalus acanthias, were encountered in

slightly greater
small numbers at all depths with skates, Raiidae , found in
abundance (Alverson and Larkins, 1969).

miscellaneous fish
sculpins and rattails comprised the highest proportion of
(1969).

encountered by Alverson and Larkins,

Sculpins were most frequent

dominant roundfrom the surface to 185 meters, while rattails were the most
fish below 365 meters off the Alaska Peninsula.

The Faculty of Fisheries

(1957,

1961,

1966,

1968, 1969)

reported species

in bottom
identified from larvae obtained in plankton tows and adults caught

trawls.

Scheffer (1959) and Marine Advisers (1971) recorded several

additional inshore species.

Quast and Hall (1972) have systematically

reviewed Alaskan fish.

Pollock .

Pollock, Theragra chalcogrammus , in the North Pacific (primarily

of food fish in
in the Bering Sea) have yielded the largest annual harvest
fishery. Catches
the world since the decline of the South American anchovy

the past decade
in the western Gulf of Alaska have grown dramatically in
over
with combined harvests by Japan and the Soviet Union now totaling
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10,000 metric tons annually.

species in quantity (Buck,

The United States has never harvested this

1973).

Exploratory fishing drags of the National Marine Fisheries Service (undated)
indicated a major concentration of pollock southeast of Kodiak Island along
the edges of Albatross Bank.

between 110 and 155 meters.

Many large catches were made in late spring

Catches of 12,000 kg/hr were reported.

A more recent National Marine Fisheries Service survey conducted in 1972 in
the Kodiak area and reported by Alton and Nicholl (1973) found pollock

concentrated in the same areas between 110 and 240 meters.

Catches

averaging 710 to 890 kg/hr were calculated, indicating a substantial
resource.

An early estimate by the U.S. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries (196 5) placed

the potential annual harvest of pollock for the Alaska Peninsula between 4.2

and 5.6 thousand metric tons.

These fish ranged in length from 22 to

62 centimeters and averaged 33 centimeters.

The 1972 survey found 38- to

46-centimeter fish to be the most frequently encountered size class of
adults off Kodiak (Alton and Nicholl, 1973)

.

The Food and Agriculture

Organization of the United Nations (1972) estimated the maximum annual yield
of the entire northern Gulf of Alaska to be 25,000 metric tons.

On the Alaska Peninsula, pollock may occur at greater depths than off
Kodiak.

Alverson and Larkins,

(1969)

found the maximum average catch on the

Alaska Peninsula between 275 and 365 meters, decreasing progressively at
shallower depths.

In Shelikof Strait, they calculated maximum average

catches from 180 to 275 meters.

Pollock prefer planktonic crustaceans and small fish as food.

Alton and

Nicholl (1973) reported daily vertical movements of both juveniles and
adults which are probably related to feeding habits.
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Kasahara (1961)

reported temperature to be important in determining area and vertical
distribution.

Pacific cod .

The earliest commercial fishery in the study area was based on

Pacific cod, Gadus macrocephalus .

This fishery was developed by the United

States shortly before the purchase of Alaska, but U.S. participation has
declined.

Less than 1,500 metric tons per year are now harvested by Japan

all along the Gulf of Alaska Coast incidental to black cod and Pacific Ocean
perch fisheries (Buck, 1973).

Exploratory fishing drags of the National Marine Fisheries Service (undated)
located scattered concentrations of Pacific cod south and east of Kodiak, as

well as west of the Shumagin Islands.

Large quantities were found at depths

between 80 and 215 meters with no optimum depth discerned.

This species was

moderately abundant throughout the trawling period from late spring to early
autumn.

The

D. S.

Bureau of Commercial Fisheries (1965) found Pacific cod most

abundant at depths less than 90 meters in the Gulf of Alaska and Alaska
Peninsula waters.

For the Alaska Peninsula, the potential annual yield was

estimated at between 4.1 and 5.4 thousand metric tons.

The Food and

Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (1972) estimated the maximum
sustainable annual yield of the entire northern Gulf of Alaska to be 30,000

metric tons.

Alverson and Larkins,

(1969)

found this species to be the

dominant roundfish in waters of less than 180 meters deep over the
continental shelf in the study area.

Greatest average catches were found

between 90 and 180 meters with fish from 22 to 72 centimeters in length
(average length was 42 centimeters).
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Pacific cod have well-defined seasonal movement which appear to be

They migrate to deeper offshore waters for the

controlled by temperature.
winter.

This species feeds upon other bottom fish and crustaceans.
areas, herring may become important as food.

In coastal

Growth is rapid; individuals

may reach a length of 60 centimeters in three to five years.

Black cod .

Black cod, also called sahlefish, have supported a Japanese

fishery harvesting less than 5,000 metric tons annually in the study area

this past decade with cnly token United States harvest (Buck, 1973).
Korea has recently begun fishing for black cod off Kodiak.

South

Black cod are

regularly harvested from the western Gulf of Alaska.

The U.S. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries (1965) found black cod to be the

dominant deepwater fish in the Alaska Peninsula region, being most abundant
at depths of between 365 and 550 meters on the continental slope.

The

potential annual yield from the Alaska Peninsula was calculated between 6.3

and 9.1 thousand metric tons of fish averaging 51 centimeters in length.
The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (1972) estimated
the maximum sustainable yield of the entire Northern Gulf of Alaska to be
18,000 metric tons annually.

Black cod mature in six to eight years, although they may reach commercial
size in only five years.

Food consists of small fish and crustaceans

(Nanaimo Biological Station, undated)

more (Reeves, 1972) and exceed

H

.

Individuals may live nine years or

kilograms in weight and 75 centimeters in

length.

Pacific Ocean perch .

Soviet and Japanese trawlers have fished extensively

for Pacific Ocean perch, Sebastes alutus , within the study area throughout
the past decade with harvests approaching 50,000 metric tons in the mid-
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1960s (Buck,

1973).

Soviet literature has contributed substantially to

understanding of this species and its life history.

Exploratory fishing drags by the National Marine Fisheries Service (undated)
recorded large quantities of this species east of Kodiak Island over the

outer continental shelf and slope.
recorded in the Shelikof Strait.

Scattered concentrations were also

Fish appear concentrated between

160

and

250 meters.

The International Pacific Halibut Commission

Pacific Ocean perch in excess of 90 kg/br.

(196<4)

reported catches of

Pacific Ocean perch were taken

in quantity along the continental shelf edge and along gullies and canyons

within the shelf.

The U.S. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries {1965) identified large
concentrations 20 to 60 meters above rocky bottoms and in submarine canyons
and gullies.

The potential annual yield for the Alaska Peninsula region was

calculated to be between 4.5 and 13.6 thousand metric tons.

The Food and

Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (1972) estimated the maximum
sustainable yield of the entire northern Gulf of Alaska to be 95,000 metric
tons annually.

Soviet investigations (Lyubimova, 1965) found Pacific Ocean perch inhabiting
depths of 100 to 450 meters or more.

Concentrations were associated with

the Alaska Current in temperature regimes of 4° to,6.5°C.

Maximum

concentration occurs during summer and autumn, east and southeast of Kodiak
Island, southwest of the Shumagin Islands, and south of Unimak Island.

Pacific Ocean perch stocks of the western Gulf of Alaska are highly mobile

and undertake substantial seasonal migrations (Lyubimova, 1965)

.

These

movements appear linked to reproduction and wintering activities of the
species.

Following copulation, which occurs within the previously mentioned

concentration areas in late September through November, females depart for
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the northern part of the Gulf of Alaska, traveling eastward from Portlock
Bank.

Arriving in January, the females have avoided cooler winter water

temperatures of the western Gulf of Alaska.

Males congregate for over-

wintering in the Chirikof-Kodiak Island area or farther north.

Their

migration to wintering areas occurs in late December and January.

As waters warm in spring and zooplankton populations increase. Pacific Ocean

perch gradually return to the western Gulf of Alaska.

Concentrations may

reappear in March or April off Kodiak Island, and as late as July or August
in the TJnimak area.

Individual Pacific Ocean perch reach a maximum length of 50 centimeters and
a maximum age of 30 to 35 years

(Reeves,

1972)

.

Active feeding and weight

gain occur primarily in the feeding concentrations along the outer shelf and

Although their diet is composed primarily of

slope from May to September.

planktonic crustaceans, some feeding occurs upon benthic species of mollusks

and small fish.

Diurnal, vertical movements of Pacific Ocean perch are

believed to be associated with feeding behavior (Lyubimova , 1965)
Individuals may reduce their food intake in autumn and winter; adults

usually do so to a greater extent than young fish.

Flatfish (excluding halibut)

.

The commercial harvest of flatfish in the

western Gulf of Alaska peaked at slightly less than 6,000 metric tons
annually in the late 1960s.

Flatfish accounted for more than 50 percent of

all fish caught during exploratory trawling on the inner continental shelf
(Alverson and Larkins, 1969).

Thirteen species of flatfish, excluding

halibut, were recorded from exploratory fishing drags of the National Marine

Fisheries Service (undated) in the western Gulf of Alaska.

Many large catches were taken on the continental shelf and slope east of

Kodiak Island.

Turbot and flathead sole yielded the greatest number of

large catches and are the most abundant species of flatfish with potential

commercial value in the western Gulf of Alaska.
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Caution, similar to that

expressed previously for benthic fauna, should be observed in the inter-

pretation of incidental trawl catches.

Rex and dover soles were found in quantity along the continental shelf edge
and slope.

Yellowfin sole in inshore shallows and butter sole along bank

edges were seldom found in abundance.
the study area on offshore banks.

Rock sole were abundant throughout

Turbot and flathead sole were regularly

encountered in large quantity in canyons and gullies on the continental
shelf.

Distribution of species is related to depth (Alverson and Larkins, 1969}.

Eight species can be considered shelf inhabitants, with maximum catches
recorded at depths less than 90 meters.

intermediate depths.

The flathead sole inhabits

The remaining species were most abundant at depths in

excess of 275 meters.

Turbot has the most commercial potential of the flatfish species in the

western Gulf of Alaska (Bureau of Comm. Fish., 1965).

It is the most

abundant flatfish species as well as having the largest average size of
37 centimeters.

Potential annual yield for the Alaska Peninsula region

alone is estimated at between 20.4 and 27.2 thousand metric tons.

The Food

and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (1972) estimated the

maximum sustainable yield of the entire northern Gulf of Alaska to be 60,000
metric tons annually.

Flathead and rock sole are also abundant in the Alaska peninsula region.

Their respective potential annual yields have been estimated at 5.4 to 6.8
thousand and 10.4 to 13.6 thousand metric tons (Eur. of Comm. Fish.

,

1965),

The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (1972) estimated
the maximum sustainable yields for the entire northern Gulf of Alaska for
these species to be 20,000 and 15,000 metric tons, respectively.
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Food of these flatfish generally consists of benthic invertebrates and small
fish, but varies widely between species (Kasahara, 1961).

Halibut .

In comparison to other regions off the Gulf of Alaska coast, the

Prince William Sound area has only minor populations of halibut.

The 1975

halibut catch for the Sound area was reported to be 60,029 pounds (Alaska
Dept. of Fish and Game, 1975).

Halibut are generally found in the deeper

coastal waters of the outer continental shelf and the continental slope
areas.

Bottom fish (general)

.

Bottom fish were harvested from the Prince William

Sound area by both long-line and otter trawl, and were reported primarily as

"bottom fish general" with no species breakdown.

A total of 24,257 pounds

was caught in 1975 (Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game, 1975).

Herring .

Herring and their eggs form a major part of the Prince William

Sound commercial fishery.
is the spawn-on-kelp

The most important herring resource commercially

(herring eggs) harvest.

Herring eggs deposited on kelp

are gathered (with the kelp) annually, primarily in Valdez Arm.

In 1975,

916,919 pounds of spawn-on-kelp were harvested.

In addition more than 5,000 tons of herring were caught for roe in Prince

William Sound in 1975 from which roe recovery ran between

10 and 12 percent*

An additional 453,380 pounds of herring were caught for use as bait (Alaska
Dept. of Fish and Game,

Salmon .

1975).

The most important fishery resource in the Prince William Sound

area, in terms of commercial value, is the salmon fishery.

Of the five

species of salmon that spawn in the Sound area, the most significant in
terms of commercial catch and escapement numbers (those entering freshwater

streams to spawn) are pink salmon.

In 1975, approximately 1.6 million pink

salmon were estimated to have entered streams in the Sound area.

That same

year approximately 4.3 million pink salmon were caught in the Sound area.
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Approximately 59,000 chum salmon were caught in the Sound area in 1975, with
an escapement count of about 47,000.

In addition to an escapement of

About

11,000, 27,000 sockeye salmon were caught by commercial fishermen.
5,700 coho salmon and 1,600 king (or chinook) salmon were caught.

No

escapement figures for these species are available.

The Copper River fishing district is located immediately east of the Prince

William Sound district.

Copper River Delta, the center of the district, is

located approximately 50 miles from Hinchinbrook Entrance to Prince William
Sound.

The most important, species of salmon in this district is the sockeye

salmon with 336,000 harvested in 1975, followed by 54,000 coho salmon and
20,000 king salmon.

An escapement of more than 45,000 sockeye salmon was

reported for the Copper River district (Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game,
1975),

Trout and char .

Two species of this group utilize the coastal marine

environment of the Gulf of Alaska for a portion of their life cycle,,

Dolly

Varden char, Savelinus malma , abound in almost all freshwater systems within
the study area with portions of many populations being anadromous.

Steelhead trout, Salmo gairdneri , are not as widely distributed as the Dolly

Varden char, but are more sought after by sport fishermen.

Mature, migrant Dolly Varden char return to freshwater streams to spawn in
late summer and early autumn.

Van Bulle and Murray (1972) reported that

char began arriving in mid- July and continued at least through midSeptember.

Spawning occurs in October and November when females, dependent

on size, deposit 600 to 6,000 eggs and young char emerge from the gravel in

spring.

Juvenile Dolly Varden char remain in fresh water until their third

or fourth year {Armstrong, 1969).

Juveniles outmigrate to the ocean in late

spring and early summer.
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Since Dolly Varden char overwinter in freshwater lakes, a return migration
each year in late summer and early autumn brings marine juveniles and

Maturity is usually reached

ripening adult spawners back into freshwater.
in five to six years.

After spawning in stream gravels, adults join

migrating juveniles in lakes to spend the winter.

When spring arrives,

surviving fish outmigrate once more to the ocean.

This pattern is repeated

each year (Armstrong, 1969).

Armstrong (1969) doubted if more than half the Dolly Varden char spawners
survive to spawn a second time.

The maximum age may be eight years for this

species.

Steelhead spawn in the Karluk and Ayakulik Rivers on Kodiak Island and in
the Chignik River on the Alaskan Peninsula.

undoubtedly, other migrant

populations of steelhead exist within the study area, but are probably of

minor importance.

Powell and Peterson (1957) found steelhead widely

distributed offshore in the study area.

In the western Gulf of Alaska, mature steelhead return from the ocean and

enter freshwater streams to spawn in late summer and early autumn.

Depending upon the size of the female, 200 to 8,000 eggs are deposited in
the stream gravels in late winter or early spring (Paddock, 1971)

Steelhead overwinter in large freshwater lakes.

Although steelhead may

spawn in successive years, repeat spawners are comparatively few.

Depending upon water temperature, young steelhead emerge from gravels in
middle to late summer.

Juvenile steelhead may remain in fresh water two to

three years before migrating to the ocean.

Peak outmigration normally

occurs in late spring and early summer, although individual fish may enter
the ocean at almost any season.

Most Alaskan steelhead spend one to two

years in the ocean before returning to spawn for the first time.

Occasionally, individuals may spend three or (rarely) four years at sea

prior to spawning.

One steelhead exceeding eight years of age was
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reportedly taken offshore of the shumagim Islands, but this was an extremely
old individual (Sheppard,

Fish and fisheries

—

1972).

California

Coastal and northern California waters can be considered cold temperate.
Southern California waters are warm temperate and the convergence of these

water types gives the northern portion of southern California the character
of a transition zone

(Lavenberg and Ebeling, 1967).

These water masses

combined with the more diverse chemical, physical and geological

characteristics of southern California help explain why the number of fish
species increases as one proceeds south along the California coast.

Between

Oregon and San Francisco, 333 species of fish in 102 families are known.

The following information is taken from Aceituno, 1976 (pers. comm.

)

.

More

than «7 percent of all fish species from central and northern California

occur in

9

percent of the families.

Rockfish (family Scorpaenidae

.

The most important are discussed below:

This family contains more than 50 species,

most of which occur off central and northern California.
of the most important in California waters.

This family is one

Most of the species are highly

desirable for food and are subjected to both commercial and sport fishing
pressure.

Only a few are too small to be utilized for human consumption,

but these may serve as food for other fishes, often larger rockfish.
Generally, in central and northern California, the important commercial

species differ from the most important sport species.

This is because

commercial fishing (mostly trawling) for rockfish occurs at greater

distances from shore and at greater depths than sport fishing usually does.

Many of the members of this family inhabit rocky shores and reef areas
although they may be found over sandy bottoms as well.

Representatives of

this family generally range vertically from the intertidal area to depths of
1,500 feet, with a few species inhabiting depths of more than 5,000 feet.
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An interesting note regarding this family as a whole, is that it has the
distinction of containing more venomous species than any other family of
bony fishes (Roche and Halstead, 1972).
Scarpaena guttata

,

The California scorpion fish,

is the most venomous species of rockfish found in the

central and northern California area.

Many members of the genus Sebastes

are also venomous, but to a lesser degree.

In some cases, pain resulting

frcm rockfish "stings" may be quite severe.

As far as is known, no deaths

have resulted from such "stings."

Sculpins (family Cottidae)

There are about 45 species of sculpins in

.

California waters, 41 of which are found north of Point Conception.

The

cabezon, Scorpaenichthys marmoratus , is the most important sculpin to both

sport and commercial interests,

ether species taken by sport fishermen are

the Pacific staghorn sculpin, Leptocothus armatus ; the red Irish lord,

Hemilepidotus hemilepidotus

;

the brown Irish lord,

buffalo sculpin, Erophys bison .

H_.

spinosus

;

and the

The latter three are only occasionally

taken in the sport catch from Point Arguello to Oregon.

The Pacific

staghorn sculpin is an important pier species from Santa Cruz to Berkeley
and is used as live bait for striped bass.

Most sculpins inhabit intertidal and/or shallow shore areas, although some
species range to depths of 1,000 feet or more.

The sculpins, as a group,

are perhaps the most numerous of the tide pool fishes.

Lanternfishes

(family Myctophidae)

.

The lanternfish family has perhaps the

most numerous species and is the most and widespread family of midwater
(mesopelagic)

fishes in the world ocean.

contains about 30 genera and 300 species.

As presently recognized, it

Lanternfish larvae are highly

prominent in the plankton and make up about 50 percent of all larvae taken
in open-ocean plankton tows (Moser and Ahlstrom, 1974)

.

Lanternfish have

been found in the stomachs of such predatory species as albacore, jack
mackerel, and rockfish, as well as many marine mammals, birds, and

cephalopods (Fitch and Lavenberg, 1968).
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Of no importance commercially or

.

as sport species, probably, the greatest significance of lanternfish is as

food organisms for more important fishes.

Flounders {family Pleuronectidae)

.

The flounders are one of the more

important sources of fresh fish for markets in California.

No less than

10 species are of commercial importance , while at least 5 are important

sport fish.

Generally, flounders are benthic (bottom) fish spending most of

their lives on or near the bottom.

They range in depths from the upper ends

of the sub tidal zone to as deep as 4,700 feet.

species of flounders are:

Some of the more important

Dover sole, Microstomus pacificus; English sole,

Parophrys vetulus; petrale sole, Esopsetha gordani
zachiras

bilineata

;

rex sole, Glyptocephalus

and sand sole, P sefchichthys mel anostictus .

Surf perch {family Embiotocidae)

.

Twenty species of surfperch occur in

California, 18 north of Point Conception.

Of these, 12 contribute

significantly to the sport catch, while about
(Frey, 1971 J.

areas.

;

starry flounder, Platichthys Stella tus; rock sole, Lepidopsetta

;

8

are of commercial importance

Surfperch are distributed throughout the inshore and harbor

Only a few species are found in a variety of habitats, however, most

having specific environmental requirements.

One group of surfperches may be

associated with kelp bed and shallow rocky areas, while another is
principally associated with open sandy surf areas.

Commercial surfperch activities take place principally inside harbors and

bays using gill nets and beach seines.

Along the northern coast there is a

lively redtail surfperch commercial fishery during the spring months using

rod and reel {Frey, 1971).

In addition, surfperch provide many hours of

recreation for sport fishermen.

In central and northern California during

the period 1958 to 1961, four species of surfperch (barrel surfperch, shiner
perch, redtail surfperch and walleyed surfperch)

accounted for almost

25 percent of the total hook- and- line sportfish catch by numbers.

Seventy-

two percent of the total shorefish catch was made up of surfperch (Frey,
1971)
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Poachers (family Agonidae)

The poachers are a group of relatively small

.

fish which live on rocky or muddy bottoms at depths ranging from 60 to over
1,200 feet,, although a few species are found in shallower waters.

Spawning

of one species, the blacklip poacher, Xeneretmus latifroms , apparently takes

place during the spring months, and the newly hatched larvae of some

poachers are pelagic, being found nearer the surface than the bottom (Fitch

and Lavenberg, 1968).

Poachers feed on tiny crustaceans and in turn have

been eaten by a few bottom-dwelling predators, mostly flatfish and hake.

Of

no importance either commercially or in the sport catch, poachers are only

occasionally taken by commercial trawlers or by scientific expeditions.

Snailf ish (family Cyclopteridae)

.

The species of this family range from

shallow intertidal waters to depths as great as 6,000 feet.

As many as 18

or 20 species of snailfish have been reported from California waters.
However, many are known from a single specimen, so there is little reliable

information available describing these fish.

One species, the blacktail

snailfish, Careprochus melanurus , lives at or near the bottom, being most

abundant on a muddy substrate.

Apparently, several other species inhabit

similar substrates since they have been collected by shrimp trawlers.

A few

scattered notes indicate that snailfish feed on polychaete worms, small
crustaceans, tiny clams, and similar items,

occasionally, snailfish remains

have been found in the stomachs of such bottom-feeding predators as hake,

arrowtooth flounders, and rockfish (Fitch and Lavenberg, 1968).

No details

are available on other phases of snailfish life history.

Eelpouts (family Zoarcidae)

California waters.

.

At least

17

species of eelpouts are known from

Generally bottom-dwelling fish, eelpouts are found over

sandy mud or mud substrates in depths ranging from 30 to more than 7,000
feet,

one species, the twoline eelpout, Bothrocara brunneum , was found to

feed on a variety of bottom organisms.

No information suggests that

eelpouts are eaten by predators.
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Gobies

ff amily

The gobies are generally small bottom- living

Gobiidae)_,

fishes of shallow coastal waters including estuaries and lagoons.

They

range in depths from intertidal areas to more than 300 feet and inhabit

muddy or sandy bottoms.

Frequently, they are almost completely buried with

only the highly placed eyes

-visible,.

Gobies have virtually no value as

either commercial or sport species.

Prickl ebacks (family Stichaeidae)

.

The pricklebacks occur from the

intertidal area to depths of more than 1,000 feet, and are principally

bottom dwellers,
California area,

of the 12 species listed for the central and northern
9

are found in the intertidal zone.

Pricklebacks have no

sport or commercial value.

The foregoing brief discussions have been an attempt to describe the majorcharacteristics of some of the larger families.

Rather than attempt to

describe all of the families of fishes which inhabit the waters of central
and northern California, it would be easier to describe the various major
habitats and those species most commonly associated with them.

Subtidal_ habitats .

Subtidal habitats can be divided into sandy bottom,

shallow water reefs and kelp beds, and deepwater reefs.

Most of the fishes

found over sandy bottom habitats are surfperches, Embiotocidae; flatfishes,
PI euronecti dae and BotMdae; skates, Rajidae; and sea basses, Serranidae.

Numerous species occur in 10 to 150 feet of water associated with shallow
rocky reefs and kelp beds.

Many endemic species are found in this zone as

well as juveniles of species common to deep waters or sandy bottoms.

Rockfish, seapereh, greenlings, Hexagramm idae ; and gobies, are perhaps the

more common species.

Kelp beds are most often associated with rocky bottom

habitats, although they do occur over sandy bottoms as well.

Generally, the

kelp bed habitat can be divided into the canopy, midwater, and bottom.

Most

fishes congregate in bottom areas near the rocky substrata or in the region
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of the canopy with the stipes offering protection.

A close examination of

the morphology and habits of kelp fishes reveals few well established
affinities.

Only one species, the kelp clingfish, Rimicola muscamm , is

thought to be almost wholly restricted to the kelp habitat (Feder, Turner,
and Limbaugh, 1974).

Deep reef areas of 150 to 350 feet are inhabited mostly by rockfish,

although sculpins, lingcod, sablefish and some sole may be found there as
well.

Pelagic habitat .

The pelagic habitat holds primarily those species which

are not associated with the bottom, but rather are wandering or migratory.

Usually these species exhibit seasonal or cyclic irovements.
environment can be divided into several divisions.

the epipelagic (from the surface to about 600 feet in depth)

mesopelagic (from 600 to 3,000 feet depths)

.

The pelagic

The most important are
and the

Most of the continental shelf

is covered by the epipelagic division which extends offshore beyond the

continental margin.

The mesopelagic division actually begins at the

continental margin and extends seaward.

For the most part, the migratory or

wandering species inhabit the epipelagic zone and are characterized by such
species as albacore. Pacific bonito, salmon. Pacific mackerel, white
seabass. Pacific hake, northern anchovy, jack mackerel, and Pacific sardine.

Occupants of the mesopelagic zone generally depend on a "rain" of plankton
and corpses from overlying epipelagic waters and by predation on one another
for survival.

Fishes inhabiting this zone can be characterized by the

family of lanternfishes.

These species are of no real value as either

commercial or sport fish, the larvae and juveniles of many mesopelagic
species serve as important constituents of the zooplankton and as such are

important food sources for many more important species.
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Tables 2.1.8.1-8 and 2.1.8.1-9 list the 10 fish families in central and
southern California which have the most species occurring.

Several families

in both regions with fewer species are, nevertheless, extremely important;

for example, Engraulidae (anchovies)
(smelt)

,

Clupeidae (sardines)

,

Atherinidae

Six of the eight most species-numerous in southern California have

.

already been discussed under central California.

Although some of the

individual species are different, these families will not be covered again
in detail.

Two major families in southern California, Scombridae (mackerel

and tunas) and Caragidae (jacks and pompanos) are important sport and
commercial fish.

Table 2.1.8.1-8
10

Most Species-Numerous Families of Fishes in Central California

FAMXLY

Common Name

Number of Species

Scorpaenidae

Scorpionfishes
and rockfishes

57

Cottidae

Sculpins

»1

Myctophidae

Lantern fishes

2\

Pleuronectidae

Righteye flounders

18

Embiotocidae

Surfperches

18

Agonidae

Poachers

16

Cy c 1 opte r ida

Snailfish

16

Zoarcidae

Eel pouts

14

Gobiidae

Gobies

H3

Stichaeidae

Pricklebacks

"2

Source: Data from Miller and Lea (1972), except Myctophidae from
Ebeling, et al. (1970b).
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Table 2.1.8.1-9
10 Most

Species-Numerous Families of Fishes
in Southern California

FAMILY

Number of Species

Common Name

Scorpaenidae

Scorpionfishes
and rockfishes

55

Cottidae

Sculpins

34

Embiotocidae

Surf perches

18

Pleuronectidae

Kighteye flounders

18

Myctophidae

Lanternfishes

16

Scombri dae

Mackerels and tunas

14

Carangidae

Jacks and pompanos

13

Gobi i dae

Gobies

13

Clinidae

Clinids

12

Carcharhinidae

Requiem sharks

12

Source: Data from Miller and Lea (1972)
Ebeling, et al. (1970b).

,

except Myctophidea from

Marine mammals

The material below is taken primarily from Horn (1974)

.

It covers fishes in

southern California but many of the general ecological relations are

applicable to central California also.

Toothed whales and dolphins .

The toothed whales, dolphins, and porpoises

comprise the suborder Odontoceti.

Primary emphasis has been placed on the

distribution^ migration, abundance, and foraging characteristics, since an

understanding of the species' natural history is necessary to recognize
potential impacts.

Dall's porpoise, Phocoenoides dalli

—

widely in the North Pacific Ocean.

It ranges from southern California

The Dall's porpoise is distributed
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.

.

,

(about 30 °N latitude) along the Pacific Rim to Japan, including the Bering

Sea (to about 62°N latitude) and Okhotsk Sea (USDC, 1973; Nishiwaki, 1967).
It is probably the most common cetacean seen in the Gulf of Alaska with

sightings common both nearshore and offshore.

Approximately 2,000 are

estimated to exist in the northwestern Gulf of Alaska (Schef f er, 1972)

Nishiwaki (1972) states that the population of the northwestern North

Pacific may be as many as 50,000 animals.

There are no published figures

for the southern California animals but there apparently exists a large
stable population in schools of 100 or more, as reported by Daugherty
(1965)

.

The Dall's porpoise feeds on squid, fish (saury, hake, herring, jack
mackerel) bathypelagic, and deepwater tenthic fish (USDC, 1973)

Pacific striped or white-sided dolphin, Laqenorhynchus obliquidens

—

This

species moves in large herds preferring to feed on squid, but also taking
small pelagic fishes.

until summer.

The breeding season and parturition occur from spring

Schools of up to 1,000 animals have been reported.

The

animal ranges from the North Pacific, in Japanese waters, and along the west

coast of North America including California.
(unpublished)

,

Leatherwood, et al.

lists this dolphin as the second most abundant species from

Point Conception, California, to Ensenada, Mexico.

Northern right whale dolphin, Lissodelphis borealis

—

This species ranges

from the North Pacific (Bering Sea) to southern California.

It feeds mainly

on squid and pelagic fish, generally forms large herds, is a very fast

swimmer at 29 miles per hour (35 km/hr)

,

and avoids boats.

been done on the breeding behavior of the animal.

Little work has

Leatherwood, Green, and

Walker (unpublished) lists this species as the third most abundant
Odontoceti from Point Conception, California, to Ensenada, Mexico.
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Common dolphin, Delphinus delphis

—

This animal occurs worldwide, and is

found from British Columbia to Baja California, and found abundantly in
southern California.

Telemetric studies indicate that these dolphins are

found more commonly near seamounts or underwater ridges, etc.

(Evans, 1971),

feeding chiefly on schools of fish (herring, anchovies, sardines) and squid.

The population is estimated at more than 30,000 but this is probably a
conservative estimate.

Leatherwood et al.

(unpublished)

lists this dolphin

as the most abundant from Point Conception to Ensenada, Mexico.

Sexual

Mating

maturity is reached in females at three and in males at four years.
takes place in the fall with gestation being 10 months.
offshore in the summer and calve in the open sea.

Females migrate

Individuals are assumed

to live 25 to 30 years.

Pacific pilot whale, Globicephala macrcrhynce

—

This specimen is

distributed from Alaska to Central and South America.

are available.

No population figures

While there is also no indication of the stability of the

Alaskan population, numerous sitings would indicate a large stable
population in southern California (Dailey, 1974; walker, pers. comm.).
Leatherwood (unpublished) lists this whale as the fourth most abundant

Odontoceti from Point Conception, California, to Ensenada, Mexico.

Pilot whales travel offshore, usually in pods of 15 to 25 animals.
main diet consists of cephalopods

(squids)

and gregarious fishes.

Their
Pilot

whales appear in bays and lagoons on rare occasions as a result of following
schools of fishes during feeding.

Their main breeding season is during the

summer months with gestation and lactation each lasting a year.

Pigmy sperm whale, Kogia breniceps

temperate and tropical waters.

—

This species occurs worldwide in

There have been fewer than 100 records of

this whale since its description in 1871.
population.
(4

meters).

It is impossible to estimate its

These small whales reach a maximum size of 12.8 feet
The food of this species is little known, but stomach

examination indicates it apparently feeds on fish, squid, and crabs.
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Breeding is thought to occur in late summer with parturition taking place in
the spring after only nine months.

Sperm whale, Physeter catodon

—

The sperm whale ranges in the Pacific from

Alaska to South America, and worldwide from 70°N to 70°S.

Unlike other

cetaceans, the ranges of the male and female sperm whales do not coincide.

Females, as a rule, are limited to the tropical and subtropical zones.

sperm whales inhabit the zone from 40°S to 40°N.

Most

The North Pacific

population is estimated at 70,000 to 100,000 animals (Nishiwaki, 1972).

While present along the tanker route south from the Gulf of Alaska, these
animals may be considered negligible in southern California waters.

Males reach 60.8 feet (19 meters) in length.

The main diet consists of

cephalopod mollusks, with fishes chiefly in inshore waters apparently of
little importance.

Among fishes the prominent food items are elasmobranches

(mostly skates, less often sharks).

Small pinnipeds are swallowed

accidentally or when no other food is available.

In the Northern

Hemisphere, April is the peak of the breeding season, with parturition

occurring after a 16-month gestation period.

Lactation lasts about 13

months with sexual maturity reached in eight to nine years.

Sperm whales

are believed to live a maximum of 70 years.

—

Killer whale, Orcinis orca

Killer whales range from Alaska to Costa Rica

in the Pacific but are considered a cosmopolitan species.

They have no

reported migration pattern, but wander the seas in large groups.

Stomach

samples have shown numerous types of fish, including sharks, but also

penguins and other sea birds as well as almost all of the Cetacea and
pinniped groups.
(180 by 130 cm)

According to Eschricht (Tomilin, 1957)

,

the 71- by 51-inch

stomach of a 21.3-feet (6.5 meter) whale yielded

5

or

seals and semidigested remnants of 6 or 7 more seals and 13 porpoises.

6

In

addition, two seals, almost intact, were found in the esophagus of the

killer.

Breeding has been recorded from late March and April, through July

(Scheffer and Shipp,

1948)

,

Gestation is about one year.
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Other toothed whales and dolphins include the broad-backed dolphin,
Peponocephala electra ; the false killer whale, Pseudorca crassidens

;

the

Bering Sea beaked whale, Mesoplodon stejneqeri ; the arch-beaked whale,

Mesoplodon carlhabbsi , Mesoplodon ginkgodens

Mesoplodon densirostris

;

;

the dense-beaked whale

and the North Pacific giant bottle-nosed whale,

Bernardius bairdi .

The baleen whales .

The baleen whales are so named because of the large

plates of the baleen which the whales use tc capture or strain millions of
euphausiids, krill, and other small organisms from the water.

The baleen

whales lack teeth.

Rice, in 1971, completed an exhaustive review of the historical and current

literature on the large whales, including the baleen, in the eastern North

Pacific Ocean.

Following are excerpts from Rice:

The following accounts include all nine of the species of baleen
whales that occur in the eastern North Pacific. I have briefly
summarized what is known of the distribution and movements of each
Most species of
species, and its population size and trends.
baleen whales appear to have a tendency to migrate more in coastal
than mid-ocean waters, so the concept of more or less discrete
eastern and western North Pacific breeding stocks is reasonable
pending further results from marking program, blood-type studies,
etc.

Blue whale, Balaenoptera musculus . One of the world's last
remaining sizable stocks of blue whales congregates from February
to early July each year along the west coast of Baja California.

Although the blue whales are gone from Eaja California waters by
late June or early July, they usually do not show up off central
If they head north upon leaving
California until late September.
Baja California, they must pass central California far offshore.
Catches off Vancouver Island show two peaks of abundance - in June
and September.
In more northerly waters, pelagic whaling has revealed three major
summer concentration areas for blue whales: (1) the eastern Gulf of
Alaska, from 130° to 140°w longitude; (2) the area south of the
eastern Aleutians, from 160° to 180°W longitude; and (3) the area
frcm the far western Aleutians to Kamchatka, 170° to 160°E
longitude. Catches in the eastern Aleutian area show a peak in
June, whereas those in the Gulf of Alaska show a peak in July.
This difference tends to support Eerzin and Rovnin's (1966)
hypotheses that some of the northbound migrants turn west at about
50°N latitude and proceed directly to the eastern Aleutians, while
others continue north along the coast into the Gulf of Alaska. Out
of 15 Japanese and Soviet recoveries of blue whales marked on the
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stammer grounds, 5 demonstrated movement between 3 major areas noted
above; one whale even moved from the eastern Okhotsk Sea to the
Gulf of Alaska (Ivashin and Rovnin, 1967; Whales Research
Institute, 1967). The remaining 10 whales were recovered in the
area where they were marked.

From the above facts, I postulate that the majority of this stock
of blue whales leaves Baja California waters in May and heads
north, passes central California far offshore, and arrives on the
whaling grounds off Vancouver Island in June. From there at least
some must proceed to the eastern Aleutians or into the Gulf of
Alaska. They leave the latter areas in August and pass Vancouver
Island in September, central California in late September and
October, and Baja California in October- There are no data on
their movements from November through January, but they must be
either farther offshore or farther south. Our observation of a
northbound animal north of the Tres Marias in February gives a
little support to the second alternative.
Fin whale, Balaenoptera physalus . The winter grounds of fin whales
in the southeastern North Pacific, as elsewhere in the world,
remain very poorly known. We have found fin whales from 35°3C«N
latitude off the Big Sur coast of California south to 22°5Q«N
latitude west of Cabo San Lucas, Baja California. The only area
where they were encountered repeatedly in any numbers was west of
Although we saw none
the Channel Islands off southern California.
far offshore, many must spend the winter far at sea, because the
number observed in the immediate offshore waters is insufficient to
account for the entire eastern North Pacific population. On May
2Q„ 1966, Kenneth C. Balcomb (personal communication) observed 8 to
12 fin whales in the mid-Pacific at. 17°5i»'N latitude, 158°48«W
longitude in February 1964.
In the summer, fin whales range in the immediate offshore waters
around the North Pacific, from the Chukchi Sea southward along the
Asian side to Japan, and along the American side to southern
California and sometimes central Baja California.

Eight fin whales that we marked in the winter (November to January)
off southern California were recovered in the summer (May to July)
off central California (1), Oregon (4), British Columbia (1), and
in the Gulf of Alaska (2).
Off central California, the pattern of seasonal changes in the
abundance of fin whales varies from year-to-year, but a
Numbers reach a peak in late May or
general pattern is evident.
early June, after which they fall off. There is usually a second
influx later in the summer, which is more prolonged and more
variable in its timing than the early peak ...
Sei whale, Balaenoptera borealis. The winter distribution of sei
whales is even more poorly known than that of fin whales. We found
sei whales widely but sparsely scattered from 35<°30 N latitude off
Point Piedras Blancas, California, south to 18<»30»N, 600 km
offshore in the vicinity of the Islas Revillagigedo. Nowhere did
we find them regularly or in any numbers. Perhaps the majority
spend the winter in far offshore waters.
S

The summer distribution of sei whales is similar to that of fin
whales, except that they rarely go north of the Aleutian Islands.
Off our coast they range south to the area west of the California
Channel Islands,, and we saw one at 27°13«N off Baja California.
Off central California sei whales are usually present only during
In some years a few arrive in
the. late summer and early autumn.
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late May or June, but in most years they do not show up until early
July.

On the west coast of Eaja
Bryde's whale, Balaenoptera edeni .
California, Bryde's whales inhabit the inshore waters from 26°12"N
latitude south to Cabo San Lucas. They also range all across the
southern end of the Gulf of California north at least as far as we
went, to 20°tO , N latitude on the western side and Mazatlan,
Sinaloa, on the eastern side. Robert L. Erownell (personal
communication) found a stranded specimen in the northern gulf. We
saw a few as far south as the Islas Tres Marias.

Bryde's whales appear to be year-round residents in these waters,
as we encountered them on two cruises in June and September as well
as during the winter and early spring cruises. . .
Minke whale, Balaenoptera acutorostrata . During the winter we have
found minke whales widely spread all the way from central
California south to the Islas Revillagigedo. They are most
abundant in the vicinity of the Channel Islands off southern
California.
In the summer they occur from at least as far south as 26°45 , N
latitude off Baja California, north to the Chukchi Sea. They are
fairly common off central Califronia, but are much more abundant in
Alaskan waters. A sizeable population inhabits the inside waters
of Puget Sound

....

During the winter months,
Humpback whale, Meqaptera novaeangliae .
most humpback whales congregate in warm waters close to continental
coastlines or oceanic islands. Their distribution at this season
in the eastern North Pacific is well known from the logbook records
of the 19th century American whale ships, the catch records
maintained by the floating factories that operated off Mexico in
the 1920"s and 1930's, and our observations during the past decade.
These winter grounds include three somewhat discrete areas:
1.

The west coast of Baja California, chiefly from Isla Cedros

south to Cabo San Lucas, and around the cape at least as far north
A few may also be found at this season farther
as Isla San Jose.
north along the west coast as far as Ensenada, and rarely to

southern California.
The mainland coast of west-central Mexico, from southern
Sinaloa to Jalisco, especially in the vicinity of the Islas Tres
Marias and Isla Isabeia, Nayarit, and Bahia Banderas, Jalisco.
2.

The far offshore Islas Revillagigedo, including Isla San
3.
Benedicto, Isla Socorro, and Isla Clarion.
I
Humpback whales also winter around the main Hawaiian Islands.
observed some off Oahu in February 1966. According to Kenneth S.
Norris (personal communication) they are regularly seen around the
main islands.

In the western North Pacific, humpback whales are known to winter
around the Marianna Islands; around the Eonin Islands; and from
Oshima, Kyushu, and South Korea southwest through the Ryukyu
Islands to Taiwan (Omura, 1950; Nishiwaki, 1959).

Humpbacks occur all summer off central California. From there,
their summer range extends around the entire North Pacific in the
immediate offshore waters as far as Japan, and north through the
Bering Sea into the Chukchi Sea.
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Migration of humpback whales between summer grounds in the eastern
Aleutians and the winter grounds in the Ryukyu and Bonin Islands
has been demonstrated by 8 Japanese mark recoveries (Whales
Research Institute^ 1967). None of the 28 humpbacks that we marked
off California and Mexico from June 1963, to June 1965 had been
recovered by the end of the 1965 whaling season. After that the
humpbacks that winter in this area migrated far enouth north to
mingle with the western Pacific stock on the summer grounds

....

Black right whale, Balaena qlacialis . The "Kodiak Ground," which
encompassed the entire Gulf of Alaska from Vancouver Island to the
eastern Aleutians, was renowned in the 19th century as one of the
best areas for hunting right whales during the summer. A few could
be found in the southern Bering Sea and all across the North
Pacific above 50°N latitude at that season.

Their winter grounds have been somewhat of a mystery (Scammon,
1874) In other parts of the world,, the females with calves resort
to coastal bays in the winter and have never been found doing so in
Only a few whales have been found
the eastern North Pacific.
during the winter and spring months off the west coast - some as
far south as Punta Abreojos, Baja California

....

Bowhead whale, Balaena mysticitus . Bowheads spend the winter in
the loose, southern edge of the pack ice, which usually extends
across the central Bering Sea from Kuskokwim Bay„ Alaska, westsouthwest to the northern shores of the Kamchatka Peninsula, USSR.

As soon as the ice north of the Bering Strait begins to break up in
the spring, the whales migrate northward through the open leads.
Many follow the shore lead (between the fast ice and the pack ice)
The first whales pass Point Hope, Alaska, in early April, and Point
Barrow in late April. In the summer they are distributed in the
shallow waters of the northern Bering Sea, the Chukchi Sea, and the
Beaufort Sea east to about Banks Island. During the autumn freezeup, they retreat south of the Bering Strait

....

Gray whale, Eschricht ius robustus
to the North Pacific Ocean.

—

The gray whale is generally restricted

Two distinct populations are recognized:

the

eastern Pacific or "California" stock and the western Pacific or "Korean"
stock.

The eastern Pacific population ranges in summer to the northern

Bering, Chukchi, and western Beaufort seas and migrates to Baja California

and southern Gulf of California for winter (USDC, 1973)

.

The gray whale is strongly migratory (Figure 2.1.8.1-4).

Although the

spring migration from southern California waters varies and is extremely
extended, gray whales begin their northward movement between March and May.

During their spring northward migration, gray whales move along the North

American coast past Vancouver and Queen Charlotte Islands, the Alexander
Archipelago, Gulf of Alaska, and Shumigan Islands.
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They enter the Bering

1-4

Migration routes of the California
gray whale
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Sea through the straits of the eastern Aleutians.

Gray whales have been

and in
sighted in May near Kodiak Island, in April near Chirikof Island,

June near the Shumagin Islands.

The fall migration of gray whales begins in

September and October with arrival in southern California in December.
through
Generally, gray whales migrate through the northern Gulf from May
November.

The distribution of gray whales within their summer range is primarily

dependent upon the availability of their food, benthic invertebrates.

They

fast during migrations and on their wintering grounds (USDC, 1973).

According to Henderson {1972, as reported in USDC, 1973) the original
population of gray whales was probably less than 15,000.

During the 18th

given
and 19th centuries the population was greatly depleted and was finally
Since then the eastern Pacific stock has increased to
complete protection.

about 11,000 (USDC, 1973; Rice and Wolman, 1971).

Scheffer (1972) has

northern
estimated the population of gray whales that seasonally enter the
Gulf of Alaska to be about 1,100 individuals.

Feeding consists of benthic amphipods of which Ampelisca macrocephala

Virtually no feeding takes place

predominates (Rice and Wolman, 1971).

evidence
during the migration through southern California waters, and little
grounds in Baja
is found that they feed after arriving at their winter
California.

The peak breeding takes place in December with gestation

lasting around 13 months.

Lactation lasts an average of seven months,

ending in August.

Pinnipeds .

Northern fur seal, Callorhinus ursinus

~

A herd of

approximately 1.H million fur seals assemble and breed on the Pribilof

islands in summer (Baker, Wilke, and Ealtzo, 1970).

In fall, winter, and

Pacific Ocean
spring the seals migrate to favored feeding areas in the North
Kenyon and
as far south as the Mexican border (Townsend, 1899; Huey, 19<42;
Wilke, 1953; Wilke and Kenyon, 1954).

A small breeding colony was
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discovered on San Miguel Island, California, in 1968 (Peterson, LeBoeuf and
DeLong, 1968)

.

The current population has been reported at more than 1,000

animals.

According to Scheffer (1972), the Gulf of Alaska represents a significant
wintering area for adult males.

During winter and spring about

2

0,000 fur

seals inhabit several pelagic regions of the northern Gulf (Scheffer, 1972).

The largest concentrations are located on the Fairweather Grounds in northcentral and eastern Gulf of Alaska 300 miles southeast of Prince William
Sound, and on the Portlock Bank northeast of Kodiak Island about 100 miles

southwest of Prince William Sound.
species of fish and squid.

Their principal food items are several

Fiscus and Kajimura (1970) have reported that

during their northward migration (primarily March through May) thousands of
fur seals have been observed in the northern Gulf.

In June, females are

known to concentrate in the Portlock Bank area; they move west in July and
are replaced by younger males and females.

males are in the northern Gulf.

By the end of June, no breeding

By the end of July, all pregnant females

are also absent (Scheffer, 1972).

By the end of the 19th century, the world's northern fur seal population was
substantially reduced by commercial exploitation.

In 1911, the species came

under the protection of the International North Pacific Fur Seal Convention.
Since the treaty and the instigation of a management/conservation program,
the fur seal has recovered from a low of about 216,000 (Baker, Wilke and
Boetzo, 1970) to the present population of about 1.2 million (USDC, 1973).

Scheffer (1972) has estimated the maximum number of fur seals in the
northwest Gulf of Alaska in spring and fall to be about 20,000 animals.

Principal food items of pelagic fur seals in the gulf are walleye pollock,
several species of squid,

Atka mackerel, and three species of salmon

(Anonymous, Mar. Mamm. Biol. Lab., 1970).
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Guadalupe fur seal, Arctocephalus philippii

~

The breeding population of

the Guadalupe fur seal is confined to Guadalupe Island, Mexico-

In 1965,

Lluch,
the population then numbered about 600 animals (Rice, Kenyon and
1965)

and now numbers perhaps 1,000 animals.

It is seen infrequently north

of the Mexican border, primarily on the California Channel Islands.

Steller's sea lion, Eumetopias jubatus

—

Breeding colonies and hataling

grounds occupy isolated rocks and islets in Prince William Sound and along
the Pacific Coast to the Channel Islands of southern California.

migrations
Steller's sea lions are not known to undertake regular seasonal
as does the northern fur seal.

Numbers of animals do, however, move

northward into the Bering Sea as the ice retreats in summer (Kenyon and
Rice, 1961).

Although they generally frequent waters within about 15 miles

miles
frcm shore (Fiscus and Baines, 1966), they have been observed 70 to 85

from land (Kenyon and Rice, 1961).

Approximately 8,500 Steller's sea lions are distributed along the north Gulf
grounds).
of Alaska coast but are concentrated at Middleton Island (hauling

Seal Rocks (largest year-round rookery and hauling grounds)
(year around). Porpoise Rocks, and Sitkagi Bluffs.

rookeries where pupping and breeding occur.

mature at five, females at three years.

,

Cape St. Elias

The latter two are

Males are believed sexually

Food consists of a wide variety of

fish and squid.

California sea lion, Zalophus californianus

—

According to Dailey (1974)

this species ranges from Vancouver Island, British Columbia, to Tres Marias

Islands off Mexico.

offshore islands.

Breeding grounds are primarily the southern California
It is found in the California region throughout the year.

Census information taken by aerial photographs (Odell, 1971) indicate that
during June, 1964, there were at least 34,382 animals on the Channel
islands.

Of these, 29,784 were adults and immature with 4,598 pups.
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The

largest population occurred at San Miguel (14,351) followed by San Nicholas
(12,748), San Clemente (3,820), Santa Barbara

and Santa Cruz

(89)

(2,282), Santa Catalina (92),

.

None was reported from Santa Rosa and Anacapa islands.

On San Nicholas

Island the population is reported to have two yearly peaks with 9,000 to
11,000 animals in the winter and 10,000 to 12,000 animals breeding.
(1971)

Odell

indicates the population may have stabilized.

After the breeding season there is a marked difference between the changes
in seasonal distribution of males and females (Bartholomew, 1967).

During

the fall and winter the adult males migrate to the north while the females

and immatures move south.

There is also a small resident population which

stays in the Channel Island area.

The sea lion diet consists largely of

fish, squid, and octopus.

Northern elephant seal, Mirounqa augustirostris .

—

This species ranges from

Prince of Wales Island on the Alaska panhandle to Baja California.

In 1972,

California Department of Fish and Game counted 3,470 animals with an
estimated pup production of 2,500 to 3,000 over the last three years

bringing the total to 6,000 animals.

This is nearly five doublings in 80

years, with the average doubling time approximately 16 years or 4.5 percent

compound growth rate (Dailey, 1974).

The overall breeding season is from December through March with the peak in
January or February.

During this period and in early spring the greatest

number of animals cone ashore.

Territories containing from one to several

hundred families are formed where pupping and copulation take place.

This

species appears to be pelagic during most of the year, with some individuals

migrating long distances from breeding grounds.

The marked seasonal

differences in the relative abundance of males and females indicate that the

two sexes have different patterns of seasonal movement,,
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Seabirds

Much of the information used in this report originates from U.S. Department
of the Interior (1972,

1975,

1976); Bender, Collins and Warter,

(1974); and

the Arctic Environmental Information and Data Center (1974).

Gulf of Alaska .

Bird resources of the northern Gulf of Alaska have been

treated, in varying degrees, in works generally covering more extensive

geographical ranges.

Gabrielson and Lincoln (1969) have summarized the

early accounts of bird migration for the entire state and the Prince William

For the northern Gulf region, these accounts include

Sound region.

observations by Grinnel (1910), Jaques (1930), Arnold (1948) and Kenyon
(1949/1950)

More recent accounts of the status of bird resources in the Gulf of Alaska

and/or Prince William Sound regions include:

Sanger's (1972a, 1972b, 1972c,

and 1973) accounts dealing with pelagic records of seabirds and the standing
stocks and biomass estimates of seabirds in the northern Gulf; Yocum's
(1963)

bird observations for the Copper River Delta area; Rauch's

(1958)

report of the occurrence and distribution of breeding for Middleton Island;

O'Farrell and Sheets (1962) report on bird observations made on Middleton
Island, and Bartonek and Sowl's 1971 review of bird resources along the

proposed tanker route between Port Valdez and southern terminals.

The north Gulf coast and Prince William Sound regions have received recent
specific attention of such investigations as Kessel (1972)

Kessel (1973), Isleib (1975), and Wohl (1975a, 1975b).
U. S.

,

Isleib and

In addition, the

Fish and Wildlife Service has initiated several seabird studies in the

northern Gulf.
Birds at Sea

.

The most significant at this time are:
.

.

(USDI,

1975)

,

Distribution of

Aerial Seabird Study, and Evaluation of

Seabird Nesting Colonies in the Northern Gulf of Alaska.
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Waterfowl resources in the northern Gulf of Alaska/Prince William Sound area
have been studied primarily in investigations by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, U.S. Forest Service, and Alaska Eepartment of Fish and Game.

Chapman, Henny and Wight,

(1969)

and Bromley (1975) have reported on their

studies of the dusky Canada goose in the Copper River Delta region, and

Hansen et al.

(1971), along with their own findings, summarized the data of

several investigators for the trumpeter swan.

Additional studies have been

published in the Alaska Department of Fish and Game:

Federal Aid in

Wildlife Restoration Annual Waterfowl Reports (Timm, 1972, 1973, 1974)

The Gulf of Alaska is the winter home of several species of shearwaters and
petrels that breed in the southern hemisphere.

Using the best available

density estimates, the numbers of birds that can be present at any given
moment in the Gulf of Alaska during the Northern Hemisphere summer are
tentatively estimated as:

albatrosses, 30,000; shearwaters and petrels,

4,250,000; storm petrels and phalaropes, 715,000; gulls, terns, and jaegers,
50,000; and alcids, 4,000,000.

These estimates of summer populations are

conservative, because they are based upon instantaneous assessments of the

numbers which do not take into consideration either the turnover of
individual birds or the vast numbers of other birds overflying the Gulf each
spring and fall.

Nearly 150,000 black brant geese and 250,000 Canada geese

apparently fly directly across the gulf between Cold Bay on the Alaskan
Peninsula and the British Columbia coast, and 250,000 lesser snow geese
traverse these waters between wintering areas in California and breeding

grounds on Wrangel Island off the Siberian coast.

During spring, tremendous numbers of pelagic birds and migrants move into
and across the offshore areas of the northern gulf.

Many of the birds are

trans-Pacific migrants, continental shelf migrants, and high seas migrants.
Kittiwakes, alcids, phalaropes, terns, petrels, and jaegers arriving from

more southern latitudes feed by the millions within the offshore area while
en route to their breeding grounds.

Most ducks, geese, swans, and cranes

utilize the coastal migration route in spring and quickly traverse the area
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as migrants-

Several species of strong-flying shorebirds also enter Alaska

through the offshore region.

During the summer, the offshore region hosts large numbers of southern
latitude pelagic birds (e.g., albatrosses, shearwaters, and petrels).

Peak

utilization of offshore waters occurs during early fall; i.e., the summer
pelagers are still present when post-breeding species such as kittiwakes,
gulls, terns, jaegers, murres, murrelets, puffins, and phalaropes disperse

from breeding locations to offshore feeding areas preparatory to migration.

The most abundant birds in September in the area between Kayak Island and

Yakutat Bay were found by Wohl (1975b) to be black-footed albatrosses,
fulmars, black-legged kittiwakes, glaucous-winged gulls, herring gulls, and

shearwaters.

Alcids and gulls form the bulk of the wintering bird population in the
offshore zone.

Isleib (Isleib and Kessel, 1973) censused

18

birds per

sguare mile in a 15-square-mile (39 km) block between 12 and 27 nautical

miles

(22

to 50 km) southeast of Hinchinbrook Island on 27 December 1972.

Four percent of the birds were glaucous-winged gulls and the rest were
kittiwakes,, mew gulls, and a variety of alcids.
(1975)

More recently, Isleib

reported that during late winter (February) pelagic birds in the

northern gulf were restricted to four avian families:
Procellaridae, and Hydrobotidae.

Laridae, Alcidae,

The larids and alcids are widely

distributed whereas the procellarids and hydrobatids are generally found
over waters beyond the 100 fathom contour; i.e., beyond the continental
shelf.

According to Isleib (1975), there is a relatively high degree of

winter dependence by larids and procellarids on a narrow, surface area above
the upper portion of the continental slope.

Of the alcids murres were

grouped throughout the region, murrelets were widely dispersed, and puffins

were largely restricted to areas seaward of the slope.
recorded only in oceanic waters.
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Hydrofcatids were

The habitats of the offshore route and California coast are generally taken
to mean the ocean waters out of sight of the mainland and inhabited by birds
that do not come ashore on the mainland or on the islands to rest or feed.

During the breeding season they come ashore for nesting activities only,

It

is inhabited by many birds whose complete home is the sea for as much as 10

months of the year, when they are not involved with courtship or breeding
activities.

For the first year of their lives some pelagic birds such as

shearwaters, storm petrels, jaegers, many alcids, Sabine's gulls, and red

phalaropes spend the entire year on the open ocean.
even breed until their seventh year.

Some albatrosses do not

It is presumed that they spend these

long years entirely at sea during which time they do not come ashore to

rest s sleep, feed or even drink.

All of these activities are accomplished

on the open sea and often hundreds of miles from the nearest land.

Occasionally^ these birds venture close to shore, especially when in pursuit
of large schools of fish or squid.

However, they do not come ashore unless

sick or injured.

Most of the ocean birds are migratory.

For example, none of the

albatrosses, shearwaters or fulmars found in California nest on the

California coast.

The black-footed albatross breeds in the outer Hawaiian

Islands during our winter season and is most numerous off the California
coast during our summer and fall.

The sooty and short-tailed shearwater

found in California and Pacific northwest ocean off Alaskan waters come from
as far away as the waters off Australia.

The gray-backed shearwater nests

in New Zealand while the Manx shearwater nests south of the Mexican border
on islands off of Baja California.

The northern fulmar is a high arctic

breeder as are both the northern and red phalarope, three species of
jaegers, the arctic tern, and Sabine's gull.

According to Bender, Collins and warter,

(197U), the ocean waters provide

three roughly separable habitats for birds:
littoral, and protected bays.

pelagic areas, the ocean

In this assessment, coastal areas and bays

are given greater treatment under a separate heading.
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The pelagic habitat

includes the channels around most islands and between the islands
mainland.

cind

the

Some marine birds spend almost all of their lives on or above

this habitat coming ashore only in selected spots to nest.

Food resources

available to these birds are of two types:

1.

Floating items, such as some crustaceans, jellyfish, and marine

carrion.

2.

Drifting or swimming marine life near enough to the surface to be

caught by diving and underwater pursuit; i.e., fish, squid, and
crustaceans.

The habits, ranges, and migration routes of many of these birds remain
practically unknown.

The ocean littoral habitat includes the nearshore waters along the coast and
around the islands.

Available food supplies for birds in this habitat in

California include floating items and swimming or drifting organisms, bottom

dwelling fishes and invertebrates, as well as insects, crustaceans,
bivalves, and other tide pool organisms.

Pelicans and cormorants use the

rocky shore for resting and roosting.

Sandy beaches provide foraging areas for numerous shorebird species that
feed by picking up items from the surface or probing in the sand.

Available

food includes small crustaceans, worms, clams, insects, detritus, and
carrion.

Major scavengers are the gulls, ravens, and an occasional vulture.

Sandy beaches are the preferred nesting areas for the snowy plover and the

Endangered least tern.

Sea cliffs provide nesting, resting, and roosting areas for cormorants,

pelicans, eagles, ospreys, and some rare alcids.

While some cliffs on the

Channel Islands are still used for nesting by some seabirds, cliffs along
the coast have been abandoned because of predation by introduced feral
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Salt marshes, estuaries, and tidal

animals, egg collecting, and pollution.

areas are heavily used by seasonal and permanent resident birds as well as
by migrants.

The channels and open water areas are used for feeding by

dabbling and diving ducks, grebes, wading shorebirds, kingfishers, terns,
egrets, and herons.

Available food includes fish, invertebrates, and some

plant material.

Tidal mudflats are used as a feeding area particularly for wintering
shorebirds.

Available food includes marine worms, crustaceans, shellfish,

and occasional plant material.

Southern California's Channel Islands .

The Channel Islands provide nesting

habitat for a number of seabirds in addition to the availability of resting

and feeding areas for over-water migrants {Table 2.1.8.1-10).

The different

species of birds utilizing several islands have been determined by the

California Department of Fish and Game (1973).

In 1970, West Anacapa Island

was the site of the only brown pelican rookery off the California coast.
There were about 550 nesting attempts in two colonies on the island, but
only one known young was produced.

Reproductive failure was a result of

thin eggshells (from DDT contamination) which collapsed during incubation.

Double-crested cormorants nesting on Anacapa Island in 1970 suffered the
same fate as the pelicans with three successful young out of 50 attempts.

In 1972, another study by California Fish and Game revealed that 26 young
pelicans were hatched from 150 attempts.

On Santa Earbara, Santa Catalina,

and San Clemente islands, the number of breeding pairs has not been
established per island, but the inhabiting species have been identified.
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Table 2.1.8.1-10
Channel Island Breeding Areas and Species

Breeding Species

ISLAND
Santa Cruz

Western gull, double- crested
cormorant, Brandt's cormorant,
pigeon guillemot, pelagic
cormorant, and black oystercatcher.

Santa Rosa

Western gull, black oystercatcher, and pigeon guillemot.

San Miguel

Western gull, double- crested
cormorant, Brandt's cormorant,
pelagic cormorant, black oystercatcher, and pigeon guillemot.

Anacapa

Western gull, double-crested
cormorant, Brandt's cormorant,
pelagic cormorant, black oystercatcher, brown pelican.

San Nicholas

Western gull, Brandt's cormorant,
snowy plover.

Santa Barbara

Western gull, double- crested
cormorant, Brandt's cormorant,
pelagic cormorant, black oystercatcher, and pigeon guillemot.

Santa Catalina

Western gull, double- crested
cormorant, and Brandt's cormorant.
Western gull, Brandt's cormorant,
and pelagic cormorant.

San Clemente
Source:

Bender, Collins and Warter,

197<*.

a

Major breeding areas.
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2.1.8.1.2

Coastal, bays, and estuaries

Bays and estuaries have already been discussed in Sections 2.1.7.1.1,
2.1.7.1.2, 2.1.7.1.3, and 2.1.8.1.1.

Befer to those sections for specific

examples and lists of estuaries.

The following general ecological discussion of bays and estuaries is taken

from the Environmental Statement for Outer Continental Shelf Sale 35.

Table

2.1.8.1.2-1 summarizes some invertebrate species and habitat areas for bays

and estuaries along the southern California coast.
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Table 2.1.8.1.2-1
Eay and Estuarine Pelagic Invertebrates Along Southern California Coast

MAJOR TAXA
Sub Taxa

Habitat

Important species

Reference

COELENIERATA
Hydrozoa

No published accounts from the Southern California Bight area.

CTENOPHORA

Pleurobrachia bachei
Be roe sp.

CHAETOGNATHA

POLYCHAETA

Nearshore
Offshore

Sagitta euneritica
S. bierri
S. minima
S. enflata

Tomopteris eleqans
T. septentrionalis

Hirota (1971)
Alvarina (1967}

Alvarino (1967)

Dales (1957)
cold,

nearshore
MOILUSCA

-

Limacina helicina

McGowan (1967)

Atlanta peroni
Atlanta sp.
Carinaria japonica

Dales (1953)

Pteropoda

Heteropoda

Cephalopoda

CRUSTACEA Copepoda

Abraliopsis felis
Bonatus onyx

Nearshore
Nearshore

Ycung (1972)

Labidocema trispinosa
Acartia tons

Nearshore
Nearshore
Nearshore
Nearshore

McGiswis (1971}
Esterly (923)

A. clausi

Calanus helqolandicus

Amphipoda
Cladocera

Oithona similis

Offshore,
northern

Hyperia
Vibilia armata

Offshore

Evadne spinif era

Santa
Earbara
Nearshore

E. Nordmanni

Nearshore

E. tergestina
Pod on polyphemoides

Nearshore
Nearshore

Penilla avirostris

Mull in
BrooKs (1972)
Olson {1949)

Bowman (1973)
Brusca (1967)
McGinnis (1971)

Marine Food
Chain
Resecirch Group
(1968)
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Table

I

2 .1.8.

1.2-1

(Continued)

II
MAJOR TAXA
Sub Taxa

Habitat

Important species

Euphausiacea

h

CRTJSTACEA-

Euphausia pacifica
Nematoscelis difficilis
Nyctiphanes simplex

Brinton (1967)

Sergestes similis

Atsatt and
Scopy (1974)

Decapoda
Doliolum denticulatum
Dolioletta qeqenbauri
Cyclosalpa bakeri
Peqea confoederata
Salpa fusiformis
Thalia democratica

THALIACEA

Source:

Pef erence

Inshore

Bernre and
Reid (1967)

seapy (1974)

Benthic community

MB
I

Bacteria are both benthic and planktonic, and have as much influence on the
]

distribution of other plants and animals in the marsh and bay as
temperature, salinity, nutrient concentration, and other physical and

chemical parameters (Hedgpeth, 1957).

I

They are important in decomposing

dead organic matter for supplying the necessities of plant growth (e.g.,
nitrates,, phosphates, carbon dioxide, etc.), and as food for the various

II

bottom dwelling animals.

Zobell and Feltlim (1912) have noted that bacteria

are much richer in the water and mud of a bay than in the open sea.

In

Mission Bay, California,, the aerobic bacteria are not only abundant at the
surface, but also occur in greater numbers than anaerobic bacteria to a

depth of about

HI

6

centimeters, a point well below the depth of free oxygen.

Some infauna.l ciliates (Euplotes) and nematodes living in anaerobic bottom

sediments may feed on these associated bacteria.
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Invertebrates .

Because of their importance as indicators of bottom

conditions (Reish,

1964a)

,

polychaetous annelids are the most studied

animals of all the macrobenthos in some southern California bays and
harbors.

Amphipods and mollusks are perhaps the only other groups that have

in the past received certain attention.

However, almost all of the previous

surveys and studies were conducted on the macrobenthos of bays and harbors
in Los Angeles and Orange counties and very little was done on those in San

Diego County.

According to Kauwling and Reish (in press), the polychaete diversity is
about equal in the four studied embayments of southern California:

Los

Angeles-Long Beach Harbors, Alamitos Eay, Anaheim Bay-Huntington Harbour,
and Newport Bay.

Thirteen species and two genera of polychaetes are commonly encountered in
the bays.

These taxa were so prevalent that one could probably describe the

benthos of any southern California embayment as being characterized by
several or all of them.

However, many less freqently occurring species were

collected from only one area, especially from the upper reaches of each
embayment (Reish in Barnard and Reish, 1959)

.

Kauwling and Reish have

concluded further that all the prevalent species of polychaetes were
distinctly more abundant in one area or the other.

The single most common

polychaete species in southern California's bays and harbors is probably
Capitita ambisita, which was found in all studies and usually in substantial
numbers.

The most common amphipods occurring in Newport Bay are Amphideutopus
oculatus, Acuminodeutopus heteruropus , Rudi lemboides stenopropodu

Paraphoxus sp.

(Barnard and Reish, 1959)

.

,

and

Although none of them is endemic

to Newport Bay, a certain degree of "nativeness" is observed.

The dominant

Newport Bay mud-bottom species are thought to be derived from open-sea
depths below 10 meters (5.5 fathoms) and not from the intertidal region or
soft bottoms shallower than 10 meters.

The introduction of these calm-water
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elements into the bay is correlated with the introduction of pilings on

which they live (Barnard, 1961).

MacDonald (1969a, b) made a quantitative study of mollusks occurring in the
marsh area of Mission Bay.

He found that the creek fauna contained more

variable species-composition than the marsh.

A comparison with other marsh

mollusk faunas of the Pacific Coast shows that the most abundant species,
Assiminea translucens , in the Mission Eay marsh is the major gastropod of
this area and the next abundant species, Cerithidea californica , which does

not occur to the north of Point Conception, is close to its northern edge of
distribution.

The California horn snail,

C_.

californica , is also abundant

in Anaheim Bay and Newport Bay.

The standing crop of the marsh mollusk fauna in Mission Bay, indicated by
biomass (dry weight in gram/m 2 ), remained almost constant, but that of the

creek fauna showed a marked seasonal variation, being highest in the summer.
This variation results from changes in the abundance of C^ californica and

may reflect a seasonal migration of this species to lower elevations for
breeding purposes.

The cosmopolitan species of mussel, Mytilus edulis , is very abundant in

quiet water of bays where there is hard substrate.

fouling organisms occurring in the harbor.
in epifauna.

Reish (1964) identified in Alamitos Bay

species of polychaetes,

9

species of ectoprocts, and
mussel.

It is one of the major

The community of mussels is rich

species of amphipods,
6

11

5

species of algae, 22

species of mollusks,

6

species of tunicates associated with this bay

A direct relationship between the number of associated species and

water temperature was observed:
diversity of species composition.

the warmer the water, the greater was the
Some species occurred in the mussel

community throughout the year without seasonal fluctuation, but some
occurred with definite spring or summer peak; still others occurred only
seasonally, either in spring or summer.
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Fish and fisheries

Several important fin fish utilize the intertidal and estuarine
The Pacific herring deposits eggs on vegetation* rock, and

environments.

In 1970, Prince William Sound

other substrates in the intertidal zone.

became Alaska's most important "herring-eggs-on-kelp" area.
production was worth approximately $250,000.

The annual

Pink and chum salmon make

extensive use of intertidal zones in Prince William Sound for spawning-

In

the local area near Port Valdez, 74 percent of all spawning by both pink and

chum salmon occurs in the intertidal zone (Helle et al.

,

1964).

Many of the

intertidal spawning areas studies by Helle were destroyed in the 1964

Catches in recent years have averaged about 3.8 million salmon

earthquake.

of all species.

Anaheim Bay and Newport Bay are the only two embayments in

Vertebrates .

southern California where a systematic survey on the fish has ever been
attempted.

A total of 68 species was recorded from Anaheim Bay by

Klingbeil, Sandell and Wells

(in press)

and Cixon and Eckmayer (in press)

and 61 species were recorded from Newport Bay by Eane ^1968) and Frey, Hein
and Spruill (1970).

As expected, the fish fauna of these two bays are

comparable, with more abundant species generally being common to both bays

and very few species that are common in one bay but infrequently encountered
in the other.

All fishes recorded from the bays are not, in the strict

sense, benthic forms.

Some fishes, like flatfish and goby, are true

macrobenthos; others, like killifish, topsmelt, and surfperch, although not

strictly benthic in occurrence, are closely associated with substrate in

that they all feed on benthic invertebrates.

Permanent dwellers and seasonal visitors .

According to the length of their

lifetime being spent in the bay, animals occurring in the embayment can be
separated into permanent dwellers and seasonal visitors.

Most of the

animals living in the bays and lagoons are recruited originally from the
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sea.

They enter the bay either as adults to spawn, to mate, and to feed or

as larvae to settle down.

This recruitment of bay community may be year-

round in those species that have prolonged breeding seasons, or seasonal in
those species that only breed at certain times of the year.

Nektonic species (mostly fish) can move in and out of the embayment

independent of the tidal current, but meroplankton rely entirely on the
tidal current for their immigration and emigration.

In southern California

bays and lagoons, this movement is characteristic in that salinity does not
constitute an important factor in controlling the recruitment of neritic
members; other parameters, such as temperature, dissolved oxygen, food, and

sediment condition control the composition of the community and abundance of
each member in the community.

The constricture of the bay mouth is

particularly important in limiting the immigration and emigration of
meroplankton.

The permanent dwellers are the major members of the bay community.

They

consist of all of the sessile invertebrates, the infauna, the tubiculous
animals, and some fishes typically found in the bay.

Marine mammals

Most of the species under this heading live in coastal ocean waters and

frequent bays and estuaries on a regular basis.

A few, such as the sea

otter or the harbor seal, are solely coastal or found in bays; they are

mentioned in detail in this section.

Harbor seal, Phoca uitulina.

According to Dailey (1974)

,

two subspecies are

listed by Daugherty (1965) as making up the Pacific ocean population.

The

northern variety ranges from Herschel Island and the Eering Sea to Monterey
County, California; the southern form exists from Santa Barbara south to the

San Geronimo Islands, Baja California.
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Harbor seals, numbering 15,000 to 25,000, are distributed along the north
Gulf of Alaska coast but are concentrated at several locations.

Notably,

they congregate in the Copper River Delta/Controller Bay area, Hinchinbrook
Island, and several smaller bays and estuaries along the coast.

scheffer (1958) gives the world population of harbor seals at 150,000 to
450,000.

The southern California species numbers 20 000 to 50,000.
ff

Daugherty (1965) states that only about 500 are actually in California.

Harbor seals breed in September and usually give birth to a single pup in
early spring (April or May)

Sea otter, Enhydra lutris.

generally on land.

,

Originally the sea otter ranged along coastal

areas cf the North Pacific Ocean and Bering Sea south to the Kurile Islands

and Hokkaido Island on the west and to southern California on the east
(Lensink,

1960; Kenyon,

1969).

According to U.S. Department of Interior,

sea otters are present in the northern Gulf of Alaska from the southern tip

of the Kenai Peninsula east to the Prince William Sound region.
east, they occur in the Controller and Yakutat bay areas.

Farther

There are sea

otters in the waters adjacent to Kayak, Hinchinbrook, and Montague islands.

Sea otters inhabit shallow coastal waters of less than about 50 fathoms.

Rocky reefs and shoals exposed to the open ocean, off snore rocks, and kelp
beds are preferred.

The primary habitat requirement is clean water,

concomitant abundant populations of marine invertebrates (mollusks,
echinoderms, and crustaceans)

,

and demersal fish necessary for food (Alaska

Department of Fish and Game, 1973a; Calkins, Pitcher and Schneider, 1975).

No indication has been found that the sea otter is able to obtain pelagic
food items.

precluded.

Thus, long migratory movements through the open ocean are

In Alaska, at Amchitka Island, it was found that the home range

of individual sea otters was about 5 to 10 miles of coastal waters (Kenyon,
1972)
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According to Kenyon (1969), the world's population of sea otters in 1965 was

I

estimated to be about 33,000 with the Alaska population about 26,500.
Schneider (1970) estimated the Alaska sea otter population to be about

|

50,000; in 1972 it was reported to be 100,000 to 125,000.

About 5,000 sea

otters occur in the Prince William Sound/Kayak Island region (Pitcher and

Vania 1973).

Numbers of sea otters east of Kayak Island to Yakutat Bay are

unknown but are considered to be very few (Calkins, Pitcher and Schneider,

HI

1975).

A colony that survived in the central California area now numbers about
No

1,700 otters and extends along the coast from Monterey Bay to Morro Bay.

sea otters are present on the southern California coastline.

The California

population of sea otters is considered Threatened.

Harbor porpoise, Phocoena phocoena .

This porpoise ranges from Point Barrow,

Alaska, to central California and occasionally into southern California.

Its population centers in the North Atlantic and eastern North Pacific.
harbor porpoise feeds on fish, squid, and crustaceans.

in July and August followed by a 9- to 10-month gestation period.

porpoises stay in small groups of

2

The

Breeding takes place
Harbor

to 10 individuals aggregating in large

schools only during the run of schooling fishes.

They stay nearshore and

commonly invade bays and lagoons.

Pacific bottlenose dolphin, Tursiops qilli .
in the North Pacific area.

coastal shores.
lagoons.

This species is most abundant

It is coastal and tends to stay closer to

Members have been known to go up rivers or enter bays and

They feed primarily on fish but may also take up squid and shrimp.

Breeding takes place in the spring and early summer with the young being

born in 12 to 13 months.

Life-span is estimated at 25 to 30 years.

Herds

of several hundred are reported, so this species is presumed to exist in

fairly high numbers although no census data are available.
al.

(unpublished) lists this animal along with

P_-

abundant Odontoceti from Point Conception to Ensenada.
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Leatherwood et

dalli as the fifth most

Diseases include the trematode, Masitrema sp.
and the lungworm,, Halicercus sp.

C alifornia coast .

;

(Dailey, 1974)

Nematode . Crassicanda sp.
.

The offshore waters of central and northern California

are inhabited by more than 30 species of marine mammals composed of

cetaceans (whales and porpoises), pinnipeds
carnivore, the sea otter.

(seals and sea lions), and one

The migratory nature of most marine mammals

results in rather drastic seasonal fluctuations in both number of species
and populations of species.

The principal pinniped breeding areas of central and northern California are
on Ana Nuevo Island and the Farallon Islands.

In addition, there are

numerous offshore rocks and coastal locations which are frequented by these
pinnipeds, with some breeding also occurring.

The only species that breeds

in any number along the coast is the harbor seal, especially in San

Francisco Bay and Humboldt Bay, and the sea otter, which lives and breeds
within 150 miles of Monterey Bay.

There are four principal pinnipeds on the southern California coast and
offshore islands;

California sea lion, Steller's sea lion, harbor seal, and

northern elephant seal.

A colony of northern fur seals, has become

established on San Miguel Island, and an occasional Guadalupe fur seal may
be sighted on the Channel Islands.

The California and Steller°s sea lion

are the best known and most often seen California pinnipeds.

The population levels of these species within the Channel islands fluctuate

widely during the year because of their migratory nature.

Their numbers

peak in summer (June) when they return to the islands to give birth and
breed.

After the breeding season, they migrate along the Pacific Coast of

the United States and out to sea.

For example, the California sea lion is

found as far north as Vancouver Island in the winter.

Numerous species of

cetaceans (whales, dolphins, porpoises) occur along the coast of southern
California.

There are seasonal fluctuations in both number of species and
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species population counts, as most marine mammals are migratory.

From

October to April, the most numerous species listed, in order of decreasing
abundance, are the common dolphin. Pacific white-sided dolphin, and the

northern right whale dolphin.

The Pacific pilot whale. Pacific bottle-nose

dolphin, and the Dall's porpoise are less abundant and occur in about equal

numbers.

Blue whales and gray whales also occur (U.S. Geological Survey,

1973)

The majority of whales migrate farther offshore than the Channel Islands
area and are primarily oceanic in nature.

Elue whales migrate south in the

early winter (primarily in November) and north in July and August.

migration path takes them outside the Channel Islands.

Their

Humpback whales are

abundant in the winter at Richardson Feck off San Miguel Island and similar
rocks off San Nicolas and San Clemente islands.

occurs at these locations.

Breeding activity probably

Little piked whales and finback whales are found

on a year-round basis (U.S. Geological Survey, 1973).

migrates within the Channel Islands area.

The gray whale

Some gray whales appear off

southern California in November, but the majority do not arrive until late

December.

Particular attention is given to coastal and oceanic

The Channel Islands .

species of marine mammals which frequent the hauling areas on the Channel

Islands or the waters offshore.

The following accounts of marine mammal

activity around the Channel Islands are from Eailey, 1971.

Baleen whales comprise the first group and include:

1.

Pacific right whale.

these off San Diego.
La Jolla, March,

2.

Between 1850 and 1870, whalers took

More recent sightings include one sighted at

1955; and four seen at La Jolla, January, 1956.

Minke whales.

This species is the most common baleen whale in

the Channel Islands area.

They are observed throughout the year
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but are more abundant during the winter.

Area sightings have been

recorded by Norris and Prescott, 1961.

3.

Sei whale.

Rice (1963) records the sighting of one sei whale

behind San Clemente Island on 17 November 1962.

H.

Fin whale.

The only published sighting is by Rice (1963) who

reports sighting about 57 fin whales in 23 pods in November,

1962.

All but a few were recorded in waters southwest of San Clemente
Island.

5.

California gray whale.

Seen frequently from December to April

traveling along the California coast.

Toothed whales are also common and include:

6.

False killer whale.

A total of six skulls of this animal were

found on San Nicholas Island between 1940 and 1960.
(1965)

Mitchell

considers this as evidence of a mass stranding.

school of about 300 was seen near Santa Catalina Island.
October, 1963, 200 to 300 animals were seen

H

In 19 59, a

In

miles off Palos

Verdes Peninsula and one 11-foot female was captured by Marineland
of the Pacific.

Judged by strandings, the false killer whale

appears in the coastal zone very irregularly.

7.

Killer whale.

These whales are seen occasionally in the San

Pedro Channel and around the Channel Islands during the entire
year, mainly during gray whale migrations

8.

Pacific pilot whale.

(Walker, pers. comm.).

Seen fairly commonly in the San Pedro

Channel at all times of the year, but most frequently during squid
season, or April to June

(Walker, unpublished)
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Last documented

11

Warn
;

II

M

strandings were on 18 January 1971 at Pyramid cove, San Clemente
Island, involving 17 animals (John Hall, pers. comm.).
';

I:

j

•

I

9.

There are only three published California

Hubbs beaked whale.

i

occurrences.
(1945).

One is from a stranding at La Jolla, California

Two are from northern California (Drakes Bay, Marin

County,, California,

10.

ran

1950;

San Simeon, California, 1962).

Cuvier's beaked whale.

Five have been reported, one each from

Del Mar, California (1945); Santa Catalina Island (1957); North
Island, San Diego Bay (1957); Newport Beach (1963); and a sighting

HI

at sea 33°26«N,

11.

119°19«W (1964).

Pigmy sperm whale.

This species is rarely observed at sea in

One sighting was made from Catrillo

the Southern California Bight.
i

Beach, San Pedro

(1960)

stranding in the Santa
and there was a 1966 str;

Monica/Playa del Rey area (Walker, pers. comm.).

12.

Sperm whale.

Two occurrences are recorded.

from mid-San Pedro Channel in July, 1971
comm.).

One sighting was

(Walker and Poorman, pers.

A stranded 59-foot male was sighted between Oceanside and

j

Camp Pendleton 27 December 1972 (Dan Patten, tele. comm.).

13.

Pacific bottlenose dolphin.

Occasionally these are seen in

1

the San Pedro Channel and in increased numbers in the waters off

1

Baia California and the Sea of Cortez area.

While this species

rarely goes north of Santa Monica Eay, several specimens have been
seen in San Diego Bay (1956 to 19 58) and off Palos Verdes Peninsula
;;
,
i

in 1956

14.

(Norris and Prescott,

Common dolphin.

1961).

This species is found abundantly offshore of

southern California and in Channel Islands area.
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15.

Pacific striped or white-sided dolphin-

These are very

abundant in the San Pedro Channel and throughout southern
California offshore waters.

16.

Northern right whale dolphin.

Pines, San Diego

(1956)

Reports have been received from

and Manhattan Beach (1960)

.

Marineland of

the Pacific has made occasional sightings in the San Pedro Channel

and around the Channel Islands from February to May.

17.

Harbor porpoise.

This extremely rare species was once

reported from Los Angeles Harbor (Daugherty, 1965)
specimen was taken in a gill net near Oxnard,

3

,

and one living

May 1963 (Walker,

pers. comm.)

18.

Dall's porpoise.

This species is seen in fairly large numbers

throughout the coastal zone 10 to 20 miles offshore.

Groups of

to 10 are spotted in San Pedro Channel throughout the year.

5

They

are more abundant in winter and spring months (Walker, pers.
comm.)

19.

Long-beaked dolphin or blue-white dolphin.

One was sighted in

the vicinity of San Diego; one from a beached specimen in Santa

Monica Bay in 1960; and a recent stranding in Long Beach Harbor (at
the foot of Junipero Street) occurred 21 March 1973 (Walker, pers.
comm.)

20.

Pacific spotted dolphin.

There is one sighting recorded from

the vicinity of San Diego and an uncertain report of another having

been taken by a commercial fisherman in the Channel Islands region
(Daugherty,

1965).
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Pinnipeds include the following species:

21.

Northern or Alaska fur seal.

Bartholomew stated in his 1967

report that this animal is a regular visitor to offshore waters of

California, but in the normal course of events, no individuals,
other than sick or injured ones, come ashore either on the southern

California islands or on the adjacent mainland.

In 1968 a

mimeographed report at the University of California, Santa Cruz,
Peterson et al., reported the discovery of a breeding colony of 100
animals at San Miguel Island, California.

Since that time, 1969 to

1973, observational studies have been conducted at the Adam's Cove

In 1972, an additional

breeding colony on San Miguel Island.

breeding colony was found on Castle Rock, San Miguel Island.
Population estimates from ground and aerial censuses show the San
Miguel population to be about 800 animals (Robert DeLong, pers.
conun.)

22.

King (1964), Daugherty (1965), and

Guadalupe fur seal.

Nishiwaki (1972) all indicate incidental sightings of this species
in 1929 (Santa Earbara Island) and 1949
R. L.

DeLong (pers. comm.

)

(San Nicholas Island).

reports sighting a few visitant males at

San Miguel Island each year between 1969 and 1973.

23.

California sea lion.

This is the most common pinniped in the

Southern California Bight and is found throughout the year.

Peak

population occurs during spring and early summer.

24.

Steller's or northern sea lion.

This northern species is

found only as a breeding colony on the western tip of San Miguel
island.

25.

Only a few animals are seen year-round in the study area.

Northern elephant seal.

Seen throughout the year in the

Channel Islands and occasionally hauled out on the mainland.
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26.

Harbor seal-

This species occurs throughout the year on the

offshore islands, with the largest population on San Nicholas and
San Miguel.

Birds

The inshore waters of Prince William Sound and the copper River Delta
are utilized primarily by migrating loons, grebes, waterfowl, hawks,
eagles, cranes, shorebirds, and gulls which follow the coastal

migration route.

During summer, inshore waters are heavily utilized by large numbers of
nonbreeding birds and birds breeding along the coast, such as seaducks,
cormorants, gulls, kittiwakes, and alcids.

Most noticeable of the

nonbreeding populations are the white-winged, surf, and common scoters

which together number several thousand during the summer.

Feeding

methods of seabirds are shown on Figure 2.1.8.1-5.

There are four migration routes through the Prince Williams Sound area:

1.

The outer island route around the Kenai Peninsula.

2.

Whittier Pass.

3.

Johnson Pass.

4.

Copper River Valley.

In the sound, birds tend to form at such shallow water areas as

Harriman Fjord, college Fjord, Port Wells, Onakwit Inlet, Port Fidalgo,
and orca Inlet (DSDI, 1971).

According to the Department of the Interior (1972)

,

these areas

undoubtedly support some of the greatest remaining concentrations of
birdlife on the face of the earth

(L.

W.

Sowl, pers. comm.).

In a

period of a few days during the first week of May of each year, many
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million shorebirds {possibly the entire Alaskan population for some
species)

„

including western sandpipers, semipalmated plovers, short-

billed dowitchers, long-billed dowitchers, knots,, dunlins,, and least
sandpipers, pass through this area.

Extrapolation of data obtained during several days of aerial surveys in
May, 1971

(USDI,

1971) placed the numbers of shorebirds within the

sound at almost 800,000 birds .

Since these counts could not take into

account the turnover in population and because these small birds are
not easy to see from aircraft, this estimate is very conservative.

According to the Department of the Interior (1972)

,

waterfowl are the

next most numerous group of birds in the sound, and some are important
on the year-round basis.

the common group of ducks.

White-winged,, surf, and common scoters are

They totaled nearly 57,000 during the

winter of 1970 to 1971 and almost 78,000 during the spring of 1971
(USDI,

1971).

They occur throughout the sound but are most numerous in

Port Wells, Harriman Fjord, College Fjord, Tatitlek Narrows, and Crca
Inlet.

Other diving ducks are generally fairly well distributed throughout the
sound and commonly encountered in Port Valdez.

Among these are

Barrow's goldeneyes, buffleheads, harlequin ducks, oldsguaws, common
eiders, king eiders, common mergansers, and red-breasted mergansers.

Greater scaup are widely distributed there during winter, but tend to
concentrate over the tidal flats in the eastern end of the sound during
the migrational buildups.

Mallards are the only dabbling duck significantly present the year
around.

Pintails, American widgeon.^ green-winged teal, gadwalls, and

shovellers, along with other rarer or accidental species, are common in

spring (USDI, 1971).
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The following account of birdlife in Prince William Sound and Port
Valdez area is taken from U.S. Department of the Interior (1972):
:

Pintails may be the most common breeding dabbler in the areas.
Dabblers show a preference for Coghill Flats in Port Wells, Port
Fidalgo, Port Gravina, Double Bay on Hinchinbrook, Hells Hole, and
In Port Valdez dabbling ducks
other similar habitat situations.
are mainly found on Shoup Bay, the outwash plain at the head of the
The
port, the salt marsh east of Valdez and several stream mouths.
Port Wells Fjord complex is probably a preferred area because of
eelgrass beds, but the factors governing use in other areas are not
as apparent.

1

!

4

I

Several species of Canada geese either winter or breed in the Sound
area or pass through in migration. Most of the geese are dusky
Canada geese which breed on the grass flats in the Copper River
However, P.E. Havens (personal
delta (Hansen, 1962).
communication) believes that some Vancouver Canada geese are yearround residents of the Sound and nest on the timbered islands and
winter in such places as Coghill Flats, Hells Hole, and Port
Fidalgo. J.L. Haddock (personal communication) reports over 2,000
Canada geese within Port Valdez at times.

Black brant migrate along the outer fringe of Prince William Sound
on their way north each spring stopping on the beaches of Montague
Island and Green Island, and at Double Bay on Hinchinbrook Island.
They were also noted in Port Etches and Hells Hole during the 1971
migration (O.S. Department of Interior, 1971). Einarsen (1965)
believed that the brant taking this indirect route, as opposed to
the main route directly across the Gulf of Alaska, are nonbreeders. As such they represent a valuable stock of future
breeders.

II

White-fronted geese and snow geese, in lesser numbers, also migrate
through the Sound. King (1968) reported 1,022 trumpeter swans
being counted just inland from the Gulf of Alaska coast between
Yakataga and Cordove during the late-summer survey in 1968.
Trumpeter swans are important breeders on the Copper River delta
and often winter in places like Eyak Lake. They move out into the
Sound whenever the Lake freezes over. An occasional whistling swan
winters there as well, but mostly swans are inclined to pass
directly over the Sound on their way north.

'ill

The State of Alaska (1971) regards Port Valdez as receiving intense
local hunting pressure and believes the Sound area may support an
industry catering to sport hunting for waterfowl.

:

li

,5

J;
I'

Comparable surveys over parts of the Sound during the winter of
1970 to 71 and spring of 1971 netted 3,500 and 10,88« alcids,
Common murres
respectively (U.S. Department of Interior, 1971).
and pigeon guillemots were most numerous during the winter counts;
whereas, marbled murrelets were the relatively more numerous during
during both
observed
were
spring. Lesser numbers of tufted puffins
surveys.
In addition, thick-billed murres, Kittlitz's murrelets,
ancient murrelets, Cassin's auklets and horned puffins can be found
in the sound (Grinnell, 1910; Rausch, 1958; Kessel, et al., 1967).
The marbled murrelet is undoubtedly the most abundant alcid in the
area, but because of its small size and behavior it is grossly
underestimated in most surveys.
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Common murres, thick-billed murres, pigeon guillemots, marbled
murrelets, Kittlitz's murrelets, tufted puffins and horned puffins
nest in the Sound area, as do other seabirds.
The only known concentration of murres within Prince William Sound
is the 3,000 birds at Porpoise Rocks in the entrance to Port
Etches„
Porpoise Rocks is also the site of the largest known
tufted puffin colony in the Sound which numbers about 10,000
puffins (L„W = Sowl, personal communication).
Smaller colonies are
scattered throughout the Sound on suitable sitesHorned puffins
often nest in association with tufted puffins, but in smaller
numbers. Pigeon guillemots nest in many areas of the Sound in
small, widely scattered groups.
The marbled and Kittlitz's murrelets do not, insofar as is known,
nest in colonies at all. The limited number of observations made
in Prince William Sound point to their nesting well above
timberline. The marbled murrelet is quite common and distributed
throughout the Sound and they are very numerous in Port Valdez,
especially along the base of Mt. Thomas, in Valdez Narrows and
around the corner in Jack Bay. The somewhat similar Kittlitz's
murrelet, however, is usually found only at the heads of such
fiords as College Fjord, Unakwik Inlet, Barry Arm, Harriman Fjord
and Blackstone Bay.
The factor common to all of these areas is the
numerous glaciers dumping ice into them year around. The nesting
site preference of these birds is, if anything, even less well
known than that of the marbled murrelet. They probably nest in the
rocks near the fjords where they feed.

Glaucous-winged gulls reside in the Sound year around. Mew gulls
are common except during the breeding seasons when they leave the
Sound to nest near freshwater areas. Herring gulls and glaucous
gulls occur there as well, particularly in the winter. Immature
and non-breeding Bonaparte's gulls are quite common around the
mouths of salmon streams late in the summer. Sabine's gulls
migrate through the Sound early in the spring and the returning
migrants begin appearing there again in late July.
The black-legged kittiwake has several known breeding colonies of
moderate size (from 5,000 to 25,000 individuals) in Prince William
Sound.
These are located at or near Eainbridge Island, Blackstone
Bay, Passage Canal, Harriman Fjord, Yale Glacier, Boswell Rock, and
Porpoise Rocks and in Port Valdez near Shoup Glacier. Kittiwakes
are oceanic in habit; and, except for the breeding season when they
collect around breeding colonies and nearby feeding grounds, they
are usually found far at sea.
The arctic tern is an abundant migrant throughout the sound, but it
is restricted in breeding areas to mainly the enormous colony on
Channel Island in Montague Strait. Between 150 and 200 arctic
terns nested on the spit at Valdez Harbor in 1969 {McRoy and
Stoker, 1969).
The rare Aleutian tern also migrates through the
area. Other gull-like birds which can be found in the sound, at
times, are the species of jaegers and the skua.
Pelagic cormorants nest at several locations in Prince William
Sound and red-faced and double-crested cormorants occur there as
well.
Arctic, red- throated, and common lions are present year around in
the Sound, and yellow-billed loons winter there. The arctic loon
is the most common at all times.
Bed-necked and horned grebes are
also relatively common winter residents of the sound. Fork-tailed
petrels are fairly common throughout the more open parts of the
Sound in summer and there is speculative evidence which points to a
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nesting colony in the Wooded Islands.
reputed to nest there.

Leach's petrels are also

Scaled petrels, sooty shearwaters, and slender-billed shearwaters
into the Sound through Montague Strait as far up as Green
Pale-footed and pink-footed shearwaters were also observed
Island.
in small numbers off LaTouche Island during the summer aerial and
boat surveys by the Fish and Wildlife Service in 1971.
coire

.;

;

HI

Bald eagles and other birds congregate on salmon streams entering
Port Valdez and Prince William Sound. A 1970 to 1971 winter survey
indicated that there were at least 600 eagles in the Sound (U.S.
Department of Interior, 1971). Because primarily adult eagles were
counted, while the immatures were almost invisible against the back
drop of Sitka spruce, the population is undoubtedly greater than
that censused.

The peregrine falcon also occurs in the sound wherever there is
Little is known about their distribution and
suitable habitat.
abundance. It is not known if the race found there is the coastal
Falco peregrinus peali or the endangered F_. p_. anna turn .
The northwestern crow is another terrestrial species which
scavenges the beaches. Their numbers can only be quantitatively
described as very common.

I
HI

Passerines with the exception of the water pipit are tied closely
The
to forest and are not really components of the beach avifauna.
pipits are common, but there is little available information on
them.

For a summary of the coastal birds of the Alexander Archipelago, British
Columbia, Washington, and Oregon, see the U.S. Department of the Interior
(1972)

.

Humboldt Bay .

There are 22 species of ducks which use Humboldt Bay.

In

general, they are classified as puddle ducks, diving ducks, and fish ducks.

According to the California Department of Fish and Game (1973)

,

the puddle

ducks include the pintail, widgeon, mallard, gadwall, green-winged teal,

cinnamon teal, and shoveller.

These ducks feed primarily on aquatic

vegetation and agricultural crops.

The diving ducks of Humboldt Bay include

the scoters, scaups, canvas-back, redhead, buffle-head, ring-necked duck,

golden-eyes, and ruddy duck.

Some of these ducks are capable of diving 20

or 30 feet or more to obtain either vegetation (ruddy) or animals

Fish ducks or mergansers feed almost entirely on animal matter.

(scoters)

Small fish

provide the bulk of their diet along with various mollusks, crustaceans, and
insects.
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The black brant, a strictly maritime goose, is also present.

Coastal bays

and estuaries of California and Mexico constitute the principal wintering
grounds for these birds.

Brant feed on eelgrass beds from Mexico to Alaska.

A major portion of the entire Pacific flyway population utilizes Humboldt
Bay at some time during the winter migration.

The whistling swan, which nests in the remote arctic regions of Canada and
Alaska, visits Humboldt Bay and the Eel Fiver area where it feeds on

vegetation from pasturelands and freshwater marshes.

At least

31

species of shorebirds are represented in the bay, with 20

considered common.

The majority of these are hatched in Alaska and Canada.

These shorebirds frequent the intertidal mud flat.

At low tide when the

flats are completely exposed, thousands of birds can be seen moving about

probing the soft mud for food, feeding almost exclusively on small clams,
gastropods, mollusks, arthropods, insects, and worms.

The bay is also home for the heron family:

the blue heron, black-crowned

night heron, green heron, common egret, and American bittern.

They feed on

small fish, crustaceans, amphibians, and other water-associated organisms.

The blue heron and common egret also feed on small mammals and reptiles.
These birds feed in the shallow water areas of Areata Bay and South Bay, the
salt marshes, freshwater marshes, and agricultural lands.

It is doubtful if any other estuary in California, with the exception of San

Francisco Bay, supports populations of herons which surpass those of

Humboldt Bay.

Egrets and herons are colonial nesters and studies on the activities of
these birds on the Indian Island Rookery indicate that at least 184 pairs of

common egrets, 55 pairs of blue heron, and 62 pairs of black-crowned night

heron nest there.

(Ives,

1971).
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The brown pelican is a common coastal visitor that uses the bay extensively

during late summer and fall months but is absent or rare during the

remainder of the year.

Bodega Harbor .

Extensive tidal flats exposed at low tides provide foraging

habitat for large numbers of shorebirds.

The quiet water of the harbor

supports wintering and migratory populations of gulls, loons, grebes, coots,

and other waterfowl.

Pelicans, cormorants, ospreys, terns, and herons are

common in appropriate seasons.

predominantly a feeding area.

Very few species actually nest in what is
For most species, populations are at their

lowest from May to July or August.

Brown pelicans appear in the area during June of each year, after completing

their early nesting season, principally on the islands of the Gulf of
California.

Because DDT contamination in southern California coastal waters

has resulted in almost total reproductive failure in recent years, this
species has been listed by the California Department of Fish and Game as
endangered.

It is certain that almost all the brown pelicans seen near

Bodega Harbor are hatched in Mexico.

Several individuals, color- handed by

the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service personnel in nests in the Gulf of
California, have been seen later in Bodega Harbor.

This pelican is present

in low numbers each year until shortly after Christmas.

The white pelican, a less consistent visitor to the harbor, usually appears
in larger flocks than the brown pelican.

Feeding communally in groups of 20

to 100 individuals, these large birds have a significant impact on local

populations of small schooling fishes.

Brandt's cormorant and the pelagic cormorant usually occur on the rocky
outer coast and are rarely seen in the harbor.
arrive in the harbor in winter.
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Double-crested cormorants

in the shallow

Great blue herons can be seen in a wide variety of habitats:

waters of the harbor and marsh, in grassy fields in winter, or roosting in
the salt marsh or on pilings.

Black-crowned night herons are the most

common of these wading birds and hunt in the harbor shallows at night.

There are no known breeding rookeries for any of these birds.

Throughout the year, gulls are a significant factor of harbor fauna, serving
as both scavengers and predators on fishes and invertebrates.

Populations

of these birds are also lowest in the summer „ with only the locally nesting

western gull present in large numbers throughout the year.
gulls are found commonly in the locale each year.

Eight species of

Terns occur in the harbor

during migration.

The California clapper rail, Rallius longirostra absoletus , a Federally
Endangered subspecies, does not normally occur in Bodega Harbor, but is a

resident of the salt marshes near San Francisco Bay.

Loons and grebes are largely fish-eating birds, nesting in freshwater
situations from California to the arctic tundra and wintering along the

southern California coast.
and are rarely seen on land.

The birds are adapted for swimming and diving

Common loons and western grebes, the two most

prominent species in the harbor, frequently fish the inshore waters of the

harbor and outer Bodega Bay.

Fifteen species of waterfowl are regularly present in Bodega Harbor each
year, principally during winter.

At least 10 additional species may

occasionally appear, with a total wintering population often numbering into
the thousands.
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Bolinas Lagoon .

Bolinas Lagoon is a resting and feeding area for both

shorebirds and waterfowl.

The lagoon is

a

link in the Humboldt, Tomales,

San Francisco, Morro, and San Diego bays pathway of wintering waterfowl,

water-associated birds commonly seen include plovers, godwits, willets,
turnstones, snipe, curlews, avocets, dowitchers, gulls, herons, egrets,
loons, grebes, pelicans, cormorants, and kingfishers,,

San Francisco Bay .

San Francisco Bay is a vitally important resting,

feeding, and wintering area for hundreds cf thousands of birds from the

Pacific flyway (DSDI, 1970).

Up to 20,000 shorebirds are sometimes counted

per shoreline mile, and waterfowl populations range up to 800,000.

Avocets,

stilts, godwits, and other shorebirds find resting areas here during high
tide.

The bulk of the scaup population in California uses this area.

More

than half the Pacific flyway *s dwindling numbers of canvas-back depend upon
the bay area, which includes the San Pablo Bay National Wildlife Refuge, for

their continued existence.

The Federally Endangered California least tern

nests in the southern part of the bay.

Regrettably, the continuing loss of

habitat through land filling and pollution diminishes the importance of the
bay for many water birds.

About a guarter of a million seabirds are found 30 miles west of the bay
within the Farallon Islands National Wildlife Refuge.

According to U.S.

Department of the Interior (1972), David Manueval (pers. comm.) estimated
that these islands supported a great population of birds (Table
2.

1«

8. 1.2—2)
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Table 2.1.8.1.2-2
Farallon Islands National Wildlife Refuge Seabirds

Population

SPECIES

Leach 8 s petrel

1,000 to 2,000

Ashy petrel

8,000

Double- crested cormorant

100

Brandt's cormorant

7,000

Pelagic cormorant

2,000
25

Black oyster-catcher

Western gull

30,500

Common murre

50,000
2,000

Pigeon guillemot

105,000

Cassins (breeding)

25,000

Cassins (nonbreeding)

120

Tufted puffin
source:

USDI, 1972.

The ashy petrel which breeds in the Farallon Islands, also breeds in San

Miguel and Santa Cruz islands of the Santa Earbara Channel Islands, but
rarely elsewhere (American Ornithologist's Union, 1957).

Elkhorn Slough .

Elkhorn Slough's shorebirds population includes sandpipers,

plovers, dowitchers, willets, curlews, godwits, avocets, and phalaropes.

Herons and egrets frequent the salt marsh habitat, and several species of
diving birds, such as grebes, loons, and an occasional cormorant, can be
seen in open water.

Nine species of gulls and seven kinds of terns rest or

feed year-round in the slough.

The California clapper rail is reported as a

resident and is dependent on pickleweed marsh.

Waterfowl, including the mallard,, pintail, green-winged and cinnamon teal,
shoveller, greater and lesser scaup, white-winged and surf scoters, ruddy
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duck, and American coot use the slough as a resting and feeding area during

their annual migrations.

A few mallards, cinnamon teal, and coots nest in

the marshy edges of the slough.

An occasional flock of geese (white-

fronted, lesser Canada, snow, Ross", and black brant) wings into the slough
on its way up or down the flyway.

The California Department of Fish and Game censused the area from July, 1967
through June, 1968.

Censuses showed that population numbers peaked twice,

late summer or fall and again in spring.

more than 20,000 in October, 1967.

Water-associated birds numbered

Duck counts were as high as 2,400 in

1968.

Morro Bay-Big Sur area .

Morro Bay is an integral part of the Pacific

flyway, the migratory pathway that waterfowl, shorebirds, and other water-

associated birds follow from their northern breeding grounds to the

wintering grounds.

Most of the birds visit Morro Bay during the winter

months, a lesser number during the summer.

More than 25,000 birds were

counted on the bay on 15 February 1967; and only 941 on

1

June 1967.

Total

numbers of birds migrating to and through Morro Bay are comparable to those
recorded in Elkhorn Slough in Monterey County (Erowning, 1972).

Shorebirds are more abundant than other groups of birds.

The 1966-67

California Department of Fish and Game survey recorded 4,169 marbled
godwits, 3,070 willets, and more than 7,000 sandpipers, predominantly least

and western.

Other common shorebirds seen at Morro Bay are the curlew,

dunlin, dowitcher, and sanderling.

Waterfowl are second in abundance at Morrow Bay during their annual
migration.

The pintail, green-winged teal, lesser scaup, widgeon, ruddy

duck, and buffle-head are fairly common winter visitants.

During the 1966

to 1967 census mentioned above, more than 8^,000 brant were observed.
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.

Wading birds, such as the great blue heron, black-crowned night heron and
snowy and common egrets are all seen about the bay.

An important heron

rookery is located at Fairbank Point and has been active since 1948
(California Department of Fish and Game, 1966).

Studies during the 1971

breeding season recorded 74 active great blue heron nests, 132 chicks
hatched, and 11 fledged.

Ten species of gulls are recorded in the bay area.

The most common are the

Heerman's, California, western, and ring-billed gulls.

Six species of terns

are also noted at the bay including the Federally Endangered California
least tern.

This bird is also classified as Endangered by the state of

California (California Department of Fish and Game, 1976).

White and brown pelicans, five species of grebes, and three species of loons
are found as winter visitants.

A few brown pelicans may be observed year-

round.

The California black rail, also classified as Rare by the state of
California (California Department of Fish and Game, 1976) has been observed
success
in the salt marsh of the bay, and there are past reports of nesting

there (Roest, pers. comm.

)

The American peregrine falcon, a Federally Endangered species, nests on
Morro Rock in Morro Bay (California Department of Fish and Game, 1976).

Reproduction at Morro Rock in the 1972 breeding season was unsuccessful
because of nest- robbing by unknown persons.
precarious.

The survival of this species is

The small remnant population is especially sensitive, and the

potential
loss of a single American peregrine might well reduce the survival
of a population.

Besides the 75 species of water-associated birds found at

the bay, another 207 species have been found in western San Luis Obispo
County.

Some of these species can be found occasionally at the bay, and a

few more species are pelagic; but most (85 percent) are upland-associated
birds.
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Point Conception to Long Beach .

Bender, Collins and Warter (197U) divided

the habitats of "seabird" species of southern California into six somewhat

overlapping categories.

These include the littoral (waters along coast and

islands) and bay-inhabiting birds to be discussed in this section.

Federally Endangered species:

Four are

the brcwn pelican with its breeding habitat

restricted to Anacapa Island; the American peregrine falcon, formerly a

resident of the coastline and islands; the California least tern; and the
light-footed clapper rail.

These birds have become endangered because of

the loss of their beach nesting sites and estuarine feeding habitats.

During the 1969 Santa Barbara oil spill, the California Department of Fish
and Game conducted a bird census which included both oil-affected and oilfree areas.

This report has been summarized by Straughan (1971)

U.S. Geological Survey (1973).

and the

Aerial surveys and beach transects of the

area in 1969 recorded a total of 51 species.

Avian population for the 1,075

square miles sampled was estimated at 12,000 birds.

In order of abundance

there were gulls, shorebirds, waterfowl, loons and grebes, cormorants and
pelicans, and other water birds.
31 May 1969

Similar surveys conducted

recorded a bird population of 85,000.

1

April to

These fluctuations in

population levels are to be expected as birds migrate along this portion of
the Pacific flyway.

Near Long Beach, adjacent to Anaheim Bay at Bolsa Chica, Dillingham
Corporation (1971) conducted a bird census which included land and marine
birds.

Five censuses of Bolsa Chica'
10 October 1974,

species.

s

avifauna conducted between 23 June and

yielded a total of 15,557 birds belonging to 78 different

On the average the species of water birds of the survey

outnumbered the species of land birds by a ratio of 3:2.
individuals, water birds outnumbered land birds by 1:1.
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In numbers of

Among the shorebirds, small birds weighing less than 100 grams (e.g., the
sandpiper), to medium-sized birds weighing between 100 and 500 grams (e.g.,

the black-bellied plover)

,

made up the major portion of the species.

birds spent much of their time feeding.

These

By contrast, many of the medium to

large shorebirds (e.g., godwits, willets, black-bellied plovers, gulls, and
terns), spent much of their time resting rather than feeding while on the
property.

Only

1

to

2

percent of California's waterfowl occur in the small Scattered

marshes south of Point Conception.

The Sacramento Valley is California's

center for overwintering waterfowl.

A list of the birds of the Southern California Bight may be found in
Appendix A2. 1.8.1, Tables A2. 1.8. 1-1, A2. 1.8. 1-2, and A2. 1.8. 1-3.

2.1.8.1.3

Ports of Valdez and Long Beach

Port Valdez

The avifauna of Port Valdez and the Port Valdez Arm is part of the bird
fauna of Prince William Sound.

Therefore, Port Valdez is discussed in the

prior section on Prince William Sound.

Discussed in detail in the preceding

sections, the following species are known to frequent Prince William Sound

and also in some specified cases. Port Valdez:
hawks, cranes, shorebirds, and gulls,

loons, grebes, waterfowl,

other data on Port Valdez are not

available to the extent that they are available on the Port of Long Beach
because extensive research is lacking.
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Pert of Long Beach

Zooplankton, settling organisms, benthic fauna, rocky shore fauna, piling

and fouling organisms, sandy beach fauna, fish, and birds are the primary
forms of wildlife found within the Port of Long Beach area.

The following

paragraphs contain information on these forms of life.

Zooplankton

During 1973 and 1974, the Allan Hancock Foundation (AHF) took zooplankton
samples from 43 stations located throughout the Los Angeles-Long Beach
(Figure 2.1.8.1.3-1.)

harbor complex.

Zooplankton samples were collected by Environmental Quality Analysts and
Marine Biological Consultants (EQA and MBC, 1975) between January and
December, 1974 and by Long Beach Harbor Consultants (LBHC, 1976)
September, 1975.

in

EQA and MBC collected monthly samples at depths of 2, 6,

and 12 meters from 12 stations located in part of Long Beach Harbor (Figure
2.1.8.1.3-2), and the Long Beach Harbor Consultants collected samples at the
same depths from 26 stations located throughout Long Beach Harbor.
2.1.8.1.3-3.)

(Figure

During both investigations, samples were collected primarily

from a 200-micron zooplankton screen located within a dual plankton filter

pump apparatus (EQA and MBC, 1975 and Long Eeach Harbor Consultants, 1976).

An extensive zooplankton species list developed by EQA and MBC (1975) for

their 1974 investigation is presented as Appendix Table A2.1.8.

Dominant species .

There were

6

1. 3-1.

identified species of zooplankton found in

the harbor complex that were common to the 10 most dominant species found by

AHF (1975), EQA and MBC (1975), and Long Eeach Harbor Consultants (1976).
These species were the calanoid copepods, Acartia tonsa and Paracalanus
parvus ; cyclopoid copepods, Oithona oculata and Corycaeus anglicus ; and
cladocerans, Podon pol yphemoide

and Evadne nordmanni .

In all three

investigations, Acartia tonsa was the most dominant species collected.
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Acartia tons

,

Paracalanus parvus , and Corycaeus anglicus were three of five

major species of copepods found in Anaheim Bay (Howey, 1971)

.

Podon

polyphemoides and Evadne nordmanni were major cladoceran species found in

Anaheim Bay (Slawson, 1972).

A general indication is that the zooplankton

species composition of the harbor complex is similar to that found in

Anaheim Bay.

According to the Long Beach Harbor Consultants (1976)

,

the

zooplankton population in Long Beach Harbor was typical of a coastal
environment.

Mean concentration values derived from

Concentrations of dominant species .

AHF (1975) and EQA and MBC (1975) data for the six dominant species are
quite different (Table 2.1.8.1.3-1).

These differences could be the result

of dif ferances in sampling techniques or differences in dates and times of

collections (AHF, 1976).

Table 2.1.8.1.3-1

Mean Concentrations of Dominant Zooplankton Species Found
in the Harbor Complex by AHF

(1975)

and EQA and MBC (1975)

Crganisms per cubic meter
AHF

SPECIES

EQA 6 MBC

1,537.60

647.31

265.94

127.89

Oithona oculata

15.28

57.57

Corycaeus anglicus

41.90

53.29

Evadne nordmanni

124.82

11.95

Podon polyphemoide

294.53

65.52

Acartia tonsa
Paracalanus parvus

Species diversity .

In general, species diversity is lower in inner harbor

areas than in outer harbor areas„

The Allan Hancock Foundation (1975)
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generally determined "through studies of the Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbor

complex that the inner harbor has a lower species diversity and a less
stable zooplankton community, whereas the outer harbor is more diverse and
more stable.

EQA and MBC (1975) determined through their studies of part of

Long Beach Harbor that there was a general increase in species diversity
from inner to outer Long Beach Harbor from January through June and again
from October through December, 1974; during July this pattern was reversed.

EQA and MBC (1975) also determined that a general increase of species
diversity occurred with depth during every month but July, when species
diversity decreased with depth.

S patial distribution .of do minant species.,
.

spatial distributions of the

dominant species are outlined as follows:

1.

Acartia tonsa .

In general, Acartia tonsa is more abundant in inner

areas of the harbor complex as determined from findings by AHF (1975)

and EQA and MBC (1975).

During AHF's 1973-74 investigation of the Los

Angeles-Long Beach Harbor complex, the inner harbor

(C

stations and

Stations B4 through B7 as shown on Figure 2.1.8.1.3-1) was characterized
by high concentrations of A. tonsa .

This species comprised about 75

percent of the zooplankton collected by AHF (1975).

EQA and MBC (1975)

in their 1974 one-year investigation of part of Long Beach Harbor found

that the greatest abundance of A. tonsa occurred in the inner Long Beach

Harbor area (Stations PI through P6 as shown on Figure 2.1.8.1.3-2) and
that this species was generally more abundant at their 6- and 12-meter

sampling depths.

However, EQA and MBC (1975) could not determine any

strict horizontal distribution pattern for this species.

Long Beach

Harbor Consultants (1976) found no horizontal distribution of A. tonsa
for their September,,

1975 investigation and found this species was

generally more abundant at their 6- and 12-meter sampling depths.

2.

Paracalanus parvus .

The Allan Hancock Foundation (1975) found the

concentration of Paracalanus parvus nearly evenly distributed throughout
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the harbor complex with only a slightly greater concentration at their B

stations.

EQA and MBC (1975) found no discrete horizontal distribution

pattern for P. parvus in their study area, although they found this
species was generally more abundant at their inner Long Beach Harbor

stations (Stations PI through P6 as shown on Figure 2.1.8.1.3-2) during

EQA and MBC (1975) found this

every month of 1974 except September.

species increased in abundance with increasing depth.

Long Beach Harbor

Consultants (1976) in their September, 1975 study also found no discrete

horizontal distribution pattern for this species, although

P.

parvus was

found in lower concentrations at their stations located in the inner

eastern reaches of Long Beach Harbor.

3.

Corycaeus anglicus .

In general, Corycaeus anglicus occurs in higher

concentrations in Long Beach Harbor.
(1973-74)

The Allan Hancock Foundation

found high concentrations of C. anglicus at their inner Long

Beach Harbor stations

(B5

through B7 as shown on Figure 2.1.8.1.3-1).

EQA and MBC (1975) and Long Beach Harbor Consultants (1976) found no
discrete horizontal distribution pattern for this species, but they

generally found this species at higher concentrations at their 6- and
12-meter sampling depths.

4.

Oithona oculata .

Oithona oculata occurs in higher concentrations in

the inner Long Beach Harbor area

(Channels

The Allan Hancock Foundation

Channel).

2

and

(1975)

3

and part of Cerritos

found high concentrations

of this species at their inner Long Eeach Harbor stations (Stations B5

through B7 as shown on Figure 2.1.8.1.3-1).

EQA and MBC (1974)

found no

distinct pattern of horizontal distribution for O. oculata , but found
the highest concentration of this species at their stations in Channels
2

and 3, Long Beach Harbor (Stations P4 and P5 as shown on Figure

2.1.8.1.3-2), where the concentrations decreased with distance from
these stations.
the upper

6

EQA and MBC generally found 0. oculata more abundant in

meters of the water column.
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Long Eeach Harbor Consultants

(September,

1975)

generally found that the O. oculata population was

basically restricted to inner Long Beach Harbor.

5.

Podon polyphemoides .

In general, Podon polyphemoides is abundant in
The Allan Hancock Foundation (1975) found that

the outer harbor areas.

this species is one of two cladocerans characterizing the zooplankton

population of the outer harbor area.

EQA and MEC (1975) generally found

that the maximum concentrations of this species occurred among their

outer Long Beach Harbor stations for eight months of their one-year

investigation period (January through May and again for September
through November,

1974).

The Long Beach Harbor Consultants (1976) also

found that P. polyphemoides was more abundant in their outer Long Beach

Harbor stations.
(1976)

EQA and MBC (1975) and Long Eeach Harbor Consultants

generally found this species more abundant in the upper

6

meters

of the water column.

6.

Evadne nordmanni .

outer harbor areas.

In general t Evadne nordmanni is abundant in the

The Allan Hancock Foundation (1975) found this

species to be one of the two cladocerans characterizing the zooplankton

population of the outer harbor area.

EQA and MBC (1975) generally found

that the distribution of E. nordmanni was similar to their finding for
P.

polyphemoides where, for the majority of their investigation period,

this species was more abundant in the outer harbor.

Long Beach Harbor

Consultants (1976) found no horizontal distribution pattern for
nordmanni ?

hn'c

in the upper

6

Seasonal variances .

E.

they found that this species was generally more abundant

meters of the water column.

The Allan Hancock Foundation found that for the harbor

complex three dominant species of copepods, Acartia tons a, Paraca Iannis
parvus , and Corycaeu s anqlicus , possessed the same general seasonal pattern
of high abundance in winter and sparsity in summer.

They also found that

two dominant cladocerans, Evadne nordmanni and Podon poly phemoi de
generally exhibited lew summer abundances.
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,

As determined from EQA and MBC's

(1975)

mean concentration data of zooplankton species in Long Beach Harbor,

four dominant copepods, Acartia tonsa , Paracalanus parvus , Oithona oculata ,

and Corvcaeus anglicus , and two dominant cladocerans, Evadne nordmanni and

Podon polyphemoides , exhibited maximum concentrations in July, 1974; four of
these species exhibited minimum concentrations during January, 1974.
Therefore, the seasonal variance of dominant species of zooplankton

collected by the Long Beach Harbor Consultants is the reverse of that found
by AHF.

The Allan Hancock Foundation (1976) addresses this difference as

possibly due to differences in sampling depths between the two

investigations because zooplankton are known to migrate vertically according
to ambient light, temperature, and food supply.

Breeding populations .

Environmental Quality Analysts and Marine Biological

Consultants (1975) identified breeding populations and breeding seasons of
zooplankton found in Long Beach Harbor.

They identified the breeding

species and breeding seasons of several copepods through the presence of egg
sacs or spermatophores on the females and larval copepods in their collected
samples.

Six species of calanoid copepods, three species of cyclopoid

copepods, and one species of harpacticoid copepods were specifically

identified as having breeding populations in Long Beach Harbor.

Table

2.1.8.1.3-2 is a list of breeding copepods and their breeding seasons in

Long Beach Harbor during 1974.

Water column and fouling organisms

The water column of areas that may contain organic detritus and toxic
pollutants may have a different fauna than standard substrate sampling
techniques and plankton tows may indicate.

For this reason, settling racks

are used in addition to these methods to help determine the biological

quality of the water column.

The eggs, larvae, and juveniles of invertebrate species exist for a time of

their life cycles as plankton (meroplankton)
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.

The organisms sink to the

Table

2. 1.8. 1.3-2

Breeding Seasons of Copepods in Long Beach Harbor

SPECIES

Month
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

CALANOIDA
Acartia tonsa

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Paracalanus parvus

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Labidocera trispinosa
Tortanus discaudatus
Calanus pacificus

Oithona oculata
Corycaeus anqlicus
C. giesbrechti

HARPACTICOIDA
Euterpina acuti irons
Source:

X

X
X

Pseudodiaptomus euryhalinus

CYCLOPOIDA

X

XXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXX
XXX

XXXXXXXXXXXX

Environmental Quality Analysts (EQA) and Marine Biological
Consultants, Inc. (MBC) , 1975.
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bottom or attach to hard substrate after their period of metamorphosis from
egg or larval form to juvenile form.

The early stages in their life cycles

are generally more sensitive to stress.

Therefore, the information from

newly colonized surfaces such as settling racks could be valuable in
assessing environmental stress and recolonization potential.

Many of the juvenile forms, owing to their relatively unspecialized settling
behavior, settle not only on rock or other natural substrate but on any

available man-made substrate, such as ship bottoms and harbor installations.

These species are known as "fouling organisms."

According to the Allan Hancock Foundation (1975), seasonal settlement of
fouling species of polychaetous annelids in relation to the water
temperature in the harbor complex was summarized by Reish (1961, 1971)

;

the

distribution of polychaetes associated with fouling organisms at select
stations in Los Angeles Harbor was summarized by Crippen and Reish (1969)

;

the distribution of amphipod crustaceans as fouling organisms with reference
to the influence of water turbidity was studied by Barnard (1958)

.

Until the

recent AHF (1975) investigation, only a pilot study (Abbott et al., 1973)

dealing with settling and fouling organisms was made of the harbor to assess
the biological quality and content of the waters.

The recent AHF (1975)

water column and fouling organisms studies were an outgrowth of the pilot
study; settling racks were placed at 2H stations throughout the harbor

complex during that study.

Dominant species .

(See Figure 2. 1.8.1. 3-4.)

Fifteen species of organisms were selected for analysis

by AHF (1975) because these species numerically dominated the settling rack

fauna at all stations.

These 15 species represented a minimum of 85 percent

to a maximum of 99 percent of the abundance of all organisms found by AHF
(1975)

at a particular station (Table 2.1.8.1.3-3).

According to AHF

(1975), the amphipod Jassa falcata was the most numerically abundant

invertebrate recorded on settling racks in the harbor complex.

was numerically dominant at 11 of the 2H stations.
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This species
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1

Table 2.1.8-1.3-3

Dominant Settling Organisms in Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbor,
1973 and 1974

Source;

Total
Occurrences

Species

RANK

Total
Individuals

1

Corophium acherusicum

654

266,102

2

Jassa falcata

597

625,900

3

Ciona intestinal is

547

185,439

4

Polydora limnicola

475

68,536

5

Platynereis bicanaliculata

458

6,052

6

Podocerus brasiliensis

440

47,516

7

Caprella calif ornica

382

16,848

8

Stenothoe valida

379

17,650

9

Caprella equilibra

378

29,260

10

Anatanais normani

374

9,516

11

Armandia bioculata

368

17,390

82,347

12

Hydroides pacificus

353

13

Capitella capitata

341

8,119

14

Mytilus edulis

332

28,131

15

Ctenodrilus serratus

319

17,390

Allan Hancock Foundation, 1976.

Spatial v ariations .

Aside from ubiquitous species such as the 15 dominant

species previously discussed, AHF (1975) determined that species composition

varies considerably from station to station throughout the harbor.

Species groups .

The Allan Hancock Foundation (1975) determined five species

groups in terms of an environmental stress gradient on a scale of 1 to

5.

This stress gradient was based upon abiotic water quality parameters such as

water temperature, dissolved oxygen

{CO)

,

and salinity.

Species groups,

stress factors, and geographical occurrences are presented in Table
2-475
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The species occurrence in these stress groups during AHF's

summer surveys (Jane, July, August) in 1973 and 1974 are presented in Table
2.1.8.1.3-5.

According to AHF (1975), approximately 50 percent of the

species were retained in similar groupings for both summer periods, and

those species that did not consistently group similarly occurred usually in
a closely related group.

Table 2.1.8.1.3-4
Environmental Stress Evaluation, Long Beach Harbor Area

SPECIES GROUPS

Stress Factor

Occurrence

Low- stress

(1)

Outside and outer harbor

Low- stress ubiquitous

«2)

Throughout the harbor,
concentrating in outer and
outside harbor

Ubiquitous

(3)

Throughout harbor

High-stress ubiquitous

(4)

Throughout harbor, concentrating
in inner harbor and channel

High-stress

(5)

Inner harbor dead-end slips
and channel

Source:

Allan Hancock Foundation, 1975.
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Table 2.1.8.1.3-5
i

Species Groups of Settling Organisms Occurring in Summer

1973

1974

Low Stress

Caprella verrucosa

Aorides columbiae

Caprella qracilor

Caprella verrucosa

Deutella californica

Deutella californica

Hiatella arctica

Hiatella arctica

Leptopecten latiauratus
b

Eulalia sp.
b

Autolytns sp.
Eurystheus thompsoni

Low Stress - Obiguitous

Caprella californica

Caprella equilibra

c

Jassa falcata

Eurystheus thompsoni

Mytilus edulis

Mytilus edulis
c

Paleanotus bellis

Photi s bif urcata

Podocerus brasiliensis

Podocerus brasiliensis

Polyopthalmus pictus

Polyopthalmus pictus

Stenothoe valida

Stenothoe valida

Source:

Allan Hancock Foundation, 1975.

a

June, July, August,
b

Not present in other surveys,
c

Present in other sources.
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Table 2.1.8.1.3-5 (Continued)

1974

1973

Ubiquitous
Polydora limnicola

Armandia bioculata

Paleanotus belli

Caprella californica

Platynereis bicana liculata

Corophium acherusicum
Jassa falcata

Laptopecten latiauratus
High Stress - Ubiquitous

Anatanais normani

Anatanais normani

Ciona intestinalis

Ciona intestinalis
c

Corophium acherusicum

Elasmopus rapax

Ctenodrilus serratus

Halosydna brevisetosa
Hydroides pacificus

Bydroides pacificus
c

Ctenodrilus serratus

Platynereis bicana liculata

Capitella capitata

Polydora limnicola
High Stress

Armandia bioculata

Balanus amphi trite

Balanus amp hi trite

Boccardia proboscida

b
b

c

Cirriformia luxuriosa

Capitella capita ta

b

c

Eumida sanguinea

E la smopu s rapax
c

Halosydna brevisetosa

Limnoria tripunctata

Ophiodromus pugettensis

Ophiodromus pugettensis

Photis bi fur cat

Polydora liqni

Schistomeringos lonqicornis

Polydora social is

Schistomeringos lonqicornis
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Seasonal variations .

The Allan Hancock Foundation generally determined that

most of the dominant species reached their peak abundances in the summerfall seasons of each year; a period of increased abundance from June to July

was followed by a period of increased settlement from late July to October.

Abundances generally declined during late November and December and remained
low until March.

They also determined exceptions to this trend involving

Mytilus edu lis and some polychaetous annelids, which were similar to
findings by Wolf son (1974) on Mytilus edulis . and Reish (1971) on polychaetes, Platynereis bicanalicuta and Capitella capitata .

Benthic fauna

Since 1950, Dr. D. J. Reish, California State University, Long Beach, has

been involved in numerous benthic studies concerning pollution and pollution
abatement within the Los Angeles-Long Eeach Harbor complex.

From September, 1970 to September, 1971, a monthly survey of benthic
polychaetes at seven stations in the U.S. Navy complex. Long Beach, was

undertaken by Hill and Reish (1975).

(See Figure 2.1.8.1.3-5.)

The Allan Hancock Foundation (AHF) has monitored part of outer Los Angeles
In 1973 and 1974, the foundation conducted a seasonal

Harbor since 1971.

survey of the entire harbor complex for the Corps of Engineers (AHF, 1975)

locations of the 34 benthic stations sampled in March, August, and November,
1973 and February,

1974 are shown on Figure 2.1.8.1.3-6.

Environmental Quality Analysts and Marine Biological Consultants (EQA and
MBC, 1975) collected samples at 14 inner harbor and 2 outer harbor stations
of Long Beach Harbor during February, May, August, and November,

Figure 2.1.8.1.3-7.)
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The Long Beach Harbor Consultants (1976) made a one-time benthic survey for
the Port of Long Beach.

They collected tenthic samples on 18 September 1974

at 26 infaunal stations throughout the Long Beach Harbor complex and at

stations outside the breakwaters.

Dominant species .

3

(See Figure 2.1.8.1.3-8.)

The Allan Hancock Foundation (1975)

,

Environmental

Quality Analysts and Marine Biological Consultants, Inc.

(1975)

and Long

Beach Harbor Consultants (1976) ranked the most dominant benthic species
found in their respective investigations.
2.1.8.1.3-7, and 2.1.8.1.3-8.)

listings that

5

(See Tables 2.1.8.1.3-6,

It is found through a comparison of their

species (all polychaete worms) are common to all three

investigations and are ranked within the most dominant species by each
investigator.

These five species are Tharyx sp.

,

Capitata ambiseta

Candida , Chaetozone corona , and Siqambra tentaculata .

Table 2.1.8.1.3-6
Most Abundant Benthic Species
in Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbor,

SPECIES
Tharyx

?

Percentage

pa rvus

Capitata ambiseta

14.87

Cossura Candida

13.44

Capitella capitata

Source :

1973-1974

5.70

Paraonis g„ oculata

2.63

Euchone limnicola

2.53

Chaetozone corona

2.12

Siqambra tentaculata

1.44

Prion ospio cirrif era

1.35

Allan Hancock Foundation, 1975.
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.

Cos sura

Table 2.1.8.1.3-7
Most Abundant Eenthic Species
in Long Beach Harbor, 1974

Rank

SPECIES

Species

Rank

May

February
Tharyx sp.

I

Tharyx sp.

1

Capitata ambiseta

2

Capitata ambiseta

2

Chaetozone corona

3

Chaetozone corona

3

Haploscoloplos elonqatus

It

Cossura Candida

4

Cos sura Candida

5

Haploscoloplos elonqatus

5

Sigambra tentaculata

6

Nephtys cornuta franciscana

6

Nephtys cornuta franciscana

7

Olgochaeta, unid.

7

Nereis sp.

8

Siqambra tentaculata

8

Clausidium vancouverenses

9

Nemertea, unid.

9

Mediomastus sp.

10

Hemicyclops thysanotus

10

November

August
1

Tharyx sp.

Capitellidae, unid.

2

Capitellidae, unid.

2

Cos sura Candida

3

Chaetozone corona

3

Chaetozone corona

H

Nephtys cornuta franciscana

a

Haploscoloplos elonqatus

5

Cossura Candida

5

Sigambra tentaculata

6

Notomastus sp.

6

Paraonis gracili s oculata

7

Haploscoloplos elonqatus

7

Clausidium vancouverense

3

Prionospio cirrifera

S

Nephtys cornut a franciscana

9

Siqambra tentaculata

Tharyx sp.

Nemertea, unid.

ii

a

a

HO

Nereis sp.

9

10

Source: Environmental Quality Analysts and Marine Eiological Consultants,
Inc., 1975.
a

Complex of at least two species (Capitata ambiseta and Mediomastus sp.).
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Table 2. 1.8.1.3-8
Ten Most Abundant Benthic Species
in Long Beach Harbor, September 1975

SPECIES

Source:

Percentage

Tharyx sp.

49.3

Cos sura Candida

20.4

Paroaonis gracilis oculata

3.4

Capitellidae, unid.

3.3

Eupbilomedes sp.

1.8

Euphilomedes carcharodonta

1.4

Nephtys cornuta franciscana

1.4

Sigambra tentaculata

1.4

Haploscoloplos elongatus

1.3

Chaetozone corona

0.7

Long Beach Harbor Consultants, 1976.

The most dominant benthic species for all three investigations was Tharyx
sp.

This species accounted for about 45 percent of all benthic organisms

collected in the harbor complex and identified to species level by AHF
(1975)

;

and also accounted for about 49 percent of all individuals collected

in Long Beach Harbor by the Long Beach Harbor Consultants (1976).

Ho (1974) in a biological discussion of marshes and bays of southe3:n
California states:

According to Kauwling and Reish (in press) , the polychaete
diversity is about egual in the four studied embayments of Southern
California, e.g., Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbors, Alamitos Bay,,
Anaheim Bay-Huntington Harbor, and Newport Bay.
Thirteen species and two genera of polychaetes are commonly
encountered in the bays. These taxa were so prevalent that one
could probably describe the benthos of any Southern California
embayment as being characterized by several or all of them.
However, many less frequently occurring species were collected,
from only one area, especially from the upper reaches of each
2-486

.

emfcayment (Reish in Barnard & Reish, 1959) .
Kauwling and Reish
have concluded further that all the prevalent species of
polychaetes were distinctly more abundant in one area or the other.
The single most common polychaete species in Southern California's
bays and harbors is probably Capitata ambiseta (sig) , which was
found in all studies and usually in substantial numbers.

Spatial distributions .

From the results of biological, chemical, and

physical surveys of the water mass and substrate at 54 stations in the

harbor complex during 1954, Reish (1959) divided the harbor complex, using

benthic polychaete associations as common elements, into five zones (see
Figure 2.1.8.1.3-9).

1.

These zones were:

Healthy zone, characterized by Tharvx parvus . Nereis procera and

Cossura Candida .

2.

Semihealthy zone

I,

characterized by Pseudopolydora paucibranchiata

and Dorvillea articulata .

3.

Semihealthy zone II, characterized by Cirriformia luxuriosa .

4.

Polluted zone, characterized by Capitella capitata .

5.

Very polluted zone, devoid of macroscopic life.

On 21 February 1968, the California Regional Water Quality control Board,
Los Angeles Region, issued an order prohibiting the discharge of oil

refinery wastes into Dominguez Channel.

After this directive, the 18 major

companies involved either ceased emptying their wastes into the channel or
eliminated the oxygen-depleting fraction of their discharge (Reish, 1972)
In 1970, upon receiving various reports that the biological condition of the

inner Los Angeles Harbor was improving, Reish sampled in the Consolidated
Slip the four bottom stations that he previously had sampled in 1954 (Reish,
1972).

life.

In 1954, Reish had found these stations to be devoid of macroscopic

Samples taken in 1970 showed marked changes for these stations; zone
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I

II

designation was changed from "very polluted" for 1954 to "polluted" and
"semihealthy zone I" for 1970.

For their 1970-1971 investigation. Hill and Reish (1975) classified the
benthic areas within the U.S. Havy complex according to the harbor zones
established earlier by Reish (1959).
area (Station

*$„

Ihey designated the innermost station

see Figure 2.1.8.1.3-7)

outermost station area (Station

as being a "polluted zone"; the

located outside the naval complex. Figure

7

2.1.8.1.3-7) as a "healthy zone"; and the area between Stations

designated as "semihealthy zones

I

U

and 7 was

and II."

Other investigators of the harbor complex since Reish (1959) and Hill and

Reish (1975) have delineated grouped areas of the harbor complex primarily
in accord with similarities in benthic species and their abundances.

The Allan Hancock Foundation (1975) determined that benthic species with

similar patterns of distribution and abundances formed five groups in the

harbor complex and that these groups are characterized by certain species.
The grouped benthic areas formulated by AHF (1975) are shown in Figure
2.1.8.1.3-10 and the species that characterize these groups are shown in

Table 2.1.8.1.3-9.
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Table 2.1.8,1.3-9

Characteristic Species of the Five Benthic
Station Groups of Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbor, 1973-1974

CHARACTERISTIC SPECIES

Station Group

Macoma acolasta

Notomastus tenuis
Prionospio pyqmaeus

Tellina modesta

Tharyx

?

parvus

w

Cos sura Candida

Haploscoloplos elongatus
Prionospio pinnata

Euchone limnicola

Callianassa
Cryptomya californica
Nephtys c„ franciscana

Schistomeringos lonqicornis

Capitella capitata
Ophiodromus pugettensis
Theora lubrica

Capitella c apitatae
Armandia biculata
Polydora liqni

Pseudopolydora paucibranchiata
Source:

Allan Hancock Foundation, 1975.
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The Long Beach Harbor Consultants

(1976)

determined a grouping of their

benthic stations in Long Beach Harbor for September, 1975 based upon changes
in species structure.

Their 26 stations formed four major groups,

Figure 2.1.8.1.3-11.)

They found that the top-ranked species were

(See

widespread over all their stations, but occurred in their greatest abundance
in the inner and middle harbor and parts of outer Long Beach HarborTherefore, according to the Long Beach Harbor Consultants (1976), the

primary factor separating these groups was the many species that occurred
with very limited abundance.

These species accounted for 92 percent of the

total number of species collected.

None of the recent benthic investigators (AHF, 1975; EQA and KBC, 1975; and

Long Beach Harbor Consultants, 1976) of the harbor complex have found
benthic areas that can be designated {according to Reish's classification)
"very polluted."

There are indications that the benthic conditions are

still progressively improving.

The Allan Hancock Foundation generally

addresses this change (Port of Long Beach, 1976)

:

In 1973 to early 1974 sampling, common inner harbor polychaete
species found by HEP [AHF] were Capitella capitata and
Schistomeringos lonqicornis , well-known indicators of pollution;
channel stations contained large numbers of transitional organisms.
Although methods differed, the EQA/MBC 1971 survey supported this,
and found Capitella capitata and Schistomeringos longicornis in
Channel Two only, with the rest of the inner harbor containing
Tharyx and Cos sura . Samples taken in 1975 by MBC (Long Beach
Harbor Consultants [1976]) seemed to show a marked improvement in
Channel Two by the presence of Tharyx and absence of Capitell a
capitata .

Species diversity .

Through a review of recent benthic investigations within

the harbor complex, there are indications that species diversity (especially

within the inner harbor areas) is progressively increasing.

This increase

is probably due to the harbor's pollution abatement program initiated by a

California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Los Angeles Region, order
issued in February, 1968.
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inner to outer
In general, there is an increase in species diversity from

harbor areas.

The Allan Hancock Foundation (1975) found that the outer harbor complex
(Groups V and W; see Figure 2.1.8.1.3-10) generally supported a relatively

diverse and abundant infaunal community.
stations (Groups Y and

Z,

They found that their inner harbor
supported a relatively

see Figure 2.1.8.1.3-10)

depauperate infauna; several of the regular inhabitants are indicators of

They also found that

polluted or otherwise highly stressed environments.

their channel stations (Group X, see Figure 2.1.8.1.3-10) supported a faunal
assemblage transitional between their inner and outer stations.

The Allan Hancock Foundation (Port of Long Beach, 1976), specifically
dealing only with the areas of Long Beach Harbor, determined that the outer

Long Beach Harbor supports a rich and diverse fauna containing large numbers
of Tharyx and Cossura , generally used by Reish

indicators.

(1959)

as "healthy zone"

They also found that the inner Long Eeach Harbor benthos

(probably Channels

2

and

3)

and that of the U.S. Navy complex, based upon

AHF's review of Hills' 1970-1971 studies, supports a fauna low in species
numbers yet high in number of individuals.

This situation is common for

environments under stress.

Environmental Quality Analysts and Marine Biological consultants,, inc.

(EQA

from
and MBC, 1975) found that species diversity tended to increase slightly

their inner to outer Long Beach Harbor stations.

Beach Harbor Consultants

According to the Long

(1976), the benthic fauna in most areas of Long

Beach Harbor was rich and diverse at the time of their September,, 1974
investigations.

They also determined that species diversity increased from

their inner to outer Long Beach Harbor stations.

Their highest species

diversity values occurred at their stations off Pier J and outside the
breakwaters.

(See Figure 2.1.8.1.3-12.)
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Seasonal variations .

In general, the tenth ic population in the harbor

complex is probably higher during the summer than in the winter.

Environmental Quality Analysts and Marine Biological Consultants,, Inc.

(EQA

and MBC, 1975) observed peaks in the infaunal parameters (number of
individuals and species) in May, 1974 among their outer Long Beach Harbor
stations.

They indicated that the peaks could be due to recruitment of

settling benthic larvae.

The Hill and Reish data on seasonal variation indicated that the polychaete
populations in their study area are most abundant during the summer months,

with a lower number recorded during the winter period (Bill and Reish,
1975).

Environmental Protection Agency 100-fathom dredge spoil disposal sit e, L&-2 f

outside the harbor complex .

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 100-

fathom dredge spoil disposal site LA- 2 (33°37«06" H» 118°17 8 24« W) lies on
the San Pedro slope, which is a seaward downsloping extension of the San
Pedro shelf.

(See Figure 2.1.8.1.3-13.)

This site is located about 5.8

nautical miles from the mouth of Los Angeles Harbor (Angels Gate)

.

The area

of deposition is within a 1,000-yard radius of the site's latitudinal and

longitudinal coordinates.

There are no recent biological investigations of

the benthic habitat in the vicinity of this site.

Hartman (1955) conducted

an extensive sampling program of the benthos of the San Pedro region from
1952 to 195t; more than 300 benthic samples were collected from stations

throughout the region.
area; some of Hartman a

vicinity of the EPA

The San Pedro slope lies within Hartman*
s

s

study

benthic sampling stations were in the general

site,,

Concerning the benthos of the San Pedro slope,

Hartman (1966) stated:

Surface sediments are mainly silt, mud„ and clay, with rocky rubble
and gravel in the vicinities of sea mounts [ large rocky outcrops
not in the general vicinity of EPA's site].
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Biomass
The fauna in the soft bottoms is diversified and patchy.
values at depths of 90 to 100 fnis approach 100 grams to a sample;
these values diminish to a fraction of a gram at greatest depth,
showing a more or less steady decline with depth.

Various species of polychaetes, echinoderms, mollusks, and crustaceans were
predominant organisms found on the slope; polychaetes represented the
greater number of species and specimens collected by Bartman.

It is estimated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers that normally about

150,000 cubic yards of dredge spoil is deposited at the LA-2 site per year.

The site was first utilized sometime during 1975.

Because LA-2 is currently

being used for spoil deposition, the previous information might not be
specifically pertinent to the site.

Rocky shore fauna

Man-made structures, such as the San Pedro, Middle, and Long Beach

breakwaters and the shoreline revetments that line the harbor's channels and
landfills, offer habitat for numerous species of rocky shore invertebrates.

As previously mentioned, Reish has been involved in numerous biological
studies of the Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbor complex since 1950.

In

October, 1970, he observed marked improvements in the biological conditions
of fouling communities on boat docks and fcenthic communities in the

Consolidated Slip-East Basin region of inner Los Angeles Harbor (Reish,
1972).

The improvements were attributed to a 1968 order by the California

Regional Water Quality Control Board, Los Angeles Region (CRWQCB-L&R)
prohibiting the discharge of oil refinery wastes into Dominquez Channel.

Reish surveyed six boat dock stations in October, 1970 to determine if
fouling organisms were present (see Figure 2.1.8.1.3-1** and Table
2.1.8.1.3-10) and compared his findings with his earlier investigations.

Over a period of years prior to October, 1970, only a few fouling organisms
were observed on the boat dock at Station LA-50, and these consisted of
blue-green algae, tubificid oligochaetes, and rat-tailed maggots.
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Table 2.1.8 .1.3-10

Fouling Organisms Collected From Boat Docks at Selected
Stations in Los Angeles Harbor, 30 October 1970

Stations
51

SPECIES

50

49

54

26

Algae:
Antithamion.

occidentale
X

Blue-green, unid.

X

Cladophora sp.
Enteromorpha crinita

XX

Ulva lobata

XX

XX

XX

X

X

X

x

x

XX

X

X

X

Sponges, unid.

coelenterata:

Anthopleura
X

elegantissima

X

Diadume leucolena

Obelia sp.

Tubularia sp.

X

X

xx

X

X

X

Turbellarian, unid.
Nemertea:

Emplectonema gracilis
Polychaeta:

Amphiduros pacificis

X

X

Cirriformia luxuriosa

X

X
X

Eumida sanguinea
Source:

Reish, 1972.

a

X denotes presence.

b

XX denotes dominance.
Eupomatus gracilis
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Table 2,1.8.1.3-10 (Continued)

Stations

SPECIES
Halosydna brevisetosa
Hydroides pacificus

51

50

X

X

XX

X

54

26

X

X

X

X

XX

XX

X

X

49

7

X

Neris qrubei

Ophiodromus
puqettensis

X

X

X

X

Polyophthalmus
pictus

X

Sabella media

X

Gastropoda:
X

Acmaea limatual
A.

X

scabra
X

Amphissa versicolor
Crepidula onyx

X

Dirona pi eta

X

X

Hermissenda
crassicornis
Pelecypoda:

Hiatella arctica

X

X

X

X

X

Mytilus edulis

X

X

XX

XX

XX

Barnacles:

Balanus amphi trite
B.

X

XX

X

crenatus

Chthalamus

X

f issus

Isopoda:

Ciliocoela gilliana
Limnoria tri punctata
Amphipoda:

Caprella sp.
Corophiurn
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Table 2.1.8 .1.3-10 (Continued)

Stations

SPECIES

51

50

H9

54

26

acherisicum

X

Elasmopus rapax

X

Unid. species

X

X

Decapoda:

Pachygrapsus
crassipes
Ectoprocta:

Bugula californica

X

X

X

B. neritina

X

X

X

XX
X

Cryptosula pallasiana

X

Holoporella brennea

X

Schizoporella

unicornis
Tunicata:

Botryllus sp.

X

Ciona intestinalis

X

Stye la plicata

X

Number of species

13

15
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16

18

27

37

boat docks at LA-54, five species of polychaetes (with Capitella capitata
dominating), green alga Enteromorpha crinata , chironomid larvae, and

tubificid oligochaetes were present.

Curing his October, 1970 survey, Reish

collected 15 and 18 species from Stations LA-50 and LA-54, respectively.
The number of species collected indicated marked improvements of the

communities associated with the boat docks of the inner Los Angeles Harbor
complex.

Many of these species, such as Crepidula onyx , Hermissenda

crassicornis , and Balanus amphi trite (Table 2.1.8.1.3-10), are also

organisms commonly associated with rocky shore habitats.

This association

indicates a probable corresponding improvement of the communities associated

with rocky shore habitats of the inner harbor complex.

In September,

1975, the Long Beach Harbor Consultants

(1976)

conducted an

intertidal-subtidal survey of the rocky shore flora and fauna of outer Long
Beach Harbor.

Their nine station transects were located on the middle

breakwater and on revetments of the Navy Mole and Pier J, Long Beach Harbor.
(See Figure 2.1.7.1.3-12.)

Invertebrate species were collected by AHF (1976) in summer 1974 during the
course of their subtidal algae survey of the harbor's breakwaters (AHF,
1976).

On

19

(See Figure 2.1.7.1.3-10.)

May 1976, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers made general qualitative

observations of the flora and fauna along the Pier J and Pier F, Long Beach

Harbor revetments.

Number of species .

(See Figure 2.1.8.1.3-15.)

The Long Beach Harbor Consultants (1976)

recorded about

10 4 species of intertidal and subtidal invertebrates in their quantitative

portions of their September surveys.

An additional 128 species of

intertidal invertebrates from eight of their nine stations were collected

from scrapings at the 0.0-foot level.

The scrapings were taken because of

the difficulty (from tidal surge and wave action) of proceeding with their

intertidal stratified random sampling technique.
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In the quantitative
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Corps of Engineers flora and fauna
observation locations, Pier J and Pier F,
1976
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portion of their investigation, they found 35 invertebrate species
intertidally and 69 species subtidally.

A list of intertidal-subtidal invertebrates recorded by the Long Beach
Harbor Consultants (1976) for their survey station (Station 23, see Figure
2. 1.7. 1.3-12)

on Pier J, Long Beach, is presented in Table 2.1.8.1.3-11.

A

list of intertidal invertebrates observed at five locations on Pier J and

Pier F, Long Beach Harbor, by the Corps of Engineers on 16 May 1976 is
presented in Table 2.1.8.1.3-12.

Table 2.1.8.1.3-11
Invertebrates Recorded for

Intertidal-subtidal Survey Station on
Pier J, Long Beach (September, 1975)

INTERTIDAL SPECIES

SUBTIDAL SPECIES

Anthopleura xanthoqrammica

Anthopleura xanthoqrammica

Serpulidae, unid.

Corynacti s californica

Balanua qlandula

Muricea californica

Chthamalus sp.

Balanus qlandula

Tetraclita squamosa

Mitre 11a carinata

Odostomia sp.

rubescens
Acmaeaidae, unid.

Tegula sp.

Collisella digitalis

Parastichopus parvimensis

Collisella limatula

Patiria miniata

Collisella scabra

Pisaster qiqanteus

ochraceus

Littorina plan axis

P.

Acanthina spirata

S trongyloce ntrotu s f ranciscanus

purpuratus

Mytilus eduli s

S.

Pis aster ochraceus

Aglophenia disper

Strongylocentrotus
purpuratus
Source:

Long Beach Harbor Consultants

(1
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976)

Table 2.1.8.1.3-12
Intertidal Invertebrates from General Observations
on Pier J and Pier F, Long Beach Harbor
(16 May 1976)

location
SPECIES

(see Figure 2.1.8.1.3-14)

12

Anthopleura eleqantissima

X

Anthopleura xanthoqrammica

3

X

X

X

x

Corynactis sp.

4

5

X

X

Balanus qlandula

X

X

X

X

X

Chthamalus sp.

X

X

X

X

X

Pollicipes polymerus

X

X

X

X

Tetraclita squamosa

X

X

X

X

Ligia occidentalis

X

X

X

X

X

Pachyqrapsus crassipes

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

rubescens

Nuttaiina fluxa
Mopalia mucosa

X

Collisella diqitalis

X

X

X

X

X

Collisella scabra

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Meqathura crenata

X

X

Haliotis cracherodii

X

X

X

tcttia qiqantea

X

X

Littorina planaxis

X

8

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Tequla funebralis

X

X

Acanthina spirata

X

X

Ceratostoma nuttalli

X

X

X

X

X

X

Ocesiebra poulsoni

Mytiius spp.
Source;

X

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
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X

Table 2.1.8.1.3-12 (Continued)

Location
(see Figure 2.1.8.1.3-14)

SPECIES

Patiria miniata

X

X

X

X

Pis aster ochraceus

X

X

X

X

Strongylocentrotus

X

X

X

X

purpuratus
Plocamia karykina

Dominant

s pecies .

The majority of the dominant intertidal and subtidal

invertebrates recorded by EQA and MBC during 1974 and the Long Beach Harbor

Consultants in September, 1975 were suspension feeders.
determined from EQA and MBC's (1975) data that

7

It has been

species of invertebrates

(Table 2.1.8.1.3-13) were among the 10 most dominant species of intertidal

organisms (invertebrates and algae) found during their rocky shore
investigation of inner Long Beach Harbor.

It has also been determined from

EQA and MBC (1975) data that 13 species of invertebrates (Table
2.1.8.1.3-13) were among the 20 most dominant subtidal organisms found.
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Table 2.1.8.1.3-13

Dominant Intertidal-Subtidal Invertebrates
Data for Inner Long Beach Harbor

INTEF.TIDAL SPECIES

SUBTIEAL SPECIES

Chthamalus sp.

Haliciona sp.
a

Balanus glandula

Bougainvilliidae, unid.
a

Balanus amphi trite

Ceriantharia, unid.

Tetraclita squamosa

Diadumene leucolena

elegan s

Hydroida, unid.
a

Cirripedia, unid.

spirorbis sp.

Mytilus edulis

Cirriformia luxurios a

Collisella scabra

Eupomatus sp.

Hydroides sp.
Polvdora sp.

Amphi pod tube, unid.
Balanus amphitrite

Balanus glandula
Source: Environmental Quality Analysts and Marine Biological Consultants,
Inc. (1975)
a

Occurred as one of the 10 dominant inter tidal species during three out
of four seasonal surveys.

From the Long Beach Harbor Consultants'
outer Long Beach Harbor rocky shore,

8

(1976)

September, 1975 data of the

species of invertebrates were among

the 14 most dominant intertidal organisms found; 11 species of invertebrates

among the 20 most dominant subtidal organisms found (see Table
2.1.8.1.3-14)
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Table 2.1.8.1.3-14

Dominant Intertidal-Subtidal Invertebrates
Data for Outer long Beach Harbor, September, 1975

SOETIDAL SPECIES

INTERTIDAL SPECIES

Chtbamalus spp.

Corynactis californica

Anthopleura elegantissima

Crisia sp.

Balanus qlandula

Tetraclita squamosa rubescens
Membranipora tuberculata

Tetraclita squamosa

Alqaophenia dispar

rubescens

Collisella scabra

S tr onqy loce nt r otu s purpuratus

Collisella digitalis

Balanus sp.

Pisaster ochraceus

Diadumene sp.

Hydroides sp.
Patiria miniata
Source:

Long Beach Harbor Consultants (1976)

The mobile invertebrates, such as the rock louse, Liqia occiden talis , and

striped shore crab, P achyqr apsus crassipes , were not recorded in the

quantitative portions of EQA and MBC's (1975) and the Long Beach Harbor
Consultants'

(1976)

investigation of inner and outer Long Beach Harbor.

This was due to a limitation of their quantitative survey technique, which
is that relatively fast-moving species, such as the two species mentioned,
It was noted during the TJ.S. Army

are extremely difficult to quantify.

Corps of Engineers" general qualitative observations on 16 May 1976 that

L.

occidentalis and P. crassipes were in relative abundance at all locations on

Pier J and Pier F, Long Beach Harbor.

(See Figure 2.1.8.1.3-15.)

These two

species reside in areas of the intertidal rocky shore immediately above the

water level where their vertical positions change in relation to the tides.
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In general, the dominant rocky shore invertebrates recorded by EQA S MBC
(1975) and the Long Beach Harbor Consultants

(1976)

are species commonly

associated with similar rocky shore habitats of Southern California.

Species diversity .
Consultants, Inc.

Environmental Quality Analysts and Marine Biological
(1975)

generally concluded that the number of intertidal

and subtidal species (flora and fauna combined) increased from inner to

outer reaches of their study area (inner Long Beach Harbor)

.

The Long Beach

Harbor Consultants (1976) generally concluded that there was a gradual
increase in the number of intertidal species (flora and fauna combined) and

abundances from shoreline stations (Navy Mole and Pier

J)

to outer

breakwater stations (seaward face of the Middle Breakwater)

.

They also

generally concluded (Long Beach Harbor Consultants, 1976) that subtidally
the total number of individuals and species and species diversity values
(flora and fauna combined) were greater for stations on the seaward face of

the middle breakwater and that the landward face of the breakwater did not

differ appreciably from their shoreline stations.

When generally viewing the Long Beach Harbor Consultants'

(1976)

investigative findings of the inner Long Eeach Harbor as a continuum of EQA
and MBC's (1975) investigative findings, it can be deduced that there is a

general increase in intertidal- subtidal species diversity from inner Long
Beach Harbor to the seaward face of the middle breakwater.
specific exceptions to this pattern.

There are

A notable exception is that the Long

Beach Harbor Consultants (1976) found an overall scarcity in species and
individuals on their Navy Mole stations.

A review of their data shows that

this is particularly so for their Station 13.

(See Figure 2.1.7.1.3-2.)

This condition could have been attributed to the presence of oil and heavy
siltation on the substrate (Long Beach Harbor Consultants, 1976).

In the inner Long Beach Harbor, EQA and MBC

(1975)

found a trend in inter-

tidal species diversity; the +1. 0-foot tidal level achieved the highest

diversity (abundant number of barnacles, mollusks, and algae were typical of
2-510

this level), whereas values decreased at 0.0-foot levels and +2. 0-foot to
+5. 0-foot levels.

In outer Long Beach Harbor, the Long Beach Harbor

Consultants (1976) found a gradual rise in intertidal species and
individuals' abundance from tidal level

+ 5.0

feet to +1.0 foot.

They

attributed this to a decrease in environmental stresses when approaching
lower water levels.

Spatial variations .

According to the Environmental Quality Analysts and

Marine Biological Consultants, Inc.

(1975):

A well-known feature of the intertidal area along rocky shores is
that the plant and animal life displays a vertical zonation pattern
and is typical of similar vertical biological patterns observed in
Zonation is also present subtidally,
the Long Beach study area.
but only in the intertidal region is it so strikingly apparent.
The literature is rich with descriptions and classifications of
tide zones and explanations as to their cause. The major
influences responsible for intertidal zonation are exposure, shore
climate, food and grazing pressure, available places in which to
live, hazards of larval settlement and predation which all act
synergistically to create specific zonation patterns within the
community (Hodgkin, 1959).

Environmental Quality Analysts and Marine Biological Consultants, Inc.
(1975)

found general horizontal and vertical variations in the distributions

of three of their top ranked intertidal invertebrates.

Balanus amphi trite

was found to be predominant in their inner study area stations, such as
I-S3, I-S9, and I-S10

foot and +2.0 feet.

(see Figure 2.1.7.1.3-11), at tidal levels of +1.0

Balanus glandula was found to display a contrasting

pattern of distribution with peak abundances in their outer study area
stations, such as I-S6, I-S7, and I-S8, at tidal levels +3.0 feet and +4.0
feet.

Chthamalus sp., like B. glandula, was found in greatest numbers at

their cuter study area stations but preferred tidal levels +2.0 feet and
+3.0 feet.

The Long Beach Harbor Consultants addressed zonation variances in their
outer Long Beach Harbor study area and found (Long Beach Harbor Consultants,
1976)

3.0

that Chthamalus spp. and Balanus glandula dominated the zone between
feet and +5.0 feet.

They also found that the tidal zone between 0.0
2-511

feet and +3.0 feet was colonized either by the Anthropleura - Prionitis facies

along the seaward face of the breakwater or by Anthropleur - Tetraclita facies
along the landward face of the breakwater.

Seasonal variations .

The only published information concerning seasonal

variations of marine algae within the harbor complex was compiled by EQA and
MBC (1975) for inner Long Beach Harbor during 1974.

In general, seasonal

trends in the intertidal population were not observed by EQA and MBC in
their study results.

However, they stated that subtle trends could have

existed but were masked by their data-pooling procedures (EQA and MBC,

According to EQA and MBC (1975), lack of seasonality indicates a

1975).

short-term temporal stability of the intertidal community.

Analysis of

subsequent sampling may isolate long-term cyclic fluctuations within one or
several populations.

Piling organisms

There are no comprehensive studies concerning the communities associated

with dock, pier, and mooring piles that are located throughout the harbor
complex.
(1975)

A limited study was conducted by the Allan Hancock Foundation

involved piling surveys of inner Los Angeles Harbor.

made in association with their settling rack investigation.

This study was

The Allan

Hancock Foundation made a general comparative analysis of the dominant
species making up the pile community of inner Los Angeles Harbor, with

dominant species recorded for one of their settling rack stations (Station
C7)

located in Slip No.

1.

A composite picture of the piling community of inner Los Angeles Harbor was
made by AHF (1975) from six piling surveys conducted at Slip No.
5,

and the East Basin Channel.

1,

Slip No.

Another limited piling study was conducted

by the Los Angeles Harbor Department (1975)
Channel, Los Angeles Harbor, were surveyed.
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;

pilings in the East Basin

A list of 15 dominant species found by AHF (1975) to

Dominant species .

represent the piling community of inner Los Angeles Harbor is presented in

Table 2.1.8.1.3-15.

The Allan Hancock Foundation (1975) found that of the

15 dominant pile community species, 9 were also associated with the list of

dominant settling organisms.

The dominant piling species discussed by the

Los Angeles Harbor Department (1975) are similar to those found by AHF.

Spatial Variations .

The Los Angeles Harbor Department (1975) discussed a

general scheme of vertical distribution of piling organisms associated with

berths in the East Basin channel, Los Angeles Harbor.

They stated that the

upper levels of the pilings, which withstand more prolonged desiccation, are
dominated primarily by the arthropod Balanus sp. and by the bay mussel

Mytilus edulis .

At depths below the 10-foot level, there was a general

displacement of Mytilus edulis by the tunicate Ciona intestinalis .
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Table 2.1.8.1.3-15
Dominant Piling Organisms of
Inner Los Angeles Harbor
(A

Composite of Species From Six Surveys)
SPECIES

Cirratulus ci rratus
Polydora limnicola

Spirorbidae polychaeta
Hydroides pacificus

Limnoria tri punc tata
Mvtilus edulis
Balanus spp.
Balanus amphitrite

Paracerceis spp.

Anatanais normani
Elasmopus rapax
Jassa falcata

Corophium acherusicum
Caprella californica
Ciona intestinalis
Source:

Allan Hancock Foundation, 1975

Sandy teach fauna

The Allan Hancock Foundation's biological investigation of sandy beaches

associated with the harbor complex was conducted in two parts, the first

part by Straughan and Patterson (1975) and the second part by Straughan
(1975).

The two-part investigation was designed to describe the intertidal

ecology of macroinvertebrates on beaches that are widely used by the public
and adjacent to domestic and industrial effluents (Straughan. and Patterson,
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1975).

The three sandy beaches surveyed were Inner and Outer Cabrillo

Beaches and Long Beach.

Outer Cabrillo Beach

(a

(See Figure 2.1.8.1.3-16.)

marine preserve) is exposed to wave action, and

Inner Cabrillo Beach and the Long Beach study area are protected from the

harbor's breakwater.

All three beaches are used by the general public and

are raked above the intertidal area and along the swash zone to remove trash
and algal deposits (Straughan, 1975)

The initial investigation period (September, 1971 to September, 1972)
involved monthly surveys of Inner and Cuter Cabrillo Beaches.

The second

investigation period (March, 1973 to July, 1974) involved bimonthly surveys
A

of Inner and Outer Cabrillo Beaches and the Long Beach study area.

stratified random sampling method was used for all surveys.

Mumber of species .

During the initial investigation period, totals of 29

and 26 species were recorded for Inner and Outer Cabrillo Beaches,
respectively; during the second investigation period, 29, 18, and

9

species

were recorded for Inner and Outer Cabrillo Eeaches and Long Beach,
The same numbers of species were found at

respectively (Straughan, 1975).

Inner Cabrillo Beach for each investigation period; however, 11 species from

the initial investigation period were replaced by 11 other species in the
Of 26 species recorded for Outer Cabrillo

second period (Straughan, 1975).

Beach during the initial investigation period, 13 species were not recorded
for the second period; however,
of

8

5

new species were recorded for a total loss

species between the two periods.

A list of invertebrates recorded for

each sandy beach during the two investigation periods is presented in Table
2.1.8.1.3-16.

Characteristic species .

According to Straughan (1975)

,

Outer Cabrillo Beach

was characterized by species found in relatively coarse-sand, open-ocean
beaches; and Inner Cabrillo Beach was dominated by species found in finer
sand areas usually exposed to less wave action.
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(See Table 2.1.8.1.3-17.)
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2.1.8.1.3-16

AHF sandy beach study areas, 1975

Straughan and Patterson, 1975

Table 2.1.8 .1.3-16
Occurrence of Sandy Beach Species at Each Survey Site (1971-1974)

MAJOR ASSEMBLAGE
Genus Species

Outer Cabrillo
1971-72 1973-74

Inner Cabrillo Lonq Beach
1971-72 1973-74
1973-7H

CRUSTACEA
Allorchestes compressa
Blepharipoda occidentalis
Caprella brevirostris
Caprella californica

Caprella verrucos a

X

Cirolana chiltoni
Emerita analoga

X

Heterophoxus sp.

X

x

X

X

X

Isochelespilosus
Lepidopa myops
Paraphoxus epistomus

INSECTA

VERMES

Capitella capitata

X

Capitellidae

X

Cirriformia spirabrancha

X

X

Dispio sp.

X

X

Eunicidae

x

Euzonus dillonensis

X

Glycera convoluta

X

Glycera branchiopoda

x

Glycera tenuis
Source:

X
X

X

Straughan (1975)
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Table 2.1.8.1.3-16

MAJOR ASSEMBLAGE
Genus Species

Outer Cabrillo
1971-72 1973-74

(continued)

Inner Cabrillo Long Beach
1971-72 1973-71* " 1973-7H

Glyceridae

X

X

X

Hemipodus borealis

X

X

X

Lumbrineris zonata

X

X

X

Lumbrineridae

X

X

X

Maqelona pitelkai

X

X

X

Magelonidae

X

Nephtys cal i for niensis

X

Nephtys caecoides

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Nephtys sp.

X

X

X

X

X

Nephtyidae

X

X

X

X

Nerinides acuta

X

X

X

X

Nephtys

f erruqinea

X

Nothria eleqans

Notomastus tenuis

X

Notomastus sp.

X

Orbiniidae

X

Spiophanes bombyx

Spionidae

X

X

X

X

Spiochaetopterus costarum
Paranoides platybranchia

X

X

X

X

X

Pectinaria californiensis

:

X

Platynereis bicanaliculata

i

Unid. sp.

X

Annelid fraqments

X

X

Nemertea sp. A

X

X

Nemertea sp . B

X

X
i

X
X

Sipunculoidea
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Table

MAJOR ASSEMBLAGE
Genus Species

2.

1.8.1.3-16

Outer Cabrillo
1971-72 1973-7U

(continued)

Inner Cabrillo Long Be ach
1971-72 1973-7U
1973-74

MOLLUSCA
Donax qouldii

Olivella biplicata

X

Tivela stultorum

X

PISCES

Leuresthes tenuis

TOTAL

x

26

29
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Table 2.1.8.1.3-17
Common Sandy Beach Species

Characterizing Inner and Outer Cafcrillo Eeaches
From March, 1973 to July, 1971

OUTER
SPECIES

INNER
SPECIES

Glycera convoluta

Emerita ana3.oga

Lumbrineris zonata

Nerinides acuta

Maqelona pitelkai

Hemipodus borealis

Dispio sp.

Blepharipoda occidentalis

Olivella biplicata

Euzonus dillonensis

Cirriformia spirabranchia
Source:

Straughan, 1975.

Species diversity .

According to Straughan (1975)

,

Inner Cabrillo Beach was

the richest in terms of number of species and specimens.

Outer Cabrillo

Beach supported fewer species and specimens than Inner Cabrillo Beach,, and

Long Beach was depauperate in number of species and specimens.

The

difference in the number of species and specimens between Inner and Outer

Cabrillo Beaches was consistent with the general trend of fewer organisms on
coarse grain* exposed beaches, such as Outer Cabrillo Beach, than on fine
grain, sheltered beaches, such as Inner Cabrillo Eeach (Straughan, 1975)

Straughan (1975) suggested that some pollution source is responsible for the
sparsity of biota at the Long Beach study area.

More recent unpublished

information by the Allan Hancock Foundation (1976) concerning computer

mapping of water-quality parameters and diver surveys of the interface of
the Los Angeles River and harbor have shown that a high level of organic

load is entering the harbor and may be affecting the recreational beaches.

A consistent finding for all three beaches was the complete absence of
species above high tide level and the lack of species at upper intertidal
levels (Straughan, 1975)

.

This was no doubt associated with beach-cleaning
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activities which remove the needed food sources for species that would
normally inhabit these areas (Straughan, 1975)

Seasonal variations .

Straughan (1975) concluded that no consistent seasonal

trends were observed for the three sandy beaches.

San Pedro Bay fish populations

The fish populations in the Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbor complex are very
The protected harbor, abundant food, increased productivity, and

rich.

diverse bottom type contribute to this richness.

The abundant zooplankton

population provides food for anchovies and juvenile croakers; the muddy

bottoms and rich polychaete communities attract flatfish; and the rocky
substrates and pilings attract rockfish, surf perch, and blennies.

The

standing crop of fish in the complex is estimated to range from 1,540,000

pounds to 3,520,000 pounds.
of the standing crop

Annual productivity is estimated at 56 percent

{862,400 to 1,971,200 lbs)

(AHF,

1975).

Using otter trawls and gill nets, 132 fish species (Table A2. 1. 8. 1.
have been documented in the harbor complex.
harbor.

3. -1)

Eight species dominate the

The most abundant is the white croaker, Genyonemus lineatus,

representing over 50 percent of the catch.

The other seven species, in

order, are northern anchovy, Enqraulis mordax , California tonguefish,

Symphurus atricauda , speckled sanddab, Ci thar ichthys stigmaeus , white sea
perch, Phanerodon furcatus, gueenfish, Seriphus politus , shiner perch,

Cymatogaster aqgregata , and hornyhead turbot, Pleuronichthys verticalis .

The samplings indicate three major groups or distributional patterns of fish
(see Figure 2.1.8.1.3-17)

(Stephens, Terry and Allen,

1974).

The northern anchovy is an integral part of the fish population in San Pedro
Bay.

there.

An important anchovy live bait fishery and nursery ground exists
Thus, anchovy are discussed in more detail in a subsequent section.
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Figure

2=1

1.3-17

Distributional pattern of fishes in Los AngelesLong Beach Harbor, 1974

Distributional patterns are limited by different spatial and energy
requirements and identified by representative species.

Their requirements

can be identified by different water column positions.

These positions are

categorized as follows:

1.

—

Obligate benthos

majority of existence spent in contact with the

bottom.

2.

—

Facultative benthos

considerable portion of existence spent on

the bottom but feed in the water column.

3.

Benthos feeders

—

live above the bottom but feed on benthic

organisms.

t.

Water column fish

5.

Epi pelagic

—

—

live and feed throughout the water column.

plankton feeders.

Table 2.1.8.1.3-18 shows the species composition within the water column
positions.
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Table 2.1.8.1.3-18
Spatial Relationships of Fishes in Soft Bottom Community

Description

SPECIES

Obligate benthos

Symphurus atricauda

Citharichthys stigmaeus
Pleuronichthys verticalis
P.

decurrens

Paralichthys californicus

Lepidogobius lepidus

Facultative benthos

Porichthys myriaster
Sebastes miniatus

Scorpaena guttata

Paralatrax nebulifer
P.

maculatofasciatus

Sy nodus lucioceps

Sebastes serranoides

(adults)

Genyonemus lineatus

Benthos feeders

Phanerodon furcatus

Embiotcca jacksoni
Damalichthys vacca

Seriphus politus

Cymatoqaster aggregata

Water column fish

Sebastes saxicola
S.

goodei

S.

serranoides

(juveniles)

Seriphus politus
Source:

Stephens, Terry and Allen, 1971, Table
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H.

Category

Table 2.1.8.1.3-18 (Continued)

Category

Description

SPECIES

Epipelagic fish

Enqraulis mordax

Atherinops affinis

The area from the Long Beach gate to the mouth of Fish Harbor and the Navy

Mole is extremely rich in croakers and California tonguefish.

They

apparently are substrate dependent and can tolerate low dissolved oxygen
(DO)

concentrations as well as organically rich benthic conditions.

Such

conditions support large polychaete populations that attract large numbers

Grazing and tolerance of

of grazers (benthos feeders) such as croakers.

nutrient enrichment and low oxygen tension explain the numerical superiority
of the croakers (Stephens, Terry and Allen,

1974).

The west end of the outer harbor from Angels Gate to Fish Harbor has
numerous flatfish species, but relatively low abundance.

Distance from the

various outfalls decreases nutrient accumulation in this area (Stephens,

Terry and Allen, 1974).

An abundant assemblage of rockfish species inhabit the bottom in the central

harbor area along the middle breakwater.

This area has the most species

diversity because of the good water quality (Stephens, Terry and Allen,
1974)

Bottom fish such as the specklefin midshipman, Porichthys myriaster, and bay
goby, Lepidoqobius lepidus , are co-abundant.

They occur from the middle

breakwater toward the Navy Mole and the east end of the harbor.
2.1.8.1.3-18.)

(See Figure

The schooling behavior of the surfperch makes their

distribution less predictable.

Apparently a reciprocal relationship exists

between the white seaperch and the shiner perch.

(See Figure 2.1.8.1.3-19.)

Northern anchovy inhabit the area shown in Figure 2.1.8.1.3-20.
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Anchovies
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Figure

2.1.8.1.3-19

Stephens etal, 1974

Differences in relative abundance of two surf perch species with
station, Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbor, 1974

I

CO

L0N3 BEACH BREAKWATER

SAN PEDRO BAY

O

SCALE

NOTE:

|
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\

|

APPROXIMATELY 90 PERCENT OF THE BAIT-FISHERY
EFFORT IS CONCENTRATED IN THE SHADED AREA.

Figure

2.1.8.1.3-20

Northern anchovy occurrence area in the Los
Angeles-Long Beach Harbor, 1975

Source:

Brewer, 1975

.

appear to avoid areas with either low or excessively high oxygen concen-

trations nutrient enrichment, and abiotic factors explain the anchovies'
abundance.

The majority of the harbor species are seasonally less abundant in the
winter, the result of both migration and attrition (Stephens, Terry and
Allen, 1974).

The

The white croaker is the species most frequently caught in the harbor.
large numbers of juveniles taken from July to October indicate high

recruitment during this time.

Croaker abundance decreases in winter.

The

lew winter density of croakers in the harbor may be due to migration,

attrition, and the croakers' spring and early summer spawning habits.
However, the white croaker population may be endemic to the harbor (AHF,
1975).

If so, recruitment and attrition, not migration, probably account

for the summer peaks and winter lows, respectively.

Most of the rockfish in the harbor complex are juveniles and represent
spring recruitment.

The adults emigrate to deeper waters in late fall.

Queenfish numbers decrease in summer trawls.

However, gill nets in Cerritos

Channel and beach seines at Belmont Shore indicate a summer migration to
shallow waters, which would make queenfish less available to otter trawls
(Stephens, Terry and Allen,

1974).

The fall overturn removes the thermocline and leads to increased bottom

water temperatures.

This decreases winter densities of fish that prefer

cool waters (speckled sanddab and white seaperch)

the shiner perch is unpredictable.

.

The seasonal behavior of

Some schools migrate to deeper waters;

others do not migrate at all (Stephens, Terry and Allen, 1974)

The fish species present in Long Beach Harbor are the same as those in the
entire harbor complex.

In the following sections, specific site information

on distribution, abundance, and seasonality is presented.
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Long Beach Harbor fish populations .

The fish populations in Xong Beach

Harbor are uneven in distribution and abundance.

Abundance increases with

distance to the southeast and to the west of Queens Gate.
of individuals appear to the south and east of Pier J.

Greatest numbers

The turning basin is

relatively poor in numbers of individuals compared to areas to the west and
along the Navy Mole (Long Beach Harbor Consultants, 1976).
2. 1.8.1. 3-21.)

(See Figure

The inner harbor has low species diversity and a pattern of

domination by one species (either white croaker, northern anchovy, or bay
goby)

.

The flatfish are rarely, if ever, captured in the inner harbor.

The

middle and outer harbors support progressively larger individual white
The speckled sanddab, hornyhead turbot, and California tonguefish

croaker.

also prefer those sections of the harbor.

Marine Biological Consultants 9

(MBC)

(EQA and MBC, 1975.)

trawls in 1974 and 1975 generally

indicate increased abundance and species diversity with distance from the

inner harbor.

The number of species nearly doubled from the inner harbor to

the outer harbor.

Beach Harbor.
the catch.

Ten species constituted 99.1 percent of the catch in Long

The dominant species was the white croaker at 55.5 percent of

Also occurring in decreasing abundance were northern anchovy,

white seaperch, calico rockfish, Sebastes dalli ; queenfish, speckled
sanddab, hornyhead turbot„ and bay goby (Long Beach Harbor Consultants,
1976).

(See Table 2.1.8.1. 3-19.)
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Table

2 .1. 8. 1- 3- 19

Trawl-Captured Fishes

SPECIES

Number
Captured

Relative
Abundance

Frequency
of Capture

(percent)

3,437

55.5

Northern anchovy
Engraulis mordax

993

16.0

IS

White surfperch
Phanerodon furcatus

445

7.2

17

California tonguefish
Symphurus atricauda

353

5.7

18

Shiner surfperch
Cymatogaster aggregata

282

4.6

11

Calico rockfish
Sebastes dalli

261

4.2

11

229

3.7

13

White croaker
Genyonemus lineatus

Queenf ish
Seriphus politus

21

Speckled sanddab
Citharichthys stigmaeus

81

1.3

8

Hornybead turbot
Pleuronichthys verticalis

33

0.6

10

Bay goby
Lepidogobius lepidus

24

0.4

10

Brcwn rockfish
Sebastes auriculatus

12

0.2

•4

Black surfperch
Embictoca jacksoni

7

0.1

5

Pacific sanddab
Citharichthys sordidus

5

0.

1

2

Specklef in midshipman
Porichthys myriaster

0.1

3

Walleye surfperch
Hype r pro sopon argenteum

0.

1

1

California halibut
Paralichthys calif ornicus

0.

1

2

Spiny dogfish
Squalus acanthias

0.03

Spotted cusk-eel
Chilara taylori

0.03
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Table 2.1.8.1.3-19 (Continued)

Number
Captured

SPECIES

Relative
Abundance
(percent)

Basketweave cusk-eel
Ctophidimn scrippsi

0.03

Kelp bass
Paralabrax elathratus

0.03

Shovelnose guitarfish
Rhinobatos productus

0.02

Pacific electric ray
Torpedo californica

0.02

Pile surfperch
Damaliehthys vacca

0.02

Barred sand bass
Paralabrax nebulifer

0.02

Pacific butterfish
Peprilus similimus

0.02

Bocaccio
Sebastes paucispinis

0.02

Smoothhead sculpin
Artedius lateralis

0.02

Staghorn sculpin
Leptocottus armatus

0.02

Pygmy poacher
Odontopyxis trispinosa

0.02

Rock sole
Lepidopsetta bilineata

0.02

English sole
Parophrys vetulus

0.02

Total number captured
Source:

Frequency
of Capture

6,197

Long Beach Harbor Consultants, 1976, Table 3.5-1.

The number of species, total biomass, and species richness correlate with

station location.

The white croaker is unevenly distributed in Long Beach

Harbor but abounds east of Pier J and in the proposed berthing area.

The

northern anchovy, queenfish, and California tongiaefish are abundant in those
areas also.

White seaperch abound adjacent to the harbor boundaries and the
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.

Navy Mole.

Shiner perch are in this area and in the inner harbor.

The

white and shiner perch maintain the reciprocal relationship as reported in
the Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbor study by the Allan Hancock Foundation.

The speckled sanddab and hornyhead turbot are fairly evenly distributed
The bay goby is distributed

throughout the outer Long Beach harbor.

throughout the harbor, with greater abundance near the harbor boundaries.

The calico rockfish is found adjacent to the Navy Mole and middle breakwater
(Long Beach Harbor Consultants, 1976).

Abundance of most of these species

peaked in spring and early summer and declined in summer and fall.

The white croaker is the dominant fish species, and it is found all year in
all parts of Long Beach Harbor.

Spawning occurs in December, and larval

recruitment increases the population from January to May.

In May the

Overall

juveniles appear to move from the inner to the outer harbor.

abundance drops sharply in the late summer and early fall period.

Red

tides, low dissolved oxygen at the bottom, and increased temperature

contribute to the decline.

The population increases again in November with

increasing DO (EQA and MBC, 1975).

The white croaker is an important

element of the inshore (piers and skiffs) sport angler catch.

Thus,,

the

white croaker is of recreational value.

Queenfish are associated with white croaker.

Queenfish usually occur in

shallow waters, over sandy and sandy-mud bottoms.
seasonally.

The populations vary

They are abundant from January to March, decline in May, reach

a low point in July, and increase in November

(EQA and MBC,

1975)

Avoidance of increased bottom temperatures and decreased DO at the bottom
may cause migration inshore or through the water column; this would explain

numerical lows as recorded by otter trawls.

The white seaperch are consistently present in Long Beach Harbor.
three distinct age groups.

There are

The smaller individuals prefer the inner areas

of the outer harbor (Long Beach Harbor consultants, 1976).
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Seasonal

movements are associated with spawning.

The white seaperch are important

commercially and recreationally (Jrey, 1971).

The flatfish are represented by California tonguefish, speckled sanddab, and
hornyhead turbot, to name a few.
organic loading of the substrate.

The tonguefish can tolerate low DO and
Even so, seasonal variation could be a

response to changing environmental conditions (Long Beach Harbor
Consultants, 1976).

The sanddab and turbot prefer cool waters and good

water circulation, which may explain their exclusion from the inner harbor.
Other factors influencing exclusion include poor water quality, unsuitable
bottom type, and lack of available food (EQA and MEC, 1975).

The shiner perch, one of the few fish occurring in the inner harbor, is a
schooling fish but does not exhibit the extreme seasonality of other
species.

Apparently tolerant to poor water quality (Long Beach Harbor

Consultants, 1976), this perch dominates catches at piers.

Juveniles dominated the catch of calico rockfish (Long Beach Harbor
Consultants, 1976).

and Allen, 1974)
(Frey,

1971).

.

Seasonal population fluctuations occur (Stephens, Terry
Typically, these rockfish migrate offshore as adults

Thus poor water quality is not as critical in explaining

seasonal abundance.

The bay goby exhibits extreme seasonality.

The population, lowest in

January, increases dramatically from March to July.

Population increase is

associated with recruitment, which occurs mainly in the inner and middle
harbor.

Decreased DO causes density reductions from September to November.

The goby ascend the sides of channels to areas of higher DO.

This migration

removes them from benthic sampling and partially explains the numerical
reductions (EQA and MEC, 1975).

The northern anchovy is least abundant from January to May.
occurred from May to September.

Some increase

Impaired water quality, however, depressed
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the expected September catch.
(EQA and MBC

,

1975)

The population was near maximum in November

.

Long Beach Harbor supports

a

large, healthy, diverse population that is

heavily dominated by white croaker.
distributed.

The individual species are not evenly

Seasonal fluctuations in abundance occur.

Decreases in

abundance result from mortality- predation, and movement.
may be

a

These movements

response to poor water quality.

Species diversity and richness increase from the inner to the outer harbor.

Restricted water circulation is probably the main reason.

particularly serves as

a

The inner harbor

nursery ground for croakers and anchovies and as

a

breeding area for several other species.

Larval fish

—

Inshore areas, which serve as fish nursery grounds, are very

susceptible to impact from man's recreational and industrial encroachment.

Preliminary studies have been completed in Humboldt Bay (Eldridge and
Bryant, 1972), San Francisco Bay (Eldridge, 1975), Morro Bay
al.,

1973), and along the West Coast

Investigations).

The Allan Hancock Foundation has undertaken studies to

assess the importance of Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbor as

spawning ground.

(Fierstine et

(California Cooperative Fisheries

a

fish nursery and

These studies attempted to determine abundance,

distribution, and seasonality of fish eggs and larvae in San Pedro Bay and
the harbor

(AHF,

1975)

.

From February, 1973 to September, 1974 more than 100,000 eggs and larvae

were captured.

The eggs dominated the catch, but only anchovy and sardine,

Sardinops caeruleus
been distinguished.

,

eggs were identified.

At least 45 larvae taxa have

Families represented included Engraulidae, Blenniidae,

Scorpaenidae, Scianenidae, Bothidae, Pleuronectidae
1975).

(See Table 2.1.8.1.3-20, page 2-551.)
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.

and Serranidae

(AHF,

The entities of the Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbor are the Los Angeles
Harbor, Long Beach Harbor, and Long Beach City.

Considering only those

stations that are in the top five with reference to larval abundances, some

distributions can be seen.

(See Figures 2.1.8.1.3-22 through 2.1.8.1.3-34.)

The larval forms found in outer Los Angeles Harbor include anchovies,
croakers, gobies, clinids, damselfish, sculpin, sea bass, wrasses, and left-

eye flounders.

The inner harbor seems to be a good area only for gobies,

and Cerritos Channel seems to be a good area for clinids.

The dominant

forms within outer Long Beach Harbor are tlennies and sculpin.
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Table 2.1.8.1.3-20
a

Larval Fishes From the Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbor and San Pedro Bay

Total
Number

SPECIES

Engraulidae
Engraulis mordax

Atherinidae
unid. atherinids

3,818

(2)

Syngnathidae
Synqnathus sp.
Serranidae
Paralabrax spp.

Pcmadasyidae
Anisotremus davidsoni
Sciaenidae
unid. sciaenids
Pcmacentridae
Chromis punctipinnis
Hypsypops rubicondus
Labridae
unid. labrids

(3)

Sphyraenidae
Sphyraena argentea
Clinidae
unid. clinids

Gobiidae
unid. gobiids

(2)

(4)

(8)

Agonidae
unid. agonids
Source:

Allan Hancock Foundation, 1975.

a

February,

1973 to September,

14

9

10

3

134

53

7

7

1,712

194

156

4

2

1

27

21

1

Scorpaenidae
Sebastes spp.
Cottidae
unid. cottids

221

-;

(5)

Blenniidae
Hypsoblennius spp.

Number of
occurrences

1974.
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Table 7.2.

166

95

2,027

235

532

145

840

77

138

95

2

1

Table 2.1.8.1.3-20 (Continued)

Total
Number

SPECIES

Number of
Occurrences

Bothidae
Citharichtfays spp.
Paralichthys calif ornicus
X ystreurys liolepis

22

11

Pleuronectidae
Hypsopsetta gutulata
Parophys vetulus
P leuronichthys decurrens
Pleuronichthys verticalis

85
45
28
100

U>5

3
13

3

15

17
21
V 2

Brotulidae
Brosmophycis marginata

Gobiesocidae
unid. gobiesocid
Dnid. eggs

36

27

84,931

535

24

19

Dnid, larvae

The inner harbor supports blennies, croakers, gobies, clinids, sculpin, sea
bass, and right-eyed flounders.

The Long Beach City portion of the harbor

complex supports anchovies, blennies , croakers , rockfish, flounders,
damselfish, sculpin, sea bass, and wrasses (AHF, 1975)

.

Obviously, the kinds and numbers of fish larvae vary between stations.

This

reflects different physical, chemical, and biological parameters that are

either required or tolerated (AHF, 1975)

.

The breakwater configuration

protects Los Angeles Harbor more than the other entities of the harbor
complex, which may explain why Los Angeles Harbor has more larvae.

Circulation patterns, specifically the large eddy, may also keep the larvae
in Los Angeles Harbor.

Beach Harbor.

Such strong eddies are not prevalent within Long

Long Beach Harbor is also deeper, which may either exclude

the larvae or make them less available to trawls.

Inner Long Beach Harbor

is successful as a nursery area because of protected conditions and better

water quality when compared to inner Los Angeles Harbor (AHF f 1975)
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Spring

circulation patterns may tend to direct more larvae past outer Long Beach

Harbor and into the inner harbor.

Northern anchovy

—

The northern anchovy is sought for commercial and bait

purposes and, consequently, its presence is exceptionally important in the
Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbor complex and in the waters of southern
California.

The northern anchovy is a small, schooling, plankton feeder.
are preferred (Brewer, 1975).
phytoplankton are consumed.

Zooplankton

At times, however, large quantities of

Studies in Humboldt Bay confirm this

opportunistic behavior (Peters, 1971).

The anchovy move inshore, offshore,

Tag recoveries suggest southerly offshore movements in

and alongshore.

winter and northerly inshore movements in summer (Haugen Messersmith and
Wickwire, 1969; Ganslee,

1973).

Reproduction and hatching may be related to

these migrations.

The major spawning grounds are between Point Conception, California, and
Magdalena Bay, Baja California (Brewer, 1975).

Spawning occurs off southern

California every month of the year and is most intense from February to May
(Mais,

1974).

Adult, sexually mature fish favor deep„ cool waters;

therefore, most spawning occurs outside the Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbor

breakwaters.
anchovy.

The harbor appears to be an important nursery area for the

The density of juveniles in the harbor may exceed the density in

inshore areas to the north and south (Brewer, 1975).

This nursery function

of the harbor is immensely important to the fishing industry.

Commercial anchovy fishing is only allowed seaward from

3

miles offshore.

Round haul nets are used exclusively fcr commercial anchovy fishing.

Since

1966, more than 90 percent of the catch has teen made by southern California

boats operating from San Pedro and Port Hueneme ([Ganslee, 1973)
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The live bait fishery also centers in southern California.

Smaller

fisheries exist in Morro Bay, Monterey,, and San Francisco.

The northern

anchovy, the industry's mainstay, comprises about 98 percent of the total

The Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbor

live bait sold (Wood and Strachan, 1970).

often accounts for more than 50 percent of the entire state catch (Brewer,
1975).

The live-bait fishermen in the harbor use the "light- plant" method
extensively.

Lights are suspended over the waters from small skiffs to

attract the fish (Wood and Strachan, 1970).
long and are equipped with lampara nets.

The boats are up to 60 feet

Most of the catch occurs in

relatively shallow water (Morgan, 1968).

Sport-fishing demand dictates the amount of effort and catch.
high in summer and lowest in winter.

The catch is

Recently, the extensive bait fishery

in the harbor complex had dropped about 50 percent because of reduced demand
(AHF,

1975).

(See Table 2.1.8.1.3-21.)

greatly exceeds the availabilty.

At this time, however, demand

The anchovies are sold to sportsmen from

the San Pedro, Long Beach, and Seal Beach sport fisheries.

Presently, the

bait is sold to private fishing boats for $6.00 per scoop (about 12.5
pounds).

Prices may be reduced to sport fishing boats, piers, and barges,

Contracts may also allow the fisherman to receive a percentage of a sport
fishing boat's profits in exchange for reduced bait prices (Brewer, 1975).
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Table 2.1.8 .1.3-21

Anchovy Live Bait
From the Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbor

MONTH

1972

1973

1974

January

73.0

37.5

38.2

February

71.8

37.5

38.1

March

110. 4

37.5

40.0

April

193.0

56.9

108.5

May

189.8

153.7

81.5

June

288.3

150.0

102.3
124.7

July

354.2

168.7

August

318.2

150.0

149.3

September

260.7

198.7

129.1

October

160.7

116.9

62.5

November

121.9

65.9

48.1

December

66.2

39.4

43.5

2,208.2

1,212.7

965.8

Source: Allan Hancock Foundation, 1975. Table 1.
Courtesy of the California Department of Fish and Game.
a

Estimated catch (in tons)

The Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbor's breakwater and pier system provides a
relatively stable environment.
high plankton population.

A constant supply of nutrients maintains the

The availability of food appears to be a major

factor in maintaining the anchovy population {Morgan, 1968).

The shallow

depths confine the fish, and their behavior makes them vulnerable to
capture.

The harbor provides an ideal location for capturing, transporting,

and holding anchovies for future bait sales (Erewer, 1975)
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Historically, southern California live-bait dealers have difficulty catching

suitable anchovies during June, July, and August.
stem from decreasing numbers.

unavailable.

These difficulties do not

Their behavior changes make the anchovies

The Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbor is the exception, anchovies

are generally found there in quantities throughout the year (California

Department of Fish and Game, 1970).

The anchovy schools, however, are unpredictable; they may be present in
large concentrations, or they may be virtually absent, even in the Los

Summaries of the harbor*s live bait fishery

Angeles-Long Beach Harbor.

exemplify that unpredictability (Maxwell, 1974) and are presented in the

Appendix A2.1.8.1, 3(W)

Terrestrial wildlife

—

Port of Long Beach area

Terrestrial wildlife are restricted to a very few species because of the
limited food and cover provided by the sparsely vegetated and disturbed
habitat.

With the exception of avian species, access to terrestrial habitat

area is limited by roadways, which restrict introduction of animal species

that could contribute to greater population density and species diversity.

The terrestrial species observed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers during
a 23 July 1976 field survey and by Soils International in 1975 were western

fence lizard, bush rabbit, ground squirrel, gopher, domestic cat and dog,
killdeer, rock dove, mourning dove, meadowlark. Savannah sparrow, house
sparrow, and house finch.

These species are often characteristic of

disturbed or seminatural habitats within urban or industrial areas.

Although not observed, house mouse and Norway rat populations are probably
present.

Predatory feral cats could influence small rodent populations and

ground-nesting bird species.

Marine-associated avifauna of Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbors were

extensively studied during 1973 and
(AHF,

1975)

.

197ft

by the Allan Hancock Foundation

This study provides the source of data on marine-associated
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avifauna presented in this report.

Additional detailed information for each

species observed can he obtained by consulting this report.

In Long Beach

Harbor, the Pier J Basin, West Basin, long Eeach Channel, and Cerritos

Channel were surveyed between February, 1973 and November, 1974.

The harbor

is highly developed and generally does not provide nesting sites for water-

associated birds, so the avifauna consists of fall or spring migratory
transients or concentrations of nonbreeding birds.

The only water-

associated birds that could potentially nest in the port area are the
Icilldeer and least tern.

(Least terns successfully nested in the Los

Angeles Harbor area in 1975.)

Although the Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbor system is an important nesting
and feeding area for coastal migratory water-associated birds from

throughout western North America, it does not attract large concentrations
of migrants such as those observed at Morro Bay or Upper Newport Bay.

Eighty-three species of birds were observed in the two harbors during the
study (AHF, 1975), including such nonmarine species as Anna's hummingbird

and several warbler species.

(See Table 2.1.8.1.3-22.)

Figure 2.1.8.1.3-35

depicts Allan Hancock Foundation observation stations for this study.

The 10 most abundant bird species in the harbors during migrations include
Heermann's gull, western gull, California gull, surf scoter, ring-billed
gull, sanderling, Bonaparte's gull„ brown pelican^ Forster's tern, and

black-legged kittiwake (AHF, 1975).

In general, gulls are the most numerous and well distributed harbor

avifaunal species.

most abundant.

The shorebird group (sandpipers, willets) is the second

The breakwaters protecting Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbors

are important resting and feeding areas for the avifauna.
number of bird species

(11)

The greatest

counted during the 1975 AHF study were located

on the middle breakwater.
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Table 2.1.8-1=3-22

Avifauna of Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbors

'

a

SPECIES

SPECIES

Common loon

Ruddy duck

Arctic loon

Common merganser

Red-throated loon

Red-breasted merganser

Horned grebe

Osprey

Eared grebe

American kestrel

Western grebe

American coot

Pied-billed grebe

Black oystercatcher

Sooty shearwater

Killdeer

Brown pelican

Snowy plover

Double-crested cormorant

Semipalmated plover

Brandt's cormorant

Black-bellied plover

j

i

i

!

Pelagic cormorant

Surfbird

Great blue heron

Ruddy turnstone

Green heron

Black turnstone

Snowy egret

Whimbrel

Black-crowned night heron

Spotted sandpiper

Black brant

Wandering tattler

Pintail

Willet

Cinnamon teal

Least sandpiper

Lesser scaup

Dunlin

Surf scoter

Long-billed dowitcher

Common scoter

Western sandpiper

White-winged scoter

Marbled godwit

Sanderling

Xantus murrelet

1

it.

1
'.'

i

Source: Allan Hancock Foundation, 1975. Soils International, Allan
Hancock Foundation, and Socio-Economic Systems, Inc., 1975, U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers Biological Survey - 28 July 1976.
a

Common name of birds recognized by American Ornithological Dnion.
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Table 2.1 .8.1.3-22

(Continued)

SPECIES

SPECIES
Wilson* s phalarope

Mourning dove

Northern phalarope

Anna's hummingbird

Pomarine jaeger

Belted kingfisher

Parasitic jaeger

Barn swallow

Glaucous gull

Cliff swallow

Glaucous-winged gull

Western kingbird

Western gull

Western flycatcher

Thayer's gull

Western wood pewee

Herring gull

Warbling vireo

California gull

Orange-crowned warbler

Ring-billed gull

Wilson's warbler

Mew gull

Townsend' s warbler

Bonaparte's gull

Yellow-rumped warbler

Heermann's gull

House sparrow

Black-legged kittiwake

Meadowlark

Forster' s tern

House finch

Common tern

Savannah sparrow

Least tern

American avocet

Elegant tern

Rock dove

Caspian tern
Common murre
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AHF Los Angeles Harbor ornithological observation
stations 1975
f

"

Allan

Hancock Foundation, 1975

The breakwaters are attractive to avifauna because they provide a resting
area of relatively natural form that is almost entirely free of human
disturbance.

In Long Beach Harbor, the southeast basin and Navy Mole

provide avifauna resting and feeding areas.

The main channel is an

important resting area for a variety of marine-associated birds.

(See

Figure 2.1.8.1.3-35.)

A few marine mammals are occasionally observed in the harbor area, including
harbor seals, sea lions and, less frequently, dolphins and whales.

2.1.8.2

Pipeline route

The route of the proposed oil transportation system passes through eight

major biomes from the Port of Long Beach to Midland, Texas.

These

fciotnes

are the California Coastal, Colorado Desert, Yuman Desert, Arizona Upland
Desert, Desert Grassland, Chihuahuan Desert, Trans-Pecos Desert Scrub, and

the Short-Grass Prairie (Figure 2.1.2.2-1).

The Sonoran Desert will be treated under three biotic subdivisions as
described by Jaeger (1957):

the Colorado Desert, the Yuman Desert and the

Arizona Upland Desert biomes (Figure 2.1.2.2-1).

The major distinction

between the three deserts is climate and is based upon the frequency of
summer rainfall (Lowe, 1961).

Tables A2» 1.8.2-1, -2, -3, and -4 in Appendix A2.1.8.2 have identified which
wildlife species can be expected to be found within the several biomes.

when referring to a specific area, the plant community names will be used

when applicable.

Animals a^e mobile, and assignment of every animal species to a specific
biome is therefore not always realistic.

Some species are intricately

associated with a specific plant community (e.g., yucca moth, Teqeticula
yuccas ella , and yuccas. Yucca spp.; desert iguana, Dipsosaurus dorsalis , and
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creosote bush, Larrea trident ata

)

,

while ecologically tolerant animals have

adapted to several different plant communities or even foiomes.

Birds and

bats are especially variable, since a species may roost and/or breed in one
plant community and forage well into other plant communities.

However, the

approach of associating species with biomes establishes some spatial
reference point required for determining the likelihood of impingement on a

particular animal species or community.

Because man and his domestic and sport-related animals are vertebrates,, most
of the existing biological literature is on vertebrates.

As a result,

information on invertebrates is generally restricted to those species that

are important to man's health or economics (e.g., agricultural pests,
disease vectors, or major food sources of other animals).

A general

overview of the invertebrates along the entire proposed pipeline route is

discussed later in this section.

The vertebrate classes will be discussed within the eight major biomes
crossed by the proposed pipeline.

Threatened and Endangered species that

could potentially be encountered will also be treated separately at the end
of this section.

Figures 2.1.8.2-1, -2, -3 show the proposed pipeline route

from the Port of Long Beach, California to Midland, Texas.

Along the

proposed route segments of new construction and sensitive wildlife areas

have been identified.

California Coastal Biome

Terrestria l.

Because of man's activities, very little of the California

Coastal Biome remains in a relatively natural state along the proposed
pipeline corridor.

Between the Port of Long Beach and Whittier Harrows, the

proposed pipeline route passes through a portion of the greater Los Angeles

urban area, where little wildlife habitat remains.

From Whittier Narrows to

the western edge of the Colorado Desert near Eeaumont, California, the route
crosses or passes near several small areas that provide some wildlife
2-562
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habitat.

This portion of the route, referred to as the California Coastal

Biome, is composed of two major plant community types, the California

grassland and chaparral sage scrub (Figure 2.1.2-2-1).

Within these major

communities smaller riparian areas can also be found, as well as other plant
communities, such as the coastal sage scrub and the southern oak woodland
(Figure 2.1.7.2-1)

Reptiles and amphibians

—

Approximately 26 reptile and

11

amphibian species

could potentially be encountered along the pipeline route through this biome
(Appendix Tables A2. 1.8. 2-1, -2).

Species of herpetof auna , representative

of this biome, include the side-blotched lizard, Uta stansburiana ; western
rattlesnake, Crotalus viridis

roseofusca

;

;

coastal rosy boa, Lichamira trivirqata

California slender salamander, Batrachoseps attenuates

spadefoot toad, Scaphiopus hammondi

Birds

—

;

western

and bullfrog, Rana catesbeiana .

;

Approximately 48 percent of North American bird species are found

in southern California.

About 47 percent of the species found there are

common, 27 percent are fairly common, 20 percent are irregular or uncommon,

and

9

percent are rare.

Table A2. 1.8.2-3 in the appendix lists the bird

species likely to be encountered in the California Coastal Biome near the

pipeline route.

Mammals

-

—

In southern California, mammals are second only to birds in

number of species and subspecies present.

In terms of numbers of species

represented, rodents are the largest group followed by bats, carnivores,

artiodactyls, lagomorphs and insectivores, respectively.

Some representative mammalian species likely to be encountered in the

California Coastal Biome are the big brown bat, Eptesicus fuscus ; black-

tailed jackrabbit, Lepus californicus
Spermophi lu s beecheyi

;

;

California ground squirrel,

California pocket mouse, Peroqnathus californicus ;

coyote, Canis latrans ; kit fox, Vulpes macrotis
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;

badger, Taxidea taxias;

bobcat. Lynx rufus ; and mule deer, odocoileus hemionus (Appendix Table
A2. 1.8. 2-4)

Aquatic .

There are several riparian sites in the California Coastal Biome

that provide relatively good wildlife habitat in an area that now consists

Because

primarily of agricultural, industrial, and residential land uses.

there are so few areas left in this biome that provide for wildlife, the

significance of what remains becomes that much greater.

The San Gabriel River channel, downstream from the Whittier Narrows Dam,
contains some outstanding riparian habitat for this area.

Also, the San

Jose Creek channel in the vicinity of Nogales Boulevard, Suzanne Street, and

Grand Avenue, although concrete-lined, has some favorable wildlife habitat
along the edges, especially where portions of the original channel still
remain.

Directly above the Whittier Narrows Dam is the Whittier Narrows

Wildlife Area.

San Timoteo Wash is another area having high wildlife values.-

Portions of

this canyon offer excellent riparian habitat and also some coastal sage

scrub habitat where the Stephen's kangaroo rat, Dipodomys Stephen si ,

classified as Rare by the State of California, may occur.

This area is also

a gcod raptor site.

Colorado Desert Biome

Terrestrial .

The characteristic flora of the Colorado Desert Biome consists

of creosote bush, Larrea tridentata ; burro bush. Ambrosia dumosa

brittle bush, Encelia farinosa .

;

and

The major plant community of the Colorado

Desert is the creosote bush-bur sage plant community which is composed
mainly of low-growing shrubs and cacti species.

Reptiles and amphibians

—

On the Colorado Desert some commonly seen

reptiles include the desert tortoise, Gopherus agassizi ; desert iguana,
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Dipscsaurus dor sail js; chuckwalla, Saur omalus obesus; western whip tail,
Cnemidophorus tjcrris
-

:

leopard lizard, Crotophytus wislizeni ; zebra-tailed

lizard, Callis aurus draconoides ; western diamondback rattlesnake, Crotalus

atrox

and spotted leaf -nosed snake, Phyllorlychus decurtatus .

;

likely to be encountered include Couch"

s

Amphibians

spadefoot toad, Scapliopus couchi

;

and the mountain yellow-legged frog, Bana muscosa (Appendix Tables A2. 1.8.21

and. -2)

There are several significant sand dune habitat types in Coachella Valley

between San Gorgonio Pass and indio.

and Blythe, is another sandy area.
habitat.

(Figure 2.1.8.2-1).

ford Dry Lake, between Desert Center

Both provide excellent reptilian

These sandy areas are especially valuable to

reptiles such as the fringe-toed lizards.

The Coachella Valley fringe-toed

lizard, Oma inornata , occurs in sand deposits such as hummocks, mesquite

dunes and sandy plains in this area and is presently being considered for

inclusion on the State Rare or Endangered list.
toed lizard,

JJ«_

The Colorado Desert fringe-

Notata , a species more widely distributed in California than

the Coachella Valley fringe-toed lizard, is also very restricted in range
(Q.

Stacy, Calif. Fish and Game,

Birds

—

1976, pers. comm.)

Representative birds of the Colorado Desert include the

roadrunner, Geococcyx califor nianus

phainopepla, Phainopepla n itens

;

;

Le Conte thrasher, Tox oxtoma lecontei;

Say's phoebe, Sayornis saya; Gambel"s

quail, Lophortyx gambelii , verdin, Auripa rus falviceps ; cactus wren,

Campylorhynchus brunneicapillus

Mammals

—

;

and rock wren, SaJLpinctes obsoletum .

In 1976, four species of mammals whose ranges include portions of

southern California along the proposed pipeline route were designated by the
state of California as big game animals.

These included mule deer,

pronghorn antelope, desert bighorn sheep, and mountain lion.

Seasonal

hunting is permitted for all big game species except tule elk, bighorn
sheep, and mountain lion.

The tule elk and wild boar have distributional

ranges exclusive cf the proposed pipeline route.
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Although mule deer,

prcnghorn, desert bighorn sheep, and mountain lion have historic

distributional ranges which overlap the proposed pipeline route, habitat

preferences and present distributional ranges of these animals generally
preclude their occurrence along the proposed route.

Mule deer are primarily

restricted to mountain forests and high chaparral, although some animals can
be found in the desert ironwood forests,

Pronghorn, native to high desert

regions, are no longer found in the Colorado Desert.

Desert bighorn sheep

are found in the desert mountain ranges, usually well removed from people.

Historically, mountain lions ranged the desert mountains of California;
however, in recent times, observations have been extremely rare.

The Colorado Desert possesses an unusual fauna of notable variety and
specialized form.

The white- tailed antelope ground squirrel,

Ammospermophilus leucurus, is quite common in this desert, resembling the
rare Mojave ground squirrel.

The white-tailed antelope ground squirrel can

be distinguished by the white stripes on the sides running from the base of
the tail to the shoulder (Jaeger, 1957).

Wild horses and burros once existed in the Colorado Desert where the
However, no recent sightings have

proposed pipeline will be constructed.

been reported near the proposed pipeline corridor.

Other mammals include the round-tailed ground squirrel, Spermophilos

tereticaudus

;

pocket mice, Peroqnathus spp.

;

desert kangaroo rat, Dipodomys

deserti ; coyote; ringtail, Bassariscus astutus ; and striped skunk, Mephitis
mephitis.

Aquatic .

About

2

Wiley's Well Road

miles southwest of the junction of Interstate 10 and
(T.

7S., R.

20E., intersection section 5, 6, 7, and

8)

a

small sand dune blocks a wash draining the Little Chuckwalla Mountains

called the Chuckwalla Valley dune-thicket (Figure 2.1.8.2-1).

This

impoundment of runoff has created a dense microphyll woodland like that on
the east edge of the Algodones Dunes.

The woodland occurs in several
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patches covering several acres.

In wet seasons when the vines Bran deqea

biqelovii and Sarcostemm a cynanchoides clamber over the trees, there is

nearly a closed canopy.

Several plants grow there that are more typical of

less arid parts of the Sonoran Desert in southeastern Arizona, such as

Proboscidea altheifolia, S tephanomer i a pauciflora , and others.

There are

also weeds from wetter climates that have not elsewhere invaded the desert
(

Hel ianthus annuus „ Sonchus

sp_.

,

conyza sp .

,

Dactuca sg. )

.

The thickets are the densest vegetation for many miles around, and they are
prominent from the air.

They are thus highly attractive to migrating birds,

which visit them in large numbers in spring and fall (unpublished BLM
surveys)

.

There are also phenomenal concentrations of resident species,

especially birds such as Gambel's quail, ladder-backed woodpeckers, mourning
doves, verdin, ash-throated flycatchers, and black-tailed gnatcatchers.

No

other such thickets are known in the California desert; thus, they must be
classified as unique.

The agricultural water conveyance systems within the
,

Palo Verde Valley provide for the needs of a wide variety of fish as well as

wildlife species.

The majority of the water supply canals and drains within

this area offer habitat for such species as largemouth bass, channel
catfish, sunfish, and nongame fishes.

Also found there are quail, rabbits,

doves, various predators, and numerous songbirds.

•The

Colorado River is the largest river that will be crossed by the proposed

pipeline rotate.

The natural state of the lower Colorado River has been

extensively altered by human activities.

Storage reservoirs regulate flow

rates and eliminate seasonal flooding which has maintained marsh habitats on

the river delta and floodplain.

Diversions for agricultural irrigation

projects have decreased flow in the lower river and changed the ionic
strength of the water.

The river is channelized over all its course except

for portions of Imperial Reservoir.

Fforeatophytic vegetation is

systematically removed from the stream banks for water conservation.
it.

Thus,

is improbable that any portion of the Colorado River below the proposed

pipeline crossing remains in the same state as seen by early explorers.
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.

yet, within the highly managed channel of the river, ecosystems have

developed which are essential as refuges for wildlife populations that are

remnants of the original flora and fauna of the river.

These ecosystems

provide habitats for protected species of birds, wintering grounds for
waterfowl, and are the basis of a productive sport fishery.

Dredged backwaters have been constructed as mitigation measures during the

channelization of the river.

Flooding and subsequent sedimentation of

diversion reservoirs has produced marsh habitats and shallow, productive
lakes.

Such areas include:

(1)

backwater lakes between the proposed

pipeline crossing and Cibola National Wildlife Eefuge,

Wildlife Refuge, and

Wildlife Refuge.

(3)

(2)

Cibola National

Imperial Reservoir, including Imperial National

For the proposed project, impacts below Imperial Reservoir

were not considered because sediments from construction or spilled oil would
be contained at Imperial Dam (Figure 2.1.8.2-4).

The dredged backwater lakes are located between the proposed crossing at
Ehrenberg, Arizona, and the beginning of the Cibola National Wildlife
Refuge.

These are dredged channels behind the levees which connect to the

main river by culverts.

Flow through the culverts and seepage of river

waters through the sand substrate maintain the level of lakes.

Additional

backwater lakes are located above the proposed pipeline crossing.
lakes are used extensively for fishing and camping.

pipeline crossing are backwater lakes A-7 and A-10, located within
south of the Ehrenberg bridge (Figure 2.1.8.2-4).

populations of

10

Backwater

Below the proposed
2

miles

Lake A-10, which contains

fish species, is a popular sport fishing site and has been

studied by the Arizona Cooperative Fisheries Research Unit (1975)

Researchers found the lake to be

6

from the Palo Verde Diversion Dam.
debris, and gravel.

to

9

feet deep depending on water flow

It has a bottom composed of sand, silt,

Adjacent vegetation is typical of riparian communities

of the lower Colorado River as described in Section 2.1.7 with an abundance
of cattail, Tyjgha latifolia . which occurs along 40 to 50 percent of the
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Palo Verde Diversion
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Dam

;

shoreline.

Bulrushes, Scirpus spp.

,

are also common.

Aquatic macrophytes

are abundant during the summer in shallow waters of these backwater lakes.

Downstream 17.5 miles from the proposed pipeline crossing site, is the
Cibola National Wildlife Refuge which contains approximately 28 square miles
of marsh, riparian woodland, and desert (Figure 2.1.7.2-3 and 2.1.8.2-4).

Throughout the refuge, the river has been channelized and shortened.
Aquatic habitats are extensive in the backwaters behind the levee.

For

example, Cibola Lake is a meandering, dredged river channel 4.3 miles in

length.

The backwaters and riparian areas serve as temporary winter

habitats for heavy concentrations of waterfowl, as well as habitats for
resident bird, mammal, and fish populations.

The Imperial National wildlife Refuge is 33 miles downstream from the
proposed pipeline crossing site and extends 38 miles to Martinez Lake
(Figure 2.1.8.2-4).

Imperial Reservoir was impounded in 1938.

Sediments

have filled the reservoir, resulting in a low storage capacity even though
the surface of Imperial Reservoir is 23 feet above the original river

channel.

These sediments from the river have isolated coves from the main

channel, forming at least 100 small lakes.

Sediments in these lakes have

contributed to the formation of extensive marshes of cattails, Typha spp.
bulrushes, Scirpus spp.

;

and giant reed, Phragirltes communis .

Imperial National wildlife Refuge is the most extensive marsh area in the

lower Colorado River below the proposed pipeline crossing.

Its importance

relates to its use as a refuge for wintering waterfowl and as an ideal

habitat for protected species of shorebirds.
includes boating, hunting, and fishing.
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Recreational use of the area

.

.

Yuman Desert Biome

Terrestrial .

The Yuman Desert Biome (Figure 2-1.2.2-1) comprises most of

southwestern Arizona.

It generally consists of low sandy plains, large

areas of desert pavement, extensive dunes, scattered hills of highly eroded

volcanic rock and low barren, boulder- strewn mountain ranges (Jaeger, 1957)

The major plant community of the Yuman Desert Biome is the creosote bush-bur
sage, Larrea - Ambrosia , community which is composed mainly of shrubs and

dwarf shrubs.

Over large areas, the dominant plant is creosote bush.

are generally lacking (Lowe,

Trees

196*1)

Despite the physiognomic simplicity of the creosote bush-bur sage community,
it contains diverse and abundant reptiles and mammals that are adapted for

digging.

This is partially evidenced ty the occurrence of several species

of reptiles and mammals in the creosote bush-bur sage community which are

dependent upon easily friable or sandy soils.

These include the desert

tortoise; Cowles«s fringe-toed lizard, Uma notata rufopunctata ; western

shovel-nosed snake, Chionactis occipitalis

cinctus

;

;

banded sand snake, Chilomeniscus

sidewinder, Crotalus cerastes ; round-tailed ground squirrel; and

the desert kangaroo rat.

Reptiles and amphibians

—

The herpetofauna of the creosote bush-bur sage

community contains about six species of amphibians, and 37 species of
reptiles (Appendix Tables A2. 1.8.2-1 and -2.)

Commonly occurring species of

the herpetofauna which can be considered somewhat characteristic of the

creosote bush-bur sage community include the desert iguana; chuckwalla;
zebra- tailed lizard, Callisaurus draconoides ; and western shovel-nosed
snake.

The desert iguana most commonly occurs in creosote bush flats with hummocks
of loose sand and patches of firm ground with rocks.
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It often climbs among

the branches of creosote bush and other plants to obtain fresh leaves, buds,

and flowers (Stebbins, 1966).

The chuckwalla occurs throughout the creosote bush-bur sage community,
wherever creosote bush, its staple food, is found-

It occurs most

abundantly in lava flows and rocky hillsides and outcrops (Stebbins, 1966).

The zebra-tailed lizard is generally found on open flat, sandy desert

valleys and plains.

It is particularly abundant in washes and arroyos and

along the margins of sand dunes.

It is generally absent from areas with

rocky cr gravelly surfaces (Lowe, 1964).

The western shovel-nosed snake also occurs throughout the creosote bush-bur
sage community.

It frequents areas where vegetation is scant, such as

washes, dunes, sandy flats, alluvium and rocky hillsides where there are
sandy gullies or pockets of sand among the rocks.

It is a burrowing

nocturnal species capable of moving rapidly through loose sand (Stebbins,
1966).

Birds

~

The breeding avifauna of the creosote bush-bur sage community

exhibits low diversity when compared to the avifauna of other southwestern

deserts (Tomoff, 1974).

Although 17 species of birds breed in an area of

creosote bush-bur sage sampled by Tomoff (1974), three species, the verdin,

Auriparus flaviceps ; cactus wren, Campylorhynchus brunneicapillus

;

and

black-throated sparrow, Amphispiza bilineata , comprised 53 percent of the
avian breeding population (Table 2.1.8.2-1).
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Table 2.1 .8.2-1
Relative Densities of Breeding Bird Species

Inhabiting an Area of Creosote Bush-Bur Sage

SPECIES

Relative Density

Black-throated sparrow

28

Cactus wren

15

Verdin

10

Curve-tilled thrasher

8

Mourning dove

7

Ash-throated flycatcher

7

Black-tailed gnatcatcher

7

House finch

5.

Screech owl

3

Gilded flicker

2

Gila woodpecker

2

Crissal thrasher

2

Brcwn townee

2

Rufous-winged sparrow
Source:

1

Tomoff, 1974.

The breeding abundance of the black- throated sparrow and the verdin is

related to the ability of these two species to utilize creosote bush.

Few

other species of birds can exploit creosote bush, but both the verdin and
the black-throated sparrow can construct nests at the bases of this common

desert shrub (Anderson and Anderson, 1946; Kiatt and Maze,

1968)..

The cactus wren occurs throughout the creosote bush-bur sage community

wherever cactus is abundant.
Opuntia spp.

,

It most commonly nests in cholla cactus,

but it will also nest in mesquite, Prosopus spp.

,

where its

large nests can receive some degree of protection by the plant" s spines.
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From the proposed crossing of the Gila River, south along the Gila Greenbelt
to Painted Rock Reservoir, is some of the most productive wildlife habitat
in the Yuman Desert Biome along the proposed pipeline route.

especially true for the three most hunted species:
mourning dove, and Gambel's quail.

This is

white-winged dove,

An Arizona Game and Fish bulletin called

"Doves," published in June, 1967, states:

"The Gila River near Phoenix is

capable of sustaining more than one million birds in a single summer.

Preservation of these nesting sites is the greatest single factor in
insuring continuing populations of white-winged doves.

Mammals—

The fossorial rodent population of the creosote bush-bur sage

community is abundant both in number of species and in the density of
individuals.

This is particularly true when compared to other nondesert

habitats (Chew and Chew, 1970).

Sampling conducted by Rosenzweig and Winakur (1969) in a typical section of
the creosote bush-bur sage community resulted in seven species of rodents

being trapped (Table 2.1.8.2-2).

The four most common species trapped were

the Arizona pocket mouse, Peroqnathus amplus

;

Bailey's pocket mouse, P.

baileyi : the desert pocket mouse, P. penicillatus ; and Merriam's kangaroo
rat, Dipodomys merriami .

Although no wild horses are located near the proposed pipeline corridor,
wild burros have been reported along the proposed pipeline from the Colorado

River east through the Kofa Game Range.
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Table 2.1.8.2-2
Relative Densities of Rodent Species Inhabiting an Area of

Creosote Bush- Eur Sage

SPECIES

Relative Density %

Arizona pocket mouse

37

Bailey's pocket mouse

32

Merriair* s kangaroo rat

19

Desert pocket mouse

g

White-throated wood rat

3

Desert kangaroo rat

1

Southern grasshopper mouse

1

Source:

Rosenzweig and Winakur, 1969~

The Arizona pocket mouse occurs throughout the creosote bush-bur sage
community except in those areas of either very dense vegetation or extremely
hard soils.

Merriam's kangaroo rat prefers habitats where the vegetation is

generally sparse at some level.

It is most directly influenced by the

density of vegetation that is between ground level and 10 inches high.
Bailey's pocket mouse and the desert pocket mouse have very similar habitat
requirements.

They utilize slightly different habitats, but have similar

requirements within each habitat.

They generally require areas which

contain some measure of brushy or shrubby growth (Rosenzweig and Winakur,
1969)

.

Differences in habitat selection may be due to density of grass,

differences in soil characteristics (Bateman, 1967) or the presence of
certain plant species (Rosenzweig and Winakur,, 1969).

Other species of mammals which are common in the creosote bush-bur sage

community are the mule deer and the bighorn sheep.

Both of these species

are generally restricted to mountainous areas, but local movements will

often take them, particularly the mule deer, onto the creosote bush flats.
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During the period 1971 to 1973, 908 mule deer were harvested in 19,797

hunter days in Arizona Game Management Units 39, 11, 43A, and

*»3B.

These

four units encompass the route of the pipeline from Ehrenberg to Phoenix„
Arizona.

During the same period, 40 hunters harvested 30 bighorn sheep in

the same game management units (Webb, 1971).

See Figure 2.1.8.2-5.

The majority of the bighorn sheep habitat in the creosote bush-bur sage

community is not encountered by the pipeline.

In Arizona Game Management

Unit 39, the bighorn sheep populations are located in the Maricopa Mountains
In Arizona Game

which occur to the south of the pipeline corridor.

Management Unit 41, bighorn sheep populations are located in the Eagletail,
Little Horn, Tank, Palomas and Mohawk mountains, and the Buckeye Hills, none
In Arizona Game

of which are encountered by the pipeline corridor.

Management Unit 43A, bighorn sheep populations occur in the Castle Dome
Mountains to the south of the pipeline corridor.

In Arizona Game Management

Unit 43B, bighorn sheep populations are located in the Trigo and Dome Rock
mountains.

The Trigo Mountains are located to the south of the pipeline

corridor, but the pipeline corridor passes through the Dome Rock Mountains
(Welsh, 1970).

The existing pipeline route encounters an area of excellent bighorn sheep

habitat in the Dome Rock Mountains (Welsh, 1970).

The area in the vicinity

of the existing pipeline is the most important site for bighorn sheep in the

entire Dome Rock Mountain system (Figure 2.1.8.2-2).

Lambing occurs on the

cliffs above the pipeline, and a catchment basin next to the existing
pipeline right-of-way is one of the few sources of permanent water for the

bighorn sheep in this area.

The existing pipeline route also crosses the

route utilized by the bighorn sheep in their seasonal movements through the

Dome Rock Mountains (Weaver, Arizona Game and Fish, 1975, pers. comm.).

Aquatic .

Riparian areas in the creosote bush-bur sage community usually

consist of dry arroyos and washes bordered with mesquite.
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The major plant

Adopted From National Atlas

Figure

2.1.8.2-5

USGS

Arizona game management units

species associated with these riparian areas are mesquite, palo verde,
catclaw, and desert willow.

Most fish habitats in the creosote bush-bur sage community, prior to
modification, consisted of flowing streams.

The most important of these

streams was the Gila River (Figure 2.1.8.2-2).

Increasing demands for water

in Arizona, changes in land use, overgrazing, and stream channel

modifications have had substantial adverse effects on the native fish fauna
by severely reducing the available aquatic habitat.

In addition, native

species have become increasingly subject to competition from exotic fish
species (Minckley, 1973).

At present, artificial canals and ditches, and the results of man-made

modifications of natural waterways comprise the major aquatic habitat in the
community (Cole, 1963).

These range from small laterals, a yard or less

across or deep, to major waterways that may be yards wide, deep, and with
swift currents.

Activities associated with these waterways, such as

periodic drying for repair or cleaning, application of herbicides to control

aquatic vegetation, and dredging adversely affect the fish populations.

The only major aquatic habitat of the creosote bush-bur sage community
crossed by the pipeline route is a portion of the Gila River just downstream
from Gillespie Dam (Figure 2.1.8.2-2).

No native fish species were recorded in the vicinity of Gillespie Dam during
the period 1963-1972.

The present population consists of such introduced

species as the red shiner, Notropis lutrensis

promelas

;

mosquito fish, Gambusia af finis

;

;

fathead minnow, Pimephales

carp, Cyprinus carpio ; channel

catfish, Ictalurus punctatus ; green sunfish, Lepomis cyanellus ; bluegill, L.

macrochirus; and the largemouth bass, Kicropterus salmoides (Minckley,
1973.)

Some fishing for green sunfish, carp, bluegill, and largemouth bass

is done in accessible areas from Allenville to Gillespie Dam.

above Gillespie Dam is the Arlington Wildlife Refuge.
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Directly

s
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Arizona Upland Desert Biome

Terrestrial .

The Arizona Upland Desert Biome occupies most of south central
The majority of the Arizona Upland Desert is

Arizona (Figure 2.1.2.2-1).

covered with small granitic hills or mountains of volcanic origin,,

There

are no large stretches of sand but in the western region there are vast flat
arid valleys (Jaeger, 1957).

The major plant community of the Arizona Upland Desert Biome is the palo
verde-saguaro, Cercidium- Cereus , community.

This community is composed of

small-leaved desert trees as well as shrubs and numerous species of cacti.

Vegetation is best developed on rocky hills and coarse-soiled slopes (Lowe,
1964)

.

Reptiles and amphibians

—

community commonly contains

The herpetofauna of the palo verde-saguaro
5

species cf amphibians, 15 species of lizards

and 15 species of snakes (Stebbins, 1966)

.

Many of these species also

commonly occur in the creosote bush-bur sage community of the Yuman Desert
Biome.

Commonly occurring species of the herpetofauna which can be

considered somewhat characteristic of the palo verde-saguaro community

include the regal horned lizard, Phrynosoma solare

Arizona coral snake, Micruroides eury xant hu

;

gila monster, and the

.

The regal horned lizard frequents rocky and gravelly areas of plains, hills
and mountains.

It is generally not found in sandy areas, but most

frequently occurs in the vicinity of shrubby growth along washes (Stebbins,
1966).

The gila monster generally inhabits undulating rocky foothill terrain and
rocky canyons.

It often takes shelter in rodent burrows, dense thickets and

under rocks (Lowe, 1964)
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The Arizona coral snake is most abundant in rocky uplands where there is a

variety of soil types, including loose sand and rocks.

It spends a great

deal of time underground and is active chiefly at night (Stebbins, 1966).

Birds

—

The avifauna of the palo verde-saguaro community is by far the

richest in numbers of individuals and species of all the North American
deserts (Dixon, 1959)

.

The increased abundance and diversity of the avian

population of the palo verde-saguaro community is directly related to the

greater structural diversity of the vegetation.

This is the result of the

increased abundance of several plant species such as the saguaro, palo
verde, mesquite, ironwood (Olneya spp.) and numerous species of cacti.

This

results in the presence of more ecological niches or ways of life as

Occurring in the same stands in the palo verde-

described by Elton (1927).

saguaro community may be several species of the same family; examples are
found among the doves, woodpeckers and flycatchers, Myiarchus spp., and in

the occurrence of four species of thrashers, Toxo stoma spp., as listed by
Sutton and Phillips (1942).

In contrast, one species per family is

generally the rule in other North American deserts.

The avian composition

is directly related to the structural complexity of the vegetation (Dixon,

1959).

In a study of the avian breeding and nonbreeding population in a typical
area of the palo verde-saguaro community, it was determined that the most

common breeding species were the white-winged dove, mourning dove, verdin,

Auriparus

f laviceps ,

and phainopepla.

These four species comprised 60

percent of the total breeding population on the study area (Hensley, 1954).

The white-winged dove is an abundant summer resident throughout the palo

verde-saguaro community.

It commonly occurs in mesquite thickets and in any

area of rather dense vegetation which occurs near a source of permanent
water.
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The mourning dove is also an abundant breeder throughout: the palo verdesaguarc community.

It breeds in any stand of rather dense vegetation, in

individual bushes, and even on the ground.

It is most frequent near areas

of permanent water; however, it may feed and nest considerable distances

from water.

The habitat requirements of the verdin are similar to those

discussed under the Yuman Desert Biome.

The phainopepla occurs throughout the palo verde-saguaro community.

it

usually nests in brush containing mistletoe which is its principal food.

The white-winged dove and the mourning dove are important game species in
the palo verde-saguaro community.

In 1971, in Maricopa, Pinal, and Graham

counties, 1*6,208 hunters harvested 915,601 mourning doves and 30,785 hunters

harvested 219,729 white-winged doves (Webb, 1973).

Mammals

—

The rodent population of the palo verde-saguaro community is at

least equally as abundant in individuals and diverse in species as that of

the creosote bush-bur sage community.

Hoffmeister and Goodpaster (1951)

have reported up to nine species of rodents coexisting on a single acre of

the palo verde-saguaro community.
rats:
D.

These included three species of kangaroo

Ord's kangaroo rat, Dipodomys ordii ; the banner-tailed kangaroo rat,

spectabilis ; and Merriam's kangaroo rat; three species of pocket mice:

hispid pocket mouse, Perognathus hispidus ; Arizona pocket mouse; and desert

pocket mouse; one species of deer mouse, Peromyscus maniculatus
species of grasshopper mice:

torridus ; and the northern grasshopper mouse,

Table

2. 1. 8.

;

and two

southern grasshopper mouse, Onychom ys
0_.

leucogaster .

2-3 lists the results of sampling for rodents conducted by

Rosenzweig and Winakur (1969) in an area of the palo verde-saguaro
community.

In this study, three species, Merriam's kangaroo rat, the silky

pocket mouse, Perognathns flayus, and the desert pocket mouse comprised 63

percent of the rodent population.
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The habitat requirements of Merriam

s

kangaroo rat and the desert pocket

mouse were discussed in the Yuman Desert Eiome.

generally occurs in areas having rocky soils with
A high density of vegetation below

layer.

5

The silky pocket mouse
a

continuous low grass

inches in height is generally

required for this species (Rosenzweig and Winakur, 1969)

.

Other species of mammals which are abundant in the palo verde-saguaro
community include the blackball jackrabbit; antelope jackrabbit, lepus
alleni

;

coyote; gray fox, Urocyon cine reoargenteu

;

and spotted skunk,

Spiloqale putorius .

Table 2.1.8.2-3
Relative Densities of Rodents Collected
on an Area of the Palo Verde-saguaro Community

Relative Density

SPECIES

Merriam's kangaroo rat

35

Silky pocket mouse

19

Desert pocket mouse

9

Hispid cotton rat

7

Northern grasshopper mouse

7

Cactus mouse

5

Deer mouse

4

Hispid pocket mouse

3

Banner-tailed kangaroo rat

3

Fulvous harvest mouse

2

Southern grasshopper mouse

2

White- footed mouse

1

Ord's kangaroo rat

1

Plains harvest mouse

1

Northern pigmy mouse

1

Source:

Rosenzweig and Winakur, 1969.
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The most important big-game species which commonly occur in the palo verde-

saguaro community are the mule deer and peccary (Pecari angulatus )

.

Both of

these species are usually found in washes and bushy areas throughout the
palo verde-saguaro community.

The mule deer occurs principally on flats

away from mountainous areas and is also abundant in upland areas.

Peccary

travel in bands, often being numerous in one place and absent from another
(Hoffmeister and Goodpaster, 1954).

Such bands utilize home ranges which

consist of a central area used exclusively by members of one band and
peripheral areas shared with members of neighboring bands (Schweinsburg,
1971)

During the period 1971 to 1973, 3,618 mule deer were harvested by 19,901

hunters in 169,453 hunter days on Arizona Game Management Units 24E, 28, 31,
32, 37A, 37B and 37C.

These seven units encompass the pipeline corridor

from Phoenix, Arizona, to the Arizona- New Mexico border.

During the period

1971 to 1974, 31,432 hunters also harvested 6,238 peccary in 61,317 hunter

days in these same game management units (Webb, 1974).

See Figure 2.1.8.2-

5.

The proposed Black Mountain Pump Station site (Map 1.1.1-8, Attachment
in an area that has extremely high dove and quail concentrations..

1)

is

In fact,

the Arizona Game and Fish Department claims that this area provides some of

the best dove and quail hunting in the state.

Aquatic .

Major areas of permanent or semipermanent water in the palo verde-

saguaro community are restricted to the Gila River and its major tributaries

such as the San Pedro and the Santa Cruz rivers.

Most of the water which

formerly flowed through these rivers has teen diverted for agricultural

purposes and at times surface flow is very slight.

Natural springs and man-

made structures such as stock ponds, irrigation ditches and agricultural

canals also provide sites where fish can be found.
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Riparian areas of the palo verde-saguaro community contain a much greater
density and diversity of vegetation than occur in the creosote bush-bur sage
community of the Yuman Desert Biome.

Dense stands of palo verde, mesquite,

catclaw, and willow (Salix spp.) often provide a we 11 -developed riparian

association in arroyos and washes.

I

Major aquatic habitat is encountered along

a

portion of the proposed

pipeline which crosses the San Pedro Fiver just north of the town of
Redington, Arizona (Figure 2.1-8.2-2).

Several native fish species occur in

the San Pedro River or in its tributaries at this point.

speckled dace, Rhinichthys os cuius

;

These include the

longfin dace. Ago si a chrysoqaster

,,

and

the Sonora sucker, Catostomus insiqnis (Hinckley, 1973)

The speckled dace occurs most commonly in relatively swift, moderate-sized,
pool-and-riffle creeks.

it usually lives in water less than 2 feet deep and

often congregates below riffles and eddies.

Ereeding adults prefer swift

water, and in late winter and early spring individuals are numerous in

swirling water behind stones or other obstructions.
:

The longfin dace occurs in sandy-bottomed desert streams,

it is highly

opportunistic, moving rapidly into flowing water during periods of high
|

precipitation and runoff, to travel large distances in relatively short
periods of time.

Mortality in such cases is severe as the streams

;

!

I
m

dessicate, but many individuals persist in tiny side pools or in depressions

beneath logs and stones.

In smaller streams where daytime demands of plants

for water and evaporation exceed the supply, the flow of water may cease

about noon and not resume until darkness.

Under such conditions, the

longfin dace persists beneath moist debris and algal mats throughout the day

and feeds in less than an inch of water at night and in the morning
(Campbell and Green, 1968).

HI

I
I
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Introduced fish species which occur in the San Pedro River in the vicinity
of the existing pipeline crossing include the bluegill, mosquito fish, green

sunfish, and largemouth bass

(Minckley, 1973).

The pipeline route crosses the Florence Casa Grande Canal near Coolidge,
Arizona.

This is an irrigation canal that flows into Picacho Reservoir

which is several miles to the south of the crossing.

Picacho Reservoir is

an outstanding marsh that provides a warmwater fishery and is also noted for
its excellent dove and duck hunting (Figure 2.1.8.2-2).

Desert Grassland Biome

Terrestrial .

The Desert Grassland Biome is a transition zone between the

Sonoran and Chihuahuan deserts.

Here are found the trees and shrubs of the

grassland (Benson and Darrow, 1954).

Because this area is ecotonal, there

are numerous plant communities in evidence, such as oak-pine woodland,
Today, the Desert Grassland

ponderosa pine, desert scrub, and chaparral.

exhibits marked shrub and tree invasions which are replacing the perennial
native grasses.
(Lowe, 1964).

This has been occurring since the turn of the century
This biome commonly occurs between 3,500 and 5,000 feet

elevation in southeastern Arizona, southwestern New Mexico, and also in

western Texas (Figure 2.1.2.2-1).

Precipitation in this biome is distinctly

biseasonal and usually somewhat greater during summer than during winter,

with total annual rainfall between 12 and 24 inches (Lowe, 1964)

Reptiles and amphibians

~

The herpetofauna of the Desert Grassland Biome

commonly contains 10 species of amphibians,

1

species of turtle, 14 species

of lizards, and 15 species of snakes (Lowe, 1964).

Commonly occurring species of the herpetofauna which can be considered
somewhat characteristic of the biome include the Sonora mud turtle,

Kinosternon sonoriense ; Clark's spiny lizard, Sceloporus clarki; Arizona
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alligator lizard, Gerrhonotus kingi ; and the ringneck snake, Diadophis
punctatus .

The Sonora mud turtle frequents ponds, springs, creeks, and waterholes of
intermittent streams in the Desert Grassland Eiome.

It is closely

restricted to areas of permanent water (Stebbins, 196 6).

Clark's spiny lizard chiefly inhabits lower mountain slopes.

It is

primarily a tree dweller, but also occurs on the ground among rocks.

It

reaches its greatest abundance in well-developed riparian woodlands along

major drainageways.

The Arizona alligator lizard occurs in rocky areas near permanent or

temporary streams.
Neotoma spp.

,

It is generally found under logs, rocks, in woodrat,

nests and in leaf litter in areas of dense plant growth

(Stebbins, 1966)

The ringneck snake is usually found under rocks, logs, boards, and other
surface cover.

It generally inhabits moist environments and is most

abundant in riparian situations.

It is occasionally found in the open,

usually after periods of rainfall (Lowe, 1964)

Birds

—

The avifauna of this biome contains a unique mixture of bird

species from the oak woodland below and the ponderosa pine forest above.

In

this biome, particularly in riparian areas, Arizona avifauna achieves great

diversity and abundance.

This is particularly true in those mountainous

areas of southeastern Arizona which maintain a connection with the Sierra
Madre range of Mexico (Cogswell, Calif. State U.

1975, pers. comm.

,

)

Table 2.1.8.2-4 lists breeding-bird densities in an area of oak-pine

woodland in the Desert Grassland Biome of southeastern Arizona.

The most

abundant breeding bird species were the mockingbird, Mimus polyglot tos ;

black-throated gray warbler, Dendroica nigrescens
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;

black -chinned

.

hummingbird, Archilochns alexandri ; and the bridled titmouse, Parus

wollweberi (Balda, 1970).

The mockingbird commonly occurs in the less densely wooded areas of the oakpine woodland which contain brushy vegetation.

It undergoes marked seasonal

fluctuations in abundance throughout Arizona which are not yet fully

understood

The black-throated gray warbler is a common resident in the oak-pine
woodland.

vegetation.

It is most abundant in scrub oak thickets and other dense
It generally winters in riparian associations in both the

Sonoran Desert and the lower elevations.

The black-chinned hummingbird and

bridled titmouse are also common summer residents.

The black-chinned

hummingbird nests most commonly in the foliage of trees, whereas the bridled
titmouse is usually found in riparian associations along larger streams

where it nests in the cavities of trees (Lowe, 1964).
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Table 2.1.8.2-t
Densities of the 20 Most Common Breeding Birds
in an Area of Oak-Pine Woodland

Breeding Pairs/40 Hectares

SPECIES

Mockingbird

30

Black- throated gray warbler

2n

Black-chinned hummingbird

21

Bridled titmouse

18

Ash-throated flycatcher

"32

Rufous-crowned sparrow

11

Bush tit

10

Plain titmouse

10

Bewick's wren

9

American robin

7

White-breasted nuthatch

7

Eastern bluebird

7

Mexican jay

6

Black-headed grosbeak

6

Brcwn-headed cowbird

6

Rivoli's hummingbird

6

Poor-will

6

Western wood pewee

5

Solitary vireo

5

Source:

Balda, 1970.

a

Approximately 100 acres.

In Sulphur Springs Valley, Arizona, there are numerous dry lakes.

Largest

of the dry lakes is the Willcox Playa, which covers about 50 square miles

and is about 10 miles south of the proposed route (Figure 2.1.8.2-2).
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Although little vegetation can be found on the lake bottoms, during the
rainy seasons the lakes do provide resting areas for migratory waterfowl.

Emergent vegetation on the banks of Willcox Playa and around the marshy
areas in San Simon Valley provide some duck nesting habitat.

In addition to

the playas, the valley contains numerous seeps and springs (O'Brien, 1975).

This area is one of the few remaining strongholds of the Federally

Endangered Mexican duck. Anas diazi, in the United States.

San Simon drainage, in the next valley to the east of Sulphur Springs

Valley, has intermittent water for the most part with a few springs and
seeps providing water throughout the year.

this valley.

The Mexican duck also utilizes

Both of these valleys provide excellent dove and quail

habitat.

Mammals -- The outstanding characteristic of the mammalian fauna of the

Desert Grassland Biome is the greater abundance of moderate to large-sized
species as compared to the Sonoran Desert.

Such species as the raccoon,

coati, Nasua narica ; mountain lion, Felis concolor ; peccary, and mule deer

occur abundantly in this biome.

Mammals characteristic of the biome include the brush mouse, Peromyscus
boylii ; spotted skunk; hognose skunk, Conepatus leuconotus; and the rock

pocket mouse: Perognathgs intermedins (Hoffmeister and Goodpaster, 1954).

The mule deer, Odocoileus hemionus ; whitetail deer, odocoileus virginianus

and the peccary are the most important big game species.

In Arizona Game

Management Dnit 32, which contains a portion of desert grassland through

which the existing pipeline passes (Figure 2.1.8.2-2), 5,160 hunters
harvested 928 mule deer and 64 whitetail deer in 17,192 hunter days during
the period 1971 to 1973.

During the same three-year period, 4,960 hunters

harvested 1,083 peccaries in 9,744 hunter days (Webb, 1974).
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;

.

Aquatic .

.

The major riparian association of the Desert Grassland Bionie is

composed primarily of broad-leaf trees such as cottonwoods Populus spp.,
willows, and sycamore, Platanus spp.

Both their distinctive life form and

their riparian habitat immediately distinguish these deciduous woodlands
from the adjacent evergreen oak-pine woodland.

In the oak-pine woodland,

most streams supporting such a riparian association are the permanent and
intermittent streamways of the adjacent conifer-clad mountains (Lowe, 1964).

As mentioned previously, intermittent lakes exist in Sulphur Springs Valley
and San Simon Valley.

Chihuahnan Desert Biome

Terrestrial .

The Chihuahuan Desert extends farthest south of all North

American deserts.

The majority of the Chihuahuan Desert occurs south of the

United States-Mexican border in the Mexican states of Chihuahua and
Coahuila.

It extends northward into the United States (Figure 2.1.2.2-1)

and encompasses portions of western Texas, southern New Mexico, and
southeastern Arizona (Jaeger, 1957).

The Chihuahuan Desert generally consists of rolling plains of volcanic soil

with numerous dry basins or "bolsons" which have no drainage outlet but form
ephemeral lakes during the rainy season.

Many parallel chains of mountain

ranges occur with a general north-south or northwest-southeast orientation
(Jaeger, 1957).

The Chihuahuan Desert is essentially a shrub desert, but in

the portions which occur in the United States, desert and grassland

vegetation species form interesting landscape mosaics controlled importantly
by marked changes in soil conditions over very short distances (Lowe, 1964)

The portion of the Chihuahuan Desert which occurs in the United States is a

broad and highly varied transition region between the plains grassland
(short-grass plains) and true desert vegetation (Axelrod, 1950)

The climate of the Chihuahuan Desert is intermediate between typical desert
and grassland type climates and a slight change in the precipitation2-593

evaporation ratio can effect a pronounced change in the vegetation at a

given locality (Lowe, 1964).

The shrub vegetation of the Chihuahuan Desert is primarily composed of
creosote bush, sandpaper bush, Mortonia scabrella ; and white-thorn acacia.
Acacia constrictor .

There is also considerable growth of low-lying cacti,

leaf succulents. Agave spp.

Reptiles and amphibians
commonly contains

9

—

;

and stem succulents. Yucca spp.

The herpetofauna of the chihuahuan Desert

species of amphibians,

2

species of turtles,

of lizards and 20 species of snakes (Stebbins, 1966).

1<*

species

Commonly occurring

species of the herpetofauna which can be considered somewhat characteristic

of the Chihuahuan Desert include the crevice spiny lizard, Sceloporus
poinsetti ; round-tailed horned lizard, Phrynosoma mode stum ; desert-grassland
whiptail, Cnemidophorus uniparens ; and the trans-Pecos rat snake, Elaphe

subocularis .

These three lizards each prefer somewhat different habitats.

The crevice

spiny lizard inhabits rocky canyons, gullies, hillsides and outcrops of
limestone, granite, or lava throughout the Chihuahuan Desert.

It is most

commonly found in crevices or between rocks from which it feeds on insects
and occasionally on buds and leaves.

The round-tailed horned lizard lives

on sandy or gravelly soil of plains, flats, and washes.

It can be found in

areas with or without rocks, but usually in association with scattered
shrubs such as ocotillo, Fouguieria splendens

;

mesquite, or creosote bush.

The desert-grassland whiptail is common in mesquite grasslands.

It is

generally found on plains and gentle foothill slopes, occasionally in areas

with scant cover of grasses and herbs, but more commonly where mesquite and
yucca are present and often where mesquite is dense.

The trans-Pecos rat snake occurs in most habitats of the Chihuahuan Desert
but particularly in plant associations which contain the following:
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agave.

creosote bush, ocotillo, yucca, mesquite, and cactus.

It prefers rocky

areas where it feeds primarily on rodents (Stebbins, 1966)

Birds

—

Most of the avian species which occur in the Chihuahuan Desert are

those which also range widely over other deserts of the southwestern United

States (Dixon, 1959).

The avifauna of the Chihuahuan Desert is generally

poorer in number of bird species than other North American deserts because
of the lack of vertical complexity of the vegetation.

The majority of bird

species utilize the vegetation of arroyos and washes for breeding sites.
The general pattern of utilization for nesting bird species in the

Chihuahuan Desert is a concentration of nesting pairs of several species in
those arroyos with the heaviest vegetation, with a trend of decreasing

density and decreasing species diversity from these larger arroyos through
smaller ones and finally to upland areas where there are generally no fulltime breeding species.

The breeding birds of small arroyos and upland

areas are merely increasingly depauperate representatives of the avifauna of
large arroyos.

Five species comprise the basic avifauna of the Chihuahuan Desert along the
pipeline route from Ehrenberg, Arizona, to Midland, Texas.

These include

the mourning dove; verdin; crissal thrasher, Toxostoma dor sale ; black-tailed
gnatcatcher, Polioptila melanura ; and black-throated sparrow.

Table

2.1.8.2-5 gives the densities of breeding bird species sampled in an area of

Chihuahuan Desert in Dona Ana County, New Mexico (Riatt and Maze, 1968).
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Table 2.1.8.2-5
Density of Breeding Bird Pairs Nesting in an

Area of Chihuahuan Desert

a

SPECIES

Breeding Pairs/40 Hectares

Black-throated sparrow

7.2

Verdin

2.7

Mourning dove

1.1

crissal thrasher

0.4

Black-tailed gnatcatcher

0.4

Scaled quail

0.2

Cactus wren

0. 2

White-throated swift

0.

Loggerhead shrike

0.1

b

Roadrunner

*

Lesser nighthawk

*

Scott* s oriole

*

Brown-headed cowbird

*

Source :

Riatt and Maze, 1968.

a

Approximately 100 acres.
b

Believed to have bred in the vicinity of the study area.

The black-throated sparrow was the most abundant breeding species and showed
the broadest ecological amplitude within the study area.

Although it did

not leave the arroyos for nesting, the black- throated sparrow nested farther
up in the smaller arroyos than did the other species.

Verdins utilized virtually the entire study area but were limited for actual
nesting by the occurrence of thorny or spinescent shrubs more than
tall.
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4

feet

The mourning dove was the only species that utilized the upland areas

between arroyos for nesting, but it did not nest in other habitats to the
same degree as the black-throated sparrow.

The densities of the other two species characteristic of the Chihuahuan

Desert (crissal thrasher and black-tailed gnatcatcher) were too low to
reveal patterns of habitat utilization.

Eoth of these species appeared to

be generally restricted to portions of larger arroyos with dense shrubs for

both nesting and feeding (Piatt and Maze, 1968).

Mammals

—

The majority of the mammals that occur in the Chihuahuan Desert

are species that also occur on the Mexican plateau and in the other deserts
of the southwestern United States.

Mammals which can be considered somewhat

characteristic of the Chihuahuan Desert of the United States include the

hooded skunk. Mephitis macroura

;

Mexican ground squirrel, Citellus

mexicanus ; Merriam's pocket mouse; and Nelson's pocket mouse, Peroqnathus
nelscni .

The hooded skunk occurs along major arroyos and washes in the Chihuahuan
Desert.

It utilizes rocky ledges or patches of dense vegetation for

concealment during the day from which it emerges in the evening to feed upon
mice, eggs, insects, grubs, berries, and carrion.

The Mexican ground squirrel generally places burrows at the base of mesquite
in an open valley or occasionally at the base of a creosote bush, acacia, or
a cluster of cacti.

The seed pods of mesquite form the staple diet of this

species, but it also feeds on other vegetative material and occasionally on

insects and lizards (Bailey, 1931).

Merriam's pocket mouse occupies open plains with sandy or gravelly soil,

usually with short or sparse vegetation.

It generally constructs burrows at

the base of a creosote bush (Burt and Gorssenheider, 196W)
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Nelson's pocket mouse is most abundant in the portion of the Chihuahuan

Desert that occurs in Texas in areas from 2,500 to

tt,500

feet in elevation.

Within this range it occurs in rocky areas that support sparse stands of
grass and sotol (Davis, 1966).

Table 2.1.8.2-6 shows the results of small rodent sampling conducted in an
area of Chihuahuan Desert in extreme southeastern Arizona.

Table 2.1.8.2-6
Relative Densities of Rodents in an Area of Chihuahuan
Desert in Southeastern Arizona

Relative Density %

SPECIES

Merriam's kangaroo rat

66

Southern grasshopper mouse

12

Silky pocket mouse

5

Cactus mouse

5

Deer mouse

3

Fulvous harvest mouse

1

White-throated wood rat

1

Bailey's pocket mouse

1

Desert cottontail

1

Source:

Aquatic .

Chew and Chew, 1970.

The major habitat for fish along the proposed route in the

Chihuahuan Desert Biome is in the Rio Grande and the Pecos River (Figure
2.1.8.2-3).

Other riparian habitat generally consists of dry arroyos and

washes bordered with mesguite.

The major plants associated with riparian

areas are mesguite, palo verde, and agave.

Most of the water flow in the Rio Grande is diverted for irrigation,, so for

portions of each year little water remains in the channel where it crosses
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No native fish species occur in

frcm New Mexico into Texas near El Paso.

the Rio Grande at the site of the existing pipeline crossing.

The present

population consists of such introduced species as the mosquito fish, carp,
bluegill, channel catfish, and green sunfish (Appendix Table A2. 1.8.2-5).

The Pecos River in the vicinity of the proposed pipeline crossing maintains
a large flow during spring and summer.

The river flows into Red Bluff

Reservoir a few miles south of the crossing.

The reservoir and crossing

vicinity are a major fishery for the area.

Some of the more common fishes found near the proposed crossing and in Red

Bluff Reservoir that are sought by fishermen are the white bass. Mo rone

chrysops

;

largemouth bass; bluegill; channel catfish, Ictalurus punctatus ;

green sunfish, Lepomis cyanellus ; gizzard shad, Dorosoma cepedianam

;

and

carp.

One native fish species, the greenthroat darter, Etheostoma lepidium . occurs
in the Pecos River in the vicinity of the existing pipeline crossing (Hubbs

and Echelle, 1972).

In 1947, Roster obtained specimens of the Pecos darter

at the existing pipeline crossing.

Channel straightening, brush removal,

irrigation diversions, and pollution from municipalities and cattle feedlots

may have eliminated that population, as recent studies have not been able to
find it at the same location (Hubbs, 1975:

pers. comm.).

Of the total fish fauna from the Pecos River crossing to Red Rock Reservoir,

three species have an extremely limited distribution within the state.

These are the banded tetra, Astyanax mexicanus; Pecos pupfish, Cyprinodon
sp.

;

and the grey redhorse, Moxostoma conqestum .
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Trans-Pecos Desert Scrub Biome

Terrestria l .

The Trans-Pecos Desert Scrub Biome is represented along the

proposed pipeline route by a small portion which is located along the

Guadalupe escarpment near Guadalupe National Park in Texas (Figure
2.1.2.2-1).

This biome serves as a transition between the pine-fir-oak

association of the Southern Rocky Mountain Biotic Province of the higher

mountains of the Guadalupe escarpment and the Chihuahuan Desert.

It

generally occurs between 4,500 and 7,000 feet elevation and is characterized

by pinon-juniper woodlands (Davis and Eobertson, 1944)

The herpetofauna of this portion of the Trans-Pecos Desert scrub is
virtually identical to that of the surrounding Chihuahuan Desert.
Conspicuous breeding birds include the scrub jay, Aphelocoma coerulescens ;

curve-billed thrasher; gray vireo, vireo vicinior ; brown towhee; and blackchinned sparrow.

Characteristic mammals include the gray fox, white-footed

mouse, white-ankled mouse, and the desert cottontail (Davis, 1966; Robbins,

et al., 1971; Stebbins, 1966).

Short-Grass Prairie Biome

Terrestrial .

The Short-Grass Prairie Biome extends eastward from the Pecos

River in New Mexico encompassing the remainder of the proposed pipeline
route to the terminal in Midland, Texas (Figure 2.1.2.2-1).

It consists of

flat to rolling plains interspersed with shallow drainages.

Moisture is

generally deficient throughout the Short-Grass Prairie Biome with an
increase in available moisture moving from west to east.

A short-grass association, with grama grass as one of the principal
constituents, is the major association of the Short-Grass Prairie Biome.

Various species of threeawns, Aristida spp.
also important in this biome.
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,

and tobosa, Hilaria spp., are

Reptiles and amphibians
commonly contains

1

—

The herpetofauna of the Short-Grass Prairie Biome

species of salamander,

of lizards, and 16 species of snakes

5

species of turtles,

(Stebbins, 1966)

.

7

species

Commonly occurring

species of the herpetofauna which can be considered somewhat characteristic
of the Short-Grass Prairie Biome include the six-lined racerunner,

Cnemidophorus sexlineatus : Texas spotted whiptail, Cnemidophorus qularis

;

ground snake, Sonora episcopa : and the plains black-headed snake, Tantilla

nigrjceps .

The six-lined racerunner frequents open grassland with scattered bushes in
the Short-Grass Prairie Biome.

It occurs most abundantly where the soil is

sandy but can also be found on loam, gravel, and hardpan.

It frequents both

lowlands and hills, occurring on the floodplains and banks of rivers and in

the vicinity of rock outcrops.

The Texas spotted whiptail often occurs in

the same general area, preferring sandy or gravelly areas of brushy washes

containing mesquite, acacia, and cactus.

The ground snake occurs in grassland and wooded areas where there are rocks
and loose, sandy soil.

It is a secretive burrowing species, usually found

under stones, boards, and other objects where it feeds on spiders,
centipedes, scorpions, and insects.

The plains black-headed snake is found

in grassy areas, brushland, and woodlands where it occurs under rocks,

boards, and other objects by day and occasionally in the open at night.
is most abundant on rocky hillsides where the soil is damp (Stebbins,

Birds

~

It

1966).

The avian populations of the Short-Grass Prairie Biome are

depauperate when compared to avian populations of other North American
grasslands.

A major distinction of the avifauna of the Short-Grass Prairie

Biome is the general lack of ground-associated forms which dominate the

avifauna of other grasslands.

Instead, there is a predominance of brush-

associated and air-feeding forms (Weins, 1973)
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Table 2.1.8.2-7 lists the relative densities of the 20 most common bird
species occurring in an area of Short-Grass Prairie Eiome throughout the

summer and winter of 1971 and 1972 (Davis, Sawyer, Griffing and Bordon,
1974).

The most common species occurring in the study area were the lark

bunting, Calamospiz a melanocorys : mourning dove; and western meadowlark,

Sturnella neqlecta .

These three species comprised 48 percent of the total

population.
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Table 2.1.8.2-7
Relative Densities of Birds Occurring Over a Two- Year
Period in an Area of Semiarid Short-Grass Prairie

Relative Density %

SPECIES

Lark bunting

21

Mourning dove

15

Western meadowlark

12

Loggerhead shrike

9

Pyrrhuloxia

9

White-necked raven

6

Black- throated sparrow

ft

Brewer's sparrow

ft

Cactus wren

ft

Scaled quail

3

Marsh hawk

2

White-crowned sparrow

2

Mockingbird

2

Swainson* s hawk

1

Burrowing owl

1

House finch

1

Great horned owl

1

American kestrel

1

Western kingbird

1

Crissal thrasher

1

Source:

Mammals

Davis, et al., 1974.

—

The characteristic mammalian fauna of the Short-Grass Prairie

Biome includes the swift fox, Vulpes velox; Mexican pocket gopher,

Cratogeomys castanops

;

plains pocket mouse; and the Texas kangaroo rat,

Dipodomys elator (Blair, 1950).

The black-tailed prairie dog, Cynomys

ludoricianus , also exists in the area traversed by the proposed pipeline.
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The swift fox occurs rarely throughout the Short-Grass Prairie Blame,
foxes usually den in open,, overgrazed pastures.

These

They spend most of the

daytime in their den and emerge at night to feed on rabbits and small
rodents.

The Mexican pocket gopher is usually found in deep,, loamy soils which are

relatively free of rocks, but it will occasionally be found in sandy soils.
It feeds chiefly on the roots and stems of vegetation including the outer

bark of the roots of trees.

The plains pocket mouse occurs most commonly in areas with sandy soils
covered with sparse vegetation.

Its burrows are generally located at the

base of a yucca or beneath clumps of prickly pear cactus.

The Texas kangaroo rat is uncommon in this bioine.

It prefers clayey soils

supporting sparse, short grasses and small, scattered mesquite bushes.

The

burrows are generally located at the base of a small mesquite usually in
such a fashion that one root of the mesquite forms the top or side of the

burrow opening.

Although the Texas kangaroo rat can be considered

characteristic of the Short-Grass Prairie Biome, it has a very limited

distribution within this biome, and probably does not occur in the vicinity
of the proposed route

(Davis,

1966).

Although the black-tailed prairie dog is not common in the immediate area of
the proposed pipeline, a survey of aerial photographs by Texas

ABM

University in 1970 revealed three colonies in Andrew County, and
in Martin County, Texas.

1<J

colonies

Both of these counties are less than 10 miles

north of the proposed pipeline route.

Prairie dog colonies are significant

because of the Endangered black-footed ferret's dependence on them {U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, 1976, pers. comm.).

Aquatic .

Wo aquatic areas are located near the proposed line in this biome.
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.

Invertebrates of all biomes

Invertebrates represent a large proportion of the total number of extant
animal species; hence, they make an important contribution to the total

biomass of any given community.

Invertebrates are cosmopolitan in

distribution, occupying a variety of habitats (aquatic and terrestrial)

I

Insects are the most conspicuous group of invertebrates but their obvious
presence should not discount the importance of other groups such as the
arachnids, millipedes, centipedes, crustaceans, gastropods, and mollusks.

As a group, invertebrates form a base step in the trophic pyramid of any
community.

They serve as food sources for higher trophic level organisms,

recycle nutrients back into the community, act as predators on other
invertebrates, are parasites of both vertebrates and other invertebrates,
serve as disease vectors, and often become economically important

agricultural pests.

Despite severe environmental conditions found in the seven desert biomes
(Figure 2.1.2.2-1) which occur along the proposed pipeline route east of the

California Coastal Biome, the invertebrate populations of each plant
community are seasonally large.

Grasshoppers and their allies (Orthoptera)

are the most common insect group, followed by the moths and butterflies
(Lepidoptera)
(Jaeger,

,

1957).

mites (Acari)

,

beetles (Coleoptera)

,

and wasps and ants (Hymenoptera)

Other common arthropods include scorpions (Scorpiones)
and spiders (Araneae)

Invertebrate species are extremely important parts in the ecological
framework of the various plant communities within the biomes.
termites (Isoptera)

,

Ants and

in particular, maintain a greater biomass and utilize a

greater percentage of the available energy flow through each plant community
than birds and reptiles of that plant community combined (Costello, 1972)
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Activities of invertebrates in desert and semiarid environs are strongly
influenced by temperature.

In each of the fciomes there are broad

temperature changes from day to night.

Invertebrates commonly found on the

ground are less subject to these temperature ranges, since the soil and
plants to which these invertebrates cling retain daytime heat for

considerable periods after sunset.

Aquatic invertebrates (especially insects) found in major streams and rivers
along the proposed route are important parts of aquatic ecosystems.
most abundant groups are larval and adult mayflies (Ephemeroptera)
(CoieopteraJ

dobson flies or lacewings (Neuroptera)

„

(Trichoptera)

,

and various mollusks and crustaceans.

,

,

The
beetles

larval caddis flies

Aquatic insect larvae

cannot generally survive on shifting sandy substrata; however, freshwater
clams find firmly packed sandy bottoms suitable for habitation (Kendeigh,
1961).

Natural catastrophes such as torrential floods or fires can destroy

entire invertebrate populations but recovery generally takes place within a
few weeks or months.

More specific invertebrate information for areas along the pipeline route,

including extensive species lists, may be obtained from the several
universities, state game and fish agencies,, and research centers such as the

Philip L. Boyd Deep Canyon Desert Research Center in Riverside county,
California.

2.1.8.3

Rare, Threatened, Endangered, and/ or Protected vertebrates

Under the Endangered Species Act of 1973, the United States recognizes the

world's Endangered and Threatened animals in two listings.

The United

States List of Endangered Fauna was first published in May, 1974.

This list

includes all animals formerly listed in the United states List of Endangered

Native Fish and Wildlife and in the United States List of Endangered Foreign

Fish and Wildlife.
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Threatened species are listed in the United States list of Threatened Fauna-

This list was established in July, 1975.

Additions and modifications to the

Endangered and Threatened lists are made periodically in the Federal
Register.

The 1973 Endangered Species Act defines the two categories of endangerment
as

:

" (a)

Endangered Species

—

those species in danger of extinction

throughout all or a significant portion of their range.

Threatened Species

—

.

.

and

(b)

those species which are likely to become endangered

within the foreseeable future throughout all or a significant portion of
their range.

..."

Birds and marine mammals

There are several bird and marine mammal species which are listed as
Endangered by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and Rare or Endangered by
the California Department of Fish and Game.

Tables A2. 1.8. 3-1 and A2. 1.8. 3-2 show the species concerned, status, and
distribution.

Below is a short narrative on the Endangered or Rare species

which are not individually discussed in Section 2.1.8.1.

Some of these

marine species also are found inland occasionally, and are listed also with
the terrestrial and aquatic (freshwater) species of the section.

1.

Light-footed clapper rail, Rallus longirostris levipes .

Description:

This subspecies is slightly smaller and darker than the

California clapper rail.

It is the only clapper rail found in southern

California coastal salt marshes.

Distribution:

It ranges from Goleta Slough, Santa Barbara County, south to

San Quintin Bay, Baja California.

Breeding populations in California are

limited to Goleta Slough, Carpinteria Marsh, Mugu marshes, Anaheim Bay,
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Upper Newport Bay, Los Penasquitos Lagoon, Tijuana Estuary, and remnant salt
marshes in Mission and San Diego bays*

Status:

Federally Endangered.

Planned developments of Tijuana Estuary,

south San Diego Bay, Los Penasquitos Lagoon, and other southern California

coastal salt marshes threaten its survival.
more than a few dozen rails.

Only Tijuana Estuary supports

Total population in California in 1975 was

estimated to be 250 birds.

2.

Aleutian Canada goose, Branta canadensis leucopareia .

Description:

A very small race of the Canada goose, only slightly larger

than the tiny cackling Canada goose.

Plumage is relatively dark brown above

the dark gray below like neighboring races.

It has the broadest white band

at the base of the black neck, and when viewed from above, the most pointed

bill of any race of Canada goose.

Distribution:

Formerly bred on many of the Aleutian Islands, migrating to

California and Japan.
Island, Alaska.

It presently is confined in nesting season to Buldir

It winters in the central valley of California with

principal staging area on Castle Rock off the northern California Coast.

Status:

Federally Endangered.

Population is increasing over the past few

years due to protection and awareness of hunters, along with recovery team
efforts to increase the population.

Latest count (1976) showed the

population at around 900 individuals.

3.

American peregrine falcon, Falco pereqrinus ana turn .

Description:

Commonly called the duck hawk, this is a medium-sized blue-

gray hawk with long, pointed wings.

It is distinguished from other falcons

by its black cap and black cheek patches.
browner and has a streaked breast.
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The prairie falcon is much

Distribution:

The American peregrine breeds in California along the coast

and in higher mountains inland.

Status:

Food chain

Mortality exceeds recruitment.

Federally Endangered.

contamination by persistent pesticides and other contaminants, illegal
taking by falconers, human disturbance, and occasional shooting are

contributing to its decline™
California was 100 pairs.

In the 1910s, the breeding bird population in

By 1970 this population had declined to 10 birds,

of which two pairs produced four young.

In 1975, encouragingly,

eight pairs

were found, six of which fledged 14 young.

4.

Southern bald eagle, Haliaeetus leucocep h alus leucocephalus .

Descriptions

This large soaring bird has a brownish black and white head

and tail and yellow hooked beak and talons.

Immature birds lack white

plumage until their third or fourth year and are difficult to distinguish
from the golden eagle.

Distribution:

This is the only eagle restricted to North America.

It

occurs statewide, particularly along the coast and in interior California

about large lakes, reservoirs, and wetlands.

It nests in vicinity of large

lakes, rivers, and reservoirs from Fresno County north.

Status:

Federally Endangered.

Historically, bald eagles nested in

abundance on the Channel Islands and along the coast; present nesting is
limited to the Sierra Nevada, Cascade and Klamath mountains.

Twenty-one

territories were occupied in California in 1974, when 18 pairs produced 17
young.

An influx of northern birds is evident in winter months.

Reasons

for its decline include irresponsible shooting, removal of nest trees, human

encroachment into nesting and feeding areas, power-line electrocution,
environmental pollution and contamination of the food chain by persistent
pesticides.
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5.

California brown pelican, Pelecanus occidentalis californicus .

Description:

pouched bill.

This is a large grayish-fcrown coastal bird with a long,

It flies with its neck and head folded back on the shoulders,

and with alternate wing flapping and sailing.

Adults have white heads and

necks, whereas immatures are dark-headed.

Distribution:
Mexico.

This subspecies occurs on the Pacific Coast from Canada to

It nests on California's Channel Islands, on the coastal islands

off Baja California, and in the Gulf of California.

Status:

Federally Endangered.

A 1972 survey indicated that the total

population approximates 100,000 birds with 20,000 pelicans frequenting

California's coast from August through November.

California's only

remaining nesting colony on Anacapa Island, currently numbering 400 pairs,
is incapable of maintaining itself.

Reproductive failure is due to collapse

of thin-shelled eggs during incubation, attributed to the effects of

pollutants on breeding birds.

nesting attempts.

In 1971 only seven young were produced in 600

Encouragingly, reproduction in 1974 and 1975 was 305 and

256 young, respectively.

A portion of the Anacapa Island colony nested on

an islet adjacent to Santa Cruz Island in 1972, 1974 and 1975.

6.

California least tern. Sterna albi f rons browni .

Description;

Smallest of the terns, this 9-inch-long bird is recognized by

its white body, gray wing, black wing tips, black-capped head, and black-

tipped yellow bill.

Its quick wing beats and hovering action help

distinguish it from the larger terns.

Distribution:

Migratory.

From April to September it occurs along the

Pacific coast from San Francisco Bay to central Baja California.
colonies are distributed discontinuously along the coast.

Breeding

Wintering area is

not known although it may include coastal areas of Central or South America.
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Status:

Federally Endangered.

It is threatened with extinction because of

continuing destruction of a few remaining feeding and nesting habitats, and
Nesting colonies require flat areas

human disturbance and animal predation.

characterized by complete lack of vegetation, loose substrate, freedom from
disturbance, and nearness to an estuary with a good supply of small fish.

About 25 colonies have nested in recent years in California.

Statewide

breeding population was estimated at 624 pairs in 1973, 582 pairs in 1974,

and 600 pairs in 1975.

About 80 percent of nesting occurs in San Diego

County.

7.

California clapper rail, Rallus lonqirostris obsoletus .

Description:

This is a hen-sized, long-billed, brown bird with tawny

breast, barred flanks, and a short upturned tail with white beneath.

Largest of California's rails, this secretive marsh bird is seldom seen far
from salt marshes.

Distribution:

It is resident to salt marshes of San Francisco Bay, San

Pablo Bay, Napa Marsh, and Elkhorn Slough, and a casual visitor to Bolinas
and Tomales Bays.

Status:

It has also been sighted at Humboldt Bay.

Federally Endangered.

This rail is highly specialized and

apparently incapable of adapting to environmental change.

Major populations

occur in salt marshes bordering south San Francisco Bay and in the Napa
marshes.

Smaller populations exist in San Pablo Eay and Elkhorn Slough.

They are absent along the north and central coast.

Populations over

preferred habitat appear to fluctuate tremendously from year to year.

Marsh

reclamation, as well as industrial pollution and the introduced old-world
rail, are threatening their existence.

However, with the recent

establishment of the San Francisco Bay National Wildlife Refuge Complex and
preservation of key habitat areas, the status of this rail is less tenuous.
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Marine mammals

1.

Guadalupe fur seal, Arctoceph alws philippe t ownsendi .

Presently distributed along Guadalupe Island in Mexico, it has been found on
a few Channel Islands..

Once distributed all along the Channel Islands, it

also was once found in the Farallon Islands off San Francisco™
female is bred a year.

North America.

One pup per

This species is one of the least common mammals in

For some years it was believed to be extinct.

This animal

is considered Rare by the state of California.

Port of Long Beach

No Threatened or Endangered nonavian animals are known to inhabit the Port
of Long Beach area.

The California brown pelican, listed by the California

Department of Fish and Game (1974) as Endangered, is among the most abundant
species in the Los Angeles and Long Beach Harbors.

Brown pelicans rest on

harbor breakwaters and jetties and feed in the harbors.

The California

least tern, also on the California Department of Fish and Game Endangered
species list (1974)

„

Beach Harbor area,

2*»

feeds in the harbors.

Although not nesting in the Long

least tern pairs successfully fledged about 35 young

from 10 nests in 1975 at a new site ^observation station 73, Figure
2.1.8.1.3-35) on Terminal Island plassey, 1975).

Terres trial and aquatic species

The Federal Government and the states of California, Arizona, New Mexico and

Texas also have compiled lists of vertebrates ^Appendix Table A2. 1.8.3-3)
that have been assigned protective designations.

The following list of

protected species was developed from the most current Federal and state
lists {U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1976? California Dept. of Fish and
Game, 1976; Arizona Game and Fish Dept., 1976; New Mexico State Game

Commission, 1976; Texas Parks and Wildlife Dept., 1976).

The Texas

Organization for Endangered Species (TOES) was also used to augment the
official Texas list.

California's protective designations are Endangered, Rare, and Fully
Protected species.

Endangered is synonymous with the comparable Federal

definitions, and Rare is synonymous with the Federal Threatened definition.

Fully Protected status has been extended to several species that do not
qualify under either of the above classifications.

One example is the

desert tortoise, which is the state reptile.

The Arizona Department of Game and Fish has classified its wildlife into
four groups.

Group

I

comprises species that are known or suspected to be

Extinct in Arizona, yet exist elsewhere in the United States or in Mexico.

Group IV includes species that may be no scarcer today than they were 100
years ago.

Restricted in their distribution, they could become Threatened

by some major ecological disturbance.

Groups II and III correspond closely

to the Federal Endangered and Threatened categories, respectively.

New Mexico has the terms Threatened and Endangered following the Federal
definitions.

Texas has listed all its protected species under the term

Endangered.

Fishes

1.

Spikedace, Meda fulqida .

and New Mexico.

Considered Threatened by the states of Arizona

This species occurs in the Gila River basin in Arizona and

New Mexico in moving water less than a yard in depth during most of the
year, concentrating in downstream areas in riffles and eddies.

also exist in the San Pedro River in Arizona.
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Populations

2.
.

Beautiful shiner,, Notropis formes as.

Considered Threatened by the state

of New Mexico.

3.

Proserpine Shiner, Notropis prosperpinus .

state of New Mexico.

Considered Endangered by the

It has been recorded in the Pecos River and the Rio

Grande in New Mexico.

H,

Pecos pupfish, Cyprinodon spp.

New Mexico.

Considered Endangered by the state of

This species is currently being described by Dr„ Anthony

Echelle of Baylor University.

A portion of this series is from the lower

Pecos near the proposed riwer crossing.

5.

Rainwater killif ish, Lucania parva .

of New Mexico.

Considered Threatened by the state

It occurs in the Rio Grande and the Pecos River in New

Mexico.

6.

Pecos gambusia, Gambusia nobilis .

Considered Endangered by the state of

New Mexico and the Federal Government,, and Threatened by TOES.

It

originally occurred in springs and ditches of the Pecos River drainage in

southwestern Texas and eastern New Mexico.

It is now restricted to a few

locations in Pecos and Reeves counties, Texas,, and in Blue Spring near White

City

7.

ff

New Mexico.

Gila topminnow, Poeciliopsis occidentalis m

Considered Endangered by the

state of New Mexico and by the Federal Government.

It formerly occurred in

the. upper and lower Gila River drainage but is presently believed restricted

to a few local sites in Santa Cruz s Cochise, Graham, Pinal and Maricopa

counties, Arizona.
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8.

Greenthroat darter, Etheostoma lepidum .

state of New Mexico.

Considered Threatened by the

It has been recorded at Blue Spring in Eddy County,

New Mexico along the Pecos River near Carlsbad, at Boiling Spring near Bed
Bluff, New Mexico, and at the El Paso Natural Gas Company Pecos River

crossing in Eddy County, New Mexico.

9.

Big scale logperch, Percina macrolepida .

state of New Mexico.

Considered Threatened by the

It has been recorded in the Pecos River near Carlsbad

in Eddy County, New Mexico.

10.

Bonytail chub, Gila elegans.

be Endangered.

Considered by the state of California to

It is presently found in Lakes Havasu and Mohave.

This

Colorado River species exhibits declining populations due to hybridization

with the roundtail chub, GL robusta . and humpback chub,

cypha .

G..

Construction of reservoirs and concomitant fluctuations in water levels have
also contributed to the decline of this species.

11. Colorado squawfish, Ptychocheilus lucius.

the state of California and Federal Government.

Considered Endangered by both
The state of California has

designated this fish as Fully Protected by state law.

This species is

believed to presently occur only in the middle and lower Green River (Utah)

Colorado River above Lake Powell, and Salt River (Arizona)

.

The decline of

this species is attributed to modification of habitat by man, especially

construction of large reservoirs throughout the Colorado River drainage-

Cold tail waters below high dams and reservoirs preclude reproduction of
this species, for this species is adapted to turbid,, swift, warm waters
instead.

In waters that have not been altered by man, introduced fish

species may have a decimating effect on populations of the Colorado

squawfish by increasing competition for available resources.
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12. Humpback sucker , Xyrauchen texanus .

The state of California considers

the humpback sucker to be Fare and, as such, has Fully Protected this
species by law™

The humpback sucker is nearing extinction in the lower

Colorado River below Lake Mohave.

and Mead lakes.

It is locally abundant in Eavasu, Mohave,

The decline in the population of this species is apparently

the result of low reproductive success.

Amphibians

13.

Great Plains narrow-mouthed toad, Gastrophrvne olivacea .

Threatened by the state of Arizona.

Considered

It occurs in damp burrows and crevices

and under rocks, bark and boards in the vicinity of streams, springs and
rainpools.

This species ranges from mesquite grassland to oak-pine woodland

in southeastern Arizona.

1**.

Colorado River toad, Bnfo alvarius .

of New Mexico.

Considered Threatened by the state

It is common in southern Arizona in arid mesquite-creosote

bush lowlands up into the ponderosa pine zone, usually near permanent water.
It has been recorded in Hidalgo County, New Mexico.

15.

Eastern barking frog, Eleutherodactvlus augusti latrans .

Threatened by the states of Arizona and New Mexico.

Considered

It occurs in limestone

outcroppings in yucca-covered flats and desert grassland in southeastern
Arizona.

It has been recorded near Carlsbad in Eddy County, New Mexico.

16. Blanchard's cricket frog,

Acris crepitans blanchardi .

Threatened by the state of New Mexico.

Considered

It occurs in short-grass plains and

along rivers in southeastern New Mexico.

K
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17. Burrowing treefrog,

state of Arizona.

grassy terrain.

Pternohyla fodiens .

Considered Threatened by the

It is a terrestrial, burrowing,, nocturnal frog of open

It occurs in mesquite grassland in extreme southern

Arizona.

Reptiles

18.

Considered Threatened by the

Texas slider, Pseudemys concinna texana.

state of New Mexico.

and cattle ponds.

This subspecies generally occurs in rivers, ditches

It has been recorded along the Black and Pecos rivers in

Eddy and Lea counties. New Mexico.

19.

Desert tortoise, Gopherus agassizi.

of Arizona.

Considered Threatened by the state

It is found most commonly in the Yuman Desert but ranges into

the Arizona Upland Desert.

It frequents desert oases,- riverbanks, washes,

dunes and occasionally rocky slopes.

The desert tortoise has been granted

Special Protection by the state of California.
to collect or injure this species.

In California it is unlawful

It is found throughout the Mojave Desert

in California, southeast of the Salton Basin, and east to the Arizona state

line.

The low reproductive rate of this species has probably caused it to

receive Special Protection.

20.

Sagebrush lizard, Sceloporus graciosus.

state of New Mexico.

Considered Threatened by the

This species usually occurs in sagebrush flats but is

also found in brushland and pinon-juniper woodland.
Otero and Eddy counties.
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It has been recorded in

21. Gila monster, Helodermta suspect urn .

and Threatened by Arizona.

Considered Endangered ty Hew Mexico

It inhabits the lower slopes of mountains and

outwash plains of semiarid regions up into the oak woodland in southern

Arizona and extreme southwestern New Mexico.

22. Giant spotted whiptail, Cnemidophorus burti stictoqrammus .

Threatened by the state of New Mexico.

Considered

It inhabits mountain canyons,

arroyos and mesas in shrubby, rocky areas of Hidalgo County, New Mexico.

23. Desert rosy boa, Lichanura trivirqata qracia .

the state of Arizona.

Considered Threatened by

It inhabits rocky brushlands and desert areas near

permanent or semipermanent water.

It occurs in southwestern Arizona in the

Harcuvar, Harquehala, Castle Dome, and Kofa mountains.

24. Southern rubber boa, Charina bottae .

this species to be Rare.

The state of California considers

The southern rubber boa is known only from Lake

Arrowhead (San Bernardino County) and Fern Valley near Idyllwild (Riverside
County), California.

In addition, it has been reported from Mt. Pinos (Kern

County), California.

This species is probably considered Rare and/or Status

Undetermined because of its limited distribution.

25. Blotched water snake, Natrix erythroqoster transversa .

Threatened by the state of New Mexico.

Considered

It occurs along river courses in

arid country and in permanent or semipermanent water of streams, ditches and
cattle tanks.

It has been recorded along the Pecos River in Eddy County,

New Mexico.

26. Pecos ribbon snake, Thamnophis proximus diabolicus .

Threatened by the state of New Mexico.

Considered

It is common in west Texas and New

Mexico and occurs in temperate woodlands and dense vegetation along streams.
It has been recorded along the Pecos River in Eddy County, New Mexico.
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27.

Sonora coachwhip, Masticophis flagellum cingulum .

by the state of New Mexico.

Considered Threatened

It frequently inhabits wooded, upland areas

near permanent or temporary streams in extreme southwestern New Mexico, and
southeastern Arizona.

28. Western hook-nosed snake, Ficimia cana .

state of Arizona.

Considered Threatened by the

It occurs in semiarid habitats of grasslands, oak-pine

woodland, and scrubby plant growth.

It can also be found in rocky areas,

alluvial deposits and on grassy desert flats.

It occurs in southeastern

Arizona, and southern New Mexico.

29. Arizona coral snake, Micruroides euryxanthus .

the state of New Mexico.

Considered Threatened by

It inhabits arid and semiarid areas of thornscrub,

brushland, grassland and woodland in both lowland and upland rocky areas in

southern Arizona and extreme southwestern New Mexico.

30. Massasauga,

Arizona.

Considered Threatened by the state of

Sistrurus catenatus .

It occurs in desert grassland, particularly in low areas of rank

growth, in southeastern Arizona, southern New Mexico, and west Texas.

31. Mottled rock rattlesnake, crotalus lepidus lepidus .

Threatened by the state of New Mexico.

considered

It inhabits rocky ridges, hillsides

and gorges of lowland grassland areas in arid and semiarid regions in the

vicinity of the Guadalupe Mountains in Eddy and Otero counties. New Mexico.

32. Banded rock rattlesnake, Crotalus lepidus klauberi .

Threatened by the state of Arizona.

Considered

It inhabits rocky ridges, hillsides,

gorges and grassy lowland areas in southeastern Arizona.
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33. Mojave rattlesnake, Crotalus scutulatus .

state of New Mexico.

Considered Threatened by the

It occurs in barren desert, grassland and shrubland in

areas of scattered, shrubby growth such as creosote bush and mesquite.

It

occurs in extreme southwestern New Mexico, southern Arizona, and southeast

California.

Birds

3H. Olivaceous cormorant, Phalacrocorax olivaceus .

the state of New Mexico and Peripheral by TOES.

Listed as Threatened by

The closest population in

the vicinity of the pipeline is a breeding population at Elephant Butte
Reservoir, New Mexico.

Occasional migrants also occur in Grant County, New

Mexico, and near the New Mexico-Texas border at El Paso, Texas.

35. Black-crowned night heron, Nycticorax nycticorax .

by the state of Arizona.

Considered Threatened

It occurs locally throughout the southwestern

United States in deciduous thickets near water.

36. Great egret,

Arizona.

Casmerodius albus.

Considered Threatened by the state of

It occurs locally throughout the southwestern United states near

open areas containing shallow water.

37.

snowy egret, Eqretta thula.

Arizona.

Considered Threatened by the state of

It occurs locally throughout the southwestern United States near

open areas containing shallow water.

38. Brown pelican, Pelecanus occidentalis .

Considered Endangered by both

the Federal Government and state of California.

The brown pelican breeds

locally on islands along the Pacific Coast from Ventura County, California,
south to islands off the coast of Baja California, and islands in the Gulf
of California.

Arizona.

It occasionally wanders inland into mainland California and

The number of birds in breeding colonies, plus nonbreeding birds

off the coast of California and Baja California, has been greatly reduced.
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Poor reproductive success due to collapsed, soft-shelled eggs is attributed
to food contamination by DDE, DDT, and/or other insecticidal pollutants.

Tourist disturbance in some Mexican colonies may also be a factor in the
decline of this species.

39. California condor, Gymnogyps californianus .

Considered Endangered by

both the Federal Government and the state of California.

The state of

California has declared this species Fully Protected under state law.

The

California condor is found in the southern coast ranges from Santa Clara
County, California, south to the Transverse Mountains and north in the

Sierra Nevada foothills to Fresno County, California.

There may be a small

The decline of this species is attributed to

population in Baja California.

disturbance by man, including habitat modification and shooting.
have been killed by eating animals poisoned with strychnine.

Some birds

Possible

shortages of food near nesting sites during the breeding period may also

contribute to the decline of this species.

tO. Black-bellied tree duck, Dendrocyqna autumnalis .

by the state of Arizona.

Considered Threatened

It occurs locally in wooded ponds and marshy areas

in the southwestern United States.

It has been recorded in Maricopa, Pinal

and Cochise counties in Arizona.

41. Mexican duck. Anas diazi .

Listed as Threatened by Arizona, and as

Endangered by the states of New Mexico, Texas, and by the Federal
Government.

This species breeds throughout southeastern Arizona,

southwestern New Mexico and Trans-Pecos region of Texas.

Nesting sites have

been reported near Willcox and Bowie, Cochise County, Arizona, and in Grant,
Hidalgo and Dona Ana counties in New Mexico.

In Texas, the Mexican duck has

been reported as breeding along the Rio Grande in El Paso County, at

Ascarate Lake in the city of El Paso, in Hudspeth County, and along the
Pecos River.

The total U.S. population of Mexican ducks is estimated to be

500 individuals.
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42. Mississippi kite,

Ictinia misisipp iensis.

Considered Endangered by the

state cf Arizona and Threatened by the state of New Mexico.
.

Breeding

populations have been recorded along the San Pedro River near Winkleman,
Arizona, and near the New Mexico-Texas state line in Cona Ana County, New

Mexico.

It has also been recorded near Carlsbad,, Eddy county. New Mexico;

in Grant County, New Mexico, and at Midland, Texas,

43. White-tailed kite. El anus leucurng .

The state of California has granted

a Fully Protected status to the white-tailed kite*

The white-tailed kite is

a resident of California west of the Sierra Nevadas, and the Mojave and

Colorado deserts.

It ranges from coastal Humboldt County, California, and

upper Sacramento Valley to San Diego.

44. Gray hawk, Buteo nitidus.

and as Peripheral by TOES.

Considered Endangered by the state of Arizona

It is rare and local in woods along streams in

southeastern Arizona and southwestern New Mexico.

It has been recorded in

Pinal County and along the San Pedro River in Arizona and in Grant County,

New Mexico.

45. Zone-tailed hawk, Buteo albonotatns .

of Arizona and as Peripheral by TOES.

Considered Threatened by the state

It occurs rather commonly in wooded

canyons in the southwestern United States.

It has been recorded In Maricopa

and Pinal counties in Arizona, in Grant County, New Mexico, and in Culberson
County, Texas.

46. White-tailed hawk, Buteo albic audatos.

Considered Peripheral by TOES.

It is rather common hawk of the edge between grassland and desert in the

southwestern United States.

It has been reported from Cochise County,

Arizona; Hidalgo County, New Mexico; and El Paso county, Texas.
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HI. Black hawk, Buteogallus anthr acinus .

Considered Threatened by the

states of Arizona and New Mexico and as Peripheral by TOES^

It occurs

sparsely in the southwestern United States in woodlands near water.

It has

been recorded in Maricopa and Pima counties, Arizona, and in Otero County,
New Mexico.

A breeding population has been reported along the Gila River in

Grant County, New Mexico.

48.

Southern bald eagle, Haliaeetus leucocephalus leucocephaluS .

Considered

to be Endangered by the Federal Government and the states of California,
Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas.

The state of California has declared this

species Fully Protected under state law.

It nests primarily in estuarine

areas of the Atlantic and Gulf coasts, locally from New Jersey to Texas and

the lower Mississippi Valley, southward from eastern Arkansas and western
Tennessee, and through the southern states west to California and Baja

California.

The population of the southern bald eagle is considered to be

decreasing because of an increase in human population and a decrease in

primary nesting areas.

Other factors contributing to the decline of this

species are disturbance of nesting birds, illegal shooting, loss of nest
trees, and possibly reduced reproduction stemming fom pesticide contaminated
foods.

49. Osprey, Pandion haliaetus.

Considered Threatened by the states of

Arizona and New Mexico and Endangered by TOES.

It is rare and local in the

southwestern United States, usually near large bodies of water.
recorded in Maricopa and Pinal counties, Arizona.

It has been

It has also been recorded

in Hidalgo and Eddy counties and along the Pecos River near Carlsbad, New

Mexico.

The osprey is a rare migrant and/or winter resident of the coast,

lowlands, and mountains of southern California.
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50. Prairie falcon, Falco mexicanus .

by TOES.

Has been declared a Threatened species

It breeds from central British Columbia, east to southern

Saskatchewan, and south to Baja California and northern Texas.

The prairie

falcon winters throughout its breeding range and southward to central
Mexico.

Arizona and New Mexico have a combined population estimated at no

more than 600 breeding pairs.
known.

The reasons for its decline are not fully

Possible reasons include the use of chlorinated pesticides and the

decline in the production of young.

Also, the taking of juveniles for

falconry may have contributed to the decline of this species.

51. American peregrine falcon, F. peregrinus .

Has been declared an

Endangered species by both the Federal Government and the states of
California, Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas.

under California state law.

This species is Fully Protected

It breeds from nonarctic portions of Alaska and

Canada, south to Baja California fexcept along the coast of southern Alaska

and British Columbia)

and Mexico.

,

and locally in central Arizona, Texas Big Bend area,

The peregrine falcon winters chiefly within its breeding range,

but more northern birds tend to move south.

Other races of this falcon

occur on the Pacific coast of British Columbia, southern Alaska, and arctic

North America and other parts of the world.

Possible reasons for the

decline of this species are the cumulative effects of chlorinated pesticides

and their breakdown products which are in the bodies of the falcon's prey.

DDT and DDE have increased adult mortality and reduced production of young
by causing thin-shslled, nonviable eggs.

Habitat destruction and collection

of young and adults for falconry have also been limiting factors.

52. Aplomado falcon,

Falco femoralis .

of Arizona and New Mexico,,

Considered Endangered by the states

It has been recorded in Cochise County, Arizona,

and in Grant and Luna counties. New Mexico.
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53.

Merlin, Falco columbarius .

Considered Threatened by TOES.

It occurs

rarely in the southwestern United States in various open habitats.

winters from Wyoming and California, south tc northern Mexico.

It

It has been

recorded near Gila Bend and other localities in Maricopa County and in Pinal

and Cochise counties in Arizona; in Grant and Luna counties in New Mexico;
and in Midland County, Texas.

54. Yuma clapper rail, Rallus lonqirostris vumanensis.

This subspecies has

been declared Endangered by the Federal Government and the states of

California and Arizona.
under state law.

California has declared the bird Fully Protected

The Yuma clapper rail is known to breed only in freshwater

marshes along the lower Colorado Eiver; the Colorado Delta in Mexico; an
area north of Needles, California; two small marshes along the lower Gila
River, Arizona; two small marshes immediately south of Phoenix, Arizona; and
at the lower end of the Salton Sea, California.

It is concentrated mainly at Lake Havasu, and cibola and imperial National

Wildlife Refuges.

Definite information has not been obtained about whether

or not the population level of this subspecies has declined.

However,

adverse factors such as drainage of marshes by channelization and filling
probably affect the status of this subspecies.

Increased salinity of the

Salton Sea and removal of marsh plants by both physical and chemical means
have probably contributed to limiting the success of this subspecies.

55.

Black rail. Later alius jamaicensis .

The California black rail, L.

jj.

coturniculus , has been assigned a Rare and Fully Protected status by the
state of California, and Endangered status by Arizona.

Little data are

available regarding present or former distribution of this subspecies.
is usually associated with pickleweed, Salicornia spp„ along the tidal

marshes from Tomales Bay at San Francisco, south and casually inland to
Stockton, Riverside, and Salton Sea, California.

numbers along the Colorado River in California.

There are substantial
A reduction in the

population of the California black rail is thought to be the result, of a

It

reduction in the tidal marsh habitat by filling, draining, and/or pollution,
channelization, and phreatophyte control along the Colorado River.

56. California least tern. Sterna albi f rons browni .

The California least

tern which occurs in southern California has received protective

designations by both the state and Federal governments.

This species has

been designated as Endangered by both the Federal Government and the state
of California.

California has declared this subspecies Fully Protected.

The California least tern breeds along the Pacific coast from south San
Francisco Bay, California, to southern Baja California.
range north to Alameda County, California, in summer.

Nonbreeding birds
This subspecies is

declining because nesting habitat is being lost as a result of increased

human activity on beaches, the preferred nesting site.

57. California yellow-billed cuckoo, coccvzus americanus occidentalis .

Considered Rare in California.

Its breeding range historically includes the

entire state.

58. Ferruginous owl, Glaucidium brasilianum .

Considered Peripheral by TOES.

It has been recorded in Maricopa, Pinal, and Cochise counties, Arizona.

59. Whip-poor-will, Caprimulgus vociferus .

state of New Mexico.

Considered Threatened by the

It occurs in a few wooded canyons in south central

Arizona and in extreme southwestern New Mexico.

It has been recorded in

Hidalgo County, New Mexico.

60. Broad-billed hummingbird, Cynanthus latirostris .

by the state of New Mexico.

central Arizona.

considered Threatened

It breeds commonly in wooded canyons in south

It has been recorded in Hidalgo County, New Mexico.
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61. Gila woodpecker, Centurus uropygialis uropygialis .

Threatened by the state of New Mexico.

Considered

It occurs commonly in Arizona where

its distribution generally coincides with that of the saguaro cactus.

It

has been recorded in Grant County, Hew Mexico.

62. Rose-throated becard, Platypsaris aglaiae .

state cf Arizona and as Peripheral by TOES.

Considered Endangered by the

It is rare and local in tall,

weedy vegetation along the United States-Mexican border in Arizona, New
Mexico, and Texas.

63. Thick-billed kingbird, Tyrannus crassirostris pom pa lis .

Considered

Threatened by the states of Arizona and New Mexico and as Peripheral by the

Federal Government.

It occurs in wooded canyons above 6,000 feet in

elevation in extreme southeastern Arizona and southwestern New Mexico.

It

has been recorded in Cochise County, Arizona, and Hidalgo County, New
Mexico.

64. Buff-breasted flycatcher, Empidonax fulvifrons pygmaens .

Endangered by the states of Arizona and New Mexico.

Considered

It is rare and local on

steep canyon slopes with scattered pines, oaks and shrubby undergrowth above
4,500 feet in elevation in southeastern Arizona and southwestern New Mexico.

65. Beardless flycatcher, Camptostoma imberbe .

Considered Threatened by the

state of New Mexico and as Peripheral by TOES.

It occurs rarely in dense

low deciduous growth in areas up to 4,000 feet in elevation in southeastern

Arizona and southwestern New Mexico.

It has been recorded in Pinal County,

Arizona, and Hidalgo County, New Mexico.
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66. Bell's vireo, Vireo bellil .

Mexico.

Considered Threatened by the state of New

It occurs commonly in California, Arizona and Texas in moist

thickets, wood margins and mesquite.

It has been recorded in Grant,

Hidalgo, and Eddy counties. New Mexico.

67. Varied bunting, Passerina versicolor .

state of New Mexico.

Considered Threatened by the

It is uncommon and local along the United States-

Mexican border in thickets and generally near water.

It has been recorded

in Hidalgo and Eddy counties. New Mexico.

68. McCown's longspur, Calcarius mccownii.

state of New Mexico.

Considered Threatened by the

It occurs most commonly during winter on grassland

plains in southwestern New Mexico in Hidalgo County.

During the spring and

fall it can be found in almost any open grassland in New Mexico up to 7,000

feet in elevation.

69. Baird's sparrow, Ammodramus bairdii .

of New Mexico.

grass or weeds.

Considered Threatened by the state

It occurs uncommonly in large fields with short, sparse

It has been recorded in Bona Ana County, New Mexico.

70. Botteri«s sparrow, Aimophila botterii hotter ii .

by TOES.

Considered Peripheral

It is rare and local in tall-grass areas of brushy plains in

southeastern Arizona.

Mammals

71. Sanborn e s long-nosed bat, JLeptonycteris nivalis sanborni .

Threatened by the state of New Mexico, and Peripheral by TOES.

Considered
It is rather

common in southeastern Arizona and extreme southwestern New Mexico in caves,
old mine tunnels, and buildings.
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72.

Considered Endangered by

Southern yellow bat„ Dasypterus ega xantlinus.

the state of New Mexico, and Peripheral

fcy

TOES.

It occurs in wooded areas

of south-central Arizona and in extreme southwestern New Mexico.

73.

Spotted bat, Euderma macu latum .

a Threatened species.

TOES has designated the spotted bat as

There are one or two records from each of the

southwestern states (except for more in Texas and New Mexico) and the state
of Durango, Mexico.

It has been found as far north as Yellowstone County,

Montana, and Canyon County,, Idaho, and as far east as Brewster County,
Texas.

The population of the spotted tat may not be declining, since it is

now believed that this species was probably historically uncommon.

74. White-sided jackrabbit, Lepus callotis gaillardi .

by the state of New Mexico.

Considered Endangered

It occurs in mesquite plains and creosote bush

flats at moderate elevations in extreme southwestern New Mexico.

It has

been recorded in Hidalgo County, New Mexico.

75. Mohave ground squirrel, Spermophilus mohavensis .

California has designated this species as Rare.

The state of

It has an extremely limited

geographic range, all of which is in the southern California desert.

Mohave

ground squirrels are found primarily in creosote bush scrub at elevations

ranging from 2,500 to 4,500 feet with some occurrence in alkali sink
habitation.

76.

Stephens kangaroo rat, Dipodomys stephensi .

California as Rare.

Designated by the state of

It is found only in the San Jacinto Valley, west

Riverside, and south San Bernardino counties,, California.

It has probably

been assigned its Rare status because of its limited distribution.
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77. Arizona black-tailed prairie dog, Cynomys ludovieianus arizonensis .

Considered Endangered by the state of Arizona and Threatened by New Mexico.

This subspecies generally occurs in arid grasslands of the Sonoran Desert in
the southwestern United States.

It has been recorded in Cochise and Graham

counties, Arizona; Lea„ Eddy, Otero, and Grant counties. New Mexico; and

Culberson County, Texas.

78. Southern pocket gopher, Thomomys umbrinus emotus .

by the state of New Mexico.

Considered Threatened

It occurs along the southern Arizona -New Mexico

border in rocky soil in oak-pine woodlands.

79.

Swift fox, Vulpes velox.

Considered Endangered by the Federal

Government and Threatened by TOES.
plains.

It occurs rarely on open deserts and

It has been recorded in Lea County, New Mexico, and in Martin and

Midland counties, Texas.

80. Kit fox, Vulpes macrotis .

The kit fox has been afforded Special
This species may have been protected by

Protection by California state law.

the California legislature as a result of its increasing rarity because of

poison campaigns and predatorial hunters.

81. Coatimundi, Nasua narica molaris .

New Mexico.

Considered Threatened by the state of

It is locally common in southeastern Arizona and extreme

southwestern New Mexico, wherever woody vegetation is sufficient*

In

Arizona it has been reported in the Arizona Upland Desert and desert
grassland in Graham and Cochise counties.
recorded in Hidalgo County.
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In New Mexico it has been

The state of California has designated

82. Ringtail, Bas sari seas astutus.

this species as Fully Protected.

It may have acquired such protection as a

result of being a unique or attractive species.

8 3.

Black-footed ferret, Mustela nigripes .

Considered Endangered by the

states of Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas and by the Federal Government.
is restricted to extant prairie dog towns in the West.

It

There have been no

recent records in west Texas, southern Arizona or New Mexico.

84. Jaguar, Felis onca arizonensis .

Considered Endangered by the states of

Texas and New Mexico, and the Federal Government.

It occurs very rarely

along the extreme southern Arizona-New Mexico border and the Big Bend region
of Texas.

There have been no recent records in the United States.

85. Ocelot, Felis pardalis .

the Federal Government.

Considered Endangered by the state of Texas and

It occurs rarely along the extreme southern

Arizona-New Mexico border.

86. Yuma mountain lion, Felis concolor browni .

state cf Arizona and TOES.

Considered Endangered by the

It occurs in mountainous regions of the

Southwest which contain population? of deer, which is its staple food.

87. Jaguarundi, Felis yagouaroundi tolteca .

Federal Government and Peripheral by TOES.

Considered Endangered by the
It occurs rarely along the

extreme southern Arizona-New Mexico border.

88. Mexican pronghorn, Antiloca rpa americana mexicana .

Threatened by the state of Arizona.

Considered

It occurs on open grassland and desert

plains in south-central and southeastern Arizona.
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89. Sonoran pronghorn, A .A. Sonoriensi s.

Federal Government and Arizona.

Considered Endangered by the

Its range is restricted to southwestern

Arizona and western Sonora, Mexico, in isolated areas.

90. Desert bighorn sheep, Ovis canadensis nelsoni .

the state of Arizona.

Considered Threatened by

Populations of desert bighorn sheep occur on most of

the major mountain ranges in western and southern Arizona.

91. California bighorn sheep, Ovis canadensis Calif oriana .

California

considers the bighorn sheep Rare and provides it with a Fully Protected
status.

In the United States, free-roaming populations are apparently

confined to eastern Oregon and the high Sierra Nevadas of California.

This

subspecies is declining due to indiscriminate hunting and scabies,

presumably contracted from domestic sheep.

The above descriptive information for the species having special

designations in Appendix Table A2. 1.8. 3-3 was taken from the following
sources:

The American Ornithological Onion <AOO) Checklist of North

American Birds, 1957; AFN (American Birds ne. Audubon Field Notes) 19651973; Bailey,

1931; Bond,

1973; Hall and Kelson,

1972; Burt and Grossenheider, 1964; Cheateam,

1959;

Heald, 1951; Hubbs and Echelle, 1972; Jaeger,

1957; Ligon, 1961; Linder et al.

(

1972; Lowe, 1961; Minckley, 1973; Bobbins

et al, 1966; Stebbins, 1966; Stuart and Christensen, 1973; U.S. Bureau of
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, 1973.
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